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FORTHCOMING
DEVELOPMENTS

IN RADIO
B

MAJOR JAMES ROBINSON,
DSc., PhD., F. Inst. P.
DIIRECTOR Off RESEARCH
TO RADIO PRESS LTD

IN an art which has developed
so rapidly as Broadcasting
and which is still developing

rapidly it is not easy to forecast
precisely what the state of the art
will be in a few months' time ;
there are so many factors to be
considered and there are so many
problems still unsolved. Many
people are now trying to solve
new problems, and at any time
some new discovery or invention
may make radical changes essential.

Amateur Enterprise
It is very gratifying that one of

the greatest problems in wireless
which still remains unsolved is being
attacked by amateurs, and it is
to amateurs that a considerable
amount of credit must be given for
the- pioneer work they have done.
This is in the development of short-
wave work for long distances.
The problem is to discover whether
on any wave, long distance com-
munication can be guaranteed at
all times of the day on com-
paratively small power. Much can
be said about this, but as it is still
unsolved it is not easy to state
whether its applications to broad-
casting will be along the lines of
shortening the wavelengths used,
or of using higher power trans-'
mitting stations on the present
wavelengths. This question will be
left for the present.

- Types of Listeners
Accepting the present conditions

of the broadcasting transmitters
and of how the wavelengths used are
carried through space, there are
many factors under the control
of the receiver about which it is
possible to give some idea of future
development. Here, again, there
are different types of listeners to

be considered, which can be
broadly classified into two groups:
(e) those who are particularly in-
terested in reaching out or getting
long distance broadcasting, and
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,u Dr. Robinson's article on page 890 l
Fi is of vital interest . to all ex- E]
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Dr. Robinson was the successful
applicant for the advertised post of
Director of Research to Radio Press
Ltd., a post carrying a minimum
salary of ..£2.500 per annum. He
hqs retired from the position of
Wireless Head of the Royal Air
Force to take charge of the great new
wireless laboratories we are building
at Elstree, I0 miles north of London.

(ii) those who wish to hear their
local station perfectly. Some
people tend to 'call these two
classes respectively searchers after
science, and searchers after art,
but this is by no means fair, as
there is a considerable amount of
science required by the latter class,
in -order to obtain the best artistic
effect. Fortunately it is possible
to make suggestions which will- be
useful to both classes.

Of the conditions under the
control of the listener there are
(a) the aerial system, (h) the earth
system, (c) whether crystal or

valve and. the number and type of
valves used, (d) power supply
for valves, (e) the type of circuit
used, (I) whether phones or loud-
speaker are employed. It is pro-
posed to narrow down this wide
field and to deal pthicipally with
some features of circuit and design
development.

Range of Receivers
As regards the extension of the

range of receivers, the ordinary
principles of straightforward cir-
cuits are well known and have been
often described in this journal.
One can use stages of straight-
forward high frequency amplifica-
tion, rectification, and some stages
of low frequency amplification.
Th:h-e are limits to such methods,
however, as difficulties of reaction
arise when too many stages of high
or low frequency valves are used.
Theoretically, however, and assum-
ing there is unlimited space, and
money, one can obtain as much
amplification as is required by
this means. I t must be -remembered,
however, that arnpaficaticn alone
will not increase the range.
ination of interference must go
hand -in -hand with amplification.

The drawbacks of interaction
and costhave made inventors search
for other methods of amplification.

819
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The question of economy of valves
used lies at the basis of many
advances in wireless reception.
Certain principles are in use now
which enable considerable economy
of valves to be effected.

Present Methods
One of the most important of

these is the well-known reaction
method. Another is to use one
valve for more than one purpose
such a method is usually called
reflex working and is in very
great use. Neutrodyne methods
also are destined to have a great

blematical ; it is commercially
possible, but whether large numbers
of the general public will be able
to build complicated sets involving
reflex action and also super-
heterodyne principles is yet to be
seen.

Super -Regenerative Circuits
Another important advance of

recent years is the super -regenera-
tive circuit. No doubt many
readers will imagine that when I
mention this circuit I am dealing
with an obsolete idea. I deliber-
ately say, however, that the super -

Fig. 1.-In this arrangement the valve is made to function
both as local oscillator and first detector.

immediate future, and the designs
produced in this country will un-
doubtedly be considerably im-
proved as a result of further re-
search work and certain changes in
respect of the whole design of wire-
less receivers. Some indications of
the probable change of outlook
are given later in this article.
Meanwhile, I would like to in-
dicate that the essential fact to
hear in mind in design work is to
get the absolute maximum from
each piece of apparatus rather than
to make up for deficiencies by in-
creasing the number of valves.
Thetre is not the slightest doubt
that the average high frequency
amplifying valve is only carrying
out part of the work which it
should be doing, and that very
much greater amplification is not
only theoretically obtainable, but
can actually be achieved if certain
methods are used.

The Super -Heterodyne
Another method for increasing

range is the super -heterodyne sys-
tem, which is destined to receive
very serious consideration during
the next year. Whether the use
of reflexing methods in conjunction
with super -heterodyne receivers is
going to be a success is pro -

regenerative circuit is by no means
obsolete, and that much will con-
tinue to be heard of it. My ex-
perience and the information I have
in my possession lead me to
believe that there will be a real
field for super -regenerative re-
ceivers, particularly on the shorter
wavelengths, including those used
by such stations as-KDKA.
Popularity of Super -Heterodynes

It is not surprising that the
popularity of super -heterodyne
sets is increasing rapidly, for there
are very many desirable features
about them. It is possible to
design such a set for a fairly wide
range of wavelengths so that the
wavelengths can be. changed in the
easiest possible manner, whilst +he
amplification Over the whole range
need not vary much. In addition
to this quite a small aerial can be
used,: and in fact, a small loop
_aerial is very suitable, so that the
set can. be made portable if re-
quired. An excellent feature is of
course the great selectivity that
is obtained. Such sets are not
suitable for long wavelengths, but
as the B.B.C. stations are on the
300 to 500 metres (999 to 600 kc)
band, the super - heterodyne is
especially suitable in this coun try.

Principles Involved
The principle of the super -hetero-

dyne is so well known that only a brief
reference to its operations is neces-
sary. A local oscillator is employed
to produce beats with the incoming
signals, and the frequency of these
beats can be obtained the same for
any signal in the wavelength range
by adjusting the frequency of the
local oscillator. After rectifying
these beats the problem of ampli-
fication is straightforward, for we
can build an amplifier for one fre-
quency, which is much simpler and
more efficient than having to design
a high. frequency amplifier which
has to work on a variety of fre-
quencies. This frequency is -usually
chosen to be between about r5o,000
and 30,000, corresponding to wave-
lengths of 2,000 metres and ro,000
metres. After amplification of this
single frequency, the signals can be
obtained in the telephones afterrecti-
fication, or if required low frequency
amplification can be employed for
use with a loudspeaker. In its
simplest form the super -heterodyne
thus consists of the following
parts :--

1. An aerial, which may be a
loop aerial.

2. An oscillating valve, with
circuits tuned to the frequency of
the local oscillations, and also
circuits tuned- to the incoming
frequency. This valve can also
act as a rectifier.

3. Two or three valves to am-
plify the beat frequency.

4. One valve as rectifier of these
amplified oscillations.

5. One, or two valves as low fre-
quency amplifiers.

Variations and Improvements
Many variations of this simple

form have been suggested, but
some of them go along the extrava-
gant lines of using more valves in
order that each valve may perfoini
one function efficiently. Much can
be said in favour of such devices,
for, undoubtedly, good results as
regards quality and sensitiveness
can be obtained in this way, but
there are the obvious disadvantages
of much extra cost and the multi-
plication of controls. Our object
is to enquire in what ways it will
be possible to effect improvements
along the lines of utility, economy,
and cost, without influencing the
efficiency of the set or adding too
many controls.

The Oscillator
We shall first of all consider the

oscillating valve. In our simplest
form of super -heterodyne the func-
tions allocated to this valve are
(a) to oscillate at a particular

H2O
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frequency, and (b) to rectify the
combination of the two waves, thus
to provide the intermediate fre-
quency to pass on to the next
stage.

- Naturally  we
could employ
separate valves
for each of these

- functions, but this
 would be at the
expense of two

- valves in place of
one.. With suitable

-precautions it is
. quite easy to
make the single
valve perform the

- two functions
satisfactorily.

A Suitable
Arrangement
Fig. 'r shows a

-very suitable
arrangement for
this purpoSe. Ex-
amination of this
diagram will show
that in addition to the aerial
circuit there is one other circuit
to tune, circuit KL.

The circuit DF is -in the grid
circuit of the valve V, and this
circuit is. tuned to the incoming
waves. Also in the grid circuit is an
inductance G, which is coupled to the
inductance K of the tuned circuit
EL, which is for controlling the
frequency of the local oscillations,

- the reaction between K and G
beingsufficient to produce the oscil-
lations. The incoming waves and
the local oscillations are thus both
provided for in this valve circuit,
and they are combined in the in-
ductance. M, rectification being
obtained alSo in the valve, by the
use of the grid leak arrangement H.
This supersonic frequency is now
ready to pass on to the amplifier
through the transformer MN. If
necessary, the primary and secon-
dary of this transformer can both
lie tuned, and in fact this tuning
might be made variable if required.
It is preferable for ease of control,
howeVer, to use high frequency
-transformers without any means
of varying their natural tuning, a
filter circuit, of course, being used.

Interesting Features
There are certain interesting

features about this circuit,  con-
sideration of which will be valuable.
We are dealing with two distinct
frequencies (incoming and local
oscillations) in the same valve
circuits, an alteration in the tuning
of either DF or EL will effect an
alteration of tuning of the other
circuit. This interaction becomes
more troublesome the nearer the

E
Fig. 2.-Another arrangement in which the valve acts as a

local oscillator and detector is the Tropadyne circuit.

frequencies are together. Methods
of dealing with this will be dealt
with shortly.

The first device that suggests

be lower than that already used,
and, in fact, half the value. This
oscillation has harmonics, and the
first harmonic (double the fre-

quency) takes the

itself to minimise the alteration of very popular
simplicity.

It is often necessary to arrange
for a certain amount of amplifica-
tion of the incoming signals before
they. reach the oscillating valve.
This may be done by using a valve for
the high frequency amplification of,
the incoming oscillations. This can
be clone even without any further
adjustments of tuning being neces-
sary, but it is at the expense of a
further valye.

Reduction of Interference
In addition to its use as a high

frequency amplifier, this extra
valve performs another function,
in so far as it cuts clown the oscilla-
tions which would radiate from
the aerial. By careful arrange-
ments of the various parts, it is
possible to make the oscillations in
the aerial negligible. This is a very
desirable condition, for essentially
the siiper-heterodyne set is an
oscillating set, and if these oscilla-
tions get back to the aerial, no
matter whether a loop aerial is
used; radiation takes place, which
will annoy other -listeners over a
considerable area. This question
of the loop aerial radiating is one
to which considerable attention
should be given. There is a ten-
dency to assume that because a
loop is a poor aerial for reception,
in comparison with an open
aerial, the radiations from it will
necessarily be small, and that
the very fact of using a loop aerial
for reception is a, guarantee that
one is not annoying one's neigh-
bours. Actually, loops are such
good radiators, particularly on the

the tuning of one- circuit by an
alteraIiOrt in tuning of the other,
is to make the capacity F of the
tuned circuit for the incoming
waves large, and the inductance D
correspondingly small.

Use of the Setond Harmonic
Principle

Armstrong, in his well-known
Radiola set, overcomes the difficulty
in quite a different way. He ar-
ranges the oscillating frequency to

A unique low -loss condenser
of modern design

place of the oscilla-
tions described
above, and beats
are produced
between this first
harmonic and the
incoming waves.
The actual oscilla-
ting frequency ,is
now do far re-
moved from that
of the incoming
waves that the
two frequencies
can be adjusted
independently of
one another.

Various auto -
dyne circuits in-
cluding the
"Tropadyne" a
form off which is
given in Fig. 2 are
likely to become

in view of their

821
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comparatively short wavelengths
of the B.B.C., that they are being
used at present as transmitters in
certain quarters.

A Rejector Circuit
If one does not use a separate

high frequency stage of amplifica-
tion, there is a useful device which
will prevent oscillations getting to
the aerial. This is very similar
to the rejector circuit, described

' elsewhere in this article.

simple circuit outlined at first,
provision was made for z or 3
stages of supersonic amplification.
Supposing 3 stages are employed
and z stages of low frequency, there
will be 6 valves needed (including
one rectifying valve after the super-
sonic stages) in addition to the
oscillating valve, making 7 valves
in all. It is possible to economise
on these valves in certain ways.
One method is to employ a certain
amount of reaction in the super -

Fig. 3.-In this arrangement the circuit TS acts as a
rejector and so prevents radiation.

The -arrangement is shown in
-Fig. 3. In- the aerial circuit there
is included another oscillating cir-
cuit consisting of an inductance T
and ,condenser S in parallel. The
grid circuit of the valve V is joined
across the terminals of the con-
denser S. The circuit ST acts as
a rejector, and thus it should have

'as little damping as possible, and
the condenser S should he large,
-and the inductance -T - very small
and of thick copper. The rejector
circuit is tuned to the frequency
of the incoming waves, and so
also is the aerial circuit BC. This
circuit ST, being tuned to the fre-
quency of the incoming waves,
forms- a high impedance for these
oscillations and thus allows them
to pass to the grid of the valve V.
On the other hand, for the oscilla-
ticris produced by the valve, which
are of a different frequency, the
resistance offered by the circuit
ST is' small, and thus these oscilla-
tions pass through this circuit

.and -are prevented from reaching
the aerial. - The, same idea is, of
course, applicable to frame aerials.

Economy in Valves
We shall now turn our attention

to the supersonic amplifier and the
low frequency amplifier. In the

.sonic stage of amplification, and
so cut out one valve. Caution
must be used in this device or it
will be difficult to prevent the
supersonic part of the amplifier

-from oscillating. Assistance may
be obtained by using a potentio-
meter, so as to introduce damping
into the grid circuits of each of
the supersonic
valves, so as to
stabilise the con-
ditions.

Renexing the
Supersonic

Stages
Another and

more hopeful de-
vice to economise
on valves is to
use one valve for
various purposes,
Mother words use
reflex workifig.
In the Armstrong
Radiola set this
is used in one
way, for the
supersonic fre-
quency. In this
six -valve se_t, the
first valve is a
high frequency
amplifier, the

second valve is an oscillator and also
the frequency changer (being also the
detector), the third is a supersonic
amplifier, the fourth a detector
and the fifth and sixth are low
frequency amplifiers. Reflex action
is used in the supersonic stage,
from the third valve to the first,
and thus the first and second
valves have an additional function
to perform-that of supersonic
amplifiers.
Reflex Action of both H.F. and

L.F. Valves.
The reflex action can be carried

to another stage, and Mr. Scott -
Taggart has designed a circuit
in which reflex action is employed
both for the supersonic and for the
low frequency stages. The broad
idea is to use a single valve for
three or many more stages of
amplification, the frequency of tha
current being changed for every
.stage

The object of one of his circuits
(Fig. 4) is to employ the first valve for
three successive amplifications, that
of the incoming waves, that of the
supersonic frequency and that of
the low frequency effects. The
diagram is clear, and the operation
will be understood from the follow-
ing description:-

.

An Explanation
The incoming waves are received

by the aerial and transferred
through the tuned circuit L1 C1
to the grid and filament of the
valve V1". They are there ampli-
fied and conveyed from the anode
circuit through the high frequency
transfoinier L3 L5 to the grid of
the valve V,. This valve also
receives the local oscillations from
a source H, which will, for con -

A typical example of a squa.-e-law or straight
line wavalength condenser E howir g shape

of the moving pla.es.

822
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venience, be a valve oscillator.
The two sets cif oscillations are
thus combined in this valve V2 to
form a supersonic frequency. Recti-
fication is also performed by this
valve, and the supersonic fre-
quency is taken from the anode
to the high frequency transformer
L, Le, the circuit L2 C2 being
tuned to- the supersonic frequency.
This circuit L2 C2 forms part of the
grid circuit of the valve V,, and thus
the supersonic frequency is ampli-
fied by V,.

Rectification
On emerging

from -the anode
these supersonic
oscillations are
taken by way of
the transformer
L4 L6 to the
grid of the
valve V, where
they - are rectified
and conveyed to
the low frequency
transformer T1
T2, the secondary
of which T2 is
shunted by a
condenser C6.
Again the circuit
T2 Cs forms part
of the grid circuit
of the first valve
V1, and the low
frequency effects
are thus F m pli tied
also by the first
valve. They are
then carried to
the loud -speaker.
The first valve as
given to not a
dual amplifier
only but a "three -
stage " amplifier
all in one ; there
is theoretically no
reason, according
to Mr. Scott -
Taggart, why one
valve should not

Company has also evolved a system
for the multiple amplification of
signals with one valve, and this
circuit is shown in Fig. 5. It is a
complicated arrangement, using
filters, and depends upon a modula-
tion method of changing fre-
quencies, each frequency being
amplified by a single valve.

Future Developments
The direction in which stfper-

heterodyne receivers will de-

Tropadyne type of circuit (which
incidentally, was invented by a
member of my staff at the Royal
Air Force laboratories four years
ago) being a well-known example.

. The introduction of a stage, or
stages, of high -frequency ampli-
fication into the super -heterodyne
involves further complications, and
also an increase in the number of
adjustments necessary, and one of
the problems of the near future is
undoubtedly the elimination of un-

necessary con -

Fig. 4.-In this arrangement the valve V1 amplifies first
at the fundamental frequency, then at intermediate and:

low frequencies.
carry out many  ,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
more stages of am-
plification, pa-ovidecl the frequency
is changed each time and the fre:
quencies are not too close together.

Patent Specification
The type of circuit which Mr.

Scott -Taggart has shown ine (ex-
tracted from a patent specification
of his dating back a; year and. _a
half ago, but riot published yet).
is disclosed here for the first time.,
Its development may lead to very
surprising results. The advantages
of reflex circuits may, by its means,
be multiplied many times. .

The American Western Electric

velop -is - not easy to predict.
The general tendency will be
to keep the number of valves
down to a minimum, and already
a good example of a receiver using
a minimum, number of valves is
that of the Radio Corporation of

e. America, -in which long -wave re -
flexing is carried out. The elimina-
tion of the external heterodyne
is almost a foregone conclusion,
although this modification in-
troduces._ new problems which re-
quire solution. The self -heterodyne
{or a.utodyne) type of circuit
eliminates one of the valves, the

trols.

Public
ReqUirements
T h e general

public .in this re-
spect differs from
the experimenter;
a graduated dial
is probably all
the public really
requires in a
wireless receiver,
the movement of
a single knob pro-
viding the listener
with programmes
from different
stations without
interference from
others. Whether
the experimenter
will descend to
this level or not
is doubtful. I am
not sure that a
few controls pro-
vide considerably
more interest than
a single knob. The
reason for this is
not merely that
there is inure to
experiment with,
but some thing has
almost invariably .
to be 'sacrificed if
there is to be a
reduction in the
number of con-
trols. It is possible
to produce a

super -heterodyne receiver
without any other controls than a
single knob 'which varies a single
condenser. Such a simplification is,
however, at present only possible
in the case of very high frequencies
(very short wavelengths). It is,
of course, also theoretically possible,
as Mr. Percy W. Harris suggested
a considerable time ago, to use a
single control to tune the reception
circuit and the oscillator circuit -

simultaneously. The carrying out
-of such an idea, however, would
be a highly skilled instrument -
maker's work, and there is little
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immediate hope of a satisfactory
solution on these lines from the
view point of the home constructor.

Components
Manufacturers, however, are

realising that there is a -market
for certain classes of components
which require more than the ordin-
ary skill possessed by the average
home constructor of wireless sets.
This, of course, will greatly simplify
the work of our new laboratories
at. Elstree, and some, important
developments in the way of super-
sonic heterodyne receivers may be
expected from this source in the
near future.

Little has yet appeared regarding
the reception of very short wave-

D.I.C., of our laboratories, has
created a great deal of interest, and
surprising results have been ob-
tained from experimental work
carried out. It is -not unlikely
that in the near future there will
be a tendency for aerials to be of
different shape and some_ of the
types of aerials already in exist-
ence,  which look rather like the
result of crank ideas,. -will -become
more and more popular. The type
of vertical aerial with a concen,
trated capacity at the top is more
efficient than is generally imagined.
The roof -top mast aerial was pro-
bably first originated by someone
who had no conception of the
technical merits of the idea. We
have during the last two years

appear an additional expense, but
the. Radio Press are tending to come
to the conclusion that; althoughsets
which will receive both short and
long wave stations will remain,
yet separate sets of very high
efficiency will be designed for the
stations working on the 300-500
metre waveband or a somewhat
wider one.

Waveband Extending
It is important to note at this

stage that this waveband is
gradually being extended. There
are a large number of foreign
broadcasting stations which have
been erected during the past year
or two and more are being pro-
ceeded with. The British wave -

Fig. 5.-A reproduction of the patent drawing illustrating the method used by the
American Western Electric Co. for the multiple amplification of signals.

lengths by means of super -hetero-
dyne receivers, the normal re-
ception band being that of 200 to
Coo metres (1.199 to 500 kc.).

A Proposal
In subsequent articles I propose

to deal in detail with different
sections of this subject and also
others mentioned in this article,
but for the present I 'am confining,
myself to a brief résumé of possible,
or rather probable, developments
in radio technique, and - outlining
in many cases the lines on which
improvements will -take place.

Aerial Developments
The  aerial of a broadcast re-

ceiving station is probably the
most neglected factor of all. An
article which recently appeared in
MODERN WIRELESS by Mr. J. H.
Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I.,

seen types of aerials which have
been marketed and which are
technically ludicrous, but there are
others which appear curious though
actually possessing definite merits.

Effect of Wavelength Band on the
Design of Wireless Receivers

The frequency band on which the
broadcasting stations work is, in
the case of British stations, from
999 kilocycles to Coo kilocycles
(300-500 metres). There is, how-
ever, a station 5XX which works
on ',Coo metres (187 kc.), and which
comes entirely outside the normal
waveband. The whole question
arises as to whether sets have to be
designed for the reception of the
main broadcasting stations and
also 5XX or whether special sets
should be specially designed for the
300-500 metre waveband, and
separate sets for 5XX. This may

band is consequently now being
extended so as to include foreign
stations. as Well, because imminent
development in receiver design and,
in fact,. existing designs, enables
foreign stations to be heard with
comparative ease. The fact. that
there is a considerable omount of
jamming is not merely due to the
ritin'Der of stations working, but
is also due to the lack of selectivity
of many existing receivers.

electiVity
Both commercial and hcme con-

structed receivers are not nearly
selective enough for modern con-
ditions, and I can say with
authority that very great increases
in selectivity will be obtained in
Radio Press designs emanating
from our laboratories, and from
the radio designers who write for
the. various Radio Press journals.

(Continued on page 926).
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Autumn Modes
TT cannot he denied that we

wireless folk are a careless,
happy-go-lucky crew who pay

but little attention to the inesse of
personal adornment. We are not,
of course, all quite so bad AS Pro-
fessor Goop, who frequently strolls
down the High Street of Little
Puddleton wearing one boot and one
slipper. In winter time, too, I have
known him appear with socks upon
his hands because he was unable
to find his woollen gloves. And
there was a night when he turned
up at a dinner party given by
Bumpleby Brown, with his evening
waistcoat, turned inside out so as to
display the red flannel lining, on
top of his coat. The Professor's
delinquencies in the way of apparel
are, however, merely due to absent-
mindedness. They are not, as in
your own case, reader, the results of
mere sloth. Nor, I think, could you
justify a plea of absent-mindedness,
for this can hardly hold good unless
there is a mind to be absent. Yes,
speaking both uponmy own behalf,
and, though you have not asked me
to do so, upon yours, I must say

(a) human being, (b) bobbed,
and -(c) shingled.

that we are rather a sloppy lot. It
is high time that metaphorically
and literally we pulled up our socks
and paid much more attention to the
vastly im portant -question of dress.
It is for this reason that I have
decided this month to have a little
talk with you upon modes for the
wireless m )a. Of the wireless
weman I shall not speak, for she is
quite able to look after herself.

Thoughtless
Many a in en has suffered from

exceedingly bad reception with
his receiving set, the cause of which

has remained a mystery to him.
As he approaches the set it howls
at him. If he places his hands upon
the knobs and things it howls
again. Should he remove them it
howls worse than ever. The reason
is simply that the careless fellow is
clothed largely in  metal. Has he
not-have you not-a metal collar
stud ? Are there not metal buckles
upon his braces, and metal thingme-
jigs upon his sock suspenders, if he
wears the= ? All of these metal
things are naturally earthed by
being in direct contact with commcn
clay, and as you approach your
receiver eddy currents are set up
in them. The man so dressed be-
ccmes in fact a living tuning plate.

Distortion
When music is coming through

distortion may not be particularly
noticeable, but everyone knows the
effect of a collar stud upon speech ;
it makes the speaker sound exactly
as though he were talking through
his hat. The serious wireless man
will see to it that his collar stud is
ebonite of guaranteed quality, 'and
that the other hits and pieces of his
attire usually made of metal are of
celluloid  or ivorine. That enter-
prising firm, Messrs. Guppit cC

Slobbs are now undertaking a neat
little Anti -eddy outfit, consisting
of collar stud, brace buckles, pulley
wheels and sock suspender thingme-
bobs mounted upon an attractive
card for the ridiculous price of four -
eleven -three.

The Coiffure
Next, though strictly speaking it

should not come under the heading
of clothes, the question of the
coiffure arises. Wireless mm may
be divided roughly into three
classes : (a) human beings,- (b) the
bobbed, and (c) the shingled. Each
of the last two classes has a sub-
order, the wide -whiskered. From
the wireless point of view the prac-
tice of wearing long hair cannot be
too strongly condemned. Every
time that the telephones. are put on
or taken off a tuft of hair is torn

vor

out, and this rapidly wears awe,:
the headbands. The possession ol
long hair is apt to produce in course
of time the artistic temperament
which is a terrible thing for a wire-
less man to have. As for side -
whiskers, besides being apt to
harbour bats, they get into the
telephones- and disturb the delicate
mechanism of the receivers. A
friend of mine once found himself
literally in a terrible fix. When he
tried to remove the headphones he
found that his whiskers had become
Jrmm:d between the diaphragms

The doctor called in a
plumber.

and the caps. Unable to free him-
self, he rushed round to a doctor,
who called in the services of a
plumber. The headbands were cut
through, but when this had been
done it was found that. the ear-
pieces still remained firmly attached
to the whiskers.

The Only Remedy
As there was not room to in-

sert the points of even the tiniest
pair of scissors between them
and the victim's cheeks there
was nothing for it but for him to
continue wearing them fora fort-
night, by which time the whiskers
had grown sufficiently to enable
shearing operations to be under-
taken. Those who, in spite of all
warnings, insist upon cultivating
Rowing locks should always wear a
hair net when wireless reception is
toward. These can be bought
quite cheaply in the most sweetly
pretty colours, and if they are chosen
to match exactly the telephone
cords the taute ensemble is distinctly
fetching. Confirmed whisker grow-
ers should protect their. fungi and
keep- them out of harm's way by
placing little pads of ninon or crepe
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de chine over them, which 'should be -
fixed in place by' strappings of
insulating tape.

Chapeaux
In this age the question of indoor

millinery is very much neglected by
the mere male. Our stern fore-
fathers always garbed themselves
in little round caps before lighting
their pipes, and none of them failed
to put on his nightcap before going.
to bed. The nightcap, I am told,
is still fashionable, though its
application is now internal instead
of external. Chefs and millers are
still sensible enough to, retain head=
gear, for indoor wear ; but that,
except perhaps for the skull caps
worn by baldheaded ancients in
club smoke -rooms, is the present-
day extent of . masculine indoor
heachvear. Now the wireless man,
really requires something to protect
his head frcm draughts on cold
cheerless winter nights when he is
sitting up for America.

' The Kosikap
To meet his needs Professor Goop

and I have designed something really
chic which we are calling the Goop-
Wayfarer Kosikap. This is a dear
little chapeau made on the lines of
those leather helmets which the lads
of the village don before they set out
to run round the country on those
motor bikes that sound like machine
guns. The confection is carried out
in bombazine and is garnished with
tittle bows of pink baby ribbon over
the ears. It fits elosely over the
head and round the throat and chin,
thus excluding all draughts as well
as those outside noises which are

Sophonisba, the cat -
strolled in.

often such hindrances to wireless
work. The telephone receivers,
which should be enamelled in
colours to match, are removed from
their headbands and hemstitched
to the sides of the Kosikap. I can
assure you that the effect of this

little couvre-chef is simply
killing. When the PrOfessor and
I had made up the, original model
we took it round to Poddleby's
house and tried it on him. Sophon-
isba, his cat, strolled in at the
moment, gave one look at Poddleb3;
and expired on the spot.

Suitings
Gents will choose their own natty

suitings to meet their individual

tastes. The general note which
should be struck is one of quiet and
refined elegance. Violent checks,,
tartans and tiger stripes are now
quite demodes. A perfectly charm-
ing material for a wireless suit for
summer wear is dark green Ameri-
can cloth with a trimming of Point
d' Alencon round the cuffs and 'the
skirt of the coat. This material is
both waterproof and dustproof, so
that one can walk out into the
garden in the heaviest rain to
connect up the aerial or can delve
down to inspect the earth -without
any fear of the Consequences. The
nether garments should take the
form of pantaloons rather than of
trousers. The latter are a delusion
and a snare to the wireless man. I
was just about to give an ancient
pair of mine 'to Mr. Bugsnipp the
other day when I happened to hold
thcm for a moment upside down.
From the turn -ups of the trouser
,legs there showered to the ground a
collection of gridleaks, fixed con-
densers, terminals and B.A. screws.
I had been missing these things
steadily for months.

Club Colours
Neckwear is extremely important.

.On no account should a startling
cra- atte be worn when wireless work
is in progress. One friend of mine,
whom nothing will dissuade from
adorning himself with the tie of
the Ponder's End Shoveha'penny
Club, cannot understand why it is
that his valves are so shortlived.
He does not realise that one sight
of that terrible neckcloth is
sufficient to cause even the hardest
valve to blue -glow for a moment
and then to die of a broken filament.
By all means wear club colours, but
see that they are restrained. Those,
for example, of the Little Puddleton
wireless club, besides being thor-
oughly dignified are too awful for
words. YOu will find the Little
Puddleton tie shown in colours on
this page.* The shape of the tie
may be left to individual tastes.
Personally I find that I obtain my
best results when wearing a stock,
though Mr. Hercy Parris tells me
that since he 'has visited America
he wears nothing but a bootlace tied
in a bow round his neck when he is
engaged on wireless work.

Winter Wear
For`winter work, in addition fo

the Kosikap, a stout suit will be
required. Here I reccmmend you
to take a leaf out of the Arctic

* No, you will not. We are always
willing to oblige, but we really cannot
run the risk, of blinding half our
reader s.-ED..

explorer's book. My tailor is
engaged at present in building me a
most epatant costrm. for the
ccming winter. It consists of a
tightly -fitting tunic and pantaloons
of sheepskin with the fur turned
inside. The leather, which has
been brought to a rich red brOwn
finish to match the mahogany
cabinet of my wireless set, is adorned
upon the lapels of the coat and down
the seams of the pantaloons with an
embroidered motif of crosSed. grid -
leaks. The buttons are of ebonite,
with the arms of the Little Puddle -
ton wireless club embossed upon
them. I venture to predict that
this gai m ant, which I call the
Kumfisoot, will have a tremendous

On no account wear a
startling cravatte.

vogue this season amongst wireless
men. Blue prints and lay -out
diagrams of both the Kosikap and
the Kumfisoot, price one guinea each,
can be obtained from Professor
Goop, the Microfarads, Little Pud-
dleton.

The Snugtose
Nothing remains for me to discuss

- now but footwear. Let us say at
once that beetle -crushers with inch
thick soles are completely out of
place in the wireless room. Should
you wear these things you have only
yourself to blame if the valves utter
protesting pongs as you stride
across your den. For summer wear
I recommend sandals of rose pink
Russian leather garnished with
green silk bows. The winter prob-
lem is a very serious one. Here
again the Professor and. I have
ccme to the rescue of suffering
wireless folk by designing the Snug-
tose footwear. These charming
souliers are neat, effective and in-
expensive. They are made on the
lines of gum -boots, though canvas
is used instead of rubber, for the
uppers, with a lining of inch -thick
felt. The foot part is of rhinoceros
hide, the fur being once more turned
inwards. The soles are of ebonite
in order to insulate the wearer
completely. I hope that my
readers will take my words to heart,
so that in future the vulgar will be
unable to level accusations of slack-
ness, carelessness and sloppiness in
dress against us wireless men.

THE LISTENER -IN.
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This article -shows that Mr. Harris
on his return from America has lost
no time in adding one more to his series of interesting
sets for the home constructor. The " Harmony Four " is
a receiver of distinct novelty and adopts an ingenious use of terotinals to cut
out the note -magnifying valve, We venture to think this method will become as
popular as the three -terminal arrangement for series or parallel aerial condenser
connections-also originated by Mr. Harris.

QUALITY in reproduction; so
eagerly sought by the home
constructor of wireless sets,

is not merely a matter of choosing
the right kind of low -frequency
transformer or the correct adjust-
ment of resistance -capacity coup-
ling. It is, to a much greater degree
than is usually realised, also depen-

atlantic series " of receivers, the
public was given a design in which
the home construction of a simple
and practical receiver, with two
stages of high frequency was made
possible. With these two stages of
high frequency, distant stations
could be heard without forcing the
high -frequency valves too far, and

C A.T

L2 L3

C2.0003 pF

C6
.000,7pF

V

NEOTRODYN£
CONDENSER

Fig. 1,-The theoretical
optional. The on and

C7
4)003/.r

T2

C.B.

HT+2

HI+ I

R4

LI-
diagram. The condenser across T, is
off switch is omitted for reasons of

simplicity.

dent upon the manner of using your
valves. If, for example, your high -
frequency valve or valves have to
be  pushed to the verge of self -
oscillation in order to get the signal
you want, you are bound to get
distortion, for working on this -edge
of oscillation is a prolific cause of
trouble. Two years ago, when I
produced the first of the "Trans -

as a consequence the quality of
reproduction of distant stations was
noticeably better.

Simplification
Later, in my modification of the

Cowper neutrodyne - tuned - anode
method, in which the plug-in high -
frequency transformer was adapted,
a new line of experiment was opened

up. For some time I had been
wondering whether it would be
possible to still further simplify the
design of a receiver with two stages
of high frequency, and after a
good deal of experimenting the
" Harmony Four " has been pro
duced. This receiver, as is illus-
trated and described in this article,
has two stages of high frequency,
a detector, and one stage of low -
frequency amplification. It is both
sensitive and stable, and although
it has three tuning dials, instead of
the two which characterise the
" Transatlantic" series of receivers, it
will not be found difficult to handle
with a little practice. A feature
of the ," Harmony Four " is the
method of high -frequency coupling.

Two Couplings

The first valve is coupled by the
neutrodyne - tuned - anode method,
while the second utilises a high -
frequency transformer with tuned
secondary. There is but one
neutralising control and no po-
tentiometer, the neutralisation of
the first high -frequency valve in
this circuit arrangement being found
sufficient to prevent self -oscillation
and its accompanying troubles.
Novelty is introduced into the low -
frequency side by a new terminal
arrangement which greatly simpli-
fies the wiring and reduces the cost
of construction. This terminal
method can be adapted to any
existing receiver with one stage of
note magnification so as to enable
the user to listen on the detector
valve without the low -frequency
stage, or to listen with the low -
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frequency valve in circuit. Fig. I.
shows the theoretical diagram, from
which it will be seen that by placing
the telephones between the two
terminals in the anode Gilt ait Of V4 -
they are inserted between the
anode of the last valve and the high-
tension positive, while the connec-
tion between the primary of the
transformer and its particular posi-
tiveligh-tension terminal is made
by the link between the two ter-
minals shown
joined by the
dotted line. Thes
are clearly
cated on the
panel. By placing
the telephones be-
tween the two
other terminals,
the primary of the
low -frequency
transformer is
shorted and the
telephones are
then placed di-
rectly between the
anode of the
detector valve and its H.T.
supply. The great advantage of
this method, apart from the sim
plicity of wiring and the saving of
cost, is that the adjustment of
voltage on_ the detector valve is not
upset by the change. Many switch-
ing methods, in changing over from
the low -frequency valve to. the
detector, place the voltage of the
amplifier valve on the detector.
This is a disadvantage when the
amplifier voltage is considerably

/P2 2//2

CAT

e th",

E.R/AL TUN NG CONDENSER

is no reaction coil. Actually, how-
ever, the set is arranged to have a
certain amount of reaction amplifi-
cation, due to valve capacities and
other couplings existing in the set.
When making the preliminary ad-
justments, which will be described
later, the tendency to self -oscilla-
tion is checked, but sufficient re-
action amplification is left to give
high sensitivity. The battery ter-
minals are arranged at the back of

The front panel has a pleasing layout.
the instrument so that trailing
wires do not impede the user. On
the aerial side there are three ter-
minals, one for aerial, one for earth
and one for C.A.T. condenser. In
view of the inclusion of this con-
denser, it has not been thought
necessary to incorporate a series
arrangement for the aerial con-
denser, as on very long -aerials, or in
cases where it is desired to reduce
the aerial damping, the C.A.T.
condenser can be used. Normally

fi'ifICOND£NSER

2P2*

panel, has been adopted in the
Harmony Four." The vertical

panel, as will be seen, carries three
dials : the first, on the left, being
for tuning the aerial circuit, the
second for tuning the anode of the
first high -frequency valve, and the
third for tuning the secondary of
the transformer which couples the
second high -frequency valve to the
detector. Immediately below the
central dial will be seen the knob

of the neutrodyne
condenser, while
the remaining
four knobs control
the filament re-
sistances. An on -
and - off switch
enables the cur-
rent from the low-
tension battery to
be turned off with-
out disturbing the
adjustment of the
filament resis-
tances, and on the
right we see the
five terminals of

the new low -frequency change -over
arrangement.

Behind the panel are arranged
the various components required,
special care having been taken with
the layout of the set so as to
keep essential wiring as short as
possible. The whole instrument
is mounted in an open cabinet,
with lift -up top, so that the valves
can be inspected and the coil
and transformers changed with
ease.

giLoArcavvvopt AMPUrif.n

2r
Fig. 2.-Dimensioned drawing of the front panel. A full-sized blue print of this panel maybe obtained from the publishers, price ls. 6d. post free. Ask for Blue Print No. 129a.

higher than that which should be
used on the detector, and may upset
the reaction adjustment. In my
new terminal method the voltage
on the two valVes is not disturbed.

Reaction Control
It will be noticed upon examining

the photographs of the instrument
and the circuit diagram, that there

the tuning is quite sharp, but
greater selectivity can be obtained
by using a plug-in coil with a
tapping' on it, such as the Lissen X
coil. The Igranic " Unitune
coupler can also be used if desired.

The popular " American "
method of construction in which the
valves and other accessories are
placed behind the main control

Components

In the matter of components, you
have a wide choice, and although
following usual Radio Press prac-
tice the name of the actual com-
ponent used in the set is placed
after each item, any other good
make advertised in this journal can
be substituted.
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The back of

One panel of guaranteed grisly:
lating material, 2 1 in. by 7 in. by -
'o in. or a I in. (Radion).
One cal5inet, of the type illus-

trated, with lift up lid, to take the
panel. It should be provided with
a baseboard to fit. (Camco.)

Two supporting brackets to hold
panel on baseboard. (Magnum.)

Two square -law variable con-
densers .0003 (Igranic.)

One square -law variable con-
denser .0005 (Igranic.)

Four filament resistances of a type
suitable for the valves you intend
to use. These
popular dual type. I have used the
" Polar " bobbin rheostat, which by
means of interchangeable bobbins
allows the used f either bright or dull
emitters at will.

Fifteen 4BA. terminals.
One ebonite strip measuring 7 in.

by 2 in. by 4 in.

panel components mounted ready for wiring.

-One On-andLoff switch; (Rotlier-'
- -

One fixed condenser...00ex /IF with
clips. (McMichael.) - - - -

Two Dorwood Precision con-
densers with grid -leak clips .0003
FF each. Other types of grid con-
densers can he used if desired, but
may occupy a little more room in
the set.

Two grid -leaks, 2
(Dubilier.)

One coil socket for board mount-
ing.

Six valve sockets. (Magnum.)
If you are using dull emitters then
four of these at the least should
be of the vibratory type. For
uniformity I have all six of this
kind, but the sockets used for
the neutrodyne unit and plug-in
transformer need not be of the
vibratory type.

One good quality L.F. trans -
timer. (McMichael..) . This par -

Ocular type has clips for a fixed
condenser across the primary, and
one is shown in place in the photo-
graph --but -the set works just as
well without this condenser, for
which reason it is shown dotted in
the circuit diagram.

One neutrodyne condenser. This
can be of any of the well-known
makes ; that shown is the " Polar "
old type. The new type "Polar "
is just as suitable.

One neutrodyne unit for the
broadcast band. (Any of the well-
known makes.)

One H.F. transformer for same
range. I have used several makes
with equal success here. As they
serve a different purpose they do
not have to be matched with the
neutrodyne units.

Four suitable valves. You have
a very wide choice here, but I would
recommend that the first two,
whether they are bright or dull

tlotice how the wiring is arranged to avoid long leads
829
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emitters, should be of a type suit-
able for high -frequency amplifica-
tion.

Suitable plug-in coils for the
broadcast band. If you are using
coils of the numbered variety, I
would recommend you to have a
25, 35 and 50. Any coils which
cover the broadcast band in the
ordinary wireless set will work just
as well here. For higher selectivity
the Lissen X coil or the Igranic
" Unitune " can be recommended,
although if you are not experienced
in handling setslit is as well to start
off with. the ordinary coil first, as
owing to the sharpness of ;tuning
introduced by these coils, you may
have difficulty in picking up stations
on the three tuning controls.

fishers, price is. 6d. each, post
free. The on -and -off switch will
need rather a large hole, but none
of the others will be larger than

in.
When you have mounted the

components on the front panel,
stand it against the baseboard and
ascertain the position for the holes
to take the screws for the brackets.
Mark these out very carefully, drill
them and then attach the brackets
by 4BA metal screws and nuts. Do
not yet screw the brackets to the
baseboard,

Baseboard Details
Now take the baseboard, which

will be supplied with the cabinet,
and lay out the parts exactly as

The Terminal Strip
The next step is to drill the small

ebonite strip which carries the
terminals, and mount it against the
back edge of the baseboard, after
having cut out a small strip from
this latter in the manner shown.
Three wood screws will be sufficient
to hold this panel in position, as the
baseboard will be a partial support
for it. If the cabinet supplied is not
cut away at the back to take the
terminals, the opportunity should
be taken to remove the necessary
wood, which should be done by
drilling two large holes and cutting
away the wood with a key -hole
saw or some similar instrument.

When the front panel, baseboard
and terminal strip have been fitted

THE WIRING DIAGRAM

HT+2 htr+1 Q- z.n-
For simplicity the baseboard and front panel are drawn as if in the same plane.

Blueprint No. 129b. is obtainable, price ls. 6d. post free.
Reception of 5XX

For 5XX you will need a 15o coil
for the aerial socket and two plug-
in H.F. transformers covering i600
metres (r87kc.); these need. not be
matched as they serve different
purposes in the set.

The fitting of the components on
to the front panel will not present
any difficulty, as practically all
condenser makers now supply drill-
ing templates, and the other holes
can easily be marked out from the
diagram, Fig. 2. You will be great-
ly assisted by the full-sized blue
prints, obtainable from the pub- 

shown. With the exception of the
Dorwood condensers, these are all
held in position by small wood
screws. The condenser stands being
tapped with a 4BA thread, are best
secured by drilling two holes in the
right positions and passing 4BA
screws through the baseboard on the
underside. The screws supplied
with these condensers are usually
just large enough to pass through
a. I in. panel and you will probably
require slightly longer 4BA counter-
sunk head screws for securing them
to this wood baseboard. These are
readily obtaina_ble.

up with their respective component
parts, take a smooth file and file
the ends of all terminals to be
soldered. The smallest possible
trace of soldering flux should now
be touched upon every point to be
soldered and a good clean hot iron
used to tin these points. Be
particularly careful in tinning and
soldering the small lugs attached to
the valve sockets, for the material
of which some of these sockets are
made softens under the influence of
heat, and you may have a loose
contact there at a later time. Ow-
ing to the effect of heat on ebonite
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it is just .as well. after all points
have been tinned to tighten up the
nuts.

Wiring
The wiring of this set may seem

rather, complicated, but is% not
difficult if tackled in the right way.
You will notice that there is one
wire which goes to all filament
resistances and is attached to one
terminal of the on -and -off switch.
This can .be connected up on the
back of the. front panel before this
is mounted on the baseboard. I
would also recommend you to
fasten to the other terminals of
each of the filament resistances a
length of wire about 3 in. long.
This should be made to project at
right angles :from the back of the
panel. Similar projecting pieces
Shoukl be attached to the tuning
condensers and the two terminals
Of the neutrodyne condenser. If
wires are joined up in this fashion
it is a simple matter to cut off and
make the soldered connections from
these wires at a later time. If you
attempt to join them in position
after' the front panel has been
attached to the baseboard, you will
find the terminals concerned are
practically inaccessible. The panel
can now be fastened to the base-
board and the
wiring of the lat-
ter carried out
with the aid of
the - diagranis in
the most con-
venient fashion.
The photographs
as well as the Elia-
grams will show
you the general
layOut of the
Wiring, and I
would recommend
you to have your
neutrodyne unit,
transformer and
valves in the
sockets (burnt out
valves will do just
as well for the
moment), so- that
you can make sure that your wires
clear them satisfactorily. Par-
ticular care in this regard is re-
quired when wiring up the audio -
frequency end of the set, as the
wires have been carefully placed
to avoid fouling the last valve.

Positions of Grid Leaks
If you am using grid leaks and

condensers of a 'different pattern,
notice- that in the first case the leak
is  connected , between the grid
and the filament, and in the second
case across the grid condenser. Par-
ticular care must be taken to see that
the neutrodyne condenser clears

the ,wiring at all points of adjust-
ment. Notice too, that clearance
should be left for -any make of plug-
in- coil, for some are larger than
others and you may desire to use a
different type from that to which
you are accustomed. In my design

HT.+I

DETECTOR J AWL/1/ER

AMPLIFIER

T÷ OHT.+2
The new terminal arrangement

for L,F. switching.

ample room has been left for the
largest of these.

A First Test
When you have completed your

wiring, make sure that all nuts are
tight. Now turn your filament resist-
ances to the " off " position, remove
the valves, join up the low-tension
battery and try a- good valve in one

Details of the baseboard wiring.

socket after another by turning the
filament resistances to the " on "
position to see whether the valve
lights and is properly controlled.
When this is done, place your
neutrodyne unit and transformer in
-position, short circuit the grid bias
terminals for the time being by
joining them with a piece of wire,
connect up the high-tension battery
negative and join the two high-
tension positives together by a
piece of wire. From one of these
terminals (it does not matter
which) -take a lead to the high-
tension battery and plug in about

5o volts. Of the -five terminals on
the right-hand side of the front
panel join the second and third
from the top with a piece of wire
and connect your telephones be-
tween the two terminals marked
" detector ". (the two topmost ter-
minals). Light up the first three
valves and turn the last to the " off "
position as you are not using it
at the moment. Plug into the aerial
socket a coil suitable for the broad-
cast band with your aerial (say a
No. 35), join the aerial to the
terminal marked " A " and the
earth to the terminal marked `-` E."
Be careful to carry out these tests
either before or after broadcasting
hours, as the preliminary adjust-
ments will cause a certain amount
of radiation.

Tuning Positions

The tuning positions for given
wavelengths are not identical on all
three condensers-in fact they will
always be different by several
degrees. Set your middle dial at
some arbitrary position such as
say, 30, and move the first and
third dials backwards and forwards,
when you will probably find a point
when a " plopping " and rushing
sound in the telephones indicates that

the set is in self -
oscillation. Now
Slowly vary the
neutrodyne con-
denser adjustment
and on each new
adjustment Move
your first and
third dials back-
wards' and for-
wards and sec
whether the range
over which the set
oscillates is re-
duced. Carry on
the neutrodyne
adjustment until
a point is reached
when you will get
no self -oscillation
at any position on
_the three dials.

This may sound rather a com-
plicated process, but in practice it
is quite easy. Once this position
has been found the particular
setting of the neutrodyne condenser
can be left and will rarely need any
attention.

The Terminal Positions
As soon as broadcasting starts

you will have no difficulty whatever
in picking up your local station and
in tuning it in at the best strength
on all three dials. By transferring
the telephones from the terminals
indicated to the two bottom ter-
minals, by linking the two top
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terminals together with a wire, and
lighting up the last valve you will
now have sufficient volume to
operate a loud .speaker at full
strength.

Adjustment of the three dials
will easily bring in many other
broadcasting stations and if at any
position of the condenser setting
the set should go into oscillation,
a slight readjustment of the neutro-
dyne condenser will be sufficient to
cure it. If there still remains a
tendency to self -oscillation reduce
the high-tension voltage until it
ceases.

Sharper Tuning
The volume and purity obtainable

from distant stations from this set
will surprise you,
and , although
you may find a
little, difficulty
at first in
manipulating
three dials on
a set which tunes
rather sharply,
the difficulty will
soon disappear.
If the tuning is
not sharp enough
for you you can
increase it by
using either a
Lissen X coil or
the Igranic
" Unitune " coil

Reception of
5XX

For the recep-
tion of 5XX you
will need a suit-
able coil, say,

o
t5o, and a couple

plug-in trans-
formers for the
160E) metre
wavelength
band. The proce-
dure for stopping
self -oscillation here is somewhat
different. You will not find any
great effect frcm the neutrodyne
condenser, and I have found the
most satisfactory' - method is to
keep the middle dial well out of
tune, tuning on the first and third
dials, and increasing the strength
if it is not already strong enough
(although it probably will be) by
varying the central dial. This
central dial will now give reaction
control, for as you approach the
tuning position for 5XX the set
will come nearer and nearer to self -
oscillation. The volume obtain-
able, however, of this station will
be so great that I think in practi-
cally every instrument you will
require to de -tune the set; working
it on 5XX near the point of oscilla-

tion will only be needed by readers
who are. living in foreign countries.

Results
As reception conditions vary

from night to night, from month to
month, and are entirely different in
different districts and with different
aerials, a catalogue of stations heard
on th is receiverwo uld scare elyconVey
the real merits to the average reader.
I should, however, state that on an
ordinary outdoor aerial it has
brought in numerous Continental
broadcasting stations at full loud-
speaker strength, after dark, while-.
of course, the British stations all
come in excellently. Daylight tests
brought in several British and two

same purpose for all sets you use,
thus saving expense.

For this reason Mansbridge con-
densers have not been incorporated
in the present receiver. If you have
not sten a box, obtain two Mans -
bridge condensers of one or two
microfarads, screw them down to
a small board, and solder a wire
from one lug of one condenser to
one lug of the other. From this
connection take a wire to the
negative high tension terminal,
solder flexible wires to the remaining
two tags of the condensers and take
one of these wires to each H.T.
positive terminal. Without these,,
condensers the tendency to self -
oscillation will be much greater

and you may
have difficulty

This photograph will help you in arranging the
components.

or three Continental stations (other
than Eiffel Tower and Radio Paris).
In Wimbledon, 5XX works a loud
speaker on an aerial consisting of
2 ft. of wire and no earth.

Special Note
It is essential with this' receiver

that the high-tension battery
should be shunted by a Mansbridge
condenser of I p,F. or more for
each tapping. As most experi-
menters want to try a number of
circuits I have for some time recom-
mended the making up of a small
box containing two or three Mans -
bridge condensers which can be
connected across the high-tension
battery when required. In this
way, one or two Mansbridge con-
densers can be made to serve the

in neit ralising
the set.

Normally you
will u e the
aerial connected
to the terminal
arked"A"

but on very large
or poor aerials
better results
can often be
obtained by
joining it to the
C.A.T. terminal.

Use withFrame
Aerial

This set
works excellent-
ly with a frame
aerial, although
it will require
more, careful
n 6 it t r o 'd y n e
adjustment to
prevent s elf -
oscillation. If
in any case neu-
trodYning ad-
justment does
not completely

check, self -oscillation, an alternatiVe
method is to de -tune on the central
dial as suggested for 5XX. Person-
ally, I have had no difficulty
in completely neutralising the set
on all types of aerials. The set also
works admirably with the smallest
indoor aerial and should be of great
convenience to dwellers in flats.

baseboard
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Testing Anode esistances
- By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Staff Editor.

Circumstances sometimes prohibit the testing of anode resistances by the substitution method and
in such cases the notes on this page will be helpful.

WHEN instructions are given
far the testing of a com-
plete set circuit by circuit

in order to locate a fault, it is
usually recommended that the
anode resistances (if present)
should be tested by substitution :
they are commonly mounted inter-
changeably in clips, so that it is a
simple matter to slip one out and
replace it with another, noting any
change in the behaviour of the set
thereby produced.

An Awkward Situation
To be able 'to dismiss the anode

resistances in this simple way, how-
ever, involves the possession of a
spare one of approximately the
correct value, and it is not always
that this condition is fulfilled.
Recently, for example, I had the task
of locating a fault in a three -stage
resistance amplifier, the nearest
spare resistance being many miles
away, and the experience suggested,
that the tests I used on that
occasion may be worth publishing
for the benefit of readers who may
find themselves in similar situa-
tions.

RESISTANCE UNDER TEST

Fig.1.-The Telephone Method.

The First Test
The first thing to be done, of

course, in testing a possibly defec-
tive anode resistance is to decide
whether the end caps are making
contact with the contents of the
cartridge, i.e., whether the circuit
is broken altogether. For this test
the invaluable telephones and dry
cell method can be used, applying
it directly to the ends of the
suspected resistance.

An Objection
It is best to remove the resistance

from the set for this test, and the
connections are then as shown in
Fig. 1. On making and breaking
this circuit quite decided clicks
should be heard, and their absence

should lead to the discarding of the
resistance, On the other hand, the
obtaining of clicks of some sort
should not lead to a -hasty assump-
tion that all is well with the com-
ponent, since it is extremely difficult
to say just how loud the clicks

A typical interchangeable
Anode Resistance.

should be to denote that the
resistance is of approximately the
correct value. -

Test for "Frying"
Moreover, this test may not be

conchisive when a partial break is
developing inside the resistance,
although if the " frying " stage has
been reached it may be detcted by
raising the testing volta.ge to- ten
or fifteen volts (use a tapped H.T.
battery) and listening carefully
when the circuit is complete. Any
really noticeable crackles or sizzles
should condemn the resistance, but
take care that all connections and
contacts in the testing circuit are
above reproach before deciding
that the resistance is the offender

Limitations
A resistance may come through

all the tests which we have just
been considering apparently satisfac
torily and yet be in actual fact defec-
tive. For example, one of the resis-
tances in the faulty amplifier which
I mentioned at the opening of these
notes did not give any crackling or
fizzling noises, and there were quite
perceptible clicks in the telephones
upon making and breaking the cir-
cuit. This resistance, nevertheless,
was discovered by a more searching
test to be in the process of breaking
down, and possessed a resistance
very much above the correct value.

A More Searching Test
Evidently, some more decisive

test is needed, and this may be
found in the circuit illustrated in
Fig.2, which shows how a milliam-
meter may be used to obtain an
estimate of the resistance of the
component under consideration.
The method depends upon the ap-
plication of the relation known as
Ohms Law, to enable one to deter-

mine the resistance in circuit from
the amount of current flowing when
a known voltage is applied. Taking
the normal value of the resistance,
a snitablevoltage is chosen to cause
a safe Value of current to flow, such
as half a milliampere. Thus,
should the resistance be of soo,000
ohms value, if 5o volts are applied
across its ends the desired current
of half a milliampere is obtained.

Testing Voltage
A high tension battery is used as

the source of the testing voltage,
but it is best to use quite .a new
specimen, in order that the voltage
may be assumed according to ."the
socket in winch the plug is inserted,
54 -wilts being .near enough to the
desired 5o -for practical purposes.
If the battery is not a new one,- its
voltage should be measured by
means of a voltmeter and the plug
inserted in whichever socket gives
the nearest reading to 5o volts. . If
the circuit is connected up with the
specified 5o volts applied to it, the
reading of the mill iammeter will now
enable a rough estimate of the re-
sistance in circuit to be made. For
example, if the reading- is only a

RESISTANCE UNDER TEST

NTBATTERT

Fig., 2.-A more accurate
method.

quarter of a milliampere we
should know that the resistance
must be of 200,000 ohms value,
which, of course, is much too high a
value for practical purposes. On
the other hand, suppose the current
were found to be one milliampere
this would indicate that the resis-
tance was of only 50,000 ohms,
which is rather a low value, but
would probably serve the purpose
of a coupling unit fairly well.

"WIRELESS."
Out on SEPT. r5th.

Price 2D.
Make sure of your Copy:
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Receiving Daventry
By A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

1 ne iormer upon which the
coil is wound is a develop-
ment of the Harris X former.

THE technique for really effi-
cient reception of - the long-
wave high -power station of

the B.B.C., the new 5XX, is of a
very different order to that recom-
mended in connection with short-
wave transmissions. The opening
of the Daventry -station-, and :the
promise of an alternative service
that .can be relied upon .over..an
immense area, should result in a
revival of interest in long -wave
methods on the part of many
listeners ; and in districts previously
badly served by the short-wave
stations, many may find on a. wave-
length of 1,600 metres for the first
time a possibility of really satisfac-
tory reception. On account of the
concentration of attention, hitherto,
almost entirely on the higher fre-
quencies for broadcast telephony
transmissions, we (in Great Britain)
have not had very much opportu-
nity of determining experimentally
what really constitutes an efficient
" low -loss" 187 kilocycle receiving
crcuit, or, e.g., the best design for a '

tuning -inductance for use on . this
frequency.

1,600-m. Tuning Inductance
The conditions to he fulfilled by

a 1,600 -metre tuning coil are of a
different type. from those to which
an efficient short-wave inductance
must conform. In default for. the
moment of elaborate measurements
to determine what is really the
oUtimum design, one will not go. far

In this contribution Mr.
Cowper describes a low -

loss inductance for use
in 1,600-m. reception.

ElElnElElElEZIMElElEllEIME17121

wrong in winding a
1,600-m. coil of No. 22
d.c.c. wire in a narrow
slab form which gives
,small distributed capa-
city; and which at the
same time lends itself
to easy winding and
to compact arrange-
ment. Several narrow
slab -coils can be
mounted fairly close
together (far enough

apart, of course, to keep down the
internal capacities and leave reason-
able air -spacing) ; the simplest way
to effect this is to make up a multi-
slab coil on a " paddle -wheel "

voas/iF

Na/50
OR 200

1902pF

C2

E

Fig. 1.-A simple crystal
circuit using direct coupling

E

Fig. 2.-A typical loose -
coupled crystal circuit.

The coil is made so as to
allow proportional crystal

tappings to be used.
former-developed from the Hams
X former-in the form of a hex-
agonal cross or star of slotted strips
of ebonite or dry' ply -wood, which
are each deeply notched so as to fit
together in this manner.
- Using a former made of three

such strips, 51,- in. long and 3 in.
wide, each with ro slots (cut with'
a hack -saw blade) about r s in.
deep, at each end, 20 turns of No.
22 d.c.c. wire can be wound in each
slot, passing the wire from the filled
slot to the bottom of the succeeding
slot for the next slab, and so on,
until full.

Tapphigs
The result is a fairly compact 200 -

turn coil, which certainly shows a
moderate H.F. resistance, and will
tune to 1,600 m. with a -00.03 p.F
parallel tuning condenser in a suit-
able circuit. For use in the most
efficient type of crystal receiver,
tappings are taken (by forming long
loops which are left projecting when
winding) at every 20 turns beyond
the 4oth, for crystal -tapping, and
at every To turns from the 120th
on for both aerial and crystal -tap-
ping points. These are brought to
two suitable stud switches on the
panel; 9 -points for crystal -tappings
and 8 or 9 -points for aerial -tappings.

Crystal Reception
The simplest crystal receiver is,

of course, the type indicated in
Fig. r, where a No. i50 or 200 coil
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(according to aerial size) is used in
conjunction with a parallel tuning
Condenser of, e.g., .0005 µF maxi-
mum capacity. This combination
is occasionally replaced by a large
variometer ; very few instruments
have sufficient inductance range,
however, to reach r,600 -m. on an
ordinary aerial without loading -
coils, which latter are at best an
unsatisfactory compromise, and
rarely allow of really accurate
tuning on the long waves when used
thus. A better arrangement is the
conventional long -wave loose -coup-
led circuit, Fig. 2. A two -coil holder
is used with a No. 15o (or 200) coil
as primary, and a No. 25o coil
as secondary, with .0005 tiF and
.0003 ttl? tuning condensers respec-
tively. This gives slightly better
signal -strength than Fig. r in some
cases, but involves three tuning
adjustments ; the selectivity is a
little better than that of Fig. r, but
the tuning is, in practice, actually
rather flat.

Crystal Tappings
In order to get really sharp

tuning, and to be able to make the

LARCE
TAPPEDE COIL.

Fig 3.-The circuit used by
the author in his experi-

ments.

fullest use of an efficient, low -resis-
tance aerial -earth system, the prin-
ciple of proportional crystal -tap-
ping, which proves so effective in
favourable cases on the shorter
waves, should be available here.
The tapped paddle -wheel . coil is
therefore suggested ;. the aerial is
connected to whatever point experi-
ence shows to give best results when
combined with the very minimum
of parallel tuning capacity ; for
this reason only a fine -tuning -con-
denser of .000x /IF maximum is
required. The crystal is connected
across just so many turns of the
inductance, by its tapping switch,
that the best signal -strength
possible is obtained ; then we have
the damping effect of the crystal pro-
perly balanced against the aerial -
resistance (" proportional tapping")

so as to give the maximum
available signal energy.

Large Aerials
It is surprising sometimes how

few turns this needs with a good
low -resistance aerial. A large double

One of the 503 -foot masts
at the Daventry station.
The power -house may be

seen on the left.

or triple aerial is actually an advan-
tage on r,600 -m., instead of the
reverse, as on the short waves ;
for a reasonable amount of in-

ductance (without a great deal of idle
parallel tuning capacity) suffices
to tune it ; and by proportional
crystal -tapping the best advan-
tage can be taken of the available
power.

Observations
Some observations made in outer

N.W. London shortly after the
opening of the Daventry station
will  illustrate these points : a
large, high, triple -wire ,(sausage)
aerial, and an alternative small
low Single:wire one of only .0002
capacity were used, in a fairly
good location. The No. 15o coil of
standard make in circuit Fig. r gage
about 13 microamperes rectified
current with a good galena crystal,
on the large aerial ; Fig 2. circuit,
with coils Nos. 150 and 25o, gave
15 to 16 microamperes.

The paddle -wheel coil, with 160
turns in the aerial circuit and about
00003aF parallel fin e -tuning
capacity, and with only bo turns
tapped off for the crystal, gave
about: 24 microamperes with 4,000
ohm.. 'phones in use ; later on in
the evening this rose to 27 and 3o

200
190
/B0

/60
160

130140

/0 SLOTS SPACED
,,,,(4" 20 TURNS Na
22 D.C. C. /NEAP

200
/80
lea
/40

9/20
/00

980

Fig. 4. --Constructional de-
tails of the coil.

microamperes, indicating excellent
'phone reception. A Weston
galvanometer alone in circuit
registered 35 microamperes, and on
an ordinary milliammeter the rec-
tified current gave a visible de-
flection. A crystal tapping at turn
No. 40 gave practically .the same
reading ; No. So turn showed a
fall to 22.5 from 25 microamperes ;
the whole "Co turns in use gave
but 15.5 microamperes ; or little
better than loose coupling. The
same coil used as a loose -coupled
secondary (Fig. 2) showed 15
microamperes ; this was not im-
proved by moving the crystal
tapping point from the 200th
turn downwards.

Results on a Small 'Aerial
On the small single -wire aerial the

readings were 1.5 micrOamperes
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direct coupled ; and 3.5 (later
rising to 5) Microamperes with the
proportionally tapped paddle -wheel
coil. This indicates fairly poor
crystal reception, but audible.
With the tapped coil there was no
difficulty with jamming by the
local station, so much cioes this
method sharpen up the tuning : on
the low aerial 2L0 was not heard at
all ; on the very high aerial (On
which this station gives as -much
as half a milliampere under favour-
able conditions when tuned in on a
low -loss short-wave crystal re-
ceiver) a faint murmur of London
was audible during the interval.; in
the Daventry programme but it was
possible to turn I rom Bach to
banjo solo at will,
in the alternative
programmes, witii
ease and comfort.
Valve Reception

Conventional
direct- coupled
and loose -coupled
circuits with
three -coil holders
call for no com-
ment here ; the

-coil-numbers and
other details have
been frequen 0
given in ot11:r
connections.
Those who find a
degree of selecti-
vity necessary,
however, yet have
not at three - coil
holder available
-or find the sim-
ultaneous quad-
ruple adjustment
required by the
latter circuit
rather trying -
might find in the
capacity reaction
circuit shown in
Fig. 5 a useful
compromise. The
coupling of the A.T.I. and secon-
dary coil (sizes Nos. 15o and 25a as
before) need not be varied continu-
ously whilst tuning, but set moder-
ately loose and left alone ; the tuning
of the secondary is fairly flat, though
depending on that of the. A.T.I.
to some extent ; reaction control is
very smooth if a large radio choke
Ind a small reaction condenser be
used.

Semi-Aperiodic Aerial Coupling
A little less efficient as to signal

itrength, but a good deal simpler
to handle, is the capacity reaction
.-Arcnit with semi-aperiodic aerial
e'oupling shown in Fig. 6. As before,
r large choke and a small reaction
3o:idenser are essential for real

C

LARGE
-0/0/ REACTIM

C
RADIO-CHOKE

4

E
Fig. 5.-A simple circuit
which gives a smooth re-

action control.
efficiency
primary

September, 1925

fairly close -coupled to the grid
inductance, and then left severely
alone. It should not be sufficiently
large to tune the aerial to a wave-
length too cloSely approaching that
of reception.

The same paddle -wheel induct-
ance, minus the tappings, can be
used with advantage in circuit
Fig. fi. As 'primary either a corn=
mercial No. too or 15o coil,
according to the aerial size,
can be used ; or a special
basket coil of, e.g., No. ad
d.c.ci of ahout -this- number of
turns can be made, and stripped
off until, on trial; it does not cause

and easy tuning. The any blank zones for easy reaction,
(and reaction) coil is i.e.,' does not tune the aerial within

the range sought.

A close-up view of the aerial tuning arrangements
at Daventry, showing the aerial ammeter on the left.
The instrument has a double scale with readings up

to EG or 120 amperes.

C3
RADIO -CHOICE

¢001000 TURNSvool,ciF REACT/ON

a
Fig. 6.-A circuit ,which is
very easy to operate, the
aerial circuit being un':unRd.

The primary
is placed close to
the large paddle-
wheel coil ; the
tuning is very
simple on the one
secondary tuning
condenser, follow-
ing up with fine
reaction. T h e
latter is very
smooth.

With an addi-
tional valve as a
notemagnifier, the
L.F. transformer
prithary inserted
in place of the
'phones, using an
R and small -
power valve, and
Lissen radio -
choke, with
Igranic No. 15o
coil primary, this
gave good power-
ful loud -speaking
in London on
a large aerial,
and quite fair
loud -speaking on
a small aerial ;:
on the 'phones

Daventry was readable without.
either aerial or earth. Radio -Paris
was also read on the single valve
withoutinterference from Daventry,
nearly at the maximum- of the
-0003 p,F tuning condenser. Very --
little reaction -condenser capacity 
was needed, and there was no
interference by the local short-wave
station.

Experiment

As a matter of interest much ex-
periment may be undertaken by
readers with a view to obtaining
loud signals from. the Daventry
station, and once that interest is
created very pleaeing resulti will
soon follow upon their efforts
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OWING to the large number
of congratulatory letters
following upon the pub-

lication of a single valve short wave
receiver described by the present
writer in the March, 1925, issue
of this journal, I am prompted to'
suggest to those readers who made
that receiver that the set illustrated
above will please them even more.

Though the long days are still
with us the success of short wave
reception seen in no way to have
waned during the summer, and
even during. the hotter months the
popular short wave
station KDIIA
could still be re-
ceived with fair
volume on fa -t. -our -
able nights accom-
panied, of course
by atmospherics;
further, most of
the American
amateur trans
mitters were also
receivable at fair
strength.

Conditions during
the mouth of
August, though
not by any means
ideal, are conFider-
ably improved, and
more hope of suc-
cess is attendant
upon any attempt
which readers may
care to make,
gradually improving as the weeks
go by,

Experiment
The receiver described in the

present article has incorporated in
its design many little things which
experiments upon wavelengths as
low as twelve metres have proved
desirable, such as type of circuit
and so forth, whilst the same
experiments have also indicated

UT

L,
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3
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STANLEY G.RATTEE,
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those things which should be
avoided in order to simplify the
construction. Acting upon these
experiences it has been possible
to build a cabinet type of short
wave receiver which calls for no
special skill in construction and ne
particular knowledge of wireless as a
subject.

The Circuit
The circuit chosen for this

receiver is a straightforward
Reinartz arrangement used with
tWo. low - frequency amplifiers
coupled by means of the popular

R. 2Md

c2
.0003 Air

770003 ,uF

E

C3/d

-No3pF

0.5

G B,-1

0 S.

C B -2

denser. The plate or reaction coil
is wound upon the same former and
consists of fourteen turns ; actually
the aerial, grid and plate coils
are a continuous -winding, tappings
being made at the required posi-.
tions. For .control of reaction the
second variable condenser is pro-
vided, situated between the plate
coil and the radio frequency choke.

Reproduction
It will be seen that the first

transformer has connected across
its secondary winding a variable

resistance; and
though this may

Fig. 1.-The circuit of the receiver is the popular
Reinarzz arrangement.

transformer method. The coil is
one of the well-known low -loss
varieties wound upon a purchased
former, therefore requiring very
little skill in its construction.

Upon looking at the theoretical
circuit diagram it will be seen_ that
the aerial coil consists of four
turns, whilst the secondary or grid
coil is made up with elev.-en turns
tuned by means of a variable con -

1-11+2

HT+1

HT-

not be strictly
necessary it has
the effect of im-
proving results
with certain trans-
formers ; and since
the majority of
long distance tele-
phony transmis-
sions usually sound
somewhat dis-
torted, any irn
provement in the
receiver winch
may tend to
mitigate this defect
is desirable. When
signals are being
received the effect
of varying the
adjustment should
be tried for the
best results.

Practical Hints for Success
Those readers who intend build-

ing a receiver to this description
should not in any way depart
from the design, otherwise con-
siderable difficulty may be ex-
perienced in making the receiver
either oscillate at all, or else,
oscillate over the whole range of_
the grid tuning condenser. The

8-3?
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/6"
Fig. 2.-The layout of the panel is both simple and symmetrical. Blue Print

No. 126a. Price 1s. 6d. post free.
lay -out as given is the result of
very careful experiment with a
view to eliminating losses on the one
hand, and giving easy control of
reaction over the whole range on the
other. The positions of the various
components in relation to each
other should be treated with every
respect, particularly those which
form the grid and reaction circuits.

Radio Chokes
If the external battery con-

nections to the set are long,
meaning those leads which go to
the low and high tension batteries,
it is possible that some difficulty
may be experienced in making the
set oscillate in a smooth and easy
manner, particularly if the leads
are twisted. Should this difficulty

be met with, then it is recommended
that small air core chokes of
some forty turns of No. 22 d.c.c.
wire wound round a lead pencil
be included in each of the leads,
when the trouble will be -found to
have been overcome. The lead
pencil should, of course, be pulled
out after the chokes are wound.

It may be found in the case of

The connections to the coil are kept short and are well spaced. The long
cylindrical component next to the coil is the H.F. choke.
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some aerials that in the colirse, of
tuning there is one particular
setting upon the grid tuning con-
denser at which the receiver will n
oscillate; on the other hand, this
failure of the set to oscillate may
prevail over several degrees of the
condenser dial. In either case,
however, this condition of things
is indicative of the fact that the
grid circuit is tuned to the natural
wavelength -of the aerial circuit.

Choice of Components
When choosing components for

short wave reception even more
care is called for than in the case
of broadcast reception upon the 300
(999.4 kc.) to 500 (599.4 kc) metre
band, the reason being that if any one
component which is used in the grid
or plate circuit of the detector valve
is poor then the receiver will fail
to give satisfactory results with
regard to oscillation. Though it

G B. -2 G.B. -

Fig3.-This wiring diagram should be follow3d in detail. Note the connections to
the coil. Blue Print No. 126b. Price ls. 6c1. post free.

A Warning
Should the reader decide to

build a set exactly to the speci-
fications given herein the actual
components which go to make
the 'set as illustrated are given
later. This list does not necessarily
mean that only these components
may be used before satisfactory
results may be obtained, but the
infoiniation is given to readers as a
guide to what is actually incor-

Should this spot occur at a position
upon which it is desired to receive,
then a small coil or fixed condenser
should be added in series with the
aerial, when the difficulty will be
overcome. Owing to the tem-
porary nature of the adjustment,
the component may be connected
outside the set between the aerial
terminal of the receiver and the
lea d -in.

will. be at once recognised that this
remark applies to all receivers,
it nevertheless applies with greater
force where short wave receivers
are concerned. With regard to the
components in the remain-
der of the circuit these should
also be carefully chosen if the
best results are desired, a
warning which is common to every
receiver.

porated in the original receiver.
In the matter of variable con-
densers these must necessarily be
of a good low -loss type (there are
now several obtainable) and the
radio choke mast be one having
small self -capacity.

The Coil
As previously mentioned, this is

wound upon a low -loss former, and
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after securing the wire by means of
threading  through the holes pro-
vided, leaving about three inches

-

spare for connecting ptirposes,
eleven complete
turns are wound
after which a
tapping is made
by making a loop
and twisting in
the usual manner.

When this tap-
ping is made four
more turns are
wound, when
another similar
tapping is made.
Still without
cutting the wire,
fourteen further
turns are wound,
wh :reupon ,the
wire is broken,

All the cont
in

some readers may find that with
the fourteen -turn plate coil, the
receiver is a little too prone to
oscillate, spoiling thereby the

rots for operating the receiver are situated
a convenient manner upon the panel.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
One cabinet and baseboard of

a suitable size to take the panel
as given below. The cabinet illus-
trated is the " All -Concert de Luxe"
type (Cameo).

One Radion mahoganite panel
measuring 16 in. by 8 in. by
3 /16 in. (American Hard Rubber
Co., Ltd.).

Two pieces of wood measuring
2 in. by 2 in. by in. (These are
used as brackets for supporting the
panel, at the same time securing
it to the baseboard.)

Nine terminals. (Those in the
set are oxy-copper finished, supplied
by Grafton Electric Co., Ltd.)

One low -loss coil former 3 in.

diameter by 3 in. long (Collinson's
Precision Screw Co., Ltd.).

Two variable square -law con-
densers, each of .0003 /IF capacity
(Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.).

One fixed condenser, with grid
leak clips, of .0003 1.,1-0 capacity
(Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921) ,Ltd.) .

One grid -leak of 2 Mu (Darco).
One " anti-pong " valve holder

(Bowyer -Lowe Co.).
One radio frequency choke.

(Lissen; Ltd.).
One low frequency transformer

(Power Equipment Co., Ltd.).
One low frequency transformer

(Fuller's United Electric Works,
Ltd.).

smooth reaction control usulll
associated with the Reinartz circuit,
Should this condition make itsel.
manifest then it is recommended

that two or more
turns be removed
from the coil,
after first making
certain that their
removal is really
desirable.

Tried on
another aerial
which is known
to be quite
average, the
receiver certainly
oscillated more
freely than when
connected to my
cw 1, though not
in such a way that
control of reaction

.9

Two " Vibro " valve holders
(Burne- Jones and Co., Ltd.).

Two fixed condensers each of
2 ttF capacity (Telegraph Con-
denser Co., Ltd).

Three dual rheostats (Radio
Instruments, Ltd.).

One variable anode resistance
(Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.).

Packet Radio Press panel trans-
fers.

Quantity of No. 22 d.c,c. wire.
Quantity of No. 18 tinned copper

connecting wire.
One yard V.I.R. flexible wire.
Two black wander plugs.
One red wander plug.
One nine -volt grid battery:

leaving about 3 in.
to spare, and two
twists are made
round one of the
rods of the former
to prevent the coil
from unwinding.
The resulting coil
will be seen, in
Fig. 4.

The Plate Coil
Unfortunately,

the aerial with
which the author
has to carry out
most of his Work
is for some un-
known reason
possessed of very
high resistance, in
spite of the fact
that every pre,
caution has been
taken to remove
the defeet. In
view of this The wiring of the receiver is well spaced ana the

more important leads are kept short

left anything to
he desired. Though
readers may find
that there is nc
difficulty in this
direction, the
remedy given will
simplify matters
should they meet
with the trouble
suggested. .

Mounting Com-
ponents and Se-
curing the Panel

All the "vari-able" com-ponents are
mounted upon the
panel, as may be
seen from the
photographs and
in the illustration
which shows the
front of the set;
the condensers on
the left and right
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are the grid tuning and reaction
condensers respectively.

The panel is secured to the base-
board by means of the two wooden
blocks mentioned in the list of
components, the reason for using
these in preference to the usual
brackets being in order to eliminate
as much unnecessary metal in the
receiver as possible. The coil is
secured to the panel by means of a
small brass screw passing through
the lower ring of the former.
The relative positions ofthe various
components, both upon the panel
and upon the baseboard, are in-
dicated in the diagram illustrating
the general layout of the set, and
it cannot be too greatly em-
phasised that departure from this
layout is not to, be recommended.

do, it will be found that better results
will be obtained by using valves of a
special type. In actual tests made
with the receiver during the
reception of the short wave station
operated at Schenectady, New
York, the following were used in
turn as the detector with pretty
much the same results, but all de-
cidedly better than those obtained
with the ordinary general pur-
pose " type : B.T.H. B4, D.E. 3B.,
D.E.4., D.E. 5E and the French
Radio -micro .o6 valve. In the case
of the B4, D.E. 3B.; D.E.4 and
the  French .06 valves an anode
voltage of 5o appeared to be ample
in that no difference in results was
observed upon increasing this vol-
tage. In the case of the D.E.
5B., however,. an anode voltage

Fig. 4.-Details of the connections to the
coil. The top end or beginning of the
winding is connected to Cl and grid con-
denser, while the end of the winding is

connected to Cs.

Operating and Testing the
Receiver

For the successful operation of
the receiver, the reader should pay
due attention to giving the receiver
a thorough test before attempting
to receive the American telephony
stations, and this may be done by
connecting the accumulator to its
proper terminals and first testing
out the filament lighting circuit,
seeing that each filament resistance
controls the brilliance of its par-
ticular valve ; joining up the H.T.
and grid -bias batteries in their
respective positions, observing my
previous remarks about maker's
instructions as to voltages, con-
necting the aerial, earth and tele,
phones to their respective terminals -
and then proceeding as follows :-

TO C AND GRID CONDENSER

TO Cf ,'o EARTH
TO AERIAL

Wiring
It will be seen from the photo-

graphs that ordinary No. 18 tinned
copper wire is used for connecting
up, and the reason why this wire
was chosen instead of the popular
" square rod " is that it enables the
connections between points to be
kept short, meaning that the wiring
may be kept consistent y efficient
and well spaced without recourse
to making right-angle bends, All
connections should, of course, be
soldered.

Valves to Use as Detector
It will be understood that this

receiver is designed for use with
the ordinary four -pin type of
valve, and though actually any -of
tl.e " general purpose " valve.3 will

of 7,2 appeared to  give the best
results.

The L.F. Stages -

As a separate. H.T. positive
tapping and grid -bias connect -ions
are provided for the lbw frequency
Stages, the valves used in -this
part of the circuit may be of the
Special L.P. types if desired,.
the anode voltage being raised to
12o volts if required, suitable grid
bias being applied to suit the latter
voltage. In choosinp, these L.F.
valves readers should comply in
detail with the maker's instructions
as to the correct anode and grid bias
voltages to be used, as by so doing
they will find that best results
are thus obtained.

The wiring of the com-
ponents which are secured
to the baseboard may be
followed from this photo-
graph. Note the short
leads which connect the

grid coil in circuit.

With the valves lightedto a
suitable brilliance and. with the
grid- tuning condenser set to its
zero position, the reaction con-
denser should also be turned to its
zero reading and then - slowly
turned towards the higher end of
the scale until the receiver is just
oscillating. Once this condition
has been established then the two
condensers, grid tuning and re-
action; -should be turned simul-
taneously but very slowly, the grid
tuning condenser being turned
slightly faster than the reaction
condenser. In this_ way it will
not be long before a C.W. station
(probably an amateur) is picked up,
whereupon the best results should
be tuned for by means of the grid
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THE AME 111 ICA TI - 1' Continued.

tuning condenser, and final .re-
adjustments made upon the re-
action condenser. The tuning of
this first station is typical of the
method of handling the receiver
and should be practised several
times before attempting to pick
up the long distance telephony
stations. Once the operation of
the receiver is thoroughly mastered
then reception of short wave
telephony may be attempted,
though it must be. remembered that
for the reception of this the
receiver must be just off the
oscillating point, otherwise speech
or music will not be recognised.
At the present time of the year the
best time to attempt this work

station sending ABC at intervals
and signing off with the call sign
WIR ; this station is New Bruns-
wick, N.J., and according, to the
August issue of Q.S.T. is working on
74 (4052 Itc.) metres. This informa-
tion will give some indication of
" position " to those readers who
have acquired the habit of reading
slow Morse. Further assistance
in calibrating the receiver will be
given by careful listening to
amateur transmitters, who very
often give their wavelength during
the transmission.

Fading
When the handling of the receiver

has become a commonplace opera-

Two large condensers are connected across the batteries,
one condenser being across each tapping.

is after II p.m. (B.S.T.), and
though the present conditions are
such that one cannot guarantee
to be able to pick up telephony at
the very first attempt, some nights
at any rate will bring their reward.

Schenectady
a will be found that the ,short

wave station at Schenectady will
come in with the grid tuning con-
denser somewhere between 8o and
too deg:, while the station at
Pittsburgh will be very much
lower down.. the scale. Between
Schenectady and Pittsburgh will
be heard a very loud Morse (C.W.)

tion it will be found upon
favourable nights that it is
possible to receive American
telepho,n3r on a loudspeaker, and
though at present the reception is
usually distorted and accompanied
by " fading," as the winter ap-
proaches so will results improve.

Atmospherics
During last month several

attempts were made to receive
American telephony, and though
atmospherics were at a deafening
strength on most occasions, there
were few nights when the attempts
were unsuccessful altogether. At

C142

times signals were remarkably good,
speech being perfectly clear, only
a word being lost now and again.
as a result of a heavy atmospheric.

Results
Probably the most successful

results obtained recently were those
on July 31st, at r 'Jo p.m. (B.S.T.),
and August 1st, at midnight, when
Schenectady was received at
" small room " loud -speaker
strength but badly spoiled by
atmospherics. At approximately
-the same time Pittsburgh was also
good, though not quite so strong.

An Unknown Station
At 2 a.m. (B.S.T.) August 1st

conditions improved considerably,
in that atmospherics were less
,fierce and in between periods of
fading, signals from both stations
were at very, fair loud -speaker
strength: At about the same -time
another telephony station was also
received with the grid tuning con-
denser set at zero, and though it was
possible to recognise the trans-
mission as being telephony it was
not possible to understand it.

Time Difference
Taking into consideration the

difference in time between this
country and America, and the
question of light hours, the results
obtained during these recent tests
indicate that there are few nights
when at least some sort of result
will not be obtained, though
whether or not signals will always
reach loud -speaker strength is, to
use a yell -known phrase, " in the
lap of the gods."

Improving Conditions
At the time of writing the present

article, the main difficulties which
have to be met are atmospherics
and, fading, and though as time
goes on the atmospherics will
gradually get less, the question of
fading is always a speculation;
nevertheless there will be times
when signal strength is such that
the telephones may be changed for
the loud speaker with very pleasing
results. Those readers who have
a knowledge of the Morse code
will find in a receiver of this type
a marked interest. It may be said
that on any evening hosts ' of
amateur transmitters of all countries
may be heard working with each
other upon wavelengths around 7o
metres, and a comparison of the
relative signal strengths will indicate
whether the night is good or bad
-for long distance work,
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Metres or Kilocycles ?
The use of frequency rather than wavelength is more scientific and in many

cases More convenient. Some of the arguments in favour of the change are given
below, with a table of kilocycle equivalents.

IN the early days of wireless, when ether radia-
tions were first investigated, the Wavelength
of the disturbances produced was very small

(of the order of one metre or less) and could actually
be measured as a length.

As the science developed, however, the wave-
lengths used became longer and longer, and the
term wavelength became merely a method of
distinguishing between different stations.

The fundamental property of any tuning circuit,
however, is its frequency, the wavelength which may
l -e radiated being a secondary effect. A wave -
meter (so called) is in reality a frequency -meter,
since it is the frequency of the circuit which is
varied by the- condenser or variometer employed
for tuning. -

heterodyne users will appreciate the saving in
calculation obtained by using frequencies rather
than wavelengths.

We deal in wavelengths in the H.F. amplifier
and frequencies in the L.F. amplifier-a ridiculous
state of affairs.

By the use of the kilocycle as a unit (I kilo-
cycle =i,000 cycles) it is just as easy to refer
to the frequency of a station as to the wave-
length.

Table.
A table is appended giving the frequen-

cies of the, principal stations heard in this
country.

At present the figures in kc. are a little odd,
but as the use of frequency is adopted the

Station.
Call
Sign.

Wave-
length.

Kilo-
Cycles. Station.

.

Call
Sign".

Wave-
length.

Kilo -
Cycle.

Sheffield .. .. .. 6FL 301 . 996 - Petit Parisien . - 345

-1.

869
Stoke-on-Trent .. 6ST 306 98o . Madrid .. , .. - EA J7 392 765
Bradford.. .. 2LS 316 967 , Rome .. IRO 425 705
Liverpool .. 6LV 315 952 , Stockholm SASA 427 702
Nottingham .. .. 5NG 325 920 Leipzig . .. 454 66o
Edinburgh .. 2EH 328 914 Ecole Superieure, .. FPTT 458 655
Dundee .. . . 2DE 331 906 Berlin .. .. . - 505 594 _

Hull 6KH 335 895 Prague .. PRG 555 5,V '

Plymouth 5PY 338 887 Lausanne .. .. 13B2 850 353
Leeds .. .. .. 2LS 346 867 Hilversum .. ... NSF 1050 285.5
Cardiff .. 5WA 353 849 The Hague .. .. PCGG 1o70 280
London .. .. 2L0 365 821 Geneva

.

. .. H131 1100 273
Manchester 27,Y 378 ' 793 Konigswusterh ausen .. LP. 1300 231
Bournemouth .. 6BM 386 777 Daventry .. .. 5XX 1600 187
Newcastle .. .. 5NO 403 744 Radio -Paris .. .. SFR 178o 168
Glasgow .. .. 5SC 422 711 Amsterdam .. .. PCFF 1955 153
Belfast . . .. ..
Birmingham ..

2BE
5IT

439
479 -

683
626

Eiffel Tower .. FL { 22260500
136113

Swansea . . 5SX 482 622 East Pittsburgh .. ii:DKA r 68 4409
Aberdeen . .. 2BD 495 6o6 chenectady .. .Schenectady 1

309 970
Brussels .. .. .. SBR 265 1131 WGY 380 789

If it is desired to know whether two stations
willheterodyne one another, their frequencies must
be calculated,, because a frequency separation of at
least ro,000 cycles may be required if the stations
are not to interfere in this way ; while all super -

843

frequencies may be changed slightly ; 2L0
would not work on 821 kc. but might change to
820 kc. In the future the use of kc. will be
adopted by MODERN WIRELESS, the wavelengths
also being given for a time.
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In the studio of WGY, the well-known Schenectady station.

7 HAT do you think of American broad-
/ casting ? " What are conditions

like in New York ? " Is the inter-
ference really as bad as it is made out to be ? "
These and hundreds of other questions have been
showered upon me every day since my return from
America, where, as readers of this journal know,
I have been investi-
gating wireless condi-
tions this summer.

As I can scarcely
answer even one of
these questions in a
single article, I can only
hope this month to give
you a few impressions
about New York itself,
and the wireless con-
ditions which, com-
pared with English
standards, are so
strange in that city.
Think of London with
not one station such as
we have at present,
but a number. Think
of these all broad-
casting at the same
time-some trans-
mitting music, others
lectures, still others

baseball scores, and here and there a hotel
orchestra. Just to present to you a more detailed
picture, I have drawn on another page a map
showing, as near as I can, the relative
positions of the leading New York broadcasting
stations on the map of London. I have taken
as a start station WNYC situated at the City

Hall and placed in my
map on its equivalent
-the Mansion House.

The apparatus room on the roof of
WJZ-WJY, New York.

WJZ, the Radio Cor-
poration station on the
roof of Aeolian Hall,
New York, falls, by a
strange chance, just
about where the 2L0
station is at present.
The installation on the
Aeolian Hall really
comprises two stations,
for there are two separ-
ate and distinct trans-
missions on different
wavelengths at the
same time. The two
lattice steel masts,
which you will see in one
of the accompanying
photographs, support a
double aerial split in
the middle by insulator:.
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and with two down leads.
The two parts of the
aerial are of unequal size,
one used for sending out
programmes for WJZ on
451 metres (66o kc.),
and, the other for station
W J Y on 405 metres
(74o kc.). I spent a lvery
happy evening at this
pair of stations, and will
tell you more of them
later in the article.

A Powerful Radiator
You may think one

station at the Mansion
House and a pair in
Oxford Street would be
quite sufficient. Con-
tinuing our scheme, we
find station WEAF
(with 5 kilowatts in the
aerial-no mean power
to radiate in the
suggested area !) placed
somewhere about where
Victoria Station stands.
As if this were still not
sufficient, about a third
of the way down Park
Lane we should find
station WHN on the
top of a variety theatre, with a wavelength
of 361 metres (833 kc.). Just to make things a little
brighter, a further run in a taxi -cab would
bring us to a pair of stations half way down

The Switchboard for line connections for
"outside broadcasts" at WJZ-WJY.

Regent Street, one
practically opposite
the other on the two
sides of the street.
These would be stations
WGBS (Gimbell Bros.'
Stores) and WMCA (the
Hotel McAlpine broad-
casting station). These
work on wavelengths of
316 (950 kc.) and 341
metres (879 kc.) respec-
tively. So as not to leave
the very respectable
western suburbs out of
the running, we find sta-
tion WFBH at the Hotel
Majestic, New York, fall-
ing somewhere about
where Whiteley's Stores
are found in Bayswater.
The wavelength of this
station is 273 metres
(r,ioo kc.).

Don't imagine this
completes the New York
list. There are others.
There is one station, for
example, run by a Bap-
tist church and another
by a railway company,
but these are not oper-
ating regularly. Those I

have named can be heard almost any night, all opera-
ting at once. Just before I left New York our Ameri-
can contemporary Radio News opened the station
WRNY on the top of the Hotel Roosevelt, which,

How a map of London would appear if the leading New York broadcasting stations
were transferred to their relative positions in our capital.
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on our converted London map would fall some-
where about Portman Square.

" Selectivity ProWems
If you were living in the heart of New York,

within a stone's throw of any of these stations, you
would probably
experience some
trouble in cutting
out interference,
unless, of course,
yo.0 used a
super -hetero-
dyne. You
might think that
even with this
remarkably
selective instru-
ment there would
be trouble, but
strangely enough
it is not so. The
great steel build-
ings have  a
remarkable ab-
sorbing power,
and in some
parts of New e
York screening
is so great that
even the great WEAF station with its 5 kilowatts

-

can scarcely be heard. Within a day -or two of
arriving I fixed up a super -heterodyne in my
room on the tenth floor- of the Hotel Pennsyl-
vania. This great steel. structure, the largest
hotel in the world, has 2,100 rooms, each with
its own private
bathroom, iced
drinking water
on tap, six diffe-
rent restaurants
and every con-
venience thatAmerican
ingenuity c a n
devise. It is
situated on
Seventh Avenue,
between 32nd
and 33rd Street.
I should mention
that the main
thoroughfares
running up and
down New York
are called
avenues and the
streets running
at right angles
are numbered.
This rectangular
arrangement of
the city makes it very convenient to find one's
way about. Broadway alone of the avenues
is not straight, but straggles irregularly through the
city. being cut through by the various avenues at

A control
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different points. At this particular point of the
city, Broadway runs almost parallel with 7th
Avenue, so that a short walk up either 32nd or
33rd Street from the Pennsylvania brings you into
Broadway. The "block " between 7th Avenue
and Broadway, bounded by 32nd and 33rd Streets,

contains but two

board at th3 WGY station.

buildings, these
joining one
another. One is
the Hotel
Pennsylvania,
already men-
tioned, and the
other Gimbell
Bros.' Stores.
Gimbell's is a
stores similar to
our own depart-
ment stores in
London, and has
its own broad-
.2asting station
on -the roof. You
will thus see
that next door
to me I had a
haIf-kilowatt
oroadcasting
station. On the

opposite Side of Broadway from Gimbell's stands
the Hotel McAlpine, also a half -kilowatt station.
At the beginning of my stay in America the
actual transmissions were made from the roof of
the hotel, but while I was in America a transfer
was made from the tap of the hotel to the towers

of the Lacka-
wanna Railway

In the main studio of WJZ, New York, one of those visited
by Mr. Harris when obtaining inforrnation for this article.

terminal in New
Jersey. The
distance f r o m
the Hotel McAl-
pine to the
Lackawann a
station is but
a mile or two,
so that the
change did not
greatly relieve
the congestion.

I have already
mentioned where
the New York
stations are
found, so if you
think of the
Pennsylvania as
the Piccadilly
Hotel, and these
two stations
WGBS and
WMCA as a pair

on opposite sides of Regent Street, you will have
some idea of my immediate wireless neighbours.
Not wishing to disturb other- occupants of the
hotel with a loud -speaker, I used telephones for
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reception, and two or three evenings
after my arrival I sat down for the
first time to listen -in in New York.
All the stations I have mentioned
were going, with the exception of
that on Hotel Majestic (at Bays-
water, we will say), which, owing
to a dispute between the hotel
owners and the people who were
conducting the broadcasting service,
was temporarily closed down.
Gimbell's Was going at full force with
a soprano song, the Hotel McAlpine
was running an orchestra, Broadway

The Hotel Pennsylvania,
where Mr. Harris stayed
in New York. The room
in which some of the ex-
periments described were
conducted is situated
near the arrow -point.

station WHN. was putting a couple.
of comedians " on the air," while
WJZ and. WJY were each running
their particular items. Down town,
WEAF was hard at work and the
Municipal station WTNYC was also in
full .operation; yet using: a. super-
heterodyne with. a 2 ft. loop there,
was not the slightest difficulty in.
picking out one froM the other as
clean as a whistle. The volume
from even the nearest Was. not
great, owing to the abSorption by
the steel building in which I was
working, and the whole of the time

I was listening -in at the Hotel Pennsylvania I failed
to get any station outside New York other than
station NA, OR at Bamburger's Stores in New
Jersey, about twenty miles away.

Local - Absorption
This local absorption and screening is really for

the New Yorkers
themselves, a

On the roof at WJZ-WJY.
The interior of the building
on the right is shown on
page 844.

godsend.. Strange
as it may seem,
there are
hundreds, if not
thousands, of
sets other than
super -.hetero-

dynes in operation in New York every night, the
users having little difficulty in picking up the
local station they want. American receivers are
astoundingly selective, and if you are seven or
eight miles away from the city, practically any
of the commercial sets will give you sufficient
selectivity to eliminate all the stations you don't
want. From this you will see that there is not
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a single set on the British market (other than the
super -heterodyne) which would be of the slightest
use in New York suburbs. Crystal sets, of course,
owing to their lack of selectivity are practically
dead.

In the Suburbs
So as to get a better idea of the receiving

conditions in the average American suburban
home, I listened -in on several occasions at distances
of eight or nine and at forty miles. At these
different places I must have used at least a dozen
different receivers other than super -heterodynes,
and in no case was I unable to separate the station
I wanted from those not desired. Most miraculous
of all, there was no howling ! This may seem in-
credible to the British listener, but I can assure
you that in the
many hours of
listening in
America in the
neigh bourhood
of New York,
Chicago and
other cities, I did
riot hear a single
chirp, and was
able to listen to
distant stations
with no interfe-
rence whatever,
other than that
which came from
atmospheric
noises. The
reason is that
with very few
exceptions none
of the com-
mercially made
receivers radiate
when used either
properly or
improperly, and
you cannot make
them radiate
without altering
the wiring.
Would that this
were so with
British com-
mercial receivers!
Secondly, by
intensive campaigns against radiation the
American home -builder has been educated upto the point when, if he has a regenerative
receiver he does not oscillate or elSe he builds an
instrument which has a non -radiating circuit.
I am, of course, able to speak only of my own
experience and it must be remembered that my
visit to America was during the summer months
when there is far less wireless activity than in the
winter. I am told that some districts are rather
bad for howling, and that in the winter time one
gets a certain amount of it, but the fact remains

that I was able to listen in for five hours con,
tinuously on one occasion in a residential suburb,
during which time I picked up dozens of stations
at distances up to eight or nine hundred miles away
without the slightest interference. The set on
which I did most listening that evening had but one
stage of high frequency, a detector and two
note -magnifiers, and the whole of the tuning -in
was done on a loud speaker, yet I was able to pick
up half -a -dozen Chicago stations and others even
farther west. As the crow flies (if it worried about
flying so far), Chicago is 707 miles from New York,
and I was east of New York at the time: To
give you an example of the selectivity of the set
in question, I may say that KDKA was operating on
Sod metres ( IOCO kc.!, at a distance of some 35o miles

whilst simul-

Controlling the output at the "Radio News" station
on the Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
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taneously station
WAHG, some
twenty-seven
miles off, was
operating on a
wavelength o f
316 metres (95o
kc.). I had no
difficulty in sepa-
rating one from
the other.

Now as to
the programmes.
Generally they
are good and
there is plenty
of variety,
although on the
whole they are
less ambitious
than ours. New
Yorkers are very
fond of good
music and the
big hotels have
excellent or-
chestras, which
are frequently
" jut on the air."
There seems to
be plenty of
talent available
in variety,.alth o ugh
Americans have

the same difficulty with the better talent as we
have here-objection by the theatrical and concert
interests. Generally

. the programmes follow
about the same lines as our Own, except there
is more in the morning.- Station WEAF, which
is operated by the American Telegraph and
Telephone Company, sends out; for example, every
morning from 6.45 to 7.45 what are known as
" setting up exercises." These are very popular
among listeners and give them an opportunity
of doing " physical jerks under a competent
instructor. At WEAF there is a continuous

WRNY,
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programme from 11.o a.m.
starts again at 4.o p.m.,
midnight. Station WJZ
ro.o to rr.o and. from 1.0
night. WJY seems to
operate only for a short
time each day, starting
about 7.30 in the even-
ing.

A Visit to the Stations
I visited a number of

the New York stations
while they were actually
operating. I spent, for
example, a very happy
evening at station WJZ,
and WJY, where by the
courtesy of the Radio
Corporation of America,
I was allowed to go just
where I. pleased during
the whole of the evening.
In fact it was nearly one
o'clock when I arrived
back at the Hotel
Pennsylvania. The two
studios at this station are quite small compared
with those at 2L0, but are tastefully fitted
up with a comfortable reception room for the
artistes. The announcers at this station are all
University men,

to noon, and this station
running on until about
runs continuously from
o'clock until about mid -

situated in a small building on the roof, the
interior of which as well as the exterior are shown
in one of the photographs accompanying this article.

Few of the New York stations seem to reach
out " well. WEAF, for
example, although it has

chosen, as are
the British an-
nouncers, wit
a close regard
to their
elocution ! Some
of the other New
York stations
have very poor
announcers, and
one in particular
is very carelessly
conducted.. Great
care is taken at
the station WJZ
and, WJY to
ensure good
reprod.uction,
and. the modu-
lation is watched
all the time by
means of an
oscilloscope,
which shows by
means of a
rotating mirror
a wave form
corresponding
with sounds
broadcast. The arrangement of the apparatus in
the control room is most convenient and the
whole plant has a very businesslike appearance.
The transmitting panels, dynamos, etc., are

The

Listening for ship distress signals at Station WJZ. Every
American broadcasting station must have a certified operator
continuously on watch on 600 metres, (500 kc.), so that
broadcasting can be stopped immediately an SOS call is

heard.

double aerial at Station WJZ-WJY,
New York.

a power of five kilowatts
in the aerial, does not
seem to be so well
received in England as,
to take an example at
random, WHAZ, a half -
kilowatt station at Troy,
N.Y., which I frequently
hear in the winter time.
This is undoubtedly due
to local conditions, as
the WEAF station is
probably the best
equipped in America,
although others have
more power.

I noticed that an Ameri-
can speaker frcm the
London station recently
referred to " thirty-eiaht
stations in New York

city broadcasting simultaneously." Actually, in
my rxparience, on any given night, there are
rarely more than eight so doing, and occasionally
a ninth or tenth may break in for a few minutes.

Possibly the
meant

"New York
State "-- a very
large area, inclu,
ing stations a
hundred or two
miles from the
city. This, of
course, would
include WGY, at
Schenectady,
WHAZ, at Troy,
and many others.
Salvation for the
listener is found
in this distance,
and the main
selectivity pro-
blem centres
round the use of
a number ' of
stations in very
close proxmity
to one another,
Of the five hun-
dred odd broad-
casting stations
licensed in the
United States,

there are barely one hundred working regularly,
and of the remainder a number have a power
of only five or ten watts, which, of course, will
not cause any appreciable interference_
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The Circuit
The circuit arrangement of the

present receiver is shown in Fig. t,
The oscillator coupling is a unit
consisting of three coils being
employed as a means of obtain -
big oscillation of the oscillator
valve and at the same time afford-,
ing the necessary coupling with the
grid circuit of the first detector valve.

H.F. Amplification
A stage of ordinary high fte-

T T is interesting to look back
upon the development of
supersonic heterodyne re-

ceivers during the past few months
and observe therefrom that con-
siderable progress has been made,
especially in the introduction of
special components designed ex-
pressly for use -in super -heterodyne
receivers. Extensive experiment-
ing with various circuit arrange-
ments has also resulted in a
decrease, in the _number of operat-
ing controls, and as a result tuning
has been appreciably simplified.

quency amplification
is employed, this
being found in
practice to provide
a convenient means
Of obtaining reaction (due to the
inherent tendency towards - self-

 oscillation exhibited by a straight-
forward high frequency amplifying
valve), convenient control of this
reaction effect being obtained with
the aid of the potentiometer R11.

-The oscillator coupler has already
been mentioned, two of its windings
being connected in the anode and

four further terminals are supplied
to allow the application of separate
voltages to the oscillator valve,
the intermediate frequency am-
plifiers, the second detector and
the note magnifier.

The Filter Circuit
The anode circuit 'of V, includes

the primary winding of the first long

Fig. 1.-The potentiometer R11 serves to stabilise the first H.F. valve, while R12 performs
the same function for the long wave amplifier.

wave transformer T2, this being
designated by some as the "filter"
transformer since it does not
respond to either of the two high
frequency currents in the circuit
but to the " beat " or " inter-
mediate " frequency currents set
up by them. The secondary winding
of the transformer is connected
to the first of the long wave amplifi
valves y4, V, and V,. It will
be seen that the lower end of each
transformer secondary winding in

grid circuits of the oscillator valve
V, (the latter circuit being tuned
by a variable condenser of .0005 p.F
capacity) the other winding being
shown as 01 in the grid circuit
of the first detector valve V2. This
latter works on the. leaky grid con-
denser principle, the grid con-
denser and leak, C4 and R, respec-
tively, having the usual values of
.0003p, F and two megohms.

The first two valves are given
the same anode potential, while
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the long wave amplifier is con-
nected to the slider of a potentio-
meter R12. Experiment has proved
that control of the reaction effect
in this part of the receiver is neces-
sary for obtaining the maximum
output and the use of the potentio-
meter cornice ted where shown
generally provides adequate control.

L.F. Amplification
farther transformer T, couples

the last- valve. of the long wave
amplifier and the Second detector
valve .V7, the leaky. grid condenser
method being utilised here as in
the case of V2t Only one stage -of
low frequency amplification is em-
ployed (transformer coupled) this
being found to give ample volume
for ordinary purposes. Where it
is :desired to- obtain increased
volume, however, it is :not a
difficult matter to add a further
stage of low frequency amplification
without upsetting the general work-
ing. This brings to the fore an
important point which should be
very carefully noted by everyone.
who decides to build the present
receiver. The layout and wiring
shown in the various diagrams and
photographs have only been arrived
at after considerable time spent
in experimenting with various bench
layouts in order to deterrnine how

The valves, intermediate frequency transformers, oscil-
lator coupler, etc., are mounted on the baseboard,

the various components might best
be arranged so as to keep the size
of the receiver within reasonable
limits, at the same time having
regard to the ill effects of inter-
action due to injudicious crowding.
It is not to be imagined, of course,
that results must necessarily suffer
with modification of the design,
but it must be emphasised that since
this is always possible it is unwise
to depart from a design which has

The battery terminals are mounted conveniently behind
the panel.

received experienced deliberation
in its layout.

Panel Layout
A glance at the photo-

graph showing the front of the
panel will indicate clearly the
simplicity of the layout. The three
tuning condensers are arranged in a
row near the top edge of the panel
on the left, the first (extreme left)
being the frame aerial tuning con-
denser, the second that which
tunes the secondary winding of the
short wave H.F. transformer, while
the third varies the frequency of the
oscillations generated by the
oscillator valve. The terminals
to which_ the frame aerial must be
connected are seen on the left of
the panel.

Potentiometers
The two potentiometers are

placed below the variable con-
densers, that on the left control -
lug the Oscillation tendency of the
first valve, while the other performs
a' similar function for the long
wave amplifying valves. Each
valve is provided with a separate
rheostat, these being arranged
along the lower edge of the panel.
An " on -off filament switch is
provided for the purpose of switch-
ing the low tension current on or
off without adjustment of the
rheostats-an obvious advantage,
for .having once found a suitable
filament current for each valve the
rheostats may be left alone from
one night to the next. The terminals
for the telephones or loudspeaker
are seen on the right of the panel.

The Construction
As will have been gathered from

the photographs, the form of con -
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The second detector grid -leak and condenser are held in position by their
connecting wires.

struction employing a baseboard for
the mounting of the fixed com-
ponents has been adopted. Among
the latter are the long wave trans-
formers, the low frequency trans-
former, valve holders, and short
wave transformer holder.

The necessary terminals are
mounted upon a strip of ebonite
which is in turn secured to the back
of the ebonite panel by means of two
brass brackets. Thus it is possible
to preserve a tidy appearance
when using the receiver, the battery
leads being passed from the in-
terior, through the side of the
cabinet to the various batteries.

The Components
The following list of components

has been compiled for the con-
venience of intending constructors,
and the actual makes employed

,are also indicated. Equal results
could doubtless be obtained with
other makes of components, but the
less experienced amateur, at any
rate, is advised to comply with
the actual specifications in order
to be quite certain of being able
to duplicate the results obtained
with the receiver as photographed.

The actual components are :-
One ebonite panel 26 in.. by

8i.n. by I in. (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.).

One 3 -ply baseboard 26 in. by
71. in.. by 3 /16 in. '(this thickness
was found adequate).

One cabinet of suitable dimen-
sions (that shown is of the sloping
front type with lifting lid).

Fig. 2.-Constructional de-
tails of the brackets.

One strip of ebonite xo.- in. by
in. by in. (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.).
Two 0005µF square law con-

densers (Jackson Bros.).
One .0003µF square law con-

denser (Jackson Bros.).

Three intermediate frequency
transformers, one filter transformer
and one oscillator coupler for
desired waveband (Pete -Scott Co.,
Ltd.).

Eight " Antiphonic " valve
holder's (Burndept Wireless, Ltd.).

Eight filament rheostats (Lissen
bright emitter wire wound rheostats
have been used. The choice of
rheostats is discussed at greater
length in a later paragraph).

Two potentiometers (L. Mc-
Michael, Ltd.).

One .25 tiF condenser (Telegraph
Condenser Co., Ltd.).

One valve holder (Goswell En-
gineering Co., Ltd.).

Two .0003 tiF fixed condensers
with clips, and two 2 megohm grid
leaks (Dubilier Condenser (1921)
Co., Ltd.).

One low frequency transformer
(Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd.).

One On -off switch (Peto-Stott Co.,
Ltd.).

Fourteen nickelled W.O. type
terminals.

About r ft. of brass strip.
Supply of 6.BA. screws and

nuts.
Quantity of Glazite wire for

wiring purposes.
Packet of Radio Press Panel

Transfers.
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The plain type of valve socket holds the plug-in H F. transformer.

Drilling Operation
Having obtained the necessary

components, the panel may be
drilled to take the' variable con-
densers, rheostats, etc. The correct
positions for the centres of these
holes are given in the diagram of
Fig. 3, and the different sizes
required may be determined on
examination of the compOnents
themselyeS. The ebonite terrninal
strip should also' be drilled at

" this stage, and; after mounting the
terminals, 'may be secured to the
ebonite panel in the position shown
in Fig. 4, and in the manner in
dicated in Fig. 2. Two strips of
brass are utilised, bent to the
angle shown, or if it is desii=ed to
arrange the panel on a, vertical
plane (this may be done without
ill effect) the strips should of course
be bent at right angles.

The Switch
The " on -off " switch requires a

rectangular hole in the panel to
allow correct mounting, and this
May be conveniently made with the
aid of a fretsaw. It is possible,
however, to remove a piece of
ebonite of approximately the cor-
rect size by drilling a number of
holes side by side around the
rectangular piece it is desired to
remove. After removal the jagged

edges of the hole may be filed down
a little and the switch mounted.
It will be found that the front
metal plate of the switch hides the
rough appearance of the hole.

The mounting of the remainder
of the components on the panel
requires no Comment.

Mounting the Components
The next work requiring atten-

tion consists in mounting the com-
ponents on the baseboard.. This,
while is comparatively simple task,
should be undertaken with care,
for if the positions shown 'in Fig. 3
are not copied exactly, the wiring
process will be rendered more
difficult. The oscillator coupler
and intermediate frequency trans-
formers are, it will be observed,
secured in position with their
adjacent bases just touching. It is
only necessary, therefore, to find
the exact position:of one, when the
others -_come, naturallyinto their
correct places.

With the transformers in position,
the correct -spacing of the valve
holders is easily carried out, 6BA
screws and nuts (the former in-
serted from the under side of the
baseboard) being used to secure
them in position. One of the grid
condensers, that on the right hand
side in Fig. 4, is screwed to the

baseboard while the other is to be
held in position by the wiring.
The remaining components to
Mount are the low frequency
transformer,' the T.C.C. condenser,
and the H.F. transformer
holder.

A fixed condenser (C5 in the
wiring diagram) is provided by
the makers with their filter trans-
former for matching purposes and
is to he secured, as in the case of the
grid condenser mentioned, by Means
of the wires connecting it in
circuit.

Wiring the Panel
Before securing the panel to the

baseboard it is advisable to proceed
with some of the wiring on the for-
mer in order to avoid undue
difficulty hater. Glazite " has been
used for making the various con-
nections, this consisting of tinned
copper wire of round section,
Covered with insulating sleeving of
various colours. In the present in-
stance yellow sleeving indicates
the grid circuits, red denotes the
anode circuits, while blue and
black leads have been used for
the positive and negative filament
connections respectively. If desired,
of course, the well known bus -
bar system of wiring may be
adopted.
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L.T. Leads
The first lead to solder in position is that making

connection with a terminal of each rheostat. It is
not vitally necessary to connect any other wires
before fixing together the panel and baseboard, but
reference to the photographs showing the wiring
will indicate various other connections which, if
made at this stage, will save time on coming to the
main wiring.

The method of securing the, panel and baseboard may
be gathered from the various diagrams and photo-
graphs, Fig. 2, giving the necessary details.

There should be no difficulty whatever in folloWing
the. connections given in the wiring diagram, and
the photographs will prove useful in ensuring that
everything is correct.

Valves to Employ
Befq,re proceeding to give details of the operation

of the receiver a word., of advice on the matter of the
type of valves to use may be helpful. Bright emitters,
while suffering from the disadvantage of consuming
very considerable filament 'current, are generally
reasonably uniform in characteristic and are thus
desirable where the L.T. supply is not a serious
problem. The more important valves, of course, are
the oscillator and H.E. amplifiers. The low frequency
amplifying valve may he of the general purpose type

6 or a small'power valve such as the B4.
Dull emitter valves have been .used with success,

the o6 type being found reasonably efficient and
satisfactory in use. If it is decided to use bright
emitter valves there is no point in purchasing the
special valve holders used in the present receiver

to o Upon the choic3 of valves depends also the type of
Na to rheostats required, and this should be borne in mind

tin when obtaining the parts. The valves normally
used were eight Ediswan A.R.'s.

o
Ti
E

Preliminary Tests
a) It is a good plan, before inserting the_ valves in

their sockets, to test the filament and anode circuitsa)
N for a possible fault which if present might burn out
al all the valves. The anode battery should be con -
o fleeted to its six terminals (the actual voltages selected

do not matter at the moment) and a four volt flash
Q. lamp battery joined to the L.T. terminals with the
E switch in the " on " position. Now, with the rhea-
.; stats in the " on " positions, connect, -say, a flash
co lamp bulb across the filament contacts of each valve

holder in turn. The bulb should light up in each
ID
a case, and, needless to say, investigations are necessary
o.
cd if it burns out. If all is correct connect the accumu-
a) lator in place of the flash lamp battery, turning the
= rheostats to their off position.
-1-,

4-
o Operating Notes
bac Connect the frame aerial and telephones or loud-
= speaker to their appropriate terminals and place a
1.. high frequency transformer of reputable make in the

mi socket provided. This transformer should of course
o be of correct size to cover the desired wavelength
I- range. The frame aerial may be purchased or made

I up from dependable instructions. A suitable frame,
oi which has been employed successfully ,with this
bi receiver, was described in the June issue of MODERN

ii, WIRELESS.
The valves may now be inserted with the switch

in the " on " position, and each rheostat in the
" off " position. Now connect up the H.T. and grid
bias batteries.
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Test foi Oscillation
Now light up the valves and test for oscillation.

A useful guide is to turn the oscillator condenser dial,
noting the number (or lack) of chirps. A large
number of chirps would indicate the probability of
oscillation of the long wave amplifying valves, and
the potentiometer R (which should be first set to
its mid -point) should be turned towards the positive
end to correct this. A few chirps point to the possi-
bility of oscillation of the first valve, and stability
should be obtained with the potentiometer con-
trolling this Valve. The potentiometer. R12 should
be adjusted so that the intermediate stages are just
off the oscillation point when the receiver will be
found to be in its most sensitive . condition.

As regards tuning, this is best carried out by adjust-
ments of the aerial and H.F. condensers, followed
by a complete rotation of the oscillator condenser
dial, proceeding in this manner until signals are heard.
The frame may then be rotated for improved results
and the two potentiometers carefully -adjusted.
The rheostats should not be forgotfen'wheri delicate '
control is required, but it must not be supposed that
a decrease of filament current necessarily results in
reduced tendency toward self -oscillation. The reverse

a) effect is frequently observed.
E

o - Test Reportc. .

Supersonic heterodyne receivers are distinguished
ca for sensitivity as. well as selectivity. For this reason
1..

-., any super-heterodyhe worthy of the name will receive
Li all the B.B.C. stations after dark on a small frameJ aerial, and the present instrument on test proved
a) well up to standard. On selectivity tests, purposely
_c conducted in daylight, when the more distant stationsI- - arc always weaker, this instrument gave no trouble. in

- separating Bournemouth from London at a distance
at
1_ of four miles from 2LO, while with a little care in
0 tuning London was, eliminated from the Manchestern
4) ' station, these latter coming in, on a frame about
cd
cn aft. 9 in. in diameter, at good loudspeaker. strength.

_o Oscillation control on both H.F. and intermediate
N frequency potentiometers was good and without

4-, overlap-meaning in effect that good control of..c

c amplification on the intermediate frequency stages
a ci. and satisfactory reaction control of the H.F. stage
= were possible.
o
c
= **************g g g g x ;.H, - S "*********g*-
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Anodednput Circuits
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, Einst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

An account of a little /mown type of circuit which is
chiefly interesting from an experimental point of view.

MHE words " anode -input "I are used in this article to
designate a type of circuit

which has received very little
attention from experimenters al-
though it possesses certain merits
and advantages, mid,- 'it must
also be admitted, it possesses an
equal number of disadvantages
I propose, however, tp give some
details of circuits using the anode -
input method in order that readers

Fig. 1.-The circuit of a
typical anode - input re-

ceiver.

may try out for themselves an
interesting idea. None of the
circuits given, in spite of their
curious appearance, is any better
than more ordinary circuits of
rather more complicated form, but
it will probably be of interest to
many readers to discover whether
the merits or demerits of the cir-
cuits preponderate. In any case,
the idea -of anode -input circuits
has very distinct technical appli-
cation which,
while not given in
this article, never-
theless is of im-
portance in

certain more com-
plicated receiving
instruments.

Military Use
My first prac-

tical acq uaintance
with anode -input
circuits was in

" France at the end
of 1916, when a
C.W. wireless set
was designed by
Captain Stanley
for military use.
This set operated
as both a C.W.

transmitter and a C.W. receiver,
a sivitch being provided to change
from one to the other. The design
was 'in genious ; it was not neces-
sary to alter the connections
to the valve and it was possible to
transmit and receive on a given
wavelength without more than a
slight alteration of the receiver
adjustments. The aerial and earth
were in both cases connected to the
anode oscillatory circuit of the
valve both' when receiving and
when transmitting, and reaction
was obtained by a coil in the grid
circuit coupled to the anode induc-
tance. When receiving continuous
waves the valve, of course, had to
oscillate, and consequently the
only big difference between trans-
mission and reception was the fact
that more high-tension voltage
was used for transmission and the
telephones were required for recep-
tion purposes. A grid=leak and
condenser, of course, were also
included in the grid circuit ,when
the set was receiving continuous
waves.

Since the Armistice I haVefound
that the Huth Company, a Gernia,n
organisation, also carried out work
of a very similar character.

There is, however, some dis-
tinction between anode -input cir-
cuits used for ' continuous wave
reception and similar circuits used
for the reception of broadcasting,
or other type of signals which do
not require a self -oscillating valve.

It would, perhaps, be best to
illustrate my point by referring to

62

C4

Fig. r, which shows a typical
simple anode -input receiver. It
will he seen that the aerial is not
connected to the grid circuit as
is commonly done in the case of
direct coupled receivers, but is
actually connected to the anode ;
in other words, the circuit is really
the wrong way round, although the
telephones T are, of course; still

\NV\AN

R2

R,

Fig. 3.- Even though L, and L2 are widely separated,
signals may still be received on account of stray
capacity coupling, and other reasons given in the text.

Fig. 2.-In this arrangement
both L, and L2 are tuned.
This circuit gives good
selectivity and a reaction

effect simultaneously.

connected in the anode circuit and
are shunted by the condenser C3.
The telephones and the high-
tension battery B., are not in the
ideal positions, but they are left as
shown for the sake of simplicity,
and, as a matter of fact, their
position will not seriously affect
signal strength, especially if the

accumulator is
kept well in-
sulated from the
ground.

L2 C.W. Reception
If we couple the

aperiodic grid coil
L2 close to the
aerial inductance
L1, and the coil
I., is connected
the right way
round, then the
valve will 'gen-
erate continuous
oscillations, the
frequency of
which may be con -
trolled by the
variable con -
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denser C1. This may be so adjusted
as to produce beats with incoming

-continuous waves, and these beats,
of course, will he passed on to the
grid circuit and_ rectified by. the

Fig. 4.-An arrangement with
the telephones and H.T.
battery in the aerial circuit.

valve, the required audible notes
being heard in the telephones T.

Receiving Telephony
The position, however, when

receiving telephony is different
we do not require the valve to
oscillate, therefore the inductance
L2 must be kept further away from -

L1. this position the incoming
oscillations excite the circuit L1 C1,
and the currents from L1 are
induced into the coil L2 and so
passed on to the grid circuit of a
valve where they are rectified,
the rectified currents appearing in
the telephones T and thus pro-
ducing the required signal. \The
actual operation of the circuit is
not quite as simple as it looks.
In the first place, a variation of
coupling between L1 and L2 will
do two things:

I. It will vary the amount of
high -frequency energy trans-
ferred from the aerial circuit

-to the grid circuit.
2. It will alter the degree of re-

action -produced by the valve.
These two effects occur simul,

taneously and it will be readily
understood that there is a con-
siderable disadvantage in . having
two variable effects occurring simul-
taneously.

If there is a very strong reaction
effect the coil L, may have to be
a considerable distance from L1,
and the amount of energy transfer-
red from the aerial to the grid
circuit will be small and there will
be. losses in signal strength due to
this.

A Selective Circuit
Fig. 2 shows a modification of

Fig. 'in which the gild circuit is
now tuned. In, th's case such. an

arrangement is, of course, very
selective because, although we have
only two coils, we get both a reac-
tion effect and a loose -coupling
effect simultaneously, whereas to
get this effect would normally
require a three -coil holder. " The
sharpness of tuning may 'be readily
explained by assuming, for a
moment, that the connection to,
the anode is broken. in this case,
L1 C, -represents the ordinary
aerial circuit, whereas L2 C.,. repre-
sents the -grid circuit. A distinct
selectivity effect is 'thus obtained,
and if we connect up the anode
again we Will also get the desirable
reaction effect and also connect
the telephones once more' in the
'anode circuit.

A Disadvantage
We have here, therefore, a very

simple case of the anode - input
circuit where much greater selectiv-
ity is obtained while Still obtaining

F'g. 5.-By tuning the grid
circuit greater selectivity is

obtained.

a reaction effect. This circuit is
interesting 'to use but suffers from
the disadvantage mentioned above,
that a variation of coupling not
merely alters the transfer of energy
from the aerial circuit to the grid
circuit, but also varies the amount
of reaction, and in all these. anode -
input circuits a compromise is
obtained, and this is easily done by
using appropriate sizes of coils
and not making the coils of too
large a size.

An Interesting Point
The chief trouble with the Fig. 2

circuit, in which both anode and
grid circuits are tuned, is that under
normal conditions, even if L1 and
"2 are Widely separated, the valve
Will tend to. oscillate, and it may
be necessary to stabilise the effect
by connecting a variable high
resistance across the grid or anode
circuit. This, however, does not
appear to be a very happy method

of gaining efficiency in a wireless
receiver. .This disadvantage of a
tendency towards - self-oseillation
brings out a rather interesting
point-namely, that even if the
inchictance L2 'is 1"emoved from
L1, and even if the valve does not
oscillate (lowering the filament -
-current or high-tension voltage will
probably stop oscillation), signals
may still be received.

An Explanation
Fig. 3 shows the circuit as it now

appears, and, the explanation, of
course, is -that signals are received
because of stray capacity coupling
and 'in tervalve coupling, and possi-
bly also stray inductive coupling.
With this circuit, however, I -am
far from satisfied, although when
operating the selectivity is,' for
obvious reasons, high.

An Improved Arrangement
Fig. 4 shows a rather better

form of Fig. 1, because the tele-
phones and high-tension battery
are connected in the aerial circuit
so as to avoid leakage in the case
of the high-tension battery and
also to prevent the reduction of the
E.M.F's across the telephones T
(compare my use of the transformer
secondary in the aerial circuit in
reflex receivers). In order that
the aerial shall not be given a high-
tension voltage, which may amount
to Pao volts or more, a series con-
denser C2 is inserted as shown and
this may conveniently be a con-
stant aerial tuning condenser of
0001.µF capacity.

Tuning the Grid Circuit
The arrangement of Fig. 5 is

somewhat similar. to Fig, r, except
that it is now the grid circuit which

Fig. 6.-The tapping P en-
ables a fairly tight coupling
of L1 and L2 without a
simultaneous big increase

in the reaction effect.
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is tuned instead of the anode
circuit, and this is a distinctly
interesting arrangement. Great
selectivity is obtainable, although,
as before, the high -frequency input
to the grid circuit of the valve

Fig. 7.-In this circuit the
anode tap is taken off the

aperiodic aerial coil L1.

will vary as the coupling between
L1. and L, is varied, a variable re-
action effect being simultaneously
obtained.

It is possible.to modify the. Fig. 5

arrangement to conform to the
technical advantages of having the
telephones in the aerial circuit ;
these advantages were described in
connection with Fig. 4.

Anode Tap
The final single -valve circuit

given is shown in Fig. 6, and'in this
case an interesting modification is
introduced by taking a tapping P
off the inductance L1. The reason
for doing this is that the anode
circuit of a valve which carries an
appreciable anode current is
shunted in the ordinary way across

the aerial inductance as in the case
of Fig. r. This introduces a con-.
siderable amount of damping into
the aerial circuit. We can get
rid of this effect to a certain extent
by increasing the reaction, but
this is not desirable. I have there-
fore proposed to take a tapping off
only, a portion of the inductance
coil L1. By this device it is
possible to . have a fairly, tight
coupling between L, and La in
order to enable the incoming oscil-
lations to be communicated to the
grid without a, simultaneous big
increase in the reaction effect. In
the illustration, Fig.; 6, it is there-
fore best to have as few turns .as
possible between the tapping point
P and the top Side of the telephone

of this tap arrangement are, there-
fore,

x. A tighter coupling for ordinary
reception is obtainable be-
tween L1 and

2. Less damping is introduced on
to the aerial circuit,

The same advantages gained by
means of the anode tap are obtain-
able in the type of anode-inirixt
circuit illustrated- in Fig. 5, and I
have given an example in Fig. 7
which shows that the anode tap is
now taken off the aperiodic, aerial
inductance Li. Broad variations
of reaction may be obtained by
altering the position of the tapping
point P, whereas finer adjustments
may be obtained by altering the

Fig. 8.-In this arrangement the first valve is acting as
an H.F. amplifier, while the second valve is the detector.

receivers. In other words, . suffi-
cient inductance should appear in
the. anode circuit of the valve to
give the required reaction effect
when the coils L1 and L2 are fairly
close together. The advantages

Fig. 9.-In this circuit and that of Fig. 8, the telephones,
instead of being connected in the common anode cir-

cuit, may be connected at T1.

coupling between the inductances
L1 and L2.

Two -Valve Circuits

An unusual looking circuit is
that illustrated in Fig. 8, which I
have derived from the general idea
pervading the preceding circuit.

This time, however, the anode -
input does not apply to the first
valve but to the second. We can
get a whole series of new circuits
by placing what amounts to a stage
of. high -frequency amplification in
front of all the other circuits, and
Fig. $ is an example of how this
may be done. It will, no doubt,
appear curious when it is seen that
both anodes are connected 'together.
The first valve-, however, acts as a
high -frequency amplifier, and the
second valve acts as a detector,
the telephones being included in
the anode circuit of the second
valve. The fact that they are
also in the anode circuit of the
first valve does not make much
difference, since this valve is in -
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tended to act only as a high -fre-
quency amplifier.

Coupling Difficulties

The only disadvantage of this
arrangement is that the reaction
effect may normally be too Strong
and the- coupling between L2 and
La may, of necessity, be too strong,
and if this coupling is reduced too
much the energy transferred from
the anode circuit of the first 'valve
to the grid circuit of the second may
be reduced. It is advisable in
such a case to have recourse to the
anode tap idea, and in Fig. 9 I show
how a tapping may be taken from
the inductance L2 so that only a
portion of this inductance is in-
cluded in the anode circuit of the
second valve. Thus in Fig ires
8 and 9, the telephones, instead of
being connected in the common
anode circuit, may be connected at
the point T1. In the case of Fig. 9
this position of the telephones,
which on technical. grounds is not
generally desirable because of its
effect on the oscillating potentials
in the circuit L, C2, will not make
any material difference.

case of single -valve circuits, must
be sufficient to produce self -oscil-
lation at least just- before the

Coil Values
The actual size of the coils used

is a more important factor if no

Fig. 10.-In this arrangement the anode coil is aperiodic,
the grid coil Ls being tuned.

two inductance coils are brought
together.

General
Any of these circuits, of course,

Fig. 11.-In this case the anode tap is taken from the
second valve.

Aperiodic Anode Coil -

The circuital arrangement of
Fig. 9 may be modified by making
the anode coil of the first valve
aperiodic, tuning the grid circuit of
the second valve. This is shown
in Fig. ro, while Fig. i r is a Modifi-
cation of the preceding circuit, the.
alteration consisting in taking- an
anode tap from the second valve.
It is, of course, to be remembered -
that in all these circuits where
anode taps are used, the -amount Of
inductance included in the anode
circuit of the secencl valve, in
the case of two -valve circuits, or the
anode circuit of the valve in the

may be further developed by add-
ing a note magnifier, in which
case the same high-tension battery
and filament accumulator may be
used for the extra valve. AcrosS
the grid and negative terminal of
the accumulator is Connected the
secondary of an intervalve trans-
former, the primary of which is
connected in place of the telephones.
in the circuits showri.

The anode tap idea is a ;valuable
one generally, and there are coils
on the market, such as the Lissen
X type, which will enable a suitable
tapping to be taken without any
trouble.

tap is employed, and it is not
possible to state in this article the
values, because these will vary
according to the degree of reaction
developed by the valve, and this in
turn depends not only on the valve
itself but on the high-tension voltage
and fi lament current employed. The
nature of the aerial system will
also affect the tendency of the valve
to oscillate and so may alter the
size of coils required.

The hest circuits to test out the
arrangement with are probably
Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and either Fig. 8 or
Fig. 9 and io.

Plug-in Coils
In general, the coils required

will be similar to those used in
any Ordinary standard circuit ; for
example, the aerial coil will require
to be a No. 25, 35 or 5o, while the
grid coil may be from a No. 35 to
No. 75. The condensers across the

 telephones or across telephones and
high-tension battery may have a
value of oo2p,F.

The Radio Press
Laboratories

Readers will learn with
interest that in the October
number of " The Wireless
Constructor," out on
September 15th, there will
appear the first photographs
of the new Radio Press
Laboratories, at Elstree.
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WH EN designing a two -
valve receiver using one
H.F. amplifier and a de-

tector, one has a choice of several
methods of coupling the two
valves, the popular methods being
resistance capacity, tuned trans-
former, tuned anodeand neutrc dyne.
The tuned -transformer method,
is used very extensively in
commercial as well as experi-
mental sets with great success,
in many cases the primary
being the tuned winding. Gener-
ally speaking, in most H.F. trans-
formers procurable to -day, the
primary and secondary windings
are wound in a manner which gives
them the tightest coupling possible
whilst retaining efficiency in other
directions, and resulting from this,
a variable condenser connected
across the secondary will, to a cer-
tain extent, also tune the primary.
Now, if the coupling between the
primary and
secondary wind-
ings can be made
variable, greater
selectivity is ob-
tained than when
the two windings
are tightly
coupled. This is
borne out in prac-
tice, and in the
receiver to be de-
scribed, instead of
one of the well-
known commer-
cial types of H.F.
transformers two
plug-in coils have
been used, one
(untuned) in the
anode of the H.F.
valve, and a sec-
ond (tuned) in the
grid circuit of the
detector.

The wiring

Aerial Coupling
A second feature in this set

is that an X coil is used in the
tuned grid circuit of the H.F. valve,
thus allowing an auto -coupled
aerial arrangement to be obtained.

The actual circuit made use of
may be seen in the diagram, Fig. r,
and it will be observed that apart
from the two points referred to
above, it is perfectly straight-
forward.

Potentiometer Control
A potentiometer is connected

across the L.T. battery, with its
con tact arm connected to earth, thus
allowing a stabilising potential to be
placed on the grid of V,. Also, a
fairly large fixed condenser (.006pF
is used in this case, but the value
is not critical) is connected between
the potentiometer contact ann
and L.T. negative,

is welt spaced, while the long reaction
leads are twisted together

Separate H,T. tappings have been
provided for each valve, and a
blocking condenser of i or 2µF
across each tapping is generally a
help towards smooth working,
especially if the H.T. battery he s
been in use for an appreciable
period. These, 'however, should
constitute part of the H.T. equip-
ment.

A fixed condenser of .002 ILF is
also connected across the tele-
phones, and in most cases for'
smooth reaction control, this will'
be found, a necessity.

With regard to theevalves used,
the H.F. valve may be either one

of the special types recommended
for that work, or else may be one
of the general purpose valves ;
the detector used is one of the
usual general purpose valves.

Appearance
A good idea of the appearance of

the instrument
may be gathered
from the accom-
panying photo-
graphs. An
ordinary box type
of cabinet has
been used, the
panel carrying all
of the compon-
ents except one of
the coil -holders.

The coil -holder
screwed to the
side of the box is
for carrying the
aerial and re-
action coils. On
the panel, along
the back edge, will
be seen a further
two coil -holder for
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carrying the primary and secondary
coils of the H.F. transformer,
and for varying the coupling
between them.

It will be noticed that only two
terminals are included for aerial and
earth connections,
but it must be
remembered that
an X coil is intend-
ed to be used in
the aerial circuit,
in which case the
aerial lead is con-
nected to one of
the side terminals
on the coil ; the
earth connection
being made to the
terminal so mark-
ed on the set.

If desired at
any time the
direct coupled
aerial arrange-
ment is easily ob-
tained by connect-
ing the aerial to
the aerial termin-
al on the set, and
plugging an ap-
propriate coil in
the holder.

makes are not stipulated as essen-.
tials, but the origin of the compo-
nents merely serves as a guide to
the constructor, who is advised,
however, in any case, to procure
only good quality components.

One variable two coil -holder
(Magnum).

One variable square -law con-
denser 0005µF (Success No -loss
with vernier attachment), (Beard
and Fitch, Ltd.).

One variable
square -law con-
denser 0003µF
(Success No -loss
with vernier at-
tachment), (Beard
and Fitch, Ltd.).

Fig. 1.-In addition to auto -coupling being used in the
aerial circuit, the coils L3 and L4 are variably coupled.

Components
In order to build the set exactly

ssshown you will require the follow-
ing components, the names of the
actual makers being given for
convenience in ordering. These

One panel 12 in. by 9 in. by
in. (Paragon).
One polished oak box for same

(Carrico).
One variable two coil -holder

(Lotus).

Two 3o ohm.
filament rheostats
(Rothennel, Ltd.) .

One potentio-
meter (Rothermel,
Ltd.).

One fixed con-
denser with clips,
 o o o 3 p,F (D u -
bilier).

One fixed con-
denser oo2µF
(Dubilier).

One grid leak
2 megohms (Du-
bilier).

One fixed con-
denser oo 6 µF
(Dorwood).

Nine nickel terminals (Burne
Jones and Co., Ltd.).

Packet of Radio Press panel
transfers.

Screws, a small amount of
flexible rabber-covered wire and

The flexible leads which may be seen passing through the panel on the left of the
photograph are to be connected to the two-way coil -holder which lis secured

to the box.
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Fig. 2. -The layout of the

a quantity of tinned square copper
wire for connecting up.

Construction
The construction of, this ,re-

ceiver will, I, am sure, present no
difficulty at all. The drilling
diagram, Fig. 2, shows exactly
where each hole must be drilled,
and is perfectly straightforward,
everything being placed symmetric-
ally except the potentiometer. This
l -ad to be placed one quarter
of an inch to the right of
the panel centre line in order -not
to foul the condenser end plates
beneath the panel. If a different
make of potentiometer is to be
used, assure yourself first that there
is room for it.

The hole shoWn en the left of the
 H.F. valve holder is to allow -the
reaction leads, which should be

 twisted together, to pass through -
the panel to the variable coil -
holder carrying the  reaction coil.
The aerial and earth connections,
as well as the anode and grin coil

panel is both symmetrical and s
Price is. 6d. past free.

connections of the first and second
-valves respectively, are also brought
through small holes in the panel to
their respective terminal points.

When _all the necessary drilling
is completed, the various com-
ponents may be screwed to the
panel, - and it will be more simple
to fix the terminals and valve legs
first, then the rheostats, potentio-
meter, and condensers, leaving
the fixing of the Magnum coil -
holder and the condenser vernier
attachments until after the wiring
is completed. Do not forget, of
course, the aerial and reaction coil -
holder to be fixed to the side of the
cabinet. Having got so far, place
the panel upside' down on the box

- and insert a screw at two opposite
corners, in the -holes already
drilled, in order to keep it in
position. It will now be found to
be in a convenient position for
wiring up.

Wiring
The actual soldering should not

present any difficulty. Reference

imple. blue Print No. 127a.

to the wiring diagram, Fig. 3
will show_ clearly where each wire
is connected, and used in con-
junction with the back of panel
photographs will show the precise
paths taken by the wiring in
the actual set. The positions of
the wires should be copied as
nearly as possible. "

All the connections should be
cut and bent to shape, before any
soldering is commenced. The ter-
minal shanks and ends of the con-
nections should now be tinned,
after which -the actual connecting
up may be proceeded with. I
have used small soldering tags for'

- connections to the valve legs, and
advise readers to do the same.

- The flexible leads must be
soldered to their correct connecting
points, as shown in the diagram,
the free ends being passed through
the holes provided in the panel for
that purpose, and temporarily
left loose.
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Flexible Connections
With regard to the con-

nections from aerial and earth
terminals to the coil -holder the
following points must be noted.
Reference to the diagram Fig.
which shows.theoretically the auto -
coupled arrangement used, will
show that the earth connection
must be joined to that end of the
coil near which the two tappings
are taken, otherwise the aerial
circuit would include too many
turns ; therefore it is obvious
that when an X coil is used there
will be a right and a wrong way to
Connect the flex leads to the aerial
coil plug. If the wiring of this
receiver is faithfully copied, and
a Lissen X coil used, it will be
found correct to connect the
aerial flex to the socket on the
coil - holder
and the
earth flex to
the plug.

Coils
When all

connections
are com-
pleted the
receiver is
ready for
testing out.

Place two
valves in the
sockets (1
used two
general pur-
pOse dullemitter
valves for
the H.F. and detector
valves with a 4 -volt
L.T. battery), connect
up the two batteries
and phones and- place ap
propriate coils in the var.
ious coil -holders. The follow..
ing sizes will be found general-
ly correct : Aerial -5o or 75
Lissen X, reaction 3o (not
larger), anode V, 6o, grid V2 5o, 6o
Or 75. The aerial lead must now be
attached to either one of the
tappings in the X coil and the earth
lead to ,the terminal so marked.

Testing
It is a good plan to test the valves

for lighting with the H.T. dis-
connected, thus minimising the
risk of losing a valve through any
possible wiring error. If every-
thing is OK connect up the H.T.
and light the valves, not forgetting
to adjust the potentiometer setting
to its most +, position, and the
reaction coil to a position at right
angles to the X coil. The anode
and grid coils on the panel should

be tightly coupled, and on afl-
justing the condensers, the local
station, if transmitting, should be
heard at good strength. When
signals have been obtained move
the potentiometer slowly towards
negative and it may be found that
the strength increases. Great care
must be taken not to allow oscilla-
tion to occur, especially during
broadcast hours. A slight final
adjustment in the condensers will
bring in the local transmission at
maximum strength.

Interference
When it is desired to receive

This general photo-
graph of the receiver
shows the relative po-
sitions of the coil -

holders.

a different station retune on the
condensers until that station is
heard, most probably with bad
local interference. The coupling
between l and L4 should now
be loosened, say 20 degrees, and
slight retuning on C2 will bring in
the station once more with the
local interference greatly reduced.
The coupling between L, and L4can
be loosened still further and retuning

-will bring back the desired station,
the strength of which will un-
doubtedly have suffered as the
coupling was weakened7 This can
be speedily remedied however,
by adjusting the potentiometer
still further towards negative, and
if the maximum negative adjust-

ment is reached with the set stil
well off oscillation point signali
may be strengthened further by
gradually bringing the reaction coil
towards the coil.

Should this last movement cause
a decrease. in strength, the con-
nections to the reaction coil must
be reversed..

Tuning Hints
For the reception of Daventry the

following coils willbe found correct.
Aerial 250 X or 150 ordinary ;
reaction loo or 75 ; anode V.,-
several sizes may be tried here
from 15o to 300 ; grid V., 25o.

These sizes of...course will
also apply to Radio -Paris.
Make a note of the following
points, and operating this re-

ceiver will be much
more satisfactory..

Always when tuning
in a station start with

the mini-
mum re-
actioncoup-
ling, and a
positive po-
tentiometer
adjustment.
When the
station is
heard, just
bring the
potentio-
meter to-
wards neg-
ative grad-
ually, and if
the most
n e gative
point is
reached (as
it will be

with lobse trans-
former coupling)
without maxim urn
strength being ob-
tained, then care-
fully use the re-
action coil. But
always use the po-

tentiometer first:
Again, if you are receiving a

station with L, and L, loosely
coupled and you desire to tighten
the coupling to receive a different
station, first turn the potentiometer
towards positive.

Test Report

The= receiver was- first tested
on a, moderate aerial about 5 miles
west of 2L0 during a day -time
transmission. Signals from 2 LO
were much too loud for comfort in
the phones, and, although the set
is not suggested for loud speaker
reception it did actually give
fair load speaking for a small
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room. Birmingham was received
at ample strength, and Bourne-
mouth at good strength without
anv local interference. In the
latter case loose transf er coup-
ling was employed.

At night time, whilst 2L0 was
transmitting music, it was found
possible, with loose coupling, to
obtain that station at full telephone
strength, and yet with 20 degrees
movement on each condenser
obtain absolute silence so far as
zLO was concerned.

During a short test on the night of
August 6th,. three German stations
were heard at really loud telephone
strength, Munster being particularly
loud. Radio -Toulouse also came
in exceedingly well, besides two
other French stations which were
not identified, but one of them was
thought to be Petit Parisien.

On the higher waves Daventry
was received at good strength,
Radio -Paris being slightly weaker.
The two stations could be easily
separated.

ENVELOPE
RA RAA

Ruaxxxx_ Noint1;timmuninifi
sa

SIR, -I have completed building
the STroo and thought that you
would be pleased to hear of the
splendid results.

The instrument is wired according
to the diagrams in Envelope No. r
(by John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E.) ; all the component
parts, are as specified, with the
exception of the roo,000 ohm
resistance.

With a 5o Igranic fixed coil, a
75 moveable coil, Mullard Ora
valves and 69 volts H.T., I have
succeeded in getting all the
B.B.C. stations at rn miles south
of 2 LO, but cannot get Cardiff,
Bournemouth and Manchester when
London is working owing to inter-
ference. Newcastle, Aberdeen,
Glasgow and Birmingham are very
powerful, and with another valve
would work' a loudspeaker well.

One peculiarity of the circuit is
that London is too loud on the

phones and works a loudspeaker
fairly well with no aerial at all,
and with a wire flex about 4 ft.
long it is splendid.

Up to the present, the only
Continental station received is
L'Ecole Superieure, comfortably
loud on phones, but up to now
no others have been tried for-
"Yours faithfully,

EDWIN J. BALDWIN.
East Croydon.

45 WIRELESS "
The OneWord

Weekly.

Price - - 2d.
No. 1,

Out on Sept. 15

0 0

Fig. 2..-The wiring of the receiver may be easily followed from this diagram, blue
prints of which may be obtained if desired. Blue Print No. 127b. Price ls. 6d. post free.
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581/RCE OF SUPPZY
SUCH AS AN
bl,TRI/NO
SIGNAL

Efficiency in Inter valve Circuits
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., Staff Editor.

In this article, Mr. Reyner shows that the amplIllication obtainable wall an`.,, H.F. valve depen4S to a very great extent on the anode circuit, and various types
of anode circuit are considered from this point Of view.

.

T will be as well at the
beginning of this article
to define exactly what is meant ''-N,

by " efficiency in inter -valve circuits."
There are many well-known principles

in the construction of high frequency
amplifiers, such as the symmetrical layout
of the various components and the spacing
of all the wiring as far as possible, the
avoidance of capacity effects and such
like, which have been referred to in previous
issues, and need not be dwelt upon in this
article.

Amplification Factor.
It is proposed rather to turn attention to

some of the fundamental principles underlying
amplification,

the best use may be made of these principles.
Now the first essential of a high frequency ampli-

fying valve is that it shall amplify. The extennt
to which it does this depends upon the make of
the valve and the type of, circuit with which it is
used.

Various classes of valves are used, some rated as
general purpose valves and others rated specifically
as suitable for high frequency amplification, and
all valves are given
a definite amplification
factor.

Some disappointment
may possibly have re-
sulted from the use of a
valve having an amp-
lification factor of, say
io, when the actual
amplification obtained
from the valve in its Fig. 1.-A simple ampli
circuit is perhaps barely reduced to the esse
perceptible.

The :'act is that the actual amplification of the
valve is dependent upon other considerations
besides the amplification factor itself. Let us con-
sider the circuit shown in Fig. r. The variations
of grid voltage will cause similar but amplified
variations of current in the anode circuit.

This anode current, however, must flow through
the external circuit of the valve and in doing so
produces a voltage across that circuit. (This is
a fundamental property of electric currents).

The actual voltage on the anode therefore will
be the difference of the H.T. voltage and the

voltage produced by the
anode current flowing in the

external circuit.
Now the current which will flow in the

anode circuit obviously depends not only
on the grid voltage but on tfie anode voltage
itself ; the less the anode voltage the less
the anode current. It follows, therefore,
that, in general, the anode current produced
by given changes in grid voltage will be
less than one would expect from the con-
sideration of the characteristics of the valve.

Difference between Actual and Static
Characteristic

This point is so important that it may be con-
sidered in slightly greater detail.

Let us consider the characteristic shown in Fig.2.
This is the usual anode current -grid voltage charac-
teristic of a three -electrode valve. This F articular
curve was taken for an anode voltage of 5o, and
we see that at zero grid volts the anode current was
2 milliamps.

Now the circuit on which this characteristic
was taken was somewhat similar to that shown in
Fig. 3, in which it will be seen that there was no
external circuit in the anode of the valve, except

the milliammeter which
has negligible resistance.
We have seen, however,
that in the case of a
practical circuit there
must be some form of
impedance in between
the anode and the high
tension battery. (Im-
pedance is a quality

tying valve circuit analogous to resistance,
but includes the effects
of inductance and capa-

city.) The result, therefore, is that under actual
conditions the voltage on the anode would not be
5o, but would be something less.

It will thus be seen that, in practice, the anode
current at zero grid volts may be something less
than 2 milliamps.

Working Conditions,
Similarly, for all the other points of the charac-

teristic shown, the actual current will not be that
shown in the static characteristic. At positive
grid voltages and small negative grid vo:tages

LUZ-RIVAL

CIRCUIT

ntial points Only.
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the anode current will be less than that given
by the static characteristic. There is a point,
however, where the two currents are exactly the
same, and with a larger negative grid voltage
than this, the anode current, under the working
condition, is greater than that given by the static
characteristic.

Effective Amplification Factor
It will be seen, therefore, that the working

characteristic of the valve is by no means the same

4 STITIC CHARACTERISTIC

WORKING CHARACTERISTIC

-4 -2 -/ 0 I
GRID VOLTS

Fig. 2.-The actual characteristic of a valve,
under working conditions, is quite different

from the static characteristic.

as the static characteristic. The actual working
characteristic is plotted in a dotted line in Fig. 2,
from, which it will be seen that the slope of the
curve is very much less than that of the full line.

1\TOw, it is well known that the steeper the curve
the greater will be the amplification factor, other
things being equal. Consequently, this reduction
in the slope of the curve, due to the external circuit,
means that the effective amplification factor is less
than that which is obtained from the static charac-
teristic.

To allow for this effect, we can plot the working,
characteristic of the valve which is being used
under the actual conditions of load, but this
is an unsatisfactory method, and fortunately is
quite unnecessary.

POTEIVT/OMETER

-111111-F111111 IIfTER-
COI

Fig. 3.-Type of
valve

1)1/HELG9/f/fETER

MT/1CW

11111111111111111111 -

circuit used for taking
characteristics.

It is quite possible to obtain the value of the
amplification factor of the valve from a, knowledge
of the static characteristic and the value of the
impedance in the anode circuit.

Effect of Anode Circuit
The only two cases of any practical importance

are the following :-
r. Resistance in the anode circuit.
2. An inductance in the anode circuit. In this

case the effect of the inductance at radio frequen-
cies swamps that of any resistance in the circuit.

Now 'it is easy to show that in these cases the
amplification factor Of the valve is as follows

R
1. Resistance itoR

Where 14 = actual amplification factor
,, 12. = theoretical amplification factor

R = external.resistance in anode circuit
ri = internal resistance of the valve.

2. Inductance p =
X

0

r,A

where p, po and r; are the same as -before and
X= 2 r x frequency x inductance in henries.

How to Obtain Maximum Amplification
These results show that the actual amplification

is always less than the theoretical, and that in order
to obtain the best possible amplification from a
valve the impedance in the anode circuit should be
high compared with the internal resistance of the
valve. - it is not proposed to discuss in this article

- the question of resistance amplifiers, for this type
of amplifier daces
not, normally
speaking, come
within the claSs
of high frequency
amplifiers on
broadcast wave-
lengths, because
unless special
precautions are
taken the self -
capacity of the
valves and the
circuits forms a
shunt for the
high- frequency
currents and the
amplification

falls to a very small value. The general case,
therefore., is one in which the anode circuit
contains an inductance, and we have seen that in
this case it is necessary to make the quantity
X large as compared with the internal resistance
of the valve.

Practical Values
Let us consider some practical values of induc-

tances suitable for broadcast reception. The values
of the inductances used for such circuits are all
fairly small, and the quantity X has been worked
out for a number of coils at various frequencies'.

Inductance loco kc. 750 kc. Soo kc.

Typical form of low capacity
valve holder.

300 metres.400 metres.600 metres.
zoo 628 470 314
250 1570 1175
500 3140 2350 1570

moo . 6280 4700 3140

Now it will be seen that -the largest value here
is only 6280. Take the case of a Mullard D.3 HI'.
valve, having an amplification factor go = 17 and
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an internal resistance of 6o,000 ohms. The actual
amplification factor with a coil of 1000 H in the
anode circuit at r000 kc. (300 metres) will be only

Fig. 4.-Choke-capacity coupling, illustrated
in a simplified form.

r72. If the coil in the anode circuit had an induc-
tance of roo the amplification factor would
only be 0.172.

Not the Fault of the Valve
This is not in any way the fault of the valve,

because to use such a valve with a small coil in the
anode circuit is simply bad design..

If circumstances demanded a coil of such small
dimensions in the anode circuit it would pay to use
a smaller valve, having a lower impedance.

Take the case of a Mullard L.P. valve, having
loo= 7 and Yi = 15,000. If this
valve were used with a r000 wH coil
in the anode circuit, the actual
amplification (at r000 kc.) would
be 2'71.

High Amplification Factor not
Necessarily the Best

Thus a valve having an amplifica-
tion factor of less than half the
previous valve, would, under the
conditions stated, give an actual
amplification i 2 times as great, so
that a value having a high
amplification factor will not
necessarily give the best amplifica-
tion, due to the fact that high
amplification f actor is of necessity
accompanied by high impedance.

In order to make use of the particular properties
of a valve, the anode circuit must be correctly
designed.

The Mullard
D.06 H.F.

Valve.

Type of Anode Circuit
Let us consider for a moment theprincipalforms

of coupling in high frequency amplifiers.
In order for the choke capacity system to

amplify efficiently, the coil must be a large
one, and should be such that X is at least equal
to re.

This would require (at r000 kc.) a coil of 10,000
pH, which would give an amplification nearer the
theoretical value. In the two cases just considered
the results would be-

For the H.F. valve ito = 17 = 12.
L.F. valve wo = 7 µ = 6,8.

Thus, in this case, there is a distinct advantage

in using the H.F. valve, because the circuit is
properly designed.

Toned Anode Arrangement
A very common form of coupling is the tuned

anode arrangement shown in Fig. 5. This is dis-
tinctly better, because an inductance with a con-
denser in parallel has a very high impedance to
alternating currents, acting almost as a rejector.

The actual impedance of the circuit at the fre-
quency to which it is tuned is given by L

CR
Where I. = Inductance (pH)

C = capacity (0E)
R = resistance (ohms).

Taking a case from actual practice using a rocs
till coil tuned with a condenser of .00025 f.,,F capa-
city and assuming R = i ohm: the impedance is
.400,00o ohms.

This will give an actual amplification nearly
equal to the theoretical value

Design of High Frequency Transformers
The third method of coupling is that of high

frequency transformers. Although this question
is one requiring careful and somewhat detailed
consideration, it is argued that in order to
obtain the best possible amplification there should
be a certain step-up ratio between the anode and
grid windings (See Fig. 6.).

Now, the grid windings cannot be made too high
owing to the capacity of the valve from grid
to filament, about which more will be said later.
It is, therefore, necessary to make the anode coil
as small as possible, if a step-up ratio is desired,
but this we have seen will result in a very
small amplification factor. If, however, the
circuit is tuned, the impedance of the

. L
tuned circuit becomes equal to as we have just

CR

ti
cz,

HT+ L.T+ H.T+T

Fig 5.-Skeleton diagram of the tuned
anode arrangement.

seen, and this has a value comparable with that of
the internal impedance of the valve. In designing
high frequency transformers, therefore, when a
step up effect is attempted the value of L should
be reduced as low as possible until the expression

L
becomes equal to two or three

CR
times the internal resistance of the valve. Any
further reduction in the inductance would then
result in an appreciable falling off in amplification.
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 It is for this reason that the anode circuit of
high frequency transformers are tuned, rather than
the grid circuit, although at 'first sight it would
appear more desirable to tune the grid and so
obtain the maximum possible voltage between the
grid and filament of the valve.

It should be noted, however, that since the
two windings are tightly coupled the tuning of
the grid circuit has the same effect as tuning the
anode circuit, so that the effective amplification

Fig. 6.-Illustrating transformer coupling.

of- the valve still remains high. Tuned grid.
circuits may thus be used, the only disadvantage
being a slight sacrifice of the step-up ratio.

Careful Design Necessary
It should be mentioned that there are many

other factors affecting the amplification such as the
effects of valve and circuit capacities. These provide
alternative paths for the H.P. currents. so that they
do not do their work efficiently, which results in
the amplification per stage being reduced much
below the figures of 12 and 15 given above, and
in practice an amplification of 2 per stage is
difficult of achievement.

Special Short Wave
bests from NKF

In making arrangements for special test trans-
missions from NKF (the station of the U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory), as a result of the
visit of Mr. Harris, Dr. Hoyt Taylor, the Superin-
tendent, informs us that the station is at present
working to the following schedule (in British
summer time) :-

71.35 metres, work intermittently from i a.m.
to. 12 noon.

" 41.7 metres, 6 p.m., with IMY (traffic relative
to MacMillan Expedition as a rule) ; also 3 p.m.
and 8 p.m.

" The following schedules are in effect at the
present time, but are subject to change :-

" We call MacMillan ships WNP and WAP
on 20.8 metres for about 15 -minutes, at 3.5 p.m.
and 8.5 p.m. 4.30 a.m. schedule with NPM on
20.8 metres.

9 a.m. schedule, with NRRL, on 41.7 metres.
" 9CXX we generally call right after schedule

with IMY ."
These tests are being arranged through the

medium of Wireless Weekly, in which journal
details are appearing, and the co-operation is
invited of all readers interested in short wave
work.

READERS of
MODERN WIRE-
LESS will have

seen, no doubt, our ad-
vertisement regarding
the vacancy for a
Deputy Director of
Research for the new
Radio Press Labora-
tories at Elstree, this post carrying a minimum
salary of r,7oo per annum. The appointment
has just been filled, the successful applicant being
Captain H. L. Crowther, M.Sc., who, curiously
enough, has just been appointed to the same
position as that held by Dr. Robinson (our Director
of 'Research) under the Air Ministry.

Captain Crowther is at present in charge of the
Wireless Research and Design Laboratories of the
Royal Air Force and it is a coincidence that two
successive holders of this position should have
been appointed to the Elstree laboratories. Dr.
Robinson is now with us, of course, and Captain
Crowther will join the Company about Sept. 15th.

Captain Crowther was born in 1891, and studied
at the University of Birmingham, when Sir Oliver
Lodge was Principal. His special subjects were
physics, mathematics, engineering and chemistry,
and in 1912 he received the B.Sc., with honours,
and later obtained the degree of M.Sc., for research
work. Before the war he held an important

Deputy Director
of Research.

Appointment of Captain H. L. Crowther, M Sc.

scholarship for research
work, while from as
far back as 1911, he
was -a prominent ama-
teur wireless experi-
menter, his transmitting
and receiving station
being probably one of
the best known in the

country. In 1914 he joined a Special Wireless
Corps and at the beginning of 1915 received a
commission in the Royal Naval Air Service. He
was later transferred to the wireless experimental
staff at Eastchurch for the development of
wireless in aircraft. For the last ri years
Captain Crowther has been engaged entirely on
radio research and design work for the Royal
Air Force and has now risen to the highest
position available to him.

Captain Crowther is an expert on valves and is
a member of the Valve Committee of the Radio
Research Board. He has also served on. the
Wireless Board. A number of his inventions
were extensively used during the war and many,
of course, are still in use. For these he has
received awards from the Air Inventions Board.

The appointment of Captain Crowther will give
a further indication of the great importance we
attach to the new laboratories which will serve
the Padio Press journals.
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B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C.,

To the Staff of

IN connection With the
development of our
Research Labora-

tories at Elstree, we have
considerable pleasure in
introducing to our readers
Mr. J. H. Reyner, who
recently joined the staff
of Radio Press, Ltd.

Mr. Reyner, although
comparatively young, is
possessed of high qualifi-
cations, his career at the
City and Guilds (Engin-
eering) College being a
record of successes. "

On entering college he
went straight into the
second year, at the end of
'which time he obtained
the John Samuel Scholar
ship for the best student
of the year.

nigh Qualifications
At the conclusion of the third

year course he obtained the As-
sociateship of the City and Guilds
Institute (A.C.G.I.); and again
headed the list of successful candi-
dates, thereby gaining the Unwin
Scholarship. He further achieved
the distinction of gaining the
Henrici medal for the best student
in Mathematics.

He followed this up with a fourth
year course in research work, under
Professor G. W. 0. Howe, on Radio
Telegraphy and Telephony, at the
conclusion of which he was awarded
the Diploma of the Imperial College
(D.I.C.).

During the same year he also ob-
tained the B.Sc. Honours degree of
the University of London, the
special subjects being Electrical
Engineering and Mathematics. Per-
haps Mr. Reyner's qualifications can
best be appreciated from the
following extract from an official
college document: " This brilliant
record is nearly, if not quite, unique
in the annals of the college."

Radio Press,

Mr. J. H. Reyner,
of the new Radio Press

Research Laboratories.
Since leaving college in 192o Mr.

Reyner has been engaged with the
Post Office Engineering Department.
He has been responsible for the
design of receiving equipment, at
the various coast and other stations
controlled by the Post Office,

Practical ExperieneO
The work has been of a varied

nature, involving the design of all
classes of receiving apparatus, from
small and simple sets for unskilled
operation up to multi -Valve point-
to-point receivers, so that his
experience has been essentially
practical in character.

He has further been responsible
for the design of complete receiving
stations which have been erected
under his supervision, including, in
some measure, the Direction -Find-
ing Service, which is now being

Ltd.

En
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El
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rapidly developed, so that
he has been able to keep
well in the forefront of
developments in radio
reception,. .

For the' past three years
Mr. Reyner has been Sec-
retary of the London
Students' Section of the
I.E.E., in which capacity
he has obtained consider-
able organising experience
and has also come into
contact with the leading
men in the radiO-world.

Literary Ability
Mr. Reyner has already

obtained considerable ex-
perience in the prepara-
tion of articles of interest
to the radio public, and
has, in fact, written two

books on the subject. One of
these, Modern Radio Conauni-
cation, is fast becoming accepted
as the standard low-priced text-
book on wireless. The second
book is a very valuable collection
of data, which - embraces every
phase of the .science,, and both of
these books are now published by
Radio Press, Ltd.

Mathematics, as such, are of
little interest to the average reader.
Mr. Reyner, however, while in-
timately conversant with the more
technical and mathematical aspects
of radio, is an expert in the art of
investigating problems from a
theoretical and practical standpoint,
and subsequently placing the results
obtained in a very simple form.

Our readers may, therefore, look
forward to a series of most helpful
articles from Mr. Reyner's pen,
many of which will be the result of
research work carried out at our
new laboratories, and of which a
large proportion will indicate, from
theoretical considerations, the most
fruitful lines of experiment on any
given subject.
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new
enser

The GECOPHONE Low Loss Slow Motion variable
Condenser will supersede the old -type condenser wherever
valve -sets are used. It gives a new meaning to tuning,
making it easy, certain and delicately selective to
an extent hitherto unknown.

The GECOPHONE Variable Condenser is new in design,
new in efficiency and performance. Of the square -law
type, it provides amazingly delicate micrometer tuning
with positively no backlash. Minimum capacity is

lower than in any other type dielectric losses the
smallest possible ; and hand capacity is eliminated.
The condenser is adapted for one -hole fixing, and can be
mounted on a metal panel without insulation.

ends all tuning troubles.
PRICES.

22/- *00025 mfd
24/- .0005 mfd

001 mfd ... 32/6

L°47 VARIABLE SLOW
LOSS MOTION

CONDENSER
Sold I.y all GECOPHONE Service Depots, Wireless Dealers and Stores.

23/-
27/6

Manufacturers-Wholesale only :

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO,, LTD. Head Office : Magna House, Kingsway, London, W.C. s,

Branches throughout Great Britain and in all the principal markets of the 'anvil.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 871
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DULL EMIT
-now is the time to face the facts

LEVER advertising can sell anything once-
but if the commodity does not live up to its
advertised reputation then the manufacturer

gets no repeat orders. His business is built upon
shifting sands, the product declines in popularity
and eventually disappears. On the other hand, if
the article is a good one users are only too glad, not
merely to keep on -buying but also to testify to its
merits and further its sales.

When the Cossor Valve was first introduced its
novel constructional features created great interest.
The sceptically -minded bought Cossor Valves delib-
erately to prove to their own satisfaction the fact
that an arched filament almost totally surrounded
by a hood -shaped Grid and Anode could make no
material improvement in sensitiveness or volume.

But those who came to scoff remained to praise.
Throughout the length and breadth of the land you'll
find Cossor users enthusiastically acclaiming the
superiority of their valves. Not merely because
actual experience proves them to possess a longer
life-not merely because comparative tests show
them to be more sensitive to weak signals-
not merely because they are entirely free from
annoying microphonic noises-not merely because
they yield a much purer tone, Their popularity
cannot be ascribed to any one of these features but
to the rare combination of them all.

And now comes the Wuncell-the first really long life
Dull Emitter. Dull Emitters are no new discovery.
They have been in existence for several years-but
there is a vast difference between the laboratory
specimen and the valve produced under modern
manufacturing conditions in mass production. Two
bugbears have always been present in the evolution
of the perfect dull emitter. One the difficulty of
obtaining absolute uniformity of performance, and
the other, of producing a robust valve.

No until these difficulties were definitely overcome
was the Wuncell placed upon the market. The

 wonderful reputation enjoyed by the Cossor Bright
Emitter valve could not he prejudiced by the hasty
manufacture of a dull emitter merely to meet a
clamorous demand.

Uniformity of performance and exceptional sturdiness
are the two outstanding features of the new Wuncell.
These are no idle platitudes as many thousands of
Wuncell users can already testify. They are due
solely to its unique filament.

Instead of whittling down the filament to secure low
current consumption at the risk of fragility, that
used in the Wuncell, by reason of a most elaborate
process is built up layer upon layer. The result is
a filament quite as stout as that used in any bright
emitter valve. Its electron emission, however, is so
vastly increased that only very little electrical
energy is required to operate it. In daylight, for
example, its glow is practically invisible, while at
night it can only be compared to the luminous
figures on a watch.

With such a filament mounted in arch formation and
further secured at its centre. by a third support, it
is small wonder that' the Wuncell was described by
Amateur Wireless as being " almost everlasting.
Valve users would do well to note that this type of
filament is not obtainable in any other make of valve.

Uniformity of construction is safeguarded in the
big Cossor factory through the provision of the most
accurate machinery that human ingenuity can
devise. Gauges accurate to one ten -thousandth
part of an inch-workers long skilled in the most
delicate operations-systematic tests taken during
every process-the courage to discard every valve
which does not reach the pre -determined standard
of excellence-these are some, of the reasons why
the Wuncell is rapidly supplanting all bright
emitter valves.

A. C. COSSOR LTD. - Highbury Grove, London, N.5
MANUFACTURERS OF COSSOR AND WUNCELL VALVES

Gil.ett id, 52S1

872 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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VOLUME
TH ONE VALVE

THE title of this article might well be given as
Getting the most from one valve," since

the simple little set which I am about to
describe is most assuredly one of the most efficient
-single-valve receivers for all-round work that I
have had experience with. The old hand at the
game will say, " That circuit again ? WIT)/ I can
remEmber :it being described three years, or so, ago."
That is quite true, but all MODERN WIRELESS
readers' are not old hands, some of them are just

The transformer, the condenser connected across
the secondary winding and the valve holders, are

all secured to the baseboard.

beginning, others are already m possession of a
crystal set and wish to go a step further and
become valve users. I must therefore say to the
experienced, " Stand aside, if this article does not

interest you. Make way for the less ex-
perienced but enthusiastic listener who desires
a reliable and well -tried circuit suitable for
general' work,"

The Circuit
The circuit of this receiver is what is

known as a reflex, and has been de-
scribed by Mr. John Scott -Taggart, P.Inst.P.,
A.M.T.E.E., in its various forms from time
to time in this and other Radio Press

EARTH

Fig. 1. --The circuit is a sraightforward
reflex arrangement. The condenser

CI is a clip -in type.

publications. The principle is quite simple
and is briefly as follows : The incoming
oscillations are amplified by the valve
(marked V, in the Fig. r diagram) at funda-
mental or 'high -frequency. They are then
rectified by the crystal detector ll, the rectified
impulses then being again amplified by the
valve which now acts as a low -frequency
amplifier. The valve therefore performs two
functions, magnifying at both incoming and
audible frequency.

Special Features
The aerial circuit is tuned by means of the

new Dubilier-Mansbridge variometer, one of the
notable features of which is its extreme com-
pactness, which will be readily appreciated
from the photographs. This variometer has
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an extremely high inductance ratio
and by means of a small bridging
condenser will tune up to 5XX.
The tuning is also quite sharp.
Another feature of the set is
the employment of a permanent
type crystal detector, which has
the advantage of being unaffected

61/

AERIAL

EARTH

LT.

TELEPHONES

2

Fig. 2.-Simplicity with easy access to the
controls are the teatures of this panel layout.

by any reasonable amount of
vibration. In fact the one actually
used in the set was tested inde-
pendently in a bench "hook-up "
and still retained its adjustment
even when deliberately dropped a
foot or on to the table. A high -
frequency transformer was decided
upon in preference to a tuned anode
owing to the fact that the crystal
detector may be isolated from the
steady plate current flowing in the
anode circuit of the valve, and in
addition, by tuning the Secondary
winding, a slight but advantageous
increase in stability is obtained,
a point which may be, important
in a circui t of this description. These
are the chief points which char-
acterise the receiver. It will be
noticed that an American filament
rheostat is used. This was chosen,
firstly, on account of the small space

required on the panel and, secondly,
because it is a convenient article
incorporating a definite " off "
position.

This component was purchased
in the ordinary way in London
and is obtainable at a number of
good retailers. It can also be

obtained
from the
distributing
agents, who
are men-
tioned in the
list of cam-.
ponents.

Components,
The com-

ponents used
in the
receiver are
as follows :
One ebonite
panel, size
9 in. by 6 in.
(Paragon).

One Cabinet panel, size 9 -iii. by
6 in. (Came)).

Ooe Variom e. ter, Dubilier-Mans-
bridge type. (Dubilier Condenser
(19 2 1) CO . Ltd.).

One .0005 p.tF square law pattern
variable condenser. (Jackson
Bros.).

One Crystal D tee tor-Perna anen t
Mineral type, one hole fixing.
(Radio Instruments, Ltd.).

Oae Bzadleystatfilament r.ssistance.
(R. A. Rothermel, Ltd.).

One L.F. Transformer, 1st stage.
(Gambrell Bros., Ltd.).

Ole Magnum Vibro valve -holder.
(Borne -Jones and Co., Ltd.).

One Magnum low -capacity valve -
holder. (Borne -Jones and Co.,
Ltd.).

One H.F. Transformer suitable for
B.B.C. wavelengths and one suit-
able for the reception of D a ven try.
if required. (L. I\ IcAlichael,
Ltd.).

One clip -in condenser base and a
few clip -in condensers as sug-

The receiver is both compact and well laid out for
easy construction.
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LIS SENI UM

und Choke Amplifier
the LISSEN AY

and get Loud Speaker reproduction
of outstanding purity
Owing to the careful design of the coil in the Lissen L.F. Choke and its
low self -capacity and high inductance, uniform amplification of all
audible frequencies is obtained with maximum volume.

The impedance value has been chosen carefully so as to make the
Lissen L.F. Choke suitable for use with standard L.F. or general purpose
valves, and particularly with small power valves. With the Lissen L. .

Choke it is practically impossible for inter -stage distortion to occur.

ECONOMY-
with the LISSEN L.F. CHOKE

The total cost of a Lissen-L.F. Choke, Coupling Condenser
and Variable Grid Leak is less than the average price of
transforiners. Also, when compared with resistance
capacity coupling, there is a saving in H.T., the voltage
with Lissen Choke Coupling being no greater than with
transformers.

LISSEN FIXED CONDENSER
The Capacity of the
Lissen Fixed condenser
recommended for Choke
Coupled stages is or mfd.

Price 4/3
Lissen Fixed Condensers are accurate to within
5%. They never vary-never leak-they deliver
all their stored up energy.

Writ.

LISS E

BIG VOLUME-
with the LISSEN L F. CHOKE
The desired volume can be built up without distortion
with Lissen L.F.C.hokes following one or two stages
of transformer coupled L.r., or an amplifier can, of
course, be built up throughout with Lissen L.F.
Clulees.
The Lissen L.F. Choke 10/ -
For pre-eminent first stage amplification use the
Lissen T.Z. Transformer-then let the Lissen ChoL,c
follow.

LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK
When building
a Choke Coupled
Amplifier it is
always advisable
to use a variable
grid leak having a wide range of variation. The
Lissen Variable Grid Leak is continuously variable
from to 12 megohms.

Lissen One -Hole Fixirig, of course.
Lissen Variable Grid Leak ... 2 '6

or TEXT -1300K of LISSEN PARTS-free to readers of this magazine.

'Phone: Ridanond 2285 (4 IMes).

BUILD Wahl ALL LIMN PARTS AND YOUR RECEIVER WILL GIVE RESULTS WHICH WOULD NEVER BE POSSIBLE WITH MIXED PARTS

LISSENIUM WORKS,
20-24, Friars Lane,

RICHMOND, SURREY
'Grams: LLSSENIUM, LONDON.

In re flying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 8 75
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TUNING COILS.
With winding totally en-
closed, these coils are
wound with bare wire on
a bakelite former. The
illustration at sideshows
the method of interior
construction and indi- -

cates clearly the ample
air space between wind-
ings. All coils have the
same external dimen-
sions: -4 in. x 1 in.

Cat. No. Approx. W/L Price
5183 250-400 6/9
5181 350-600 6/9
5182 450-900 8/-
5183 1 00-1653 9/6

NEW HORNLESS LOUD SPEAKER.
This harmonises with
the furnishing of a
room and is encased
in a richly polished
m thogany cabinet, IA
in. long. 9/ in. wide,
9 in. high. Although
coin paratively small
it is equal in efficiency
to our other types
-excellent tonal
quality and good

Cat. No. 5040105/-
volume,

MULTIPLE
8 -FIXED

-CONDENSER

'.:117P C*vas

LI

MULTIPLE
FIXED CONDENSER
This has been specially
designed to enable a
selection of fixed capa-
cities being obtained
from one instrument.
By connecting up the
indicated capacities in
parallel as required,
any range can be used
within the stated limits.
Cat. No. Price
5190 .001 to .0015 M
5191 .0001 to .0015 M.F.

LOUD SPEAKERS
Standard Ht. 22 ins. 2000 ohms

Cat. No.5015 Black Crystalline
NEW REDUCED PRICE 90/-
120 ohms Cat. No. 5025 Black Crystalline
NEW REDUCED PRICE 90/-
4000 ohms Cat. No. 5020 Black Crystalline
NEW REDUCED PRICE 100/ -
JUNIOR Height 18 ins. 2000 ohms
Cat. No. 5006 Black Crystalline ... 55/.
TOM- TIT Height 134 ins. 2000 ohms

Cat. No. 5001 Black Crystalline
NEW REDUCED PRICE 27/6

ALTERNATIVE TYPE OF HORN.
For 'those who prefer a non-metallichorn, we can supply the models
listed above, with imitation tortoise -shell flare as illustrated. Extra
for these as follows .

'' STANDARD Cat. No. 5017 15/- JUNIOR Cat. No. 5008 12/6
TOMTIT Cat. No. 5003 2/6

September, 1925

1

\ALBERT HALL N'.'hN

1.)
frodurtions

GRAMOPHONE ATTACHMENT
By utilising the tone -
arm of a gramophone

i for the acoustic am-
plification of radio
reception, a very
effective Loud
Speaker is provided.

This attachment rcadi y replaces the
sound box and produces excellent
results, Cat. No. 5210
2.000 ohms Price 25/-

FILAMENT
RHEOSTAT
With helical worked
arm and inter- "12' 111

changeable reds .vim
Lance unit. Very
smooth and silent
action, By means
of a patented construction, the rotation of the contactor causes
the resistance unit to revolve with it, thus ensuring smooth and
silent action. Theresistance unit can be instantly detached when
required, to change from bright to dull emittervalves.

Cat. No. )'rice
5220 7 Ohms resistance
5221 30 ditto 5/-

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
All -Purpose Model. Specially designed to serve
as 1st and 2nd stage. In -brown metal case

Cat. No. 5152. Price
which excludes moisture. 15/-
De Luxe Model. Constructed with ore primary
winding with a secondary winding on eiher side:
therefore m iniimm of self -capacity with greater
amplification, which remains constant over a
wide band of frequencies, in black case.
Cat. No.

5150 High Ratio (first stage)
5151 Low Ratio (second stage

MANUFACTURERS OF MOTOR
CAR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Alake
your Choiee
and be sure of
sa lest cation

Price 27/6

eV APPOINTMENT TO
P.M. THE KING

0

If unable to visit the Albert Hall, ,0
write for a copy of our complete
Radio Catalogue. C.A.V. Productions
are the WORLD'S BEST

CA-t;bo
WARPLE WAY.ACTON.LON DO N W.3,

//.

876 In replying to advertisers., use Order Form enclosed.
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Fig. 3.-In this practical wiring
diagram the values of the con-
densers C, and C4 are purposely
omitted because their capacities
are best determined by actual

experiment.

gesned in the notes on operation later on. (L.
McMichael, Ltd.).

Two angle brackets (Borne -Jones and Co., Ltd.).
Fight nickelled terminals, W. 0. pattern.

(Burnie -Jones and Co., Ltd.).
One .002 fixed condenser, type boo-op.

Condenser (1920 Co., Ltd.).
Some V5--gange- square tinned copper wire and a

few wood screws and 4 B.A. countersunk
screws and nuts.

A packet of Radio Press panel transfers.
Construction

The first thing, to do is to mark off the panel
by means of a scriber and steel rule to the
dimensions given in Fig. 2. Then, having punch -
marked the drilling centres, proceed to drill the
holes ready for mounting the components. A
template is supplied with the variometer and
the drills required are a No. 27 and a *-in.

I used a drill for mounting the crystal
detector but this is somewhat too large and a
k -in, would be better. The drill mentioned,.
however, will suffice- and is the correct size far
the variable condenser. The filament rheos-ta t

*-in. drill. When drilling these large
holes it is helpful to run a small A --in. pilot drill
throngh first since this tends to prevent the large
bit from wandering. Next screw the remaining
components to the baseboard in the position
shown in Fig. 3 and commence to wire up
receiver.

Wiring, Up
The wiring is quite straightforward, although

perhaps the connections to the filament rheostat
and that to the detector just behind the panel
may be a little difficult to the novice.. It is an
advantage to- join up the rheostat first. The
wiring should be arranged in a manner so
as not to prevent the easy removal of the
H.F. transformer, valve, and clip -in condensers.
It will be observed that the angle brackets have
been cut down slightly, the uppermost securing
hole for the panel having been removed. One
fixing, bolt each side is adequate for a panel of
this size.

Opration
To' operate the receiver join the aerial', earth,

battery and telephone leads to- the terminals
marked. It is a good plan first to connect the
L.T. leads to, their respective terminals, afr
having placed a valve in the valve -holder, and
to note whether the valve lights upon turning
the filament rheostat -knob. It may be mentioned
here- that this component is quite suitable for
controlling _all types of valves. If the valve
lights, the ITT.. battery can be connected and
the- H.T. positive plug placed in the 6o -volt
tapping to commence with. Now place a suitable

transformer in its socket on the base-
board ; for instance, for the B.B.C. wavelengths you
will require a No. if you use the make
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mentioned in, the list of com-
ponents. Across the secondary
of the L.F. transformer try a -ow
I.L.F condenser, and with the vario-
meter windings joined in the
*series position search for your local
station. You will not, perhaps,
find a condenser necessary across
the variometer windings, or alter-
natively you may find a 000 or
*0002 /IF condenser an advantage.
If you have a number of these use-
ful clip -in condensers it will be a
simple matter to determine the
value which gives the best results.
A little adjustment of the two
tuning dials should' bring in the
near station at good strength. Now
try increasing the H.T. voltage up
to. say 8o or, go volts and note
whether any improvement results.

Finally experiment with various
values of clip -in condensers across
the L.F. transformer secondary
winding, say,' .0003, 70005, and
.001 ttF.

Valves

Valves which I have found to
work very well in this set are
those of the " R " type such as the
Marconi-Osram Co. R, the B.T.H. R
the Mullard R.A. and the Ediswan
R or A.R.

The Cossor Pr and P2 also give
excellent results.
general purpose dull emitter pat-
terns should also be quite satis-
factory. The fixed condenser con-
nected across the telephone term in a ls
may not in every case be nccessrrv.
On the other hend its use may
improve the working of the set, and
for that reason it has been included.

Test Report
The set was tested upon an aerial

rob ft. long, 35 ft.'high (average), at
a distance of 151 miles from 2LO.
Several types of valves were tried,
including several of the " R " type
and a Cosscr Pr and P2. All of these
gave excellent results, 2L0 giving
very fair strength on the loud-
speaker, while, of course, the volume
in the telephones was too loud for
comfort. A six -volt L.T. battery
was used with 8o -go volts H.T.
Using the type of valve mentioned
in conjunction with a six -volt a9cu-
mulator; a negative grid bias of
about z volts is obtained owing to
the 'fact that the filament rheostat
is connected in the negative L.T.
lead. The fixed condenser, C4,
shunted across the L.F. transformer
secondary winding had a value of
.005 pE, and no condenser was
necessary across the variometer:
As a further test the aerial connec-
tion was removed from the terminal
marked " aerial," and 2L0 was

tuned in at readable strength in the
telephones. In this case a -000r
fixed condenser was joined in paral-
lel with the variometer windings.
Finally, a short length of copper
wire (about 15 ft.) was thrown on to
the floor, one end being connected
to the aerial terminal. Upon re-
tuning 2L0 came in at quite good
strength. Fox the reception of 5XX
using the outside aerial, it was found
necessary to shunt the variometer
with a .002 p.F fixed condenser, a

most excellent results on both 2L0
and 5XX when using the outside
aerial. This is somewhat surprising
considering the high inter -electrode
capacity of these valves, and good
results should not be expected in
every case, at any rate on the
shorter waves. Immediately the
aerial load was decreased, however,
the set became unstable. With re-
gard to long. distance work it may be
mentioned that a reflex circuit is
not ideal in this respect, but one

The wiring up of the variometer is perfectly straightforward.

.002 µF condenser also replacing
that of -co' 1414' across the L.F. trans-
former secondary.

In some cases better results will
be obtained by using a .003 µF con-
denser across the variometer. The
value of the condenser C4, will, to a
certain extent, control the tone, but
if it is increased much above *002-
.003 p.F, volume begins to decrease.
As an experiment a D.E. 5.B
type of valve was fried and gave

German station was heard, and at
various times a number of others
weakly. This is only to be expected
during the summer season, and no
doubt as winter approaches the
reception of other stations with a
set of this type will improve very
much. For receiving the local
station at good strength on small
aerials, up to about 3o miles dis-
ta,nce, the receiver can certainly be
recommended.
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Sole Agents

Ideals. 8r Realism
The world is in a hurry now -a -
days. In no age has man wanted
to make realities of ideals so
quickly. Radio is one example.
Constant improvement, perpetual
research-and the result to -day
is worthily shown by the per-
fection of Sterling components.
While there is no such, thing as
finality in progress, it is never-
theless true that Sterling compo-
nents built into a set will provide
a radio reproduction of a quality
that leaves but little room, if any,
for improvement.

Sterling components -by test, by
comparison, by reputation-are
admittedly supreme.

Ask your Dealer for List No. 373D.

N -A R -M AT
WIRELESS EXH I BMON

Royal Albert Hail
Sept 12 to 23.1925

Come along to Stands 29/32

fir realism 114 radio ------

T
Components

Including :
 High Grade Variometers, Square.
Law Condensers, Intervalve Trans.
formers, Reaction Units, Non-Pong
Valve Holders, and every other conceiv-
able component /or the radio constructor.

At gourRadio Deder$
THE MARCON IPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED

210 - 212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1

\

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 879
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Quality and Distinction,
THE remarkable clarity and

delightfully natural Tone
of the worLI - famous

AMPLION Loud Speaker when
associated with a suitable
Receiving Set render wireless
reproduction comparable with the
original performance.

With an AMPLION the unseen
speaker, vocalist or orchestra, as
the case may be, is brought right

Obtainab: e
from

AMPLION
STOCK ISTS

and
Wireless
Dealers

everywh,ire.

immrs

.550

into the Home, and the advan-
tages of Radio Broadcast may be
enjoyed to the very full.

In artistry of design and fine
finish the AMPLION excels just
as its efficiency is unapproached,
so that the AMPLION may well
be regarded as the one and
only Wireless Loud Speaker
for the Home of Beauty and
Refinement.

THE
WORLD'S

STANDARD A PLI 14

The model illustrated here is the
New " Dragon AR 19 at 15 5s,
There is also a full range of other
models for home use from 25/- to
£3 : 10 :0 without mentioning larger

and more expensive demonstration
typas for use in halls or in the open
air. Fully illustrated folder will be
mailed on request, and demonstrations
are gladly given during Broadcasting
hours at the London Showrooms, 25,
Savile Row, W.1, and the Suburban
Showrooms, 82, High Street, Clapham,
S.W.4.

WIRELESS
LOUD

SPEAKER

Patentees and Manufacturers

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO. (E. A. GRAHAM),

ST. ANDREW'S WORKS, CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S.E.4.

A visit to the
AMPLION

Stand at the
Royal Albert
Hall Radio
Exhibition,
will prave of
great interest.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Regular Programmes
from American

Broadcasting Stations
= II 1111

Hours of transmission given .in; Gr'eenwich Mean Time and., in local time prevailing.
Telephony, only. Corrected up tOAugust,19h, 1925.

Edited by Captain L. F.. PLUGGE, B.Sc., F.R.Ae.S, Copyright.
. WEEKDAYS.

No. , G.M.T. Local Time
prevailing.

Station,
Ca.11
Sign.
Wave-
length..

,

Town. Nature of
Transmission.

Approx.
duration.

A. 63 1.15 a.m. 8. 15 p.m:
E.S.T.

Radio_ Lighthouse. WEMC
286 in..

Berrion Springs,
Mich.

Concert - ri hr

A. 4 1.45 a.m. 8.45 .p.m. ,
E.S.T.

Westihghouse ' ."

Elec.' & Mfg. -Co.
KDKA
309 and

Pittsburgh, Pa. Dinner Concert
or Organ

IA hr.

Recital
A. 64 2. o a.m. 9. o p.m.

E.S.T, _ .

The Shepherd ,
. Stoics.

WNAC
280.3. m

Boston, Mass., Concert. 2 hrs.

A. 21 2.55 a.m. 9.55 p.m,
E.S.T.

John Wanamaker WOO
5o8.2 m.

Philadelphia,
Pa. '

U.S. Naval Obser-
vatoryTime Sig-

-
- -nal, followed by

U S. weather,
forecast

A. 22 2.55 a.m, 9.55 p.m.
E.S.T,

Vi cistinghouse '

Elec. & Mfg. Co.
KDKA
309 and
64 m.

Pittsbui-gh, Pa.- Do. do. 7--

A. 23 2.55 a.m. 9.55 p.m.
E.S.T.

Do. WBZ
333.1 m.

Springfield,
Mass.

Do. do.

A. 24 3. o a.m'. 9. o p.m.. Woodmen of the. WOAW Omaha, Nebras- Concert. -
- C.S.T. World. 526 m. ka. (Ex. Wel).

A. 28 3. o a.m. 9. o .p.m
C.S.T.

Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co.

KYW
536 in.

Chicago, Ill. Musical entertain-
mont sometimes
begins 9.30 p.m.

1-2 hrs.

Tues., Wed.
and Thurs.

A. 82 4. o a.m. 8. o p.m. " The Times." KHJ Los Angeles. Concert. -
C.S.T. 395 311-

A. 68 4. o a.m. so. o p.m.
C.S.T.

Chicago Tribune_
Broadcasting Co

WGN
37o m:

Chicago. Ill. Dance Orchestra
and popular
songs (Mon. ex.)

.1 hr.

A. 29 5.45 a.m. 11.45 p.m.
C.S.T.

Kansas City Star. WDAF
3655 m.

Kansas City,
Mo.

Musical Enter-
ta inment

if hr.

A. 27 3.3o a,m. 9.30 p.m.
C.S.T.

Fort Worth Star
Telegram.

WBAP
476 m.

Fort Worth,
Texas.

Musical Pro-
gramme (Ex.Sat.)

ii- hr.

SUNDAYS.

A..* 79 11.20 p.m. 6.2o p.m.
E.S.T.

Chesapeake Tel.
Co.

WCAP
465

Washington,
D.C.

Musical Pro-
gramme and
organ recital.

2 hrs.

A. 31 12. o p.m. 6. o p.m.
C.S.T.

Woodmen of the
World.

WOAW
526 na.

Omaha,
Nebraska

Bible Study Hour hr.

A. 3o 52. 0 p.m. 7. o p.m. Westinghouse KDKA' Pittsburgh, Pa. Divine Service. hr.
E.S.T. Elec. & Mfg. Co. 309 and -

64 m.
A. 66 12.20 a.m. 7.2o p.m.

E.S.T.
American Tel. &

Tel. Co.
WEAF
492 in.

New York. Musical Pro-
gramme.

2 hrs.

A. 33

A. 32

A. 77

12.3o a.m.

12.30 a.m.

z. o a.m.

7.30
E.S.T.
7.30
E.S.T.
7. 0 p.m.

General Elec. Co.

Strawbridge 8c
Clothier.

Sear -Roebuck &

WGY
379.5 m.
WFI
395 in.
WLS

Schenectady,
N.Y.

Philadelphia,
Pa.

Chicago, Ill.

Church Service.

Church Service.

Orchestra.
C.S.T. Co. 345.
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WEEKDAYS (Contd.)

No. G.M.T. Local Time
prevailing.

Station.
Call

Sign.
-Wave-
length.

Town..-Nature of
Transmission.

Approx.
duration.

A. 14 11.35 p.m. 5.35 p.m. Westinghouse KYW- - Chicago, Ill. Children's Hour. 25 mins.
C.S.T. Elec. & Mfg. Co. 536 m.

A. 1 H.° p.m. 6. o p.m.
E.S.T.

Willard Storage
Battery.

WTAM
389. 111,_

Cleveland, Ohio. Dance Music, Con-
cent, Orchestra.

r hr.

A. 2

A. 65

II. o p.m.

II. o p.m.

6. o p.m.
E.S.T,
6. o p.m.

Westinghouse ---

Elec. & Mfg. Co.
American Tel. &

WBZ
333.1 m.
WEAF

Springfield,
Mass.

New York.

Dinner Concert.

Musical Programme

3o min.

5 hrs.
E.S.T. Tel. Co. 492 m. -

A. 61 ii. o p.m. 6. o p.m. The Detroit News. WWJ Detroit, Mich. Dinner Concert.
E.S.T. 352.7 m.

A. 5 II. 50 p.m. 5.5o p.m.
C.S.T.

" Kansas City
Star.'',

WDAF
365.6 m.

Kansas City,
Mo.

Market, Weather,
Time and Road
Report.

ro min.

A. 8o Midnight. 7. o p.m.
E.S.T.

Gimble Bros. WIP
508.2 m.

Philadelphia,
Pa.

Children's Corner. i hr.

A. 6 Midnight. 6. o p.m.
C.S.T.

Kansas City Star WDAF
365.6 m.

Kansas City,
Mo.

Talks, Stories,
Music.

1 .hr.

A. 8 Midnight. 6. o p.m: Westinghouse ' KYW Chicago, Ill. Dinner Concert. 3o min.
C.S.T. Elec. & Mfg. Co. 365 in.

A. 66 Midnight. 6. o p.m. Chicago Tribune WGN Chicago, Ill. Dinner Concert. -
C.S.T. Broadcasting Co. 37o 01.

A. 3 11.15 a.m. 6.15 p.m. Bamberger & Co. WOR Newark, New Orchestra. -
C.S.T. 405 m. Jersey.

A. 9 Midnight. 7. o p.m.
E.S.T.

Goodyear Tyre
and Rubber Co.

WEAR
390 m.

Cleveland, Ohio. Concert (Except
Saturday)

r hr. .

A. rz Midnight. 6. o p.m. Woodmen of the WOAW Omaha Talk or Concert. -
C.S.T. World. 526 m. Nebraska.

A. 13 12.15 a.m. 7.15 p.m.
E.S.T.

Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co.

KDK,A.
309 and

Pittsburgh, Pa. News, Talk, Mar-
ket Reports.

15 in.

64 m.
A. Ia. 12.3o a.m. 7.3o p.m. WestinghoUse KDKA Pittsburgh, Pa. Children's Hour. -

E.S.T. Elec. & Mfg. Co. 309 and
64 m.

A. 62 12.30 a.m. 7.3o p.m.
E.S.T.

State College of
Washington.

KFAE
526 m.

Pullman's,
Washington.

Concert (Mon.,
Wed. and Fri.)

II hr.

A. 15 12.45 a.m. 7.45 p.m.
E.S.T.

General Elec. Co. WGY
379.6 m.

Schenectady,
N.Y.

Music and/or
Talks.

-
A. 16 I. o a.m. 7. 0 p.m.

C.S.T.
Westinghouse

Elec. & Mfg. Co.
KYW
536 m.

Chicago, Ill. Talk, Concert,
Musical Pro- 
gramme. (Mon.
excepted).

2J hr.

A. 17 1. o a.m. 7. o p.m.
C.S.T.

Sears -Roebuck &
Co.

WLS
345 m.

Chicago, Ill. Children's Hour,
(Mon. Ex.).

20 min.

A. 7o I. o a.m. 7. o p.m.
C.S.T.

St. Louis Post
Dispatch.

KSD
545-I m-

St. Louis Concert (Thurs.,
Silent).

2 hrs.

A. -II
-

1.15 a.m.- 8.15 p.111,
E.S.T.

Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Co.

WBZ
333.1 in.

Springfield,
Mass.

Concert or
Musical Pro-
gramme.

3o min.

A. 19 1.3o a.m. 7.3o p.m. Fort Worth Star WBAP Fort Worth Musical Pro- , hr.
C.S.T. Telegram 476 m. Texas. gramme (Ex-.

Saturday).
A. 81 2. 0 a.m. g. o p.m.

E.S.T.
Anierican Radio

Co. .

KFQX
394 m.

Washington,
D.C.

Concert.
(Thurs., Silent).

A. zo 2. o a.m, 8. o p.m.
C.S.T.

Kansas City Star. WDAF
365.6 m.

Kansas City,
Mo.

Musical Pro-
gramme.

2 hrs.

A. 67 2. o a.m., 8. o p.m.
C.S.T.

Chicago Tribune
Broadcasting Co

WGN
37o m.

Chicago, Ill. Vocal and Instru-
mental music.

1 hr.

, (Ex. Mons.).
A. 722. o a.m. 8. o p.m,

C.S.T.
Sears -Roebuck Co. WLS

345 m
Chicago, Ill. Concert. (Except

Mons. & Thurs.)
2-i hrs.

A. 73 : .3. 0 a.m. 7. o p.m.
C.S.T.

KFL Radio Cen-
tral Super

KFI
46:7 m.

Los Angeles,
Cal.

Musical Pio-
gramme.

4 hrs.

Station.
A. 26 3.15 am. 7.15 p.m.

C.S.T.
" Morning Oregan" KGW

492 m.
Portland,

Oregan.
Market, Weather,

News, Police
Reports.

EVERY EXPERIMENTER SHOULD READ

WIRELESS WEEKLY
DN SALE EVERY WEDNESDAY. PRICE SIXPENCE.
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CLA
LOUD

11 ITONE
SPEAKE S

enable you to appreciate the pleasure of perfect
reception and to obtain that sweet purity of tone
so dear to all music lovers. They stand unequalled
in and service, and are recognised as a
true example of faithful sound reproduction.

Fixed Prices for Season 1925-26

Senior Model
Claritone

2000 ohms-W 290
120 291

£5-0-0

CLARITONE
HEADPHONES

20
Supplied by all
reputable dealers.

Sole Agents:

Junior Model
Claritone

2009 ohms-W 295
120  - 296

E2-15-0

ASHLEY WIRELESS
TELEPHONE COMPANY
69 Renshaw Street, Liverpool
Telephone : 4628 Royal. Telegrams : "Rotary, Liverpool.'

London and Southern Counties.
PETTIGREW & MERRIMAN, LTD.,
122, Tooley Street, London, S.E.i

In replying to advertisers,

Fitted with the

1000/0 Efficient
Electron Emitting Filament

MOLYBDENUM
THORIUM COVERED

(PATENTED)

Read about this wonderfiii
valve and its achievements
in our folders. Free to
you on receipt of postcard.

FILAMENT VOLTS
1.5 to 2.

FILAMENT CURRENT
.3 amps.

BRITISH MADE.
B.B.C. STAMPED.

F
C9Ls, LT9

'Phone: Regent 5336.
TRIUMPH HOUSE, 189 REGENT

STREET, LONDON, W.1.

Smili7WW".

HIGH-GRADE
MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS
For All Purposes
We stock nearly 5o different types
of measuring instruments totalling' in
all nearly 2ao Calibrations, is bile any
special reading or calibration can be
supplied to exact requirements on
request. Let us know what you

require. We can help you!
Fig. Each
152 Double reading voltmeter,

o -7v. o-roov. 12/6
i5o Pocket type voltmeter,

0-70. 0-15v. or 0-25V. .. 7/6
51 Pocket type ampmeter,

o -15a or 0-25a... 7,16
133 Pocket type volt and ampineter Each

all readings 110/6
Go Panel type voltmeter, o -7v.

61 Panel type ampmeter,
0-15a. or o -25a. /-

65 Panel type voltmeter, 3/ in.
dial, calibatcd 0-15 to 0-200V.
Prices from . , 1716 to 30j--

66 Panel type amperemeter, 3', in.
o-15 or 0-25 amps. .. 17/6

0-35 amps. .. 19/ -
Postage extra on above from

A. H. HUNT, LTD.
(Dept. S.)

TLINSTALL RD., CROYDON.

ii 111111111111111111,1111114111111411111111111111111111tIllill14

use Order F Orlit enclosed.

14/ -

If your dealer
cannot supply
send direct to

us. Please gire
dealer's name
and a 'dress

s'?4 \ 24111. 11111113i11001111147/1

\ 3 q

Fig. 152.
Diana. of case a ins.

COMBINED VOLTMETER
READING 0/7 VOLTS AND

0/100 VOLTS.
Price 12/6 each.

Spears are provided,
one for each reading.

RP,3
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The Magnadyne Super - Het

34 STATIONS,. ON THE LOUD SPEAKER!
nose wonderful results were obtained on the Magnadyne by a well-known London doctor-
many of them during daylig-it. Prizes, Kit of Components, £17 17 0.
Portable Frame Aerial with Tappings, £3 15 0.

The heart of a Super -Het is the Interfrecmency
Transformers and Oscillator Coupler, known
as Marahrtners. Price per Outfit, including
5 Interfrequenoy ,Couplings and Interchangeable-

Oscillator Coupler, £5.
(Supplied on days' approval against cash.)
Interchangeable, Oscillator Couplers can be

supplied at 17/6 each, or .15/- including 6 -Pin
Holder.

Magnum Anti -Capacity Valve Holders for
Baseboard Mounting, 2)6 each.

FOUR -VALVE HARMONY.

As described in this issue by Mr. Percy W. Harris.
s. d.

6 lit ignum Vibro Valve Holders .. 1 10 0
 Igranic Sq. Law Condenser, .0035 ... 1 4 0

do. - do. do. .0033 .. 2 2 0
2 Magnum Aluminium Angle Brackets 0 3 0.
 Maghum Single Coil Holder.. .. 0 1 9

M.O.D.E.3 Valves, 16/6 each.

x Mcli,lichael hxel Condenser and
Clips, .00cit

4 Polar Rheostats .'.. .. ..
 Dorwood Condenser and Dubilier

Leak, .0003
 Dorwood Condenser and Dubilier

Leak, .00025
 T.C.C. Fixed Condenser, nide]. ..
 McMichael L.F. Transformer with

Condenser
 Terminal Panel, with 7 Terminals,

Drilled -and Engraved ..
2 Magnum H.F. Transformers

Polar Vernier Condenser ..
Terminals, lacquered and complete..

I Oa and Off Switch ..
 Set Radio Pi'ess Transfers ..
Screws, Soldering Tags and Flex

Cabinet, with Baseboard (Oak) ..
Polished Radion Panel, drilled ..

O 1 9
1 2

O 5

O 5
O 3 4

1 2 9

0

0

0

4 6
14 0

5 6
1 4
1 9
0 6
1 10

10 0
10 0
16 0

hicte.-Where a complete sot of corn onents
are purchased together, a Marconi Royalty of
12/6 per valve holder is payable.

The latest development in

SUPERSONIC HETERODYNE

Entirely British

MAGNUM VDRO VALVE
HOLDER.

Noa-Microphonic, Anti -Capacity, No -Loss. As
used in several Radio Press Sets .. 5 /- each

Send stamp for lists and set of leaflets dealing,
with Radio' Press Circuits; also the Magnadyne
Super -Het.

. ,

BURNE-JONES & CO., LTD.,
MAGNUM HOUSE,

296, BOROU 3 HI C;'.1 STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

Telephone : Hop 6257.
Telegrams : Burjoinag, Sedist, London.
Cables : 13urjomag, London.

Trade Enquiries Invited.

COLOMBIAN TIMBER MASTS BY NAVAL EXPERT.3.
27 ft. Turret 'Two £0 4 6 45 ft. Telescopic -24 10 6

1a8ft. Complete - 3 19 6 55 ft. - 6 15 612 ft. Telescopic - 4 4 0 58 ft. super - - 6 19 640 ft TURRET TWO - Eg 18 9
SINLPSDN & BLYTHE. 0-9, Sherwood St:Pieerdilly W

IMPROVED

MEANS

INSULATION

Rmiepd(4-64.
VALVE HOLDER

SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR

Baseboard Mounting
AND CAN BE USED BACK or FRONT of
VERTICAL and HORIZONTAL PANELS.

We will s-ni rods post free
if you mention dealer's mine.

AamENGINEERiNG.00CORNET STREET. I -I tiBROUGHTON.MANEHESTER

Ask (or L;st
of Athol
Components.

1/3
EACH

884 In re/lying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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FOR enjoyable reception of
broadcasting when great
volume is not required and

the use of headphones is not
objected to, the humble crystal set
has much to commend it. With the
opening of  the new high -power
station at Daventry there are now
few districts that are not within
range of one _of the broadcasting
stations. For this reason the
crystal set numbers among its
adherents by far the greater
number of broadcast listeners in
this country.

Varied Tastes
Many excellent designs have

. already been published, but new
designs are constantly needed to
satisfy the varied tastes of the ever-
growing army of crystal users. The
receiver illustrated in the photo-
graphs is neat and unobtrusive,
and is particularly simple to con-
struct, so that even the absolute
novice need have no fear as to his
ability to construct it and obtain
results without any difficulty.

The components are mounted on
a baseboard behind a vertical
panel, with the exception of the
condenser and the crystal detector,
which are mounted on the panel fo
convenience in adjustment.

The Circuit
The circuit is shown in Fig. r

and will be seen to be of conven-
tional type. Direct aerial coupling
is employed, since it is only in rare
cases that any benefit is derived
from the use of any other form for
crystal reception.

A low -loss type of coil is used,
consisting of a single layer air -
spaced winding, and provision is
made for the use of a loading coil
for the reception of 5XX in the
usual manner. The tuning con-
denser has a capacity of 0003µF,
since in most cases with the average
broadcast aerial it is advantageous
to increase the inductance of the
coil and reduce the parallel tuning
capacity.

The Detector
The crystal detector is of the

micrometer adjustment type en-
closed in a glass cover to protect
the crystal from dust. The usual
catwhisker and sensitive galena is
employed. With careful hand
setting and if the 'set is not sub -
j acted to undue vibration, this
probably gives the best results, and
once a sensitive spot is found there
should be no further need for re-
adjustment during the course of a

E
Fig. 1.-Direct coupling is
used for both long and

short wavelengths.

programme. Readers should not
imagine, however, that a crystal will
last for ever. It is even debatable
whether the sensitivity of a given
spot is not partly spoiled during the
actual adjustment, however care-
fully it is made. Constant adjust-
ment and scratching will not im-
prove any crystal, and a fairly
frequent renewal of the crystal is
to be recommended.

A list of the actual Components.
used i' the construction of the set
illustrated is given below for the
guidance of those who have had
little experience in set construction.'
Others more. experienced have am-
ple choice in the selection of suitable
components if any departure from
the original specification is con-'
templated.

One suitable cabinet (and base;
board 8 in. by 5 in. by f in.)
(Cameo) .

One ebonite panel S in. by 6 in. .

by / in. (Paragon).
One standard low -loss former,

31in. diameter and preferably 71
in. long (Collinson Precision Screw
Co., Ltd.).

One 0003µF variable square -law
condenser (Collinson Precision
Screw Co., Ltd.).

One crystal detector for panel
mounting (Burndept Wireless, Ltd.).

One single coil mount (for base-
board) arid shorting plug (L.
McMichael, Ltd.).

Four suitable terminals.
Radio, Press panel transfers.
About I. lb. No. 22 enamel im

sulated copper wire, square wire
for wiring, screws, etc.

Construction of the Coil.
The first step in making the. set

shoUld be confined to the construc-
tion of the coil. Bere it may be
mentioned that the standard 31 in.
former is a trifle too long to go into
the cabinet. I have overcome this
difficulty by countersinking the

-- screws in the end rings .s-0 that there
is -just sufficient clearance. It will

885
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be preferable
when ordering to
specify a former
7A -in. overall
length in place of
t he illustrated
length of about
81 in. The former
should be assem-
bled with the aid
of the screws pro-
vided, and the
circular glass disc
inserted in the
centre of the
winding space.
Then secure the
wire through the
two small holes
in one of the end
rings and com-
mence winding
the first turn
about four
grooves from the
ends of the
threaded rods.

Number of
Turns

The best num-
ber of turns will
vary in indi-
vidual cases, but
intending con-
structors will not
go far wrong if
about 6o turns are wound on.
In the actual coil shown in the
photographs there are 70 turns,
but this was
designed for use
on an aerial of
rather small elec-
trical characteris-
tics, On an
average aerial
about 6o turns
will be found ade-
quate, with possi-
bly 70 to 75 for
stations between
400 and 500 me-
tres (750-600 kc).

Probably the
best plan is to
wind on, say, 75
turns and take
temporary tap-
pings a t the 5 o th ,
both and loth,
then determine
by trial in recep-
tion what is the
best number of.
turns. The re-
mainder of the
turns should then
be stripped off
and the end of
the wise firmly
secured through
the small holes in
the end ring, a

The loading coil socket for use when receiving Daventry
is secured to the, baseboard.

length of about 6 in. being lAt for
connection purposes.

The coil is mounted 2 t the

little distance
Mersrs. Colli
bracket.

The winding of the coil is such that each turn is
separated by air spacing from its neighbour.

back of the
baseboard with
the aid of two
small brass
L-shaped brac-
kets, which are
easily made out
of odd pieces of
scrap brass. A
single 4 B.A. nut
and bolt secures
each bracket to
the end _ ring of
the . former
(through one of
the holes already
drilled in it) and
a small brass
wood screw
through the other
arm of each
bracket fixes the
wbole to the base-
board. If the
reader is unable
to make the
br-ackets himself,
no doubt he will
be able to obtain
something suit-
able from the
local ironmon-
gers. All that is
required is some
form of bracket
to support the
coil rigidly some

above the baseboard,
nson also supply a

Having made
the coil, next
mount the single
coil socket, taking
care that there is
sufficient clear-
ance so that the
loading coil may
be inserted with-
out fouling
anything.

The panel shoulduld
next be marked
out and drilled in
accordance with
the accompany
ing diagram.
Marking out
should be done
from the back of
the panel, bearing
in mind that the
apparent posi-
tions of the holes
are reversed in
this case. The
layout given
gives ample
clearance for the
components actu-
ally used ; if any
departure is made
in this respect,
however, the

886
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EVERY Success " Radio Component is
exactly what its name implies-super-

excellence in every detail, efficiency in
practical use, contributing to the utmost
success of yOur radio at all times. Here we
describe two Success products that have
earned the greatest commendation of experi-
enced radio men throughout the country.
They can make a difference to your radio,
too-the difference of vastly improved results.
THE FAMOUS SUPER "SUCCESS"

L.F. TRANSFORMER
IN order to cut out the faithful musical

the shrill and tinny reproduction which is
timbre characteristic -the outstanding merit
of many L.P. Trans- of the Super " Success."
formers, we have Each instrument is
designed the Super tested to r,000 volts
" Success with a very between the windings
high primary impe- and between windings
dance. and frame ; and is

This is the secret of broadcast tested.
Price 2 1 /-

THE "SUCCESS" SUPERFORMA
A Super Het. I.F. Transformer

,designed to give results.
QUR own experi- The " Success " Super -

m ents only con- forma covers a su ffi-
firm the unsatisfactory ciently wide wave -length
design of the British band, so that long wave
H.F. Transformer for interference can be
Coupling Valves in tuned out.
the Intermediate Fre- It conforms to de-
quency Long Wave sizable design ; suit -
Amplifier. ability to British Valves,

We have therefore ample wave -length range
designed a Radio Fre- and is tunable.
quency Transformer It is adapted for base -
with characteristics suit- board mounting ; ter -
able for use with British urinal connections pro-
Valv es vided.

Price 30/ -
Obtainable from all
Wireless Dealers !

BEARD and FITCH LTD.
34, AYLESBURY STREET,
LONDON - - - . E.C. 1.

And at
1, Dean St., Piccadilly, Manchester.
SEE US AT STAND No. 23,
N.A.R.M.A.T. EXHIBITION.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
Barclays A
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FAMOUS FO MO
PRODUCTIONS

li11111111111111111111 -1111111111111111ffilfil

THE NEW FORMO-DFNSOR STRAIGHT
WAVE, ULTRA LOW LOSS with 2004

FINE TUNING RECORDING DIAL

SEPARATES STALONS WITH

.000301 .000s,LF
FORMO-DENSOR

complete with
FINE TUNING

RECORDING DIAL

17/6
FORMO-DENSOR

without Dial.
1 0/6

FINE TUNING
RECORDING DIAL

sc-p arately

7/6
HAIR-SPLITTING EXACTITUDE

A Condenser of A dvanced Design, Suitable alike for
La)cratory and General Use, and for Super -He -I., Nes.lrodyne

and other Circa its designed for Super -Selectivity.

GROUNDED ROTOR, INDEPENDENT STiELETON
FRAME, JEWELLERS' METAL VANES, NO , HAND -
CAPACITY, STATIONS LOGGED 'ON THE DIAL.

HE FO MO PERFEC
TRANSFO MER

Full, Rich, Mellow Repro-
duction of Voice or Music,
with the Utmost Fidelity.

aITS STRONGEST
APPEAL IS TO THE

MOST CRITICAL.

Correctly proportioned betwe
composed of the

THE EVER POPULAR
FORMO SHROUDED MODEL

12,500 Turns.
1 0/6 Formerly 18/ -

This transformer is increasing in
la -,our by leaps and bounds, and, at
the new price of 10/6, is -undeniably
the utmost value in Radio that money
can buy.

It is giving honest and faithful
ers ice to thousands of listeners in

every quarter, of the globe.
ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE

LEAFLETS ON REQUEST.

THE FORMO COMPANY,
(ARTI11.111 PR I,,EN & CO., LH )

CROWN WORKS,
Cricklewood, London, N.W.2

888

ION

ONE GUINEA
30,000 Turns 'of Wile.

en the windings. On a core
exact amount of iron.

FESCA
ANTI -C CITY SWITCH

-eliminates
straywady

Ef esca Components
are sold by all good
Winless Dealers
and Electricim-s.INSIST ONSEEING THE
TRADE MARK.

In replying to advertisers, us, 0 ,der Foiln

A " no -loss " switch such as the
EFESCA Anti -Capacity Switch is
essential in detector and H.F. Circuits
if utmost results are to be achieved.
In such circuits the self -capacity of
ordinary switches is fatal to efficiency,
and the EFESCA A.G.. SWITCH has
Leen designed with the one object of
eliminating stray capacity. The con-
tact strips are separated by a com-
paratively wide air -gap, and present
only their edges to each other. It is
typical of the technical superiority
Trd inst7 nment' finish of

AA -rite for complete catalogue
descri nag EFESCA Components
and Et scaphone t\ ireless Sets.

Wholesale Only :-
WALK ST ADELMANN & CO.,LTD.

83-85-87, Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.1.

And at Glasgow, Manchester nag.
B,rnittigliarn.

enclosed.
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reader is ...warned_
that he should
make quite certain
that there is suffi-
cient room for the
components he
selects.

In preparing the
panel drill three
holes in the cor-
rect positions, near
the lower edge, for
the three screws
which secure the
panel to the edge
of the baseboard.
Three k in. brass
wood screws will
be found to fix the
panel quite rigidly
in this manner.

Havingmounted
the condenser,
terminals and
crystal detector in
this manner, at-
tach the panel  to
the baseboard as
indicated above,
There now, re-
mains only the
wiring to do to
complete the re-
ceiver. For those
who are unaccus-

set from a circuit
diagram, the ac-

. companyingwiring
diagram will prove
h alpha] .

Carefully solder
all joins and- use
the minimum
quantity of flux.
All the soldering
points are in acces-
sible positions, so
no difficulty should
be experienced
here.

Testing the Set
Connect :up to

your aerial and
earth, attach the
telephone receivers
and endeavour, to
tune in your local
station. If you
are near on of
the broadcasting
stations in the
lower wave band
insert a shorting
plug in the coil
socket, otherwise
if 5XX is the sta-
tion you wish to
receive plug in a
No. 150 or 200 coil,
or its equivalent

Assnming you

Fig. 2. Toe layout of the panel is simple and easily arranged.

D
O

0

0
C

.0003iuF

t_ _

Co=3
LOADING COIL SOCKET

MIMS 1111111111111

111M111111111111111 111111111.
11111111111111

11111.
Mil 1111111111.111

F'g
tha

3. To those readers who are ulable to follow
theoreticalcircuit this w ring diagram will solve

their difficulties.

J

are tuning to a
station in the
shorter wave band,
after having set
the _ catwhisker
lightly on the
crystal, vary Via
condenser until
signals are heard.
Then, as I sug-
gested before, find
the number of
turns on the coil
which gives you
the best signals
with a low con-
denser reading,
say, about 30
degs. Once this
is done proceed as
indicated pre-
viously and make
the connections to
the coil perma-
nent.

Up to a certain
point it is an
advantage in crys-
tal reception to
use a low -loss
coil of type con-
venient, but be-
yond this there
is nothing more
to be gained by re-
ducing
any further.

What to Expect
The set as de-

scribed above will
give you very
nearly the best
signal strength
possible with this
circuit on a 300-
60o metre sta-
tion for crystal
reception on an
average P.M.G.
aerial of fair effi-
iency and a good

earth, and readers
who construct it
will, I think, be
agreeably sur-
prised at the
results.

If your results
are poor, however,
and you 'have
made the set quite
correctly, do not
blame the design
until you have
overhauled your
aerial and earth
system. A good
aerial and earth are
the .first essentials
before efficient
crystal reception
becomes possible.

8F9
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The New Importance of Super.I egenerative Circuits
and their Operation

'By Major JAMES ROBINSON, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.,
Director of Research to Radio Press, Ltd.

The sensitiveness of the super -regenerative receiver depends upon the difference between the
fundamental and quenching frequencies, amplification being greater the greater the difference:For this reaEon the "super" - .circuit is becoming increasingly important in short-waoe-.
reception,. and Dr Robinson has carried out extensive practical investigation upon its use for

this purpose.

THE use.of reaction to increase
the strength of signals is

. well known.
A typical circuit is shown in

Fig. r, where the grid circuit A B is
coupled to -the aerial circuit C D.
The anode circuit has a coil E
which is capable of being coupled
to the grid coil A. With the anode
coil E far removed from the grid
coil A, signals can be obtained, but
when E is brought near to A signals
can be increased in strength or
decreased, according to the way in
which the coil E is arranged.
When the. coil E is in the correct.
direction for amplification, the
nearer it is brought to A the greater
is the strength of signal. This
increase in strength goes on increas-
ing until a point is reached when
the valve bursts into oscillation.
Just before the point of oscillation,
amplification is very large indeed,
but it is not possible practically to
use a circuit of this type in this very
sensitive condition owing to its in-
stability. This highly sensitive con-
dition of a valve is so desirable that
much work has been done in at-
tempting to 'obtain stability of
working.

The Theory of Reaction
 In order, to appreciate how this

has been done successfully, it is
necessary to understand thoroughly
what is happening in the simple
circuit of Fig. r. Impulses in the
grid coil A from the aerial are ampli-
fied by the valve V, and these ampli-
fied -impulses pass through the anode
coil E. Coupling coil E to the grid
coil A conveys part of these ampli-
fied impulses to the grid coil, and
these will assist the primary im-
pulses in this coil if the anode coil
E is coupled in the correct way.
Now, again these amplified impulses
are amplified in the valve and again
thrown back to the grid coil, and so
on. More and more amplified energy
can be thrown back by having a
closer coupling between the anode
and grid coils, until finally so
much energy is thrown back for
amplification again that once ..an

impulse is started, it goes on indefi-
nitely, in which case the valve is
oscillating. In Fig. r and subse-
quent figures -two black dots

E
Fig. 1.-A simple reaction cir-
cuit. The two black dots in-
dicate the telephone or output

terminals.

indicate the output terminals which
will usually have telephones con-
nected across them.
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Fig. 2.-Resonance curves
affected by damping assume
the above shapes, a progres-
sive increase in damping being

indicated by curves 3 to 1.

Super -Re generative Effects

This gives a clear conception of
how reaction can increase amplifi-
cation, but in order to understand
how the so-called super -regenera-

tion effects are produced, it is neces-
sary -to look at the matter in another
-way. In effect, the increase of

or throw -back, is equiva-
lent to diminishing the damping of-

the circuit. Damping is the effect
which prevents things going on hap-
pening for ever. In electrical and
wireless circuits, it is produced by
resistance of the circuits, which con-
sumes electrical energy, the word
"resistance" being meant to cover
many losses.

Damping and Resonance
In any resonant circuit, damping

has very pronounced effects. A
resonant circuit being one which
responds best to outside influences
of the same frequency as itself, does
more or less respond to other fre-
quencies, the response being greater
the nearer the frequencies are to-
gether. This is shown in the series
of curves in Fig. 2, where it is seen
that the curves have pronounced_
peaks, the height of the peaks cor-
responding to the amount of re-
sponse in the resonant circuit.
The different curves, I, 2 and 3 are,
for different amounts of damping,.
curve r having the most, curve 2
less, and curve 3 least of all. As the
damping gets less, the peak of the
curve gets higher and higher, until -
for no damping at all it becomes
theoretically infinite, although prac-
tical conditions naturally do' plaCe
a limit on the response even for no
damping.

Signal Strength and Damping
Returning to the valve circuit of

Fig. r, the peaks of the curves cor-
respond to the strength of signals
that one obtains by increasing the
coupling. It is seen that damping
has the objectionable feature that
it prevents the maximum signal
strength being obtained, but that
we cannot do without it altogether,
for without it the valve will oscillate
on its own accord.

Grid Voltage -

In Fig. r the back coupling was
the only feature referred to for the

890
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He never gets
let down now/

That " bound -to -come " sort of
feeling 1
You know it and I know it,
and one day it will come I No
current , no wireless.
There's only one satisfactory
solution-always have your accu-
mulators ready charged, and when
you think of chargers remember
there is only one that will give
complete satisfaction.
The Philips Rectifier works off
any A.C. supply, requires no
supervision whatever, works
silently, and automatically regu-
lates the current supply.
There are no objectionable
chemicals, no buzzing noises, and
you have in fact a most reliable
battery feeder with an extra-
ordinarily low running cost.
Simple, convenient, efficient.
It charges while you sleep.

Write for leaflet M.W.
free on application.
Trade enquiries invited.

PHIL! SRECTIFIER

uild your own
Fada Neutrodyne
lip

IF you know the Neutrodyne
circuit you know its wonderful
selectivity, range and volume.

This circuit, usually very intricate
in principle and construction, is
made absolutely simple by the
FADA set of components- so simple
you can build the complete 5 -valve
set in 22 hours !

This set is selective enough to cut
out 2 LO in London and bring in
Continental stations. It was fully
described in "WIRELESS WORLD"
May 27th.

With every outfit comes free the
book " How to build a FADA
Neutrodyne," of which over 200,000
copies have been sold all over the
world.

Complete outfit as illustrated (Type 167a),
without cabinet and valves, £10. If your
local dealer does not stock it, write for
descriptive literature.

Mallard Valves, type D.F.A.1. with
standard American base are recommended.

A. Radio Ltd
(Dept. A) 31, Kingsway, London, W.C.

Ado'. Philips Lamps Ltd., 69, Wilson Street, London, E.C.2
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THE feature of the B5 Valve is that its current
consumption is so small-Ath. of an ampere-
that dry batteries of very small dimensions can be

used. It is, therefore, the ideal valve for use in
portal:31.e receivers, or wherever accumulators are
undesirable or impracticable. As an all-round
general purpose valve it is unsurpassed. Its elec-
trical characteristics are given below:-

Filament Voltage - 2.8 to 3 volts
Filament Current 0.06 amp (at 3v.)
Anode Voltage - 20 to 80 volts
Anode Resistance - 17,000 ohms

The B5 Valve is as good a detector and amplifier as any bright -
emitter, but only takes T.lb-th as much current as- the latter.
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General Purpose Power Amplifying
Filament Voltage 4 Vol tS.
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purpose of varying the. amount of
amplification, but naturally there
is another very important feature,
the operating grid voltage. This
was shown of a fixed value in Fig. i
by having the grid condenser and.
grid leak K and S. A means, for
vary -Mg the grid voltage can be
obtained by substituting a poten-
tiometer for the grid -leak and con-
denser.

An Illustration

The effect of the grid Vollag3 on
the conditions is by starting with a
large negative value of the grid
volts, say at A in Fig. 3, the valve
will not oscillate, and there is a
steady anode current of small value.
Diminishing the negative volts, the
steady anode current increases until
a point is reached, say A B, where
the valve starts to oscillate, assum-
ing the back coupling is large enough.
With this grid -voltage control it is_
thus possible to make the valve os-
cillate or not oscillate, as we wish,
and again in approaching the oscil-
lating condition the amplification
is increased.

Hysteresis

There is a very undesirable fea-
ture about the influence of this grid
voltage on the oscillating condition
of a valve, and that is that usually
on moving towards the oscillating,
condition, i.e., towards the right in
Fig. 3, the Valve will start to oscil-
late at one value
of grid volts, say

but on moving
back to stop the
valve oscillating,
it is necessary to
move to another
point. This un-
desirable feature
is called hys-
teresis, or lag, and
it contributes to
the instability of
the valve at or
near the oscillat-
ing condition. It
is possible to de-
sign circuits so
that hysteresis is

MODERN WIRELESS
tion. However, as soon as a signal
arrives the oscillations of the signal
will take the grid volts to the right
of B, and then the valve will com-
mence gradually to oscillate, the
amplitude of these oscillations build-
ing up gradually. The rate at which
they will build up will depend on
the strength of the incoming signal,
for a weak signal will only take the
grid volts very slightly to the right

GRID VOLTS

Fig. 3.-The grid -volts anode
current curve referred to by
the author in his explanation of

hysteresis.

of B, whereas a strong signal may
take the grid volts far to the right.
Some time, though short, is required
for the oscillations to build up to their
limit. Some device is required to
stop the oscillations reaching their
limit, for if they do, then weak and
strong signals alike will produce the
same effect, and for the reception of
telephony this will, mean such dis-
tortion as to be actual chaos.

arrives it starts the valve os-
cillating, and then oscillations go on
building up at a rate depending on
the strength of the incoming signal.
Before the limiting value of the
oscillations is reached, our deliber-
ate variation of the, grid volts takes
the mean grid volts to the left, and
stops the oscillation altogether.
Our next deliberate variation of the
grid volts again takes the valve into
the oscillating condition where the
signal again causes the valve to
start oscillating.

This allows the valve to oscillate
to an amount depending on the
strength of the incoming signal, and
thus the result is that telephony can
be received. This principle has been
called Super -Regeneration by Arm-
strong, a claimant to the invention.

Super -Regeneration

The principle of super -regenera-
tion has been described so far with,
the deliberate voltage oscillation
applied to the grid. Another method,
obviously, is to vary the anode volts
periodically. If conditions are
arranged so that for a particular
grid potential and a particular
anode voltage the valve is an the
paint of bursting into oscillation,
then increasing the anode volts will
produce oscillation, and diminishing
the volts will stop it.

Practical Conditions

In practice the conditions to be
obtained in order
to achieve super -
regeneration are
a valve with its
circuits so arrang-
ed that the point
of oscillation can
be easily found.
It is usually
necessary toput a
certain amount of
negative poten-
tial on the grid,
though this de-
pends an the
valve used. There
should be ample
control of the re-
action coil. Then

Fig 4.-One of the simplest forms of the Armstrong Super -
Regenerative Circuit. S is a coupling coil in the input circuit.

diminished con- .

siderably, and this problem will be
discussed at a future date.

We are now in a position to
understand the methods that are
used. to overcome the instability of
the most highly sensitive condition
of the valve.

Referring to Fig. 3, suppose the
conditions are such that for grid
voltage B the valve will commence
to oscillate. Operating the valve
-with the grid volts just to the left
of B will give very high amplifica-

An Effective Device
One very effective device is to

apply an oscillating voltage to the
grid, at a much 'lower frequency
than that of the incoming signal,
of course. This causes the mean
grid volts to vary from right to
left with B in between. Thus,
deliberately, we allow the valve
to be in the oscillating con-
dition, - and then to be in the
non -oscillating condition many
times per second. When a signal
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some means of
applying a variable voltage to this
valve are required, either to the
grid or in series with the anode vpl-
tage. This frequency is best pro-
vided by another oscillating valve,
For reception of telephony some
attention must be given to the fre-
quency employed. If it is anything
below io,000; this frequency will he
heard as a note in the telephones or
loudspeaker. It is thus advan-
tageous to use a supersonic fre-
quency for the reception of tele.
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phony. On the other hand, this
frequency should not be too high,
as it should be as far removed from
the frequency of the incoming
waves as possible, so that as many
oscillations of the incoming waves
can take place as possible during
the half period of the auxiliary
frequency. The sensitiveness of the
system depends on this difference
in the two frequencies, being greater
the greater the difference. For this
reason super -regenerative circuits
are most sensitive for the shortest
waves.

The Armstrong Circuit
One of the 'simplest tIv.-oretical

forms of the Armstrong super -
regenerative circuits is shown in
Fig. 4.

R is the valve
whichalso serves as a detector. The
grid circuit L. C is tuned to the in-
coming waves and the anode coil
M' coupled to the grid coil in the
usual way, this coupling being
variable and the reaction being of
large value.

The signals to be amplified are
brought into the amplifying valve
from the aerial, which might be a
loop aerial, through the coupling S L.
A grid battery G is included to
make the grid negative. The
anode circuit is completed through
the telephones T and anode battery
B to the filament of the valve R.
The auxiliary oscillating I, aloe 0
has its grid circuit L1 C1 tuned to
a frequency of about xo,000 for the
reception of telephony, whilst the
anode coil M1 is coupled to the grid
coil L 1. This auxiliary oscillating
valve circuit has the battery B

Fig. 5 -A typical oscillating
circuit using a gr'd-leaK and

condenser.

ccmmon with the amplifying and
detector valve. Theauxiliary oscil-
lating voltage is ,applied to the grid
of -the detector valve, by a connec-
tion from the filament of the oscil-
lating valve to a variable contact
on the grid coil L.

Other methods for obtaining sta-
bility of a regenerative circuit have

been used, whereby the means for
stopping the valve oscillating are
not produced by a different valve.
One such method will be briefly
referred to at the moment, and later
much more will be said about such
methods. The difference from the
above method lies in the fact
that a valve can be made to "oscil-
late " at two frequencies widely dif-

Fig. 6.-In this arrangement
the two -electrode valve AV

provides a quenching action.

ferent. A circuit such as shown in
Fig. 5 is a simple oscillating circuit
with a grid -leak R 2 and grid con-
denser C2. When the grid -leak is of
a medium resistance, and the grid
condenser not too large, the effect
of this combination is to give a
mean voltage to the grid. which is
suitable for maintaining the oscil-
lations. For an ordinary receiving
circuit, suitable values for C 2 and R
are OC 2 pF and roo,000 ohms. If,
however, the value of R 2 is chosen to
be high, say, of the order of 2 meg-
ohms, a very different state of
affairs arises, and then a variable
condition is produced, the grid being
charged negatively at a. rate too
great for the grid -leak to deal with,
thus causing the oscillation to cease,
until the negative charge in the con-
denser has leaked away, when the

valve again starts to oscillate, and
so on.. The rate at which the grid is
charged negatively and discharged
is controlled by the values of the
grid condenser and grid -leak. It is
possible to make this- rate anything
from one or even .less through the
whole audible range to supersonic
values of io,000 and over. By such a
system we- thus have a valve "oscil-:
lating "'at two frequencies, one very
high, of wireless order, and the other
compL.ativelY low, of -addible or
supersonic values.

Another Interesting Method
A few methods 'of using such an

oscillating combination have been
used to obtain great amplification
of signals. One such method will be
briefly described, as it involves
another interesting device.. The
object of this method is to have a
valve which is on the point of per-
forming the double oscillation just
described, and the receipt of a
signal starts the combined ".oscilla-
tion." Extra means are provided to
stop the system from oscillating by
the actual -signal itself, in other
words, the actual grid voltage is
controlled by the signal.

A Further Circuit
In Fig. 6, the circuit of Fig. 5 is

repeated. In addition, however,
there is an inductance M2 and a
two -electrode valve AV. The in-
ductance M2 is coupled to the aerial
coil L1, and it will be observed that
M2 and the two -electrode valve are
in parallel with the grid -leak and
grid. condenser. Oscillations in-
duced in M, are rectified by the two -
electrode valve AV, and these recti-
fied pulses act on the grid circuit of
of the valve V so as to make the grid
negative. The rate at. which this
occurs depends on the strength of
the incoming signal. Thus the grid
is charged up in any case to the
negative value required to stop the
high frequency oscillation more
quickly than if the two -electrode
valve,were not present.
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NEW MODELS

J.B. CONDENSERS
TI -IF name J.B. holds an enviable position in radio. Consistently

from the earliest days the J.B. trade mark has been synonymous
with better radio condensers. The new model J.B. Condensers

here announced embody vital improvements, each of which is the out
come of err own practical experiments. They will perform thoroughly
and in every way fulfil the high standard of quality and efficiency
for which J.B. stands.

FACTS
WHICH PROVE CDNCLUSIVELY
THE SUPERIORITY OF THE 3.8.

I. Correct Square Law Designs
Stator plates suppoi ted at a
points only. Cale Lily insu-
lated to reduce static field to a
minimum.
2. Rigid. flame cannot warp.
Pi tail Ciennitions eliminates
noise and resistance through
wiping contacts.
3. Dimensions reduced to
reasonable limit to minimise
skin effects.

4. GEARING GIVES REDUC-
TION OF 69 TO 1. CON-
TRCLLED BY AMPLE SIZED
KNOB TO ENSURE FINE TUN-
IING, QUICK SEARCH CAN
BE OBTAINED BY CENTRAL
KNOB. TRULY, AN INSTRU-
MENT CONFORMING TO
MODERN DESIGN AND ESSEN-
TIAL FOR THE EFFICIENT
FUNCTIONING OF MODERN
RADIO RECEIVERS.
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Crystal Detectors
DU STPROOF PATTERNS

larty eider iron,: your
ll'ireless Dealer, We
cannot suPply direct

Enclosed Horizontal Type.
LIst No. RC95 ... each 3/6

En:lcsed Verti-al Type.
List No. RC95 /2 ... eazh. 4/3

With the advent of Daventry,
Crystal Set users will outnumber
the users of Valve Sets in this
country by even greater numbers
than hitherto. The demand for
stable sets and parts will be great.
The Crystal Detectors shown above
which embody micrometer adjust-
ment. can be recommended for
stability. Absolute minute adjust-
ment is possible.

Brown Brotheni
- Allied Companies -

THLIVIEON end BROWN BROTHERS, LTD.
BROWN BROTHERS (Ireland), LTD.

Wholesale only. Head Offices and Warehouses :
GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C. 2.
118, GEOR3E ST., EDINBURGH. And Branches.
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A Table for Sup2rheterodyne Users
Conversion front Metres to Kilocycles.

THE table below is of particular
value to all experimenters
with the supersonic hetero-

dyne receiver, as it shows the
differences in kilocycles (thousands
of cycles) between the different
frequencies corresponding to the
wavelengths used in broadcasting.

Thus, if the intermediate frequency
used is 6o,000, then a wavelength
of 380 metres must be combined
with a wave of about 353 metres
to give this desired beat frequency.
Reasons of space make it possible
to give only the frequency for each
ten metres (or more on the longer

waves), but intermediate frequen-
cies are -easily interpolated. Fir the
convenience of readers there will
be found on page 843 a list of the
main stations received in this.
country, their wavelengths in
metres and the corresponding
frequencies being shown.

KILOCYCLES TO METRES, OR METRES TO KILOCYCLES.

Met re, Kil0eyeles Metres Kilocycle; 71 etres Kilocycles Metres Kilocycle> Metres Kilocycles Metres K0oeycles Metres K1100,010
10 20932 739 410.7 1450 206.8 2170 138.2 2890 10300 4220 71.05 6650 45.0920 14901 740 405.2 1460 205.4 2180 137.5 2900 103.4 4240 70.71 6700 44.75
30 9904 750 399.8 1470 204.0 2190 130.0 2910 103.0 4210 70038 6750 44.4240 7196 760 301.5. 1480 202.6 2200 131.3 2920 102.7 4080 70.05 , 6800 41.0950 5956 770 380.4 1490 201.2 2210 135.7 2930 102.3 4300 69.73 0850 43.7700 43157 780 384.4 1500 199.9 2220 136.1 2040 102.0 4320 69.40 6900 45.4370 4283 790 379.5 1510 198.6 2230 134.4 2950 101.6 4340 69.08 6950 43.14
80 3748 800 374.8 1520 197.3 2240 133.8 2960 101.3 4360 68.77 7000 42.8390 3331 810 379.1 1530 196.0 2250 133.3 2970 100.9 4380 68.45 7050 42.53100 2998 820 365.6 1540 194.7 2260 132.7 2989 100.6 4400 68.14 7100 42.23110 2728 830 361.2 1550 193.4 2270 132.1 2990 100.3 4420 67.83 7150 41.93120 2199 840 356.9 1560 192.2 2280 131.5 3003 99.94 .4443 37-53 7200 11.61130 2306 850 352.7 1570 191.0 2290 130.9 3020 99.28 4483 67.22 7250 41.35140 2142 860 318.6 1580 189.8 2300 130.4 3010 98.62 4480 66092 7300 41.07150 1999 870 314.6 1590 188.6 2310 129.8 3030 97.98 4500 66.63 7350 40.79160 1 074 880 340.7 1600 187.4 2320 129.2 3030 97.31 4.520 66.33 74041 40.52170 1764 890 336.9 1610 186.2 2330 128.7 3105 96.72. 4510 66.04 7450 40.01180 1666 600 333.1 1620 185.1 2340 126.1 3120 96.10 4500 65.75 7500 39.93100 1578 910 329.5 1630 183.9 2350 127.6 3110 95.45 4589 65.40 7550- 39.111499 920 325.9 1640 182.8 2360 127.0 7600 39.15210 1428 930 302.4 1650 101.7 2370 126.5 3185 01.28 4620 64.90 7650 39.19220 1363 940 319.0 1060 180.6 2380 1211.0 3200 93.39 4640 64.62 7700 38.91230 1304 950 315.6 1670 179.5 -2330 125.4 3220 9:3.11 4660 64.34 7750 38.69240 1249 sao 312.3 1680 178.5 2400 121.9 3210 92.54 4680 64.06 7800 38.44250 1199 970 309.1 1690 177.4 2410 121.4 3200 91.97 4700 63.79 7850 38.19260 1153 980 305.9 1700 176.4 2420 12:1.9 3280. 91.41 4720 63.52- 7909 37.93270 1110 990 302.8 1710 175.3 2430 123.1 3300 90.85 4710 63.25 7950 37.71280 1071 1000 299.8 1720 174.3 2440 122.0 3320 90.31 4760 62.09 8000 37.48290 1034 1010 296.9 1730 173.3 2450 122.4 3340 89.77 4780 62.72 8050 37.21300 990.4 1020 293.9 1740 172.3 2460 121.9 3360 89.23' 4800 62.46 8100 37.01310 967.2 1030' 291.1 1750 171.3 2470 121.1 3380 88.70 4820 62.20 8150 36..79320 936.9 1040 238.3 , 1760 1.70.4 24S0 120.9 3400 88.18 4840 61.95 8200. 36.56330 908.5 1050 285.5 1770 169.4 2490 120.4 3420 87.67 4860 61.69 8250 36.3.4340 881.8 1060 282.8 1780 168.4 2500 115.9 3410 87.16 4880 61.44 8300 36.12350 856.6 1070- 280.2 1790 167.5 2510 139.5 3460 86.65 4900 61.19 8350 35.91360 832.8 1080 277.6 1800 166.6 2520 119.0 3130 80.16 '49.23 60.91 8400 35.69370 810.3 1090 275.1 1810 163.6 2530 118.5 3500 85.66 4910 60.69 8450 35.48380 789.0 1100 272.6 1820 104.7 2010 118.0 3520 85.18 4960 00.15 8500 35.27390 768.8: 1110 270.1 1830 163.8 2550 117.6 3540 84.69 1980 69.20 8550 35.07400 749.6 1120 267.7 1840 162.9 2360 117.1 3560, 84.02 5000 59.93 8600 34.86410 731.3 1139 265.3 1850 162.1 2570 116.7 3.580 83.75 5050 59.37 8650 34.6642.0 713.9 1140 263.0 1860 161.2 2580 116.2 3600 83.28 5100 58.79 8700 34.46430 697.3 1150 260.7 1870 160.3 2590 113.3 3620 82.82 5150 58.22 8750 34.27440 681.4 1160 258.5 1880 159.5 2600 115.3 3640 '82.37 5209 57.66 8800 31.07450 666.3 1170 256.3 1890 158.6 2610 114.9 3660 81.92 5250 57.11 8350 33.83460 651.8 1180 254.1 1900 157.8 2620 114.4 3680 81.47 5300 56.57 8900 33.69470 637.9 1190. 251.9 1910 157.0 2630 114.0 3700 81.03 5350 56.04 89.50 33.50480 024.6 1200 249.9 1920 156.2 2610 113.6 3720 80.60 5400 55.52 9000 33.31490 611.9 1210 247.8 1930 155.3 2630 113.1 ano 80.17 5450 55.01 9050 33.13600 599.6 1220 215.8 1940 154.5 2660 112.7 3760 79.74 5540 54.51 9100 32.95510 587.9 1230 213.8 1950 153.8 2670 112.3 3780 79.32 5550 51.02 9153 32.77520 576.6 1210 211.8 1960 153.0 2680 111_9 3800 78.90 5600 53.54 9200 32.59530 565.7 12,-)0 239.9 1970 152.2 2600 111.5 3820 78.49 5630 53.07 9.250 32.41540 555.2 1200 038.0 1980 151.4 2700 111.0 3810 78.08 5700 52.00 9300 32.24550 545.1 1270 236.1 1990 1.50.7 '2710 110.6 3860- 77.67 5750 52.14 9350 32.07560 535.4 1280 234.2 2000 149.9 2720 110.2 3880 77.27 5800 51.69 9400 31.90570 526.9 1290 232.4 2010 149.2 2730 109.8 3.900 76.98 5850 51.25 9450 31.73580 516.9 1300 230.6 2020 148.4 2740 109.1 3920 76.18 5900 50.82 9500 31.56590 508.2 1310 228.9 2030 147.7 2750 109.0 3910 76.10 5930 50.39 9550 31.39600 499.7 1320 227.1 2040 147.0 2760 108.6 3960 75.71 6000 49.97 9000 31.23610 491.5 1330 225.4 2050 116.3 2770 108.2 3980 75.33 6030 49.56 9050 31.07620 483.6 1340 223.7 2060 145.5 2780 107.8 4000 74.96 6100 49.15 9700 30.91030 475.9 1350 222.1 2070 14.4.8 2790 107.5 4020 74.53 6150 48.75 9750 30.75640 468.5 1360 220.5 2080 144.1 2800 107.1 4040 74.21 6200 48.36 9800 30.59660 461.3 1370 213.8 2090 143.5 2810 106.7 4060 73.85 - 6250 47.97 9850 30.44660 454.3 1380 217.3 2100 142.8 2820 106.3 40.8.0 73.49 6300 47.5.9 9900. 30.25070 447.5 1390 215.7 2110 142.1 2830 105.9 4100 73.13 6330 47.22 9450 30.1:0680 410.9 1100 214.2 2120 141.4 2840 105.6 4120 72.77 64041 46035 10000 29.9S690 434.5 1410 212.6 2130 140.8 2850 105.2 1119 70.42 6430 48.43

TOO 428.3 1420 211.1 2140 140.1 2860 104.8 4160 72.07 6500 40.13710 422.3 1430 209.7 2150 139.5 2870 101., 4180 71.73 6550 45.77
720 416.4 1440 208.2 2160 138.8 2380 104.1 4200 71.39 6600 43.43
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bAppreciations from Readers and Some ResultsJ
22

Obtained 'with Radio Press Setsiia
kN

saRil
FA

U.12:21222222211.222222222122222022222222222,211.2 RA

kb

Mr. Simpson's Single -valve II
Receiver

SIR,-You may be interested
in the following report of that
excellent single -valve receiver
described by Mr. Herbert K.
Simpson in the January, 1925,
issue of MODERN WIRELESS.

Using a Marconi D.E.3
valve, Burndept coils, S 5 in
reaction, S 4 in the aerial, 3o V.
high tension, condenser in
parallel, the following results
are obtained with comparative
uniformity from day to day

Birmingham (seven miles away,
signals perfectly pure and very
strong', sufficiently so to work a
loudspeaker) ; Chelmsford (on
Burndept 25o and 200 coils, was very
loud and clear, although 13o miles
away),

These stations are mentioned
because on no previous single
valve circuit have I obtained such
volume with purity.

As to distant stations, the follbw-
ing can be picked up day or night
when transmitting.

2L0 (clear, and fair strength) ;
Cardiff (clear, and fair) -; Manchester
(clear, good strength) ; Brussels
(clear and good) ; Bournemouth
(clear, good
strength) ; Not -
tin gham (clear,
and loud) ; Ham-
burg (clear, loud
strength) ; Petit
Parisien (clear,
and loud) ; Mad rid
(clear, moderate).

Other British
and European
stations have
been received,
but those- noted
can be tuned in
with certainty,which I am
con inced is ex-
ceptional on a
single valve with-
out distortion.

This set has
surprised me in
many ways, for
with no earthing
system whatever,In tune in
2LO, Manchester,
Bournemouth,
'Madrid, Daven-
try Radio -Paris,

RA

Ra

15

RA

EE The

:5212221212:7;2.7.22.122=2:211=1-2221'2211111222E22

RA

RNA

RA

set referred to by
Mr. Bayliss.

F.]

KI11222222222222202=22222222=122.2222222222222

and other British stations at a
signal strength only slightly in-
ferior to that obtained with the
earth connected, and certainly at
a strength equal to most one -
valve sets I have heard with the
ordinary aerial and earth arrange-
ments.

Of course I am delighted with
the circuit, and although I have
practically completed Mr. Percy W.
Harris's Anglo-American Six (The
Wireless Constructor for January,
1925) from which I anticipate good
results, I should be loth to supersede
a receiver which is so simple, and
yet so effective.-Yours truly,

L. A. BAYLISS.

Birminhapn.

A Four Valve T.A.T.
SIR-No doubt you will he

interested to learn of the
results I have obtained with the
T.A.T. Four, published by hlr.
John ;__Scott Taggart, - in the
December issue, 1924, of
MODERN WIRELESS. I had
practically given up H.F.
amplification in disgust,
especially after having built
and got good results on a three
valve portable (D. and 2 L.F.)

set described some time ago in
MODERN WIRELESS. Incidentally
this set receives quite a batch of
B.B.C. stations on the loudspeaker.
However, after reading your ex-
cellent articles on the T.A.T. sys-
tern, I decided to build -the four
valuer.

To give the set a thorough test,
I tested it out on four y-ards of single
wire used as an inside aerial on the
ground -floor, and I was successful
in receiving several B.B.C. stations
at good 'phone strength.

In conclusion, may I congratu-
late you on designing a really
efficient method of H.F. ca-
tion.-Yours truly,

H. LESLEY OVEREND.
Eccle3hill, Bradford.

The Daventry Station as seen from the air, showing the
circle of earth plates. The small building on the left is

the transformer sub -station.

Envelope No. 3.
SIR, -I have

made a Simplicity
3 -valve set as
described by Mr.
Kendall in En-
velo-,-,e No. 3. I
have had first-
class results with
same. I am able
to receive con-
certs from the
Continent as clear
as the London
station. I am
hoping to get
WGY, America,
in the future.
T he lucid descrip-
tion contained
within the en-
velope, as to the
building of this
receiver is a great
credit to the
author.

Yours truly,
F. C WEST.

Ramsgate.
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t AA

2 AB
2 AG

Call Stuns4.,

For British Experimental Transmitting Stations
Revised to August 19th, 1925

Owing to the fact that we are informed by the Post Office that the three -letter call signs are only allotted 1-0
artificial aerial systems, these have been purposely omitted.. Every endeavour has been made, to bring this
list up to date, and those experimenters whose call signs are of more recent issue are invited to send

particulars to the Editor for inclitiion in subsequent lists.

2-A
THE RADIO COMMUNICATION Slough, Bucks.

CO., LTD.
J. 0. WALKER ... 16, Ash Road, Headingley, Leeds.
METROPOLITAN -VICKERS ELEC- Research Dept., Trafford Park,

TRICAL CO., LTD. Manchester.
2 AD
2 AE
2 AF

AG T. MOOR

2 A H
2 AI
2 AJ

2 AK
2 AL

2 AM

2 AN
2 AG
z AP
2 AQ
2 AR
2 AS

2 AT
2 AU
2 AV
2 AW
2 AX

2 AY

2 AZ

THE RADIO COMMUNICATION
CO., LTD. (Works)

W. HALSTEAD

A. PERL, B.Sc.

OWEN H. BELLY

EDGAR GAZE
Capt. W. HARWOOD MOON

ALFRED C. BULL ..

GEORGE SUTTON, A.M.I.E.E.,
F.R.A.

WILLIAM LE QUER-, M.LRE.

2 B
2 BA
2 BB
2 BC D. F. ONVEN
2 BF
2 BG
2 BH G. W. WIGGLESWORTFI
2 BI Lt. -Col. W. S. PALMER
2 13 J
2 BM
2 IIL
2 BM

2 BN
2 BO

2 BP
2 .BQ
2 BR
2 BS
2 BT -
2 BU
2 BV
2 BW
2 BX
2 BY

. 2 BZ

H. L. GARFATII

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELE-
GRAPH CO., LTD.

BASIL DAVIS (Grad.

2 C
- 2 CA C. E. PALMER JONES

2 CA C. E. PALMER JONES
2 CA C. E. PALMER JONES
2 CB
2 CC
2 CD BURTON WIRELESS SOCIETY
2 CE
2 CF
2 CG
a CH
2 CI
2 CJ
2 -CM CITY AND GUILDS (ENGINEER-

ING) COLLEGE
2 CL

Castlemaine, Lethbridge Road,
Southport, Lanes.

67, High Street, Barnes.

Royd," Briar Lane,
Thornton-le-Fylde.

... Victoria House, York Road,
Hove, Sussex.

... 26, Junction Road, Eastbourne'.

3, Archibald Street, Gloucester..
69, Coleridge Avenue, Penarth,

nr. Cardiff.

25, Fairland Road, West IIam, E.

5, Church Road, Forest Hill, S.E.

Limehurst, Sale, Cheshire (Port-
able station).

93, Marina, St. Leonards-on-Sea
(Research work only),

Limehurst, Sale, Cheshire. _

oo, Blenheim Road, Barnsley.
Elm Field, Caine, Wiltshire.

218.. IVIorland Road, Croydon,,
Surrey.

Writtle, Essex.

;3, Ferncroft Avenue, NM. 3:

20y Princes Road, Wimbledon,

Willesden, N.W. ro.
Portable.

High Street, Burton -on -Trent.

Exhibition. Road, S.Wir.

2 CM NORMAN D. B. Hvoe

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

a

2

2

2

CN
CO,
CP
CQ
CR
CS
CT
CU
CV
CW
CX
CY
CZ

2 DA
2D13
2 DG

2 DD
2 DF

DG
DH

DJ
DK
DL

2 DM
2 DN

2
2
2
2
2
2

92, Littledale Road, Eg,remont,
Wallasey, Cheshire.

CYRIL T. ATKINSON.- e7, Beaumont Road, Leicester.

M BMWS CHILD

ARTHUR C. DAVIS
R. E. MILLER

A. T. LEE

M. N. DURNFORD

2 D

2 DO
2 DP
2' DQ
2 DR S. R. WRIGHT, A.M.I R E....

2 DS
2 DT
2 DU W. D. NO'REDRY ---
a DV Capt. R. GAMBLER-PANY

ZDW
2 DX W. KENNETH ALFORD
2' DY F. H. liAmres

2. DZ. F. FL. HAYN.Es

e FA
2 FS

z FC'
FD

2 FE
2 FF
 F'.;
2 FEE
2 FE
2 FJ

F K
2 FL
2 FM

2 FN
2 FO
2 FP
 FQ
2 FR
2 FS
2 FT
2 FU

2 FV
2- EH
2 FX
2 FY

FZ

2 F
F. G. H. BENNETT
WILLIAM ISDN, A.M.I.R.E.

6o, Ashworth Mansions, Maida
Vale, W. 9.

ro5, Brynland Avenue, Bristol.
Strathdene, 77, King's Avenue,

New Malden, Surrey.

Alvaston, Derby.

Kingswear House, Kingswear, S
Devon

54, Bankfield Drive, Nab Wood,
Shipley, Yorks..

5e, Chilwell Road, Beeston, Notts.
The Old Toll House, Broxbourne,

Herts.

Rosedene, Camberley, Surrey..

38, Sittingbourne Avenue, Enfield,
Middlesex.

Sitti aghourne Avenue, Enfield,
Middlesex.

r6, Tivoli Road, Crouch. End, N. E.
Avonview, Flarinharn, Salisbury,

Wilts.

L E SLIE MelVItcrIA.Et, ... Everest, Princes Park Avenue,
F.R.S.A. Golder Green, N.W. 3.

F. C. Geovra
L. CI4/11DE WILLCOX
Capt. St. C. MCMURRAY
R. E.. LAURENCE BEERE

S. EtUDEFORTH

J. E. WELLS
E. T. M.1.1TLEY,

II.' C. BINDER

22, Thirsk Road, Lavender Hill,
S.W. Ir.

20, Rutland Road, Ilford, Essex.
Warminster, Wilts.
38, Galpins Road, 1 horntno

Heath, Surrey.

54, Worthing Street, Hull, Yorks.

x 86, ' Noel Street, Nottingham.
... 4,9A, Arthur Road, Wimbledon

Park, S.W. 19.

... 32, Oxford Road, Bournemouth.

THE RAMO, EXPERIMENTAL
SOCIETY OF MANCHESTER

Reports of reception to E. Butter-
worth, Esq., B.Sc. 102, Gran-
ville Street,. Stockport.
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EACH of the components which go to make up a radio circuit must be of Lhe utmost
efficiency if perfect results are to be achieved. Especially so in the case of Fixed

Condensers and Grid Leaks. The efficiency of the circuit may well depend upon
your wise choice of these components. Choose 444) and you choose fixed conden-
sers and grid leaks to ensure the perfect results which are your ideal.

KICA FIXED CONDENSERS.
The flat type lixed C6ndenser was introduced an.] adopted
as the imfr. .standard. They slip into two clips and are
roluit and reliable.

PRICES (in Cartons). Any value.

0.0001 piF to moot (030) 1 /9 each

0-cr5 /21' to 0.01 /./F . (035) 2/3 each

0.015 /2F to 0.03 µF .. (034) 2/6 each

;Two clips are supplied with each condenser.. )

hove mounted on ebonite base, with terminals, any value,
11- extra,

VISIT THE WI
STAND No. 6 AT TILE

EXHIBITION.

MH GRID LEAKS, -
The construction of the (MD Standard Type leak or resis-
tance embodies the Cise of a special constant resistance
compound which is completely scaled into an ebonite tube
by octal contact ends. The unit slips between two spring
clips.

PRICES (in Cartons).
Grid Leak, all values .. (040) 2/- each
Anode resistance, all values (p41) 2/6 each

(Each supplied 'with two clips.)
Mounted on ebonite base with terminals.

Grid Leak, all values . - (040) 3 '- each
Anode resistance; all values . (043) . 3,/6 each

f 1 GRID LEAK AND CONDENSER,

An extremely useful and efficient unit, containing a
0.0003 it/T Condenser and a Mid, Grid Leak mounted

on ebonite Lase With terminals
Price (o2o) ... 4/- cash.

1 II MIIME-71811 -
K 111 11161111Eilllal 11 IMIII1E111 EIDIE1111911 111=11011 1=81=1110111
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ROYAL ALBERT
HALL

SEPT. 12TII TO

SEPT. 23RD, 1925
/1.

11 III III I I I

-1E. IC E_
via*

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

mad Office:- HASTINGS HOUSE:NORFOLK STREET:STRAND:LONDON:W.C. 2.
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: RADIETHER, EST RAND, LONDON

MOM/

Yorks:-
WEXHAM ROAD SLOUGH

/?'hone : SLOUGH 199

_Condon Showrooms -
179 . STRAND , W.C. 2.

10 bone : CENTRAL 6988

Phone: CENTRAL 8272/3
CABLE ADDRESS: RADIETHER LONDON.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. Barclays .4d, 899
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Write for our new (1925) Cata-
logue and, Trade Terms.

We specialise in
turning Brass
and Steel Screws
and Machined
Parts and Ac-
cessories of all
descriptions.

Supplied in the following sizes :
Price PriceSi7 with Vernier without Verder

111111111111111811

See the Inspection
Label on everyCondenser

Orm ndL w Loss Condenser
SQUARE LAW

A new departure in British Condenser design,
giving the following advantages :-
I. Practically negligible losses. 2. One -hole fixing-one I" diam.
hole is needed to fix this condenser to panel. 3. Rigid construc-
tion cannot warp ; end plates of stout aluminium, perfectly flat.
4. Fixed vanes supported by /" ebonite strips. 5. Smooth action,
spindle tension is maintained by a specially designed friction washer.
6. Moving vanes and end plates are at earth potential. 7. One-
piece knob and dial-supplied loose. Secured by 4BA Set Screw.
This condenser is fitted with
optional soldering Tags, or Ter-
minals, and can be supplied with .00025 8/- .. 6/6
or without Vernier as desired. .0003 .. 9/- .. 7/6

.0005 .. 9/6 .. 8/-
ooi 10/9 .. 9/ -

Complete with Knob and Dial,
tt

It Cheques and
Postal Order s
should be crossed
and made pay-
able to " The
OrniondEngineer-
ing Co."

199-205, Pentonville Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.
Telephone-C12rkenwell ( 314 , 5 & 6. TeLgrams---`` Orin nigi, n,:ro3s."

riactory-Whiskin Street, Clerleenwell, E.C.1,
25 Y E ARS' BRITISH MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE.

No man ever looked into the
future more accurately than
Jules Verne. Yet even he
did not foresee the day, now
with us, when amateurs can
tune in to stations all round
the world with a speed that
reduces' the trip - from 80
days to nearer 80 seconds.

The scientific achievements
of to -day are possible owing
to the genius of modern in-
vention and engineering
craftsmanship.

Notable examples are pro-
vided by Ormond Products,
the outcome of 25 years'
British Manufacturing Ex-
perience.

900 In reldying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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a GA
2 GB
2 -.GC
2 ,GD J. c: ELM

2 GE
 CF J. U. NEWSON
2 CG
2 CH
2 GI
 GI
2 GK
2 GL
2 GM
2 GN
2 GO
2 GP

2GO, IST TAUNTON
Scours

2 GQ 1ST . TAUNTON
SCOUTS

2 'GR' THOMAS FORSYTH ..:

2 GS

2 GT
2 GU
 GV Rev. W. P. RIGBY ...
2GW
2 G X
2 GY
 GZ

2 HA
2 BB

2 BC
 RD

2 BE
2 HE

2PIG

2

2 HI
2 HJ
2 HIS

2 HI.

2 HM
2 BN
2 NO
2 HP
2 HQ Dr. CLAUDE FAWCETT
2 HR II. HARTE, M. I. M E.

 ES G. W. HALE

2 HT
2 HU
2 HV I. BERESFORD

2 1-1W H. BERES FORD

2 HX
2 IIY

2 G

,Ethelmar Seabrook Road, HYthe,
Kent.

139, Ormside Street, S.E. 15.

WILFRED GARTLAND 14, Baalbeck Road, Highbury,
N. .

(WILTON) Headqua5rters, Wilton, Taunton
Station.

(Wi .ioN) II, Park Street, Taunton (Corres-
pondence).

Wenslea, Ashington, Northumber-
land.

THOMAS. _FORSYTH .., Weaslea, Ashington, NoTthumber-
- land (Portable set).

GILBERT IRVINE rr, Park Street, Live-rpool.

St. Lawrence Vicarage, Bristol.
Foxley Mount, Lymm, Cheshire.

F. COLSTON ID.RowEiA. ... 9sA, TemPle Street, Bristol:

2 H
L. H. Lox's... High -field, Somerseat, or, Man-

chester, .

FRANCIS M. J WHIrE, B.Sc. Bucklebury, Manor, Berks.
PRES rwrcIr & DISTRICT R \ow Spring Bank, Church. End; Prest-

SoCtETY ( Hon. Sec., H. A, wich, nr. Manchester.
Wood)

W. G. GOLD ... .... Toyama, Lichfield Road, Sutton
Goldfield, or. Birmingham.

THOMAS BOUTLAND ... 25, First Row, Ashington, North-
umberland. .

THOMAS BOUTLAND, Junr.... 57,.Seventh Row, Ashington,
Northumberland.

A. A. CAMPBELL SWINTON, 66, Victoria Street, S.W. i.
F.R.S.

A. A. CAMPBELL. SWINTON, ,p), Chester Square, S.W. I.
F:R.S.

 HZ PERCY NORTHEY

2 IA L. F. .0STLER

2 IR
2 IC Capt. 0. S. S:ILE

2 ID ERNEST S. FIRTH ...

2 1E
2 IF S. W. Bmo
2 IG
2 IH H. HILE-Y

2 II
2 1 J
2 II{
2 IL H. R. GOODALL

Leigh Road, Clifton, Bristol,
... 4o, Fields Road, Newport, Mon:

mouth.
... 36, Dagnall' Park, South Norwood,

S.E. 25.

... Drayton, Wylde Green, Birming-
ham.

... 2, 3 and 4, Bull Street, Birming-
ham.

... 12. Pelham Crescent, S.W. 7.

2-I
3.9, Windsor Terrace, Pecarth,

Glamorgan.

Herons G.hyll, South Harrow
Middlesex.

Rosemead, The Lee, Gt. Missen-
den, :Bucks.

and 2, North Lane, Canterbury.

R:vercrest, Riddlesden, Keighley,
Yorks.

Fernlea, Winchester Road, Bassett,
Southampton.

2 IM IN
2 IO
2 II'
2 IQ
2 11Z

2 IS
2 IT
2 1U G. A. E. ROBERTS ... Twyford, 11r. Winchester.
2 IV
2 IW G. R. MARSH ... Mallards Close, Twytord, Win-

chester, Hants.
2 IX S. G. TAYLOR Fressingfield, Littleover, Derby.
2 IY
2 rz A. H. MAIDMENT Sneldrake, Siddons Road, Forest

Hill, S.E. 23.

2 JA A. S. ATTKINS

2 JB
2 JC
2 D
2JE
2 JF C. G. WILLIAMS

2 JG WILFRED A. SEED ...
2 ,J fl
2 JI
2
2 JI
2 JL
2 JAI G. G. BLARE...

2- J_N
2 JO
2 JP
2 JQ
2 JR 1. LEICESTERSHIRE MINES RADIO
2 JS INVESTIGATION COMMUTER
2 T
2 jU
2 V
2 .JW
2 JX L. L. VIZARD

2 JY
2 JZ R. D. SPENCE

ARTHUR W. SKINNER
Pnu.a. R. COURSEY...

2 J
... St. Halo, Beauchamp Road,

Upper Norwood, S.E. r9.

Moranedd, 86, Rullerton Road,
Wallasey, Cheshire.

Crigglestone, Wakefield.

370, Old Kent Road, S.E.
... Stamford House, Marchrnont Road

Richmond, Surrey.

Holmleigh, Onslow Road, Riebr
mond, Surrey.

Operated at Desford
Desford, or, Leicester.

46, Brandville Gardens, Barking*
side.

Craighead House, Huntley, Aber-
deenshire.

.

2 K
2 KA
2 KB W. E. EARP ... 675, Moore Road, Mapperley," Nottingham.
2 KC
2 K1) DENISON Bnos. ... Wireless Engineers, Halifax.
2 KE
2 KF J. A. PARTRIDGE ... 22, Park Road, Colliers Wood;

S.W. r9.
z KG -.Major G. K. Emu.), F.R.S.A., 19, Edith Villas, W. 24.

A.M.I.E.E.
2 RH W. A. BROOKE ... ... Ashley Wireless Telephone Co.,

69, Renshaw Street, Liver
pool.

2 KI
2 KI
2 KK RALPH H. PARKER, F.C.S.

2 EL F. PINKERTON
2 KM. C. STAINTON
2 EN
2 KO. C. S. BAYNTON

2 KP
2 KQ
2 KR

F. A. BIRD ...

E. EDMONDS, July.

2 KS. CHARLES C. 13REAKELT
2 K1 J. E. NickLEss, AIR. E. ...

2 KU A. J. SELBY ...
2 KV, W. J. CRAMPTON ...

2 KW
2 KR WALTER STANWORTII
2 ICY
2 KZ B. CLAPP, A.M.I.R.E.

2 LA.
2 LB ABDUL HAMID GHANI

2 LC
2 LII R. J. COTTIS

oLE
2 LF
2 LG H. H. WHIT F

2 LR
2 LI C. H. WILKINSON

LJ
2 LK
z LL
2 LM 1. Dr. NOEL S. WALLS
2 Lid'.
2 LP A. W. KNIGHT ...

2 LQ J. -A. HENDERSON ...

Radio House, Wilson Road,
Smethwick.

50, Peak Hill, Sydenharn, S.E. 26,
155, Estcourt Street, Hull.

48, Russell Road, Moseley, Bir-
mingham.

13, Henrietta Road, Bath.

2, Yew Tree Road, Edgbastoia,
Birmingham.

Mill Bank, Church Street, Preston.
83, Wellington Road, Snares-

- E. IT.
Edward Street, Burton -on -Trent.
Huntington House, St. George's

Hill, Weybridge.

Sherwood, Gorse Road, Blackburn.
20o, Cunliffe Road, Blackpool.
Hohnville, Warwick Road, Couls.

don, Surrey.

2 L
... 7, Mount Ararat Road, Richmond,

Surrey.

... 4, Crondace Road, Parsons
Green, S.W. 6.

The Glen, Primrose Lane, Hall
Green, Birmingham.

... 14, Kingswood Avenue, N.W.-6.

2 LR. JoHN Scour - TAIIDART,
A.M.I.E.E.

LT ARTHUR FREDERICK BARTLE,
L.D.S., R.C.S.

2 LU WM. A. APPLETON, M.B.E.,
M.I.R.E.

2
2 LW
2 LX
2 LY

2 LZ

Platt Lane, Hindley, nr. Wigan,
Lanes.

26, Stanbury Road, Peckham,
S.E. 55.

18, Elm Hall Drive, Mossley Hill,
Liverpool.

Harlow House, 25, Sheldon Avenue
Hampstead, N.W.

5, Coleman Road, Blackheath.

Wembley Hill Road, Wembley,
Middlesex.

H. H. THOMPSON ... 24, Golders Way, Golders Green,
N.W. ir.

F. A. MAYER Stilemans, Wickford, Essex.
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M.A,

o MB
2 MC

2 MJ
a MK

2 ML
2 MM
2 MN
e MO

MP
2 MQ

2 MR
2 MS

2 MT
2 MU
2 MV
2 MW
2 MX
2 MY
2 NIZ

2 NA
2 NB
2 NC
2 ND
2 NE
2 NF

2 NG
2 NH
2 NI

2 NJ
2 NK

2 NL
2 NM

a NN

2 NO
2 NP
2 NQ

2 NR
' 2 NS

2 NT
2 NU
2 NV
2 NW

2  NX
2 NY

2 NZ

2 OA

2 OR
2 OC
2 OD

2 OR
2 0

OG
2 OH
2 0I

2 QJ
2 OK
2 OL

2 OM

2 ON

100
2vP
2 OQ

2 OR

2 OS
OT
oU

s OW

2 MD
2 ME
2 NW
2 -MG
2 MEI
2 MI A. 0. MILNE

P. L, SAVAGE

2 M
... 54, Norwich Road, Lowestoft,'

E. H. JEYNES ... 67, St. Paul's Road, Gloucester.
Lieut. HORACE B. DENT ... Albion, 39, Fleetwood Avenue,

Westcliff-on-Sea.
C. CHIPPERPIELD Victoria Road, Oulton Broad.

Homefleet, Northdown Way,
Margate.

W. HAMBLING, A.M.I.R.E. 8o, Brondesbury Road, Brondes-
bury, N.W. 6.

R. C. CLINKER, 1M.I.E.E. Tryfn, Hilton, Rugby.
CECIL C. C. HINE; ... Watley, Twyford, near Win.

26, Flanders Road, Bedford Park,
W.4.

PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E. 29, South Ridgway Place, Wimble-
don, S.W. 19.

Dr. R. H. REECE The Corner House, 62, Addison
Gardens, W. 14.

H. AL H000sotr
J. MAYALL, A.M.I.E.E.,

M.Sc.C.E. (France).

H. FROST
Capt. N. G. BAGULEY

GORDON S. WHALE ...

R. H. LYNE

P. PRIEST ...

2 N

F. J. HUGHES, A.M.I.E.E
GERALD MARCUSE

General H. PALMER, J.P.

H. K. ADAMS
H. G. TREADWELL
J. W. PALLISTER .4

MAURICE, BURCHILL

H. LITTLEY

H. LITTLEY

Capt. E. A. ANSON ...

E. J. SIMMONDS

Clifton House, Hartford, Cheshire.
Burfield, Gloucester.

... Longwood, Barr Common, Walsall.

... 33, Castlegate, Newark, Notts.

-Whale's Wireless Works and Col-
lege, East Parade, Colwyn
Bay.

56, Watling Street, Bexley Heath,
Kent.

152, Woodside Road, Lockwood,
Huddersfield.

Ashdene, I29, Wells Road, Bath.
Coombe Dingle, Queens Park,

Caterham, Surrey.
Ashleigh, Offington Lane, WOr-

thing.
Linley, Wellington Road, Walsall.
MiddletOn, Cheney, nr. Banbury.
33, VVestbourne Terrac-3, Stockton-

on-Tees.

3o, Leighton Hoed, Southville,

... Radio Villa, White Hill, Kinver
Staffs.

Radiohm, Lodge Road, West
Bromwich. '

2. 0.
... Morton Cottage, Port Seton, East

Lothian, Scotland.

H. C. TRENT

COLIN BAIN

H. D. BUTLER

HAROLD S. WALKER,M.I.R.K.

Major  H. C. PARKER,
A.M.I.E.E.

_Capt. P. P. ECKERSLEY,
M.LE.E.

Capt. G. COURTNAY PRICE ..,

G. P. KENDALL. B.Sc.

Meadowlea, Gerrards' Cross,
Bucks.

Camden House, Camden Street,
Lowestoft.

roe, Northumberland Street, New-
castle -on -Tyne.

Trebarurth, South Nutfield,
Surrey.

Park Lodge, 9, The Butts, Brent -
ford, Middlesex.

56, Sheen -Hall Street, Waltham:
stow.

Chief Eng. B.B.C., DerbyHouse,
Hendon.

2, St. Anne's Villas, Hewlett Road,
Cheltenham.

Crescent House, Newbridge Cress
cent, Wolverhampton.

3o, Pepys Road, West VVimbledon,
S.W. 20,

2 OW F. W. WOODWARD

2 OX
2 OY C. A. HARNWELL
2 01 JOHN W. NORTON

2 PA
2 P/3

2 PC

2 'PO
2 PE
2 Pr,

2 PG
2 PH

2 PI

2 PJ

2 PK
2 PL

2 PM
2 PH
2 PO

2

2

2

2

2

PP

PQ

PR

PS

PT

PI3

tiv

2 PW
2 PX
2 PY

2 PZ

2 P
D. Nicnorsou

A. G. DAVIES

W. HARVEY:MARSTON

REDVERS B. JEFFERIES

LOUGHBOROUGH COLLEGE

LOUGHBOROUGH COLLEGE
RADIO' SOCIETY '

Major L. N. STEPHENS

N. C. HARDMAN ...

J. S. KNIGHT

G. E. MORTLEY, SPRAGUE &
TD.

A. E.
CO.,WHITEHEAD

...

J. H. GILL ...

J. JARDINE ...

CECIL R. W. CHAPM.LN

Capt. G. SMITH-CLARKE

J. IRATTHEWSON
HENRY H. LASSMAN
H. CARTER-BOWLES

A. E. J. SYMONDS ...

Q
2 QA
2Q13

2 QC
2 QD J. AYRES

2 QE
2 QF. RICHARD F. GORDON ...
2 QG J. S. ALDERTON, M. J.1.11SL

Rags.
2 QH G. HEWENS . . .

2 QI Messrs. HURST & LUCAS
2 QJ
2 QK
2 QL R. J. HIBBERD, F. R -.S.,
2 QM L. HOTINE,
2 QN

2 QO P. PRITCHARD ...

2 QP L. C. GRANT . .

2 Q BURNDEPT WIRELESS LTD.  .
Q

2 QS -TANLE1' WARD
2'QC C. C. 13,,RNETT

2 QU
2 QV W. N. LAMBERT ...

2 QW
2 QX
2 QY A. HINDERLICH
2 QZ BRIAN H. COLQUHOUN

R. W. BAILEY

2 RA FREON.' F. WARNER...

2 R3

2 RC
2 RD

2 RE
2 RF

RG

2_ R.A

H. B. GRYLLS

GEORGE W. FAIRALL

TECHNICAL. COLLEGE
R.W: SCAMMELL-

2 RI
a RJ Malon F. S. MORGAN
2 RK
2 RI..

5, Portland Gardens, Harringay
N. 4.

Denby Dale, nr. Huddersfield.
Konrad, Salisbury- Road, Ex.

mouth, Devon.

383, Kennington Road, Lambeth,
S. E.

Redcot, Park Road, Timperley,
Cheshire.

477, Coventry Road, Birmingham.

Lynn Dene, Mount Hill, Kings -
wood, Bristol. ,

Wrexham Road, Slough, Bucks:
139, Lightswood Road, Bearwood,

Smethwick, Staffs.
(Athletic Ground Station), Ashby

Road, Loughborough.
Loughborough, Leicestershire.

Haddon House, Bridport Harbour,
Dcrset.

Mayfield, Cloughfold, nr. Man-
chester. -

Clark's Hill Nursery, Prestwich,
- Manchester.
Generator. Test Station, Nelson

Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Hollingwood, King's Ride, Cam-

berley:
r?., Fourth Avenue, Sherwood

Rise, Nottingham.
Syntony, 'Hall Road. West

Blundellsands, nr. -Liverpool.
Nirvana; 44, Chaplin Road,

Wembley.
Shenandoah, Gibbet Hill, Kenil-

worth, Warwick.
35, Capel Road, Forest Gate, E. 7.
429, Barking Road, E. Ham, E. 6.
5x, Gunterstone Road, Barons

Court.
12, Addison Avenue, W. xr.

4

Broadeaves, Fairfield Road,
Widnes, Lancs.

x8, Seaforth Avenue, West Barnes
Lane, New Malden, Surrey.

5, Lansdowne Square, Weymouth.
114, College Road, Moseley,

Birmingham..
42; St. Augustine Avenue,Grimsby

Lines.
3, Mayford Road, S.W. so.

St. Paul's School, Dorking.
129, York Drive, Glasgow, W. 2.
Flint House, Northdown Road,

Margate.
Blenheim House, Broad Street,

Hereford.
Wandsworth House, Heaton,

Newcastle -on -Tyne.
r7, Eliot Vale, Blackheath, &E.

28,Pendle Road, Streatham, S.W.
Orchard Bungalow, Churchdown,

nr. Gloucester.

Breeze Crest, Plane Tree Road,
Hale, Cheshire.

15, Lyncrof t Gardens: N.W. 6.
3, Eastbrook Road, Elackheath.

S.E. 3.

2 R -

Northdene, High lane, Nr. Stock- 
port,

Leightondene, Vining:Ion Road,
Eastbourne.

27, Newbridge Street, Wolver,
hampton.

Bradford.
20, Primrose Lane, Hall Green,

Birmingham.
" Malmains," Copt'' Elm Road,

Charlton Kings, Cheltenhani.

East Farleigh, Kent.
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A NOTABLE SHORT - WAVE TRANSMISSION

100 Watts !
45 Metres !
10ft. Indoor
USING
IGRANIC LOW -LOSS

PUNJAB\

INDIA

SQUARE LAW VARIABLE CONDENSERS
(Patent No. 220312),

Evidence of the remarkable efficiency and all-round
reliability of Igranic Low -Loss Varia13.e Condensers
is contained in a letter received by the owner of
Experimental Transmitting. Station G2DX, of
Camberley, Surrey, an extract from which appears
below
G2DX SIALKOT, PUNJAB, INDIA.

8/6/25.
" I herewith report reception of G2DX on 7th -June -calling

SMVL, to whom you, gave QRK ? Strength of signals
' R7,' note steady but sounded like A.G. W/L about 4o
metres (my set is not calibrated). Signals v, ere persistent,
not the least sign of fading."

(Sgd.)

This transmission was accomplished on an indoor
aerial To ft. long with a power of loo watts, and
the .actual wavelength employed was 45 metres.
FOUR STANDARD IGRANIC LOW LOSS
VARIABLE CONDENSERS of .0003 MFD.
CAPACITY FORMED PART OF THE TRANS-
MITTING APPARATUS.
That - a "receiving "  condenser can contribute to
the success of long distance transmission on low
power, calling for the utmost efficiency in all parts
of the apparatus, is conclusive proof of outstanding
superiority in design and manufacture. USE THEM
FOR BOTH RECEPTION AND TRANSMISSION.

PRICES
.0003 mfd., 211- ; .0005 mfd. 24/-; .00r mfd., 27/6.

Write for List Z668.

STOCKED BY ALL REPUTABLE RADIO DEALERS AND FULLY GUARANTEED.

If at any time you wish to have any information about Igranic Components write to
Research Department Z668, Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., Bedford.

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES
include :

Honeycomb Duolateral Coils, Vari-
able Condensers, Fixed Condensers,
Filament Rheostats, Intervalve
Transformers, Variable Grid -Leaks,
Variometers, Vario-couplers, Coil
Holders, Potentiometers, Vernier
Tuning Devices, Switches, etc., etc.

All carry the IGRANIC guarantee.

LONDON :
149, Queen Victoria Street.

BEDFORD :
Works : Elstow Road.

MANCHESTER. GLASGOW.
LEEDS. BIRMINGHAM.
NEWCASTLE. CARDIFF.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 90,3
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THE
NEW " SUPER FULSTOP"

CONDENSER
the greatest advance in variable
condenser construction since
the introduction of wireless.
Fifteen months ago the Fulstop Variable Condenser
superseded all other condensers. It possessed two
entirely new features-it was geared and it abolished
absolutely hand capacity effects. The new Super 
Fulstop Condenser is as far in advance of the old
Fulstop as that was in advance of ordinary variable
condensers. This is why.
The new Super Fulstop Condenser is fitted with
dual gearing. It has two operating knobs. One has
a gear ratio of 2 to 1 and is used for first adjustment.
The second-a small vernier knob-is geared 125
to 1-and is used for final critical tuning.
The dial is graduated round the whole circumference
from 0 to 100. These graduations are again
divided, giving 200 actual readings. Each reading is
capable of an infinite number of adjustments by
means of the vernier gearing.
The clockwork multigear is made by watchmakers
for the sake of accuracy and is quite free from
backlash.
It is a no -loss condenser, is perfectly square law
and has brass vanes.
It is the superlative condenser and is positively un-
approached by any other variable condenser made.

Guaranteed to Abolish Hand Capacity Effects
Made in 3 Models.

SUPER FULSTOP.
'00021 ... ... ... 25/6
.0005 ... ... 28/6
ooi ... - - - ... ao/ 6

The Standard Fulstop, geared a tor, is still in great demand.
PRICES.

STANDARD FULSTOP.

0002 9/6 ...

0003 10/3
0005 ... IT/3 ...

00I . .- 73/6 ... ... ... 11/6

Send for full descriptive leaflet free. There are 3 models and all are
guaranteed for is months.

PROTECTED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

J. H. NAYLOR, LTD.

PLAIN FULSTOP
(No gears)

... ... 8/3
... 8/9
... 9/6

WIGAN.
904 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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RM S. Cttoss

2 RI
2 _

2 R?

2
2 RR W. V. WADDOUP,

2 ES T. HEsxErn ..
2 RT THE NORTH EASTERN IN-

STRUMENT CO.
2 RU THE NORTH EASTERN IN-

STRUMENT CO.
2 RV
2 RW
2 RX
2 RY D. A. HANLEY
2 RZ D. T. WOODS

2 SA SIR HANAURY BROWN
2 SF',

SC
2 SD J. MAYALL, A.M.I.E.E.
2 SE
2 SF C. MIDWORTH,

P. N. LANGHAM
F. W. EMERSON

2 S

2 SG
SH F. L. Noon

2 SI L. C. HOLTON

2 SJ WALTER J., BRYCE '

2 SK K. GRAHAM STYLES, F.R.A.
2 SL K. GRAHAM. STYLES, F.R.A.
2 SM RONALD J. BATES :..

2
2 SO

2 SP
2 SQ

THOMAS BEESON

L. MANSFIELD
ALFRED J, SPEARS

2 SR
2 SS J. S. SE

2 ST
2 SU
2 SV
2 SW

2 SX

2 SY
2 SZ

M. Es;Ku.iiE ..;
L. V. Piontllit
A. IP. FIELDING

FRANK 13., BALES

W. 11,..BR'OWN

2 TA H. ANDI2 EW ES
2 TB
2 TC
2 ID
2 TE
2 TF W. WrI4k-LEn...

3 NormanNorman Road, Heaton Moor, _

Stockport .'
002, Wilberforce Road, Leicester. .

178, Heaton Moor Road, Heaton
Moor, Stockport.

56, Wellington Road, Handsworth
Wood, Birmingham".

42, Castle Hill Avenue, Folkestone
Durham Road, Low Fell, Gates-

head.
Rowlknds Gill, Co. Durham.

Forbury, Kintbury, Berks.
Denley Villa, Parker Road,

Bournemouth.

Newlands, Crawley. DOWII, Sussex.

idureld, Gloucester.

Sumia, Ridgeway Road, Osterley,
Middlesex.

37, Bishops Road, Highgate, N.6.
172, Conway Road, Southgate,

N.141 '
Walpole Street, Preston, Lancs.
TO, Southampton Buildings,
Kitscot, Maidstone, Kent.
34, Abbeygate .Street, Bury St.

Edmunds.

. Gainsborinigh House, Congleton
Road, Macclesfield.

... 27, Rutland Road,' Southport.
- Woodlands, Monmouth Road,

Warley Wdods, Birmingham.

LL ... Winter Hey House, Norwich, Nr.
Bolrom. 

33n, Mai chester Road, Bradford.
... - New Ha 1, Tiockley, Essex.
... 32; Stahley', Avenue, Birkdale,

'.. '24, Webthorpee `Street, Putney,s.W
MI I School, N.W.y.

jIT

2 TG
2 ill.
2 TI H. BEVAN SWIFT, A.M.I.E.E.

2-11.
2 TK
2 IL E. VIVIAN R. MARTIIt ...
2 TM
2 TN CHARLES EDWARD STUART...

2 TO F. T. G. TOWNSEND
2 TP C. W. ANDREWS ...

2 TQ
2 TR F. 0. SPARROW

2 TS
2 TT
2 TU W. T. TUCKER

2 TV E. W. Woon...
2 'rw
2 TX A. R. C. JOHNSTON
2 TY
2 TZ ERNEST JONES

2 UA
2 UB A. KENDRICK & CO.

2 ITC E. J. NOCK WINSTONE

2 IJD
2 UE
2 OF H. BAILEY .,
2 UG W. HUMPHREYS BURTON
2 UH W. H. CROSS... ...

2 UI A. R. OGSTON

g, North GroVealighgate, N. 6.

13: Lochharton -Crescent, Edin-
burgh. +

University of Sheffield.
University of Sheffield (PortabFd,
49, Kingslnead Road, 'Pulse Hill,

S.W. 2. ,

128, Dairy House Road, Derby.

Lyndon Lodge, Polesworth, Tani-
- worth.

46, Grove Lane, Ipswich.
Radioville, 26, Melody Road,

Wandsworth Comp. on, S.W.

2 0

8, North Dive, Swinton, Man-
. chester.`

Parkside, Loughborough, Leices-
tershire. '

6.)? Kettering Road, Northampton.
Portable Station.
87, Twyford Avenue, Acton, W.

Newholme, 54Q, Flempshaw Lane,
(Merton, Stockport,-

.

Automobile &Electrical-Engineeri,
Westbury, Wilts.=

53a, Gunterstone "Road," Wesr
Kensington, W. 14.

51, Manchester Road, Denton, Nr.
Manchdster. ,

_ 103, Portland ROad;Nrottingliam.
... 107, Machon Bang Nether Edge,

Sheffield. '

4r, Broomfield Avenue, Palmers
Green. N. 13.

2 UT LEONARD. R, ROWLAND

2 UK ARTHUR E. VICK

.,2 "_L

2 UM

2 UN.
2 UO
2 DP
2 UQ
2 UR
2 US
2 UT
2 1JIJ
2 UV

2 UW
2 UX

g UY

2 UZ

H. LLOYD, M.Eng....

ARMSTRONG 'COLLEGE.

W. E. F. CORSHAM

A. T.. HEADLEY

WILL/AM FENN

C. V. STEAD ...

Mona, Cholmeley Park, Highgate,
N. 6.

Bournville Day Continuation
School, The Green, Bourn-
ville, Birmingham.

3, Ventnor Plac4. Sharrow,
Sheffield.

Newcastle -on -Tome:.

... 104, Harlesden Gardens, Harks -
den, N.W. lo. '

004, Grosvenor Road, Harborne,
Birmingham.

Holly Cottage, Ifolesworth, Tara.
worth.

22, Raundhay Mount, Ilarehills
Lane, Leeds.

2 V
2 VA R. J. SAWERIDGE, A.M.I.E.E. The Broadfield Radio Co., Ltd.,

Tenby.
Shooters Hill, S.E. 18.
63, North Road, West Bridgford,

Nottingham.
E. L. CROWS... Juniper Pough, Hardres, Canter-

bury, Kent.

HAROLD A. BLACKW2LL .. Whyte House, Bisoham, Black-
pool.

2 VG F. E. WENGER The Brampton, Newcastle, Staffs.
2 VH -
2 VI H. CURTIS ... ... 26, Upper Hall Lane, Wals::11.
2 VJ B. J. AXTEN ... 78, Eating Road, Wembley,

Middlesex.
Aerial Works, Blackheath, S.E.

2 VB.
2 VC

2 VD

2 VE
2 VF

2 VK
2 VL
2 VM
2 VN
2 VO

2 VP
2 V.Q

F. E. HAMMOND
A. S. GOSLING

BURNDEPT WIRELESS, LTJ.

J. LIPOWSKY
H. DRURY-LAVIN ...
ALAN C. HOLMES ._

P. G. A. H. VOIGT
IL B. OLD ...

2 VR F. W. WILson

2 VS
2 VT

 2 VU J. W. MOBLEY
2 VV
2 VW
2 VX
2 VY R. E. V. ELY
2 VZ

6r4, Old Ford Road, E.3.
.. Old House, Sonning, Berks.

6o, Aire View,.Cononley, Keighley,
Yorks.

I2I, Honor Oak Park, S.E. 23.
" Park View," St. Jude's Avenue_

Mapperley, Nottingham.
... 115, Richmond Road, Montpelier,

Bristol.

The Drive, Wellingborough.

... Highlands, Sutton', Surrey.

2
2 IvA w. J. PIGOTT ...
2 WB W. BANNISTER .

2 WC
2 WE C. W. CLARABUT,

WE- .
WF PROFESSOR A. M. Low- .

2 WG GAMBREL/. BROS., LTD. .

%V1-1

2 WI C. j. MONDAY
WJ R. L. FOYLE-.

2 WK
2 WL

WM JOSEPH W. PALIETT
2 WN A. H. WILSON ...
2 WO
2 WP INTERNATIONAL WESTERN

ELECTRIC CO., ING.
2 Wg C. H. GARDNER ...

.
C.

2 WR L. W. BURCHAM

2 WI IL CHADWICK
2 W11 C. H. BAILEY
2 WV
2 WW

WX
2 WY H. J. SWIFT . . . .

2 WZ Capt.-E. A. HARE-lionsci

2 XA
2 XB
2 XC.

2 XD
2 XE
2 XF

2 XG

 
, 

 . 

2X

H. JormsoN

11. R. GLADWELL

E. I. CHAP/LAN, Asso.1.R.E.

A. E. TURVILLE, F.B.O.A....

Manor Farm, Wolvueote. Oxford.
6a, Knoll Street, Rochdale, Lanes.

Beverley Crescent, Bedford.

The Yews, Woodstock Road,
Merton Road, Southfields, S.W.

37, Lest Street, Tiverton, Devon,
Southwold, Aldermans Hill,

Palmers Green, N. 13.

Tn., Ruby Street, Leicester.
8, Stanley Street, Hanley.

Cohnaught House, Aldwy,ch, W.Ca

Amblecote House, Brierley Hill,
Staffs:

Station : Bihsworth Garage, Bibs -
worth Road,' Finchley, N.3.

Private Address : 'Valence, Gros-
veno3: Road, Church End,N.3,

g, Raimond Street, Bolton.
Charlacre, Chepstow.

77, Upper Tulse Hill, S.W. 2.
32, Wilbury Road, Hove, Sussex.

Avondale, Chestnut Walk, Wor-
cester.

London Road, Abridge, Essex.

Studland Bay House, Studland,
Nr. Swanage.

rot, Abington Street, Northamp-
ton.
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Use Bowyer -Lowe Tested
For your Year of

All -British
Super -Heterodyne

Transformers
Because they are built for use with British
Valves, which are more stable than those of
foreign makes, these Transformers give in-
creased amplification with absence of -back-
ground noise. Amateurs who have made. the
Seveh Valve Receiver described in the booklet
accompanying each set of Transformers say
that its selectivity and purity of reception sur- -
passes any set they have made.
The set Of 'Four Intermediate Frequency
Transformers,matched arid test-
ed at 500 volts between wind-
ings against short circuiting,com-
Plete with instructions, costs ... 4
Constructor's Kit for

Building the.
Bowyer -Lowe

Seven Valve Super -Het.
Containing all Panels, Baseboard. Set of Trans-
formers, Oscillator Coupler, Neutrodyne Con-
denser, etc. ; with full size wiring diagrams and
instructions for building a Seven, Vatse,Super
Flt.
Full particulars on application. g.o

Model H. Oscillator
Coupler

A late development of Super -Het. design.
Operates on direct coupled system. without a
pick-up coil. More sensitive than other types
of coupler.
Covers range of 26o to 550 metres when tuned
with Bov,yer-Lowe .0005 Square Law Con-
denser. Price with wiring diagram g 1and instructions

DURING the coming winter
Wireless Experimenters
everywhere will make finer

and more perfectly receptive in-
struments than the past has seen-
because the acceptance and use of
the Low Loss principle in design
will enable them to conserve all
the electrical energy which reaches
their sets.
Bowyer-Lowe's have been the first
English manufacturers to make
full use of this principle in the pro-
duction of Receivers and Compo-
nents. The parts they make reach
a laboratory standard of precision.
Experimenters rely on them be-
cause they know that every one
must pass stringent tests to ensure
its efficiency before it reaches their
hands.

Use Bowyer -Lowe parts this year
and so be sure that all your sets are
worthy of the care and thought you
put into them.

Send for Price List
of all Bowyer -Lowe
Tested Products.
A postcard brings it to you. With-
in it you will find much valuable
help, and all the information you
require to choose and order com-
ponents that will give complete
satisfaction.

All good dealers stock Bowyer-

Lowe Tested Products, or you
may order them direct if you have
difficulty in obtaining any you
require.

Every product is fully guaranteed
and dealers have authority to ex-
change any which do not give- the
fullest measure of service.

The Invenhon of the Year
Four 1,:m loss, ball -bearing, Square Law Con-
densers in one ; with solid brass plates jig -
soldered to solid brass standards ; that is the
BoAvyer-Lowe Four Square, the most remark-
able condenser
It has no spacing washers. Its plates will not
break or bend if it is aceidUntally dropped. So
superb is the electrical design that it will oscil-
late on .wavelengths well below 20 metres.
Each condenser has three single capacities and
one double capacity, any one of which may In
used at The control of this condenser is
so sensitive that adjustments of almost vernier
accuracy can be obtained with finger and
thumb. Write for information leaflet about
this remarkable instrument.

The Bowyer -Lowe
FOUR SQUARE

Square Law Condenser

Its
Micrometer
Attachment
is the most sensi-
tive tuning device
in Modern mactice.
It moves all the
Four -Square Con-
denser vanes through five degrees on a gear
reduetion of q to r. With it, tuning of the
most sensitive kind is simply and efficiently
obtained.

Fully Descriptive Brochure Free.

Send for particulars of all these Bowyer -Lowe Tested Products:-
Seven Valve and Super Heterodyne Cabinet Receivers; Four, Three and Two Valve " VoxPopuli" Cabinet Receivers ; Crystal Receivers ; Wavemeters; Wavetraps; Audibility Meters;
Square Law Condensers ; Coils ; Frame Aerials ; Precision Buzzers ; Switches; Fixed Couplers;
and all Components for the Construction of Efficient Receiving Apparatus.

906 `n replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Low -Loss Components
Great Achievement

"ANTIPONG"
non-microphonic
Valve Holder
Low lots, anti -capacity, and
shock absorbing, this valye
bolder prevents all micro -
phonic noises in Dull Emitter
Valves and reduces to a mini-
mum Inter -electrode Capac-
ity. Valve Legs, entirely
surrounde d by air, are at-
tached to phosphor bronze
springs, all securely fixed to a
Bakeli7.e Ring, which will not
melt under the soldering iron.
Universal Fitting, with screws
for baseboard and
panel mounting,

Anti -Capacity
Valve Holder
for Baseboard

Mounting
Anti -capacity type, of im-
proved design, this valve -
holder is for baseboard
mounting. It is also of great
use as a holder for H.F.
Plug-in Transformers.
Polished Ebonite
base. Price complete 2/6

Coil Plug and
Socket

Three types made ; one
mounted on a circular
Ebonite flange for use on
wood panels or cabinets,
with connection underneath ;
another for baseboard mount-
ing with top connection ;
and -a third consisting of a
Plug and Socket only, with
drilling template for Panel
Mounting. Flange type.
2/6 ; Baseboard type, 2/6 ;
Plug and Socket
only (as illustrated), ULl

Bowyer -Lowe
Voltmeters

For Panel Mounting. Rea-
sonably priced instruments,
specially made for sets em-
ploying Dull Emitter Valves,
current consumption at 3

volts, .045, amps. The instru-
ment fits in ' a hole ui
in. diameter, is beautifully
finished, highly polished, and
has a clear dial.
Price `t

The Bowyer - Lowe
Valve Window

Designed to meet the demand
for a Valve Window of
superior appearance and finish.
Made in heavy gauge brass,
thoroughly nickel plated and
highly polished. Outside dia-
meter, xi- in. ; gauze covered
opening tin. diameter. Outer
and inner circumferences
have rounded edges. Supplied
complete with back plates,
gauze and fixing
nuts. Each ... 9d.

The Neutrodyne Condenser
Designed for use in Neutrodyne circuits where unusually
low capacity is .ssential, this condenser is also exceed-
ingly valuable is a vernier, in parallel with a larger
condenser. St connected, it is of the greatest value

. in Super -Het. circuits. Made of First Grade Ebonite
and Solid Brass. Fitted in panel with single
screw and additional / in. hole for spindle. 5/.

Price

Anti - Capacity
Valve Holders
Built for fitting to panels
without screws or nuts.
Ebonite base plate is
tapped.

a/2Price complete.. 1_

Variometers
With ebonite formers and
damp proofed windings,
Bowyer -Lowe Vario-
meters and Vario-couplers '
are well known for their
first-classdesign and work-
manship. Several types
are made, covering most
needs of the amateur,
and full information con-
cerning them will be sent
on application.

Bowyer -Lowe
MATCHED

EI,F. Transformers
The very fact that every Bowyer -
Lowe Transformer can be guaranteed
to match every °thee in its range
without special selection is itself
good evidence of the great skill and
care with which these Transformers
are made. They. are section wound, -

with Primary and Secondary loosely
coupled. The Primary is tuned wit
a .0003 variable condenser to cover
the stated range. Every condenser
is individually tested against standards.
All ranges from 55o to 2,000 metres
and up are supplied

'
as well as a

special Neutrodyne Unit  covering
:,,00 to Goo metres. All
ranges. Each I /

Bowyer -Lowe Ebonite
Guaranteed P.O. Grade A, and sold under seal. May be
used with perfect safety without rubbing down. Bowyer -
Lowe Panel Service enables every amateur to obtain
accurately drilled and engraved panels for any set
for which full-sized blueprints are available. Semi -
matt, lb. thick, cut to any size sq. inch ..
Hand polished one side and all edges, sq. inch.. Id.
Drilled, engraved and polished, sq. inch .. lid.

Low Loss Coil Formers
Skeleton formers should always be used to ensure
efficiency, especially on short wavelengths. The series
of Low Loss Formers made by Bowyer -Lowe covers
most needs of the amateur for both transmission and
reception. Prices :

3t diam. by 6 inches long
4i 4 .. .. 6/-
a+ " 6 .. .. 7/6

.. .. 8/6
41 TO 10i -

Full -particulars on request.

44; 8

Bowyer -Lowe Co., Ltd.,
Makers of Precision Apparatus for Wireless,

Radio Works - - - Letchworth.

1I.A.R.M.A.T. Wireless Exhibition.

ALBERT HALL, Sept. 12 to 23
ALL that is best in modern Radio design
will be here. Mr. A. E. Bowyer -Lowe
and Mr. A. Bowyer -Lowe will be in
personal attendance at this stand
throughout the run of the Exhibition.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 907
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The New HQ
A handsome new Loud Speaker
possessing the same beauty of
outline as the luxurious Q -type
whilst retaining the full volume
and sensitiveness of the well-
known HI. Can be supplied
either in a rich brown colour or
a glossy black. Polished mahog-
any base with nickelled fittings.
A superb instrument which will
charm everyone with. its excep-
tional fidelity of repro-
duction. Height 20 in 64000 ohms.
Also in 120 and 2000 ohms.

The New A -type
At last we have been able to
produce the new Brown A -type
headphones at the sensational
price of 301.. The same famous
timed reed movement is used.
At such a low price you cannot
afford to be without a pair of
genuine Brown A_
type Headphones-
famous throughout 30/-
the world.

. Rrown Featherweight
Jtleadphones sold every-

where at 201- per pair
(4000 ohms resistance).

Standard Brown
Loud Speakers
III. 120 ohms £2 S 0

2000 ohms £2 8 0
4000 ohms £2 10 0

H2. 120 ohms £3 5 0

2000 ohms £5 8 0

4.000 ohms £5 10 0

Q type In allresistances £15 15 0
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As pleasing to the
eye as t o the ear

-this elegant 13rOWi1 Cabinet Loud
Speaker marks a new era in design

TT has been left to the manufacturers of the first
-t Wireless Loud Speaker to produce the first British
Cabinet Loud Speaker. The handsome Instrument illus-
trated above is a welcome relief to some of the more usual
type of Loud Speakers. Beautifully finished in a rich
rosewood shade and made of the best mahogany, it will
undoubtedly achieve a very wide measure of popularity.

The same superb volume and purity of tone so character-
istic of the Brown will be found in this new Cabinet
model. If you have been prejudiced against the use of Loud
Speakers-either on account of their appearance or their
performance-your last objection has now been removed.
For supreme beauty of

v
outline, clarity C6/6/0

isrown Cabinet Loud Speakers stands
of tone and ample volume, the new

alone. Supplied in all resistances.

S. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton, London, W.3
Showrooms 19 Mortimer Street, W.I. 15 Moorfields, Liverpool.

67 High Street, Southampton.
Depots (IFlolesale only): 13 Bushy Park, Bristol.

5 Wilson's Court, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

HEADPHONES AND LOUD SPEAKERS

The New 113
A new Loud Speaker embodying
all the well-known Brown
features. Although only 15 inches
high it gives the same superb tone
as the larger III and is equally
clear on speech and music. No
other ' Loud Speaker on the
market within several pounds of
its price can give such a
fine volume as the H3. 3
In alfresistancee.

The New 114
We are proud of being able to offer
a real Brown Loud Speaker-Brit-
ish throughout, and a replica in
every detail of the larger models
-at the amazingly low price of
30/-. Small in size but big in
performance it is
wonderful value for
money. 20/0 ohms.
Height 10 inches. 30/-

The New
CrystavOx

The new and improved horn
now fitted to the Crystavox will
enable this Loud Speaker to give
an exceptional volume of sound
direct from a Crystal Set without
the use of valves. The powerful
Daventry Station will permit
thousands of Crystal Set
users to get Loud ,6
Speaker results direct
from a Crystavox.

908 In replying to advertisers, USC Order Form enclosed.
O
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The Tuned Supersonic Transformer

OTHER (1) COIP3NENTS

OF HIGH EFFICIENCY

INCLUDE

H.F. Transformers
Autodyne Units
Filament Rheostats
Potenti- meters
Fixed Condensers
Grid Leaks
Coil Holders
Coil Mounts

OBTAINABLE FROM
ALL

WIRELESS DEALERS

Works
WEXHAM ROAD. SLOUGH

Phone : SLOUGH 199

WE make no apology for what may appear to many to
be the belated appearance of an 0 Supersonic

Transformer.
The long interval elapsing between the first appearance

of supersonic transformers on the English market and the
MB product now issued is the result of our consistent
policy to offer nothing to the public but the best.

The unit illustrated is of original design, incorporating a primary con..
denser (provisionally protected and Patents pending) giving an approxi-
mate tuning range of 2,000-3,200 metres, and is fitted with a specially
designed and constructed iron core, combining with the advantages given
by these, the low self capacity and high electrical efficiency universally
recognised as being associated with the AB) High Frequency Trans-
formers, of which this issue forms part of a consistent series applicable
to all H.F. Purposes.

When used in any Supersonic circuit in conjunction with C) comp -
tents, the results obtained are amazing.

Supersonic (Intermediate or Filter) Transformer with
tuning condenser. Base Type (as illustrated)
or Plug-in Type (fitted with standard pins) ... 21/- each

VISIT THE 0 STAND No. 6 AT THE N.A.R.M.A.T.
EXHIBITION, ROYAL ALBERT HALL, SEPT. 12 to 23, 1925.

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus Phone: CENTRAL 6963

giead Office:- HASTINGS HOUSE:NORFOLK STREET:STRAND:LONDON:W.C. 2. PEone:CENTRAL 8272/3
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: RADIETHER, ESTRAN , LONDON CABLE ACCRESS: RADIETHER , LONDON.

p

1421RXIIPSEINt

TELt-1_,

.Condon Showrooms
179 , STRAND , W.C. 2.

Ltarclays Ad.

H

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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TLA
Radio Specialities

PERFECT TUNERS :vs
1. " Atlas" Aperiodic Coupler ((rot-. Pat. No. x5,753).-Definitely
cuts out local station and brings, in others close in wavelength. Set can
be calibrated inrespeotiv.e of various lengths of aerials. Don't scrap your
old coils; simply, insert our ape; iodic coupler into the core and you have a
perfect tuner. Snitable, for' all wavelengths. Greatly increases the selec-
tivity of your sat and is. indispensable for eliminating interference.

Price 7/6 each
2. "Atlas" Low -Loss Coils (Patent No. 255,053) embody all that is
known of low -loss coil- design. The patent twin -wire winding offers a
double surface path for H.F. currents. These coils give real meaning to
phrases like " Maximum inductance and signal strength,' " Minimum
self -capacity," etc. Unequalled for distance and selectivity.

Prices from 4/3 to 17/6
3. "Atlas" Filament Control (Patent No. I6,427).-Silently efficient,
makes economy a pleasure and station -finding easy. Gives absolute
and constant control of bright or dull -emitter valves. Soon saves its
cost in current alone. Is quite " wire -less" ; cannot possibly "pack,"
and is good for years of steady service. 5o ohms resistance. One -hole
fixing. Price 6/6 each
4. "Atlas" Fixed Condensers.-Made with strong Bakelite casings.
The carefully -selected copper foil and mida sheets are held under pressure
by countersunk screws and, nuts. All values; CO nst ant vat Ts. Strong
soldering tags are attached and metal parts are heavily nickel -plated.
Tested- to t,000 volts prior to dispatch. Prices froM 2/- to 3(-
5. " Atlas" Vernianob (Patent applied for) -Makes ordinary variable
condensers into super Vernier Condensers, giving "finest" vernier control.
5o to. x ratio. Special split hush allows of fitting to condensers having
either 3ex6th inch or 1 inch diameter spindles. Push-pull principle abolished.
Fine and coarse movement independent of each other. The station you
want can be logged with certainty-a big advantage over separate vans
vernier control. Price 10/9 each
6. " Atlas" Square Las Low -Loss C3TIder138r$ (Pray. Pat. No. 5030/25).
-The lowest of low -loss " sluare-laws." The insulation between vanes
is outside the electrostatic field, giving lowest dielectric losses. The
rotor is ground to the frame, giving freedom from hand -capacity effects.
Fitted with " skeleton " end plaques. Zero capacity negligible. Supplie 1

i all usual capacities. Price from 13;6 to 13/6

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Clarke's " Atlas " Low Loss Coils.

REVISED' PRICES.
Ask your dealer for new list.

Sole Manufacturers :

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr) Ltd.
ATLAS WORKS; OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER..

Telephone :-683 & 793 Trafford Park.
Telegrams :-" Pirtoid, Manchester."

912 1-12 replyng to advertisers, Use Order Form enclosed.
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5 KT
5 KU -

5 KV
5 KW RENE HODGES

5 Kx

5 KY

5 HZ

RENE HODGES.

E. G. ALLsora

R. MITCHELL

5 LA
5 LB H. C FOSTER
5, LC
5 LD 
5 LE
5 LF
5 LG
5 LH
5, LI
5 LJ
5 LIt J. V. Rust/rots'

5
5
5

Major KENYON SECRET?.

J. W. CLouon .

5 LP L. W. Put.r..NtA.N
5 Lt2
5- I.R
5 1.b A. J. STEVENS, LTD..

Op. R.- W. H. B/oxiima
5 LT
5 I2,1'
5 IN
5 LW R. K. DRURY
5 7-X
5 LY
5 12 A. G. S. CW.71,IN

5 L

LM
I.N
LO

5 MA

5 M3

5 MC
5 MD R. W. HARDISTY
5 ME
5 ME

- 5 rel.; MILLIGAN'S WIRELESS CO.,LTD. 50, SallelliellaR Street, -Glasgow.
5 N1-1
5 MI
5 MJ
5 MK
5 iS1L LEONARD D. HEALEY,

5 MM
5 ZIN .

5 MO W. G. DIXON

5 HP. COLIN BAIN .,.

Park Read, Daybrook, Notting-
ham.

Park. Road, Daybrook, Notting-
ham (Portable).

Radio House, Church Street,
Tarnworth, Staffs.

Woodstock, High. Spring Gardens,
Keighley, Yorks.

Hcruby Castle, Lancaster.

1o5, Castlenau, Barnes, S.W. 13.

Craig -y -don Penn, Wolverhamp-
ton. -

5 M

Holly Hurst, 142, Revidge Road, '
Blackburn.

2/3, Golders Green Road, NM. / r.

56, Humber Road, Blackheath,
S.E. 3.

Salisbury Avenue, Goole.

61, Carnarvon Road, Stratford,
E. 15.

R. MuNDAY

W. H. LAMB.,

5 MQ
5 MR. N. P. STOATS

5 MS
5 nr

5 Nri
5 MW
5 six
5 MY
5 HZ

5 NA
5 NB
5 NC
5 ND
5 NE
5 NI,

5 NH
5 NI
5 NJ

5 NK
5 NL

5 NM
5 NN J. H. D. RTTLEY

5 NP ERIC P. BURGESS

C. \V. TirlIERINGTON

ROY W. GALPIN

F. R. NEILL...

H. COBDI.N TURNER,

5 NQ
5 NR
5 NS
5 'N 'I H. _ RISKNEY
5 NO H. L. THOMSON

5 NV

x7, Malden Road, New Malden,
Surrey.

808, Storkport Road, Longsight,
Manchester.

... ix, Glebe Road, Wallasey,
Cheshire.

" Dipwood," Rowlands Gill, New-
castle -on -Tyne.

14o, Northumberland Street, New-
castle.

15, Winterstoke Gardens, Mill
Bill, N.W. 7.

... West Lodge, Moigue, Combe, nr.
Dorchester.

5 N

Chardstock, Hicklebnrgh Hill,
Herne Bay, Kent..

Chesterfield, 'Whitehead, Co.
Antrim, Ireland.

'45, Manley Road, Whalley Range,
Manchester.

Studley, ro6, Woodside Green,
S. Norwood, S.F. 25.

2, Queen's Road, Manuingham,
Bradford.

ro6, Yarboro' Road, Lincoln.
won, Old Fallow Road, Cannock,

Stafford.

5 NW E. J. ALLAN ...

5 NX
5 NY
5 NZ

5 GA
5 013
5 OC
50'D
5 OE
5 OF

5 OG
5 OH
5 OI
5 OJ
5 OK
5 OL

RALPH BATES

W. G, GOLD ...

JOHN F. CULLEN

5 OM
5 ON'
5 00
5 OP
5,0Q
5 OR
5 OS
5 OT F. J. Wooix;

5 OU
5 OV

5 OW
5 OX
5 OY

5 OZ

... Re) Oak, 8, Westfield Place,
Dundee.

5 0

C. H. F. HUBBARD

E. C. CHIDWICK
C. H. F. H
BELVEDERE, ERITH & DIS-

TRICT RADIO SOCIETY

5 PA
5 P B
5 PC
5 P/J F. A. DURRANE

5 I -E
5 PF
5 PG
5 PH
5 PI
5 PJ A. SHAW

5 PK
5 PI,
5 PM
5 PN V. H. PENFOLD

5 PO
5 P1' W. S. PLYMOUTH-PERE:NS...

5 PQ
5 PR C. RATCLIFFE

.5 PS
5 PT
5 PU- THEODORE ALLISON

5 By
5 Pot
5 PX DEREK SHANNON ..

PZ G. F. Gar:coal', A.M.I.E.E....

5 QA
QB

5 QC
5 QD
5 QE
5 QF
5 QG
5 QH
5 Q1

Q.11

55 QK

5 QL
5 QM
5 QN
5'Q0
5 QP
5 9Q
5 QK
5 Q9
5 QT
5 QU

5 QV

5 QW
5 QX

5 rdY
5 Qz

5 Q

'H. C. BATSMAN

SOUTH SHIELDS & DISTRICT
RADIO CLUB

SOUTHF.ND & DISTRICT RADIO
SOCIETY

V. R. MILLS

H.C. GOODING
DAVI.. G. BIRD

L. J. D-mernm

F. L. Stollery

3, w. not r

F. Ch AM" 1,,IRD

5P

Holmside, St. Catherine's, Lincoln.

Koyama, Lichfield Road, Sutton
Goldfield, Birmingham.

C8, Queen's Drive,- West Derby,
Liverpool.

Belmont, Upper Colwyn Bay, N:
' Wales. '

196, Putney Bridge Road, S.W./5
(Portable)..

'46, Alconbury Road, Clapton, E.S.
/96, Putney Bridge Road, S.W.x5.
85, Hengist Road, Erith.

566, Forest Real, WaltharnsloW,

. 8, Hall Road, Trawden, or.
Colne, Lancs.

199, MelroseAvenue, Cricklewood,
N.W. 2.

Levuka, Cumberland Road, Har-
row.

63A, Dewsbury Road, Leeds,
Yorkshire.

... 33, Wilton Grove, Wimbledon,
S.W. /9,

Wyvern Grange, Sutton Coldfield,
Birmingham.

3, Castle View Gardens, Ilford.

, Gideon Road, S.W. rt.

Hon.. Sec., F. Waller, Eastwood
House, Rochford, EsSes.

122, Hughenden Road, Hastings.

20, Ipswich Street, Stowmarket.
8, Osborne Terrace, South Shields.

229, Hole Lane, Northfields, Bfr-
mirgbam. .

Fairmead, Vista Road, Clacton -
on -Sea.

6, Ruby Road, ICTea Malden,
Surrey.

34, Leasoive Road, Wallasey,
Cheshire.

913
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5 R
5 RA HARRIS KING, F.R.A.,

A.M.I.R.E.
5 RB
5 RC W. BRIERLEY, A.M.I.Mech.E.
5 RD
5 RE
5 RF 'LEONARD F. HUNTER ...

5 RG
5 RH
5 RI

RIC
5 RT --

5

5 RL
5 RM
5 RN
5 RO
5 RP CAPT. H. I. HUGHES, HLIWIES

& WATTS, LTD.
RQ GILBERT W. TONKIN ...

5 RS
R -r

5

5

5

5
5

5

5
5

5
5
5
5
5

'5
5
5

RU
RV
RW

RX
RY
RZ

SA
SR
SI)
SE
SF.

SG
SH
SI

C. HAMILTON...

J. W. ELLIOTT

A. G. WOOD ...

JAMES K. WILKIE ...

C. L. NAYLOR

5 SJ
5 SK
5 SL
5 SM
5 SN
5 SO
5 SP
5 SQ
5 SR
5 SS
5 ST
5 SIJ CAPT. IAN FRASER, ...

5 SV
5 SW
5 SY
5 SZ J. W. RIDDIOUGH

2, Henslowe Road, E. Dulwich,
S.E. 22.

Bonair, Camberley, Surrey.
59, Gayner Park, Filton, Bristol.

18, Fannsfeld Road, Syderharn,
S.E. 26.

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914), Wireless Branch, Wolverhampton.
LTD.

Enffineers," Birkenhead.

164, Coldharbour Road, Westbury
Park, Bristol.

4, Arnold Crescent, Arnold Street,
Hull, Yorks.

... 69, Castleton Road, Goodmayes,
Essex.

... 93, Upper Tulse Hill, S.W. 2.

5 S

Avondale, Knowsley Road, Cres-
sington Park, Liverpool.

... 43, Hill Crescent, Longden Road,
Shrewsbury.

... St. John's Lodge, Inner Circle,
Regent's Park, N.W.

5 T
5 TA VERNON I. N. WILLIAMS,

M.I.Mech.E.
5 TB
5 TC
5 TD
5 TE
5 TF PERCY A. GOODING

5 TG.
5 TH  S. H. SUTIIERS
5 TI J. BONNETT

5 TJ
5 TK
5 TL
5 TM
5 TN Capt. C. E. STEWART ... Mount Pleasant, Weymouth.
5 TO
5 TP
5 TQ HARRY RAYNER
5 TR
5 TS

5 TT
5 TU J. LEITCII RODGER, B.Sc.,

A.M.I.E.E.
5 TV Lieut. W. H. LLOYD, M.C.,

F.R.S.A.
5 TW
5 TX
5 TY
5 TZ W. G. SHERRATT

WALTER DEAN

... 32, Grange. Road, Clzckheaton.

Bankleigh, Ramsgreave, Black-
burn.

Woodside, Western Terrace, Fal-
mouth.

27, Copthall Gardens,. Twicken-
ham.

x, Bath Road, Cowes, Isle of
Wight.

5 U

White Croft, Bare Lane, More-
cambe, Lanes.

" Merok," Trees Road, Bramhall,
Cheshire.

16, Cambridge Road, Hammer-
smith, W.

1, Stamford Brook Gardens, W. 6.
159A, Turners Hill, Cheshunt,

Herts.

914

5 UC
5 UD
5 UE
5 LYE
5 UG
5 UH
5 Ul
5 UJ
5 UK
5 UL

5 UM
5 UN
5.U0
5 UP
5 UQ
5 UR
5 US
5, UT
5 UU
5 LTV,

5 UW
5 UX
5 UY
5 UZ

5 VA
5 VB

5 VC

5 VD

5 VE
5 VF
5 VG
5 VH
5 VI
5 VJ
5 VI{

5 VI.

5 VM
5 VN
5 VO
5 VP
5 VQ
5 VR
5 VS
5 VT

5 VU

5 VV

5 VW

5 VX
VY

5 VZ

5 WB
5 WC
5 WD

5 WE
5 WF

5 WG

5 WI -I
5 WI

5 WJ
5WK
5 WL
5 WM

5 WN
5 WO
5 WP

5 WQ

5 WR
5 WS

5 WT
5 WU
5 WV
5 WW
5 W X
5 WY

5 WZ

JACK GARDENER

J. W. COVENEY

RICHARD C. SIMMONDS

J. C. LLOYD EDWARDS

JAMES CROYSDALE

L. A. JEFFREY

HERBERT STEPHENSON
D. B. FRY ...
J. LLEWELLYN ..

G. C. CURTIS

H. LANGSTAFF

P. J. WAKEFIELD

BERNARD CALDWELL:

R. W. LEADER ...

GILBERT C. W EBB ...

STEPHEN W. BUTTERS

S. A. RICHARDS ...

W. V. HARRINGTON

KENNETH ULLYETT

DALLAS G. BOWER ...

... 15, Lewis Road, Sutton, Surrey.

" Bonita," 3o, Arundal Gardens,
Goodmayes.

61, Brightfield Road, Lee, S.E. 12.

Trevor Hall, Trevor, Wrexham.

40A, The Grove, Ilkley, Yorkshire.

... 9o, Harringay Road, Green Lanes,
N. 15.

The Bottoms, Gildersome, Leeds.
The Laurels, Mayfield, Sussex.
Eh -afield, 8, Baldrock Road,

Letchworth, Herts.

5 V.

33, Swindon Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham..

Commercial Bank Buildings, Brad-
ford, Yorkshire,

... 31, Station Road, Church End,
Finchley, .51. 3.

Ivy House, Whitley, nr. North-
wich, Cheshire.

Forth, St. Columb Minor, Corn-
wall.

... so, Osborne Road, Stroud Green,
N. 4.

... 51, Clarendon Road, West Croy-
don, Surrey.

103, Isledon Road, Finsbury Park,

5 W

A. J. GOODWIN
E. L. BLANCHARD ...

72, Bedford Road, Forest Road,
Walthamstow, E. 17.

" Zennor," Whipps Cross, Leyton-
stone, Essex.

10, Ventnor Villas, Hove BO.,
Brighton.

49, Ravin Road, Chadwell Heath,
E-Asex.

57, Hale Lane, Mill Hill, N.W. 7.
Mayville, Culliford Road, Dor-

chester, Dorset.

J. *B. RENSHAW ... 17, Walter Street, Audley, Black-
burn.

A. T. K. Mots, A.M.I.E.E... 46, isteria Road, Lewisham, S.E.

F. A. WOOLDRIDGE

J. R. Wirry

... *83, Selsey Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham. 44, Cambridge Road, Great Crosby,
Liverpool.

WOOLWICH RADIO SOCIETY
(Fixed Station)

FRANCIS J. WOOLFENDER

E. W. IlErricil

Y.M.C.A., Thomas Street, Wool-
wich (Reports to A. G. Beeson,
12, Court Yard, Eltham,
S.E. 9.)

68, New Road, Dearnley, Little-
boro, Lanes.

1, King Street, St. Helier, Jersey,
C.I.
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toubrit, :Malts
EDULLEMITTER

whilst our special offer remains open.
For another fourteen clays the prices of the Louden Dull Emitters will still be

8/- and 9/-
This is your opportunity. You can now satisfy yourself as to the undoubted
qualities of Dull Emitters in general and Louden Dull Emitters in particular
without incurring any great expense. For another fourteen days the prices of -
the Louden Dull Emitters will still be 8s. for the 4 -volt and 9s. for the 6 -volt.
Their cost, therefore, is the same, or at the most a shilling more than the cost
of the average bright emitter of competitive make.
The Louden 4 -volt and 6 -volt Dull Emitters consume only o.i amperes in the
filament. This is approximately one seventh of the current consumed by
most bright emitters of other makes.
If instead of these ordinary bright emitters you use Louden Dull Emitters in your
set, your accumulator bills will be reduced to one seventh. This will effect a con-
siderable saving in .a year's broadcasting expenditure, especially if you possess a
multi -valve receiver. An added advantage is that you can substitute Louden Dull
Emitters for your Bright Emitters straight away, and without having to make any
alterations or additions at all to your filament resistances or set. It is also possible
to use this valve in conjunction with a bright emitter, e.g., a bright emitter in the
detector stage, and a Dull Emitter Louden in the L.F. position or vice versa.
The 4 -volt valve normally costs its. and the 6 -volt 13s. 6d. For fourteen days,
however, we are making the wonderful offer detailed below, so that every member
of the wireless public can have the opportunity of testing this valve for himself
at a specially reduced figure.

This offer lasts only for fourteen days.
OUR OFFER

Send direct to us at Park Royal, Willesden, a remittance of 8s. for each 4 -volt
or 9s. for each 6 -volt Dull Emitter that you require, plus 3d. postage for each
valve. We will then forward you the valves requested in sealed cartons and bear-
ing the usual guarantee. Fill in the coupon below in block letters and tear off.

To The Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.;
Cumberland Avenue,

Park. Royal, Willesden, N.W.io.
Herewith Remittance Value ' Please send me Louden Dull Emitter Valve(s)
for 4-volt/6-volt* Accumulators, on conditions as per your advertisement.

Name
Address

*Delete zethichever does not apply. iv.r.w. 1/9,25.

This coupon is not available after September 15.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form -enclosed. ()I5
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5 XA
5 XB
5 XC
5 XD
5 XE
5 XF
5 XG
5 XH
5 XI
5 XJ
5 XK
5 XL
5 XM F. EUSTANCE

5 XN H. W. EVERITT
5 X0 Capt. L. A. BRATT
5 XP G. H. STANGER ...
5 XQ
5 XR
5 XS
5 XT P. B. THOMPSON

5 XL'. THOMAS N. LORD

5 XV
5 XW
5 XY

5 XZ

5 YA
5 YB
5 YC
5 YD

5 YE
5 YF
5 YG
5 TH
5 VI
5 YJ
5 YK
5 YL

5 YM

5 YN
5 TO

5

5
5

YP
YQ
YR

5 YS
5 TT

YLTyv
YW / R. S. WHITWELL

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
5

5
5

5

5

5
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
5
5

5

5

J. C. HARRISON

B. R. BRIDGWATER

 e

A. L. GOODLI FEE

G. W. THOMAS ...
B. HESKETH ...-

Capt. E. H. ROBINSON

jeydES E. NOBLE ...

5 X

92, Briardale Road, Moosley Hill,
Liverpool.

3o, Gourock Road, El tham, S.E. 9.
Marriott Road, Barnet.
9, Mark Street Rochdale.

17, Fyfield Road, Enfield, Middle-
sex,

6, Trafalgar Terrace, West Park
Street, Dewsbury, Yorkshire'.

Highcroft, Park Lane, Burnley,
Lancashire.

5Y

... 75, Upper Normacot Road, Long -
ton, Staffs.

J. GAI.I.SenER
F. HAROLD WEBBER, M.P.S.

TX
VT
YZ

ZA.
ZB
ZC
ZD
ZE
ZF
ZG
ZH

ZI
ZJ

ZL
ZM
ZN
ZO

ZP
ZQ

ZR

THEODORE ALLISON

17, Malvern Road, Nottingham.

169, Hills. Road, Cambridge.
Windy Comer, Kingston, nr. Lit-

tlehampton.
Langmead, Pirbright, Woking,

Surrey.

ro8, James. Street, Golcar, nr.
Huddersfield.

4, Havelock Terrace, Paisley.
14, Bridge Street,"Tiverton,

Devon.

... 12, Sidney Street, Penn Road,
Wolverhampton.

5 Z

W. F. MILLS, Assoc.I.R.E....

JESSOP

F. H. AUSTIN.

ZS
ZT
ZIJ H. B. GARDNER
ZV WILL HERRING
ZW
ZX T. L. RAWSON

5 ZY
5 ZZ. H. C. WHITBY

-  .

  

6 A
6 AA THE DURHAM & NORTHUM-

BERLAND COLLIERIES FIRE
& RESCUE BRIGADE

THE DURHAM & NORTHUM-
BE RLANDCOLLIERIESE IRE

,& RESCUE BRIGADE

6 AB

The Cromwell Engineering Co.,
8r, Oxford Avenue, S.W. so,

II, Stoney Hey Road, Wallasey,
Cheshire.

5, Crest Place, Halifax Road,
Brighouse, Yorkshire.

52, Church Street, St. Peter's,
Broadstairs.

129, Salisbury Road.
221, Newark Road, Lincoln.

Bell ROck, Belfield Road, ads -
bury, Manchester:

The 'Ness, Winstord, Chethire.

854, Scotswood Road, Newcastle -
on -Tyne.

854, Scotswood Road, Newcastle -
on -Tyne (Portable Set).

6 AC
6 AD S. MURGATROYD & R. WOOD- 2, Glenwyllin Road, Waterloo,

LAND Liverpool.

6 AE
6 AF ROBERT H. RICE
6 AG
6 AH R. H. P. COLLINGS ...
6 Al H. ANDREWS
6 AJ THE BARNSLEY & DISTRICT

WIRELESS ASSOCIATION
6 AK
6 AL JAMES P. MORTER

ARTHUR H. BIRD

F. A, ELLI FF...

6 AM
6 AN
6 AO
6 AP
6 AQ

6 AR
6 AS
6 AT
6 AU
6 AV

6 AW
6 AX
6 AY
6 AZ

6 BA
6 138 Joins Boca'
6 BC W. DOUGL r %AGUE ...

6 BD -

6 EE
6 BF
6 BG
6 BH F. T. SCR AGO, A.M.I.E.E.

6 -BI
6 BJ
6 BK
6 BL
6 BN
6 BO L. C. HAGGLE
6 BP A. E. HAYW ARD

6 BQ J. L. CANNON

6 BR G. H. RAMSDEN

6 B

  
  

6 BS
6 BT C. A. T AMBLIN
6 BU
6 BV M. OLIVER, A.M.I.E.E.,

6 BW J. C. MASON, A.M.I.R.E.

6 EX
6 BY
6 BZ

6 CA
6 CB
6 CC B. A. MaiiriEws ...
6 CD
6 CE
6 CF Wm. C. LING ARD

6 CG
6 CH R. J, LEEVES
6 CI
6 CJ
6 CK
6 CL
6 CM
6 CN
6 CO
6 CP
6 CQ
6 CR
6 CS
6 CT
6 CU
6 CV P. H. DORTE...

6 CW DAVID BURNE'JONES,

6 CX
6 CY
6 CZ

6 DA
6 DB
6 DC G. TOTING

6 DD JOHN W. BARBER ...

6 DE
6 DF F. G. PHINNIMORE

6 DG
6 DH
6 DI
6 DJ

- 7o, Seaside, Eastbourne.

4, Dean. Place, Liskeard, Cornwall.
Wireless Depot, Ystradgynlais.
221Market Street, Barnsley.

6 C

49, Westow Hill, Upper Norwood,
S.E. 19.

35, Bellwood Road, Waverley
Park. Annhead, S.E. 45

ro, Stumperlowe Park Road,
Fulwood, Sheffield.

Crouchley Lymm.
White House, High Heworth,

Gateshead -on -Tyne.

Mayville, Meaford Road, Barlas-
ton, Stoke -or. Trent.

35, Cunningham Park, Harrow.
Devonia, Eligham Road, Totten-

ham, N. 15.
14, W'ooricroft Avenue, Broom

hill, Glasgow.
34, Queensborough Terrace, Bays-

water Road, W. 2.

82, York Read, Bury St. Edmunds

Whitemore Lodge, Sunnin hill,
Berks.

3, Barnwell Avenue, Wallasey,
Cheshire.

... Westgate, Frederick Road, Wylde
Green,, Birmingham.

Eridgehohne Green, Chapel en -le -
Frith.

Denmark Villa, Bromley, Kent.

Lynwood, Oatlands. Park, Wey.
bridge, Surrey.

Gwalior, Rustic Avenue, Streat-
ham, S.W.

6 D

37, Barnard Road, Gorton, Man-
chester.

2c5, Prockley Road, Erockley,
S.E. 4.

Andrew Lane Farm, Nigh Lane,
Stockport.
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6 DK E. A. BOYCE

6 DL
6 DM CAPT. C. KNIGHT-COUTTS,

M.C.
6 DN
6 DO P. H. DORTE...

6 DP NOR/SAN CROWTHER...
6 DQ
6 DR
6 DS
6 D
6 DU E. J. NEWTON

6 DV
6 DW DOUGLAS H. JOHNSON

6 DX
6 DY C. KEITH MURRAY ... . .

6 DZ CAPT. L. A. K. }Lanolin ...

6 FA G wAIME

6.17B
6 FC L. S. Taylor,

6 FD F. T. CARTER

6 FE
6 FF
6 FG N. HENDRY ...

6 Fli G. W. LIVESLEY ,
6 FE
6 EJ C. V. JARVIS

6 FK F. A. CLARKE
5 FM
6 EN
6F0
6 FP
6 FQ A. B. RICHARDSON ...
6 FR
6 FS
6 F
6F11
6 FV W. H. TAYLOR
6 FW
6 EX
6 FY J. T. THORNTON, A.M.I.R.E.

6 FZ

6 GA
6 GB
6 GC
6 GD
6 GE
6 GE
6 GG A. W. EAGLE

6 GI -I
6 GI
6 GJ
6 GK

6 G

6 F

... Penguin, Garson Lane, Wrays-
bury, Bucks.'

Vine Street, Evesham.

Lynwood, Oatlands Park, Wey
bridge, Surrey.

209, Roundhay Road, Leeds,.

Jerningham Road, New Cross,
S.E. 14.

Coombe Pines; Warren Cutting,
Kingston Hill, Surrey.

Paultons Estate, Ower, Romsey,
Hants. -

South Dene, 1o6, Millhouses Lane.
Sheffield.

Kingsdown, College Road. N
Blundellsands, Liverpool.

49, Frederick Street, Crosland
Moor, Huddersfield.

Flat A. Gleneagle Mansions,
Streatham, S.W. '

3o,Sanderson Road, Newcastle -on -
Tyne.

... 3, Spring. Bank, Market Drayton,

Southleigh, or,. Baltic Road,
,Tonbridge, Kent.

48, Wilbury Road, Hove, Sussex.

9, Quarry Road, Hastings.

106, Bridge Street, Warrington.

Green Hill, Birkley Lodge Road,
Huddersfield,

'z26, Rosebury Avenue, Totten-
Jiam, N.17.

6 GL F. L. GILES ... ... - 201, Higham Hill Road, Waltham -
stow, E.17.

6 GM E. ANSLOW WILSON ... 42, Heber Road, N.W.2.
6 GN TYNEMOUTH VOLUNTEER LIFE Brigade House, Tynemouth.

BRIGADE
6 GO LEONARD A. SAYCE... 5, Toward Terrace, Sunderland.
6 GP
6 GQ JAMES STEPHEN ,SORTER Greyfrairs, Ironworks, Elgin,

Morayshire.
93, Entwistle Road, Rochdale.6 GR joirx S. SCOTSON

6 GS
6 GT
6 GU
6 GV
6 GW PERCY BRIAN. M.SC.

6 GX C. REYNOLDS
6 GY T. Mc L. GALLOWAY

6 GZ R. C. NEALE ...

6 HA
6 FIB
6 HC H. COOPER ...

79, Lakey Lane, Hall Green,
Birmingham.

71, Siddall Street, Oldham.
Wyntersted, Dollar, Clackinan-
. nanshire.
Farnborough Road, Farnborough,

Hants.

6 H

... "Morning Dawn," Burnt Ash
Lane, Bromley, Kent.

6 HD
6 HE.
6 HE
6 HG A. FRANKS, LTD. ...
6 HH ALEC R. E. JENNINGS, Hon.

Sec. Glevern Radio Soc.
6 HI
6 HJ

T7 V,

95-7, Deansgate, Manchester.
Caxton House, Gloucester.

J. W CARRELL " T1T'±"Tr'1."

6 HL
6 HM
6 HN
6 HO
6 HP
6 HQ
6 HR

6 HS

6 HT
6 HU
6 HV
6 I -1W
6 HX
6 HY
6 HZ

6 LA
6 IB
6 IC -

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

ID
IE
IF
IG
IH
II

IJ
IK
IL
IM
IN

6 10
6. IP
6 IQ

6 IR
6 IS
6 IT
6 IU
6 IV
6 IW

6 IX

6 TY
6 IZ

ILKA-1 E. DAFT

W. D. KEILLER

H. SAYILLIS

ARNOLD Jovvxxr

HEDLEY FORSHAW

... 3r, Eastfiehd Road, Peterborough;

.. 5/, Highworth Road, New South-
gate, Nal.

r, Delamere Avenue, Stietford,
Manchester.

6 I

31o, Hopwood Lane, West End,
Halifax.

P. B. SNOADEN
LEEDS Y.M.C.A. WIRELESS -

SOCIETY
W. G. FUDGER

6 JA
6 JB
6 JC
6 JD
6 JE
6 JF

6
6 JG

R
6 JI
6 JJ J. ORD FENDER SMITH
6 JK
6 JL P. N. GOULSTON

6 JM
6 JN
6 JO J. RODGERS

6 JP
6 JQ
6 JR
6 JS PERCY R. SOLDER .-

6 JT
6 JU
6 JV CAPT. H. J. B. HAMPSON
6 JW V. PLASCOTT
6 JX
6 JY
6 JZ VYP PAN, A. G. BROWN

6 EA
6 KB EDWARD IL WILDING

6 -KC
6 KD

6 KR
6 KG
6 Kid
6 KI

6 KJ

6 RE
6 EL
6 KM
6 EN
6 KO
6 KP
6 KQ
6 KR
6 KS
6 KT
6 KU

R. A. FARMERY . .

C. G. BEVAN, B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E.

CHARLES D. KIDD ...

WALTER KROHN ...

JOHN COOICSON

H. G. CLACY

6J

45, High Street, Standish, near
Wigan.

68, Hide Road, Harrow.
Albion Place, Leeds, Hon. See.;

P. Whiteley.
" Brora," Priorswood Road, neat

Godalming.

"The Croft," Dingwell, N.B.

" Edgeleigh," Warwick Avenue,
Coventry.

... /3, Arwenack Street, Falmouth,
Cornwall.

76, Albert Road, Alexandra Park,
N. 22.

477, Earlham Rise, Norwich.
39, Waterloo Road, Southampton.

Fawley Lodge, Coley Avenue,
Reading.

6K
306, Gidlow Lane, Wigan, Lan-

cashire
... 136, Shear Brow, Blackburn.

Technical College, Cardiff.

33, Berkeley Road, Bishopston.
Bristol.

18, Higheroft Gardens, Golders
Green, N.W. Ir.

66, Albert Road, Blackpool.

114, Bradshaw Road Wal ford,
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6 KV
6" KW
6 KX
6 KY
6 KZ

6 LA 
6 LB L. J. FULLER

6 LC
6 LD H. HORROCES

6 LE
6 LF GEORGE W. HALL

6 LG
6 LH
6 LI

6 LIC
LL

6 LM
6 LN
6 LO
6 LP
6 LQ
6 LR
6 LS
6 LT
6 LIT
6 LW

6 LX
6 LY
6 LZ

6 MA
6 MB .
6 MC J. A. BADHAM 114, FitzWilliain Street, Hudders-

field.
6 MD
5 ME
5 ALT SIDNEY HILL.. Langford, nr. Bristol.
5 MG B. W. D. LACEY 197, Alc3ster Road South, King's

Heath, Birmingham.5M3
6 MI
5 MJ H. A. FREER... ..: 11o, Humberstone Drive, Leicester
5 MK R. WILBY 93, Brudenell Road, Hyde Park,
6 ML

Leeds.

6 ADI.
6 NI1
6 MO
6 MP
6 MQ G. C.. PATCHING ... 84, Allcroft Road, Kentish Town

N. W. 5.
6 MR
6 MS
6 M": W. HAVARD LILES ... 21-22, Edwards Terrace, Cardiff.6 MJ
6 M V
6 MW
6 MX Y. W. P. EVAN'S, M.I.R.E .... 2, Parkside Road, Alexandra

Park, Manchester. 

6L

7,

13, Sea3ry Road, Wanstead,
Essex.

23, Mount Avenue, Littleborough,
Manchester.

Acton's Walk, Chapel Lane,,
Wigan.

A. WOODMANSEY, YI.Sc, a, Church Avenue, 'Harrogate.
R. C. DAVIES ... Sunny Side, Grainger's Lane,

Cradley Heath, Staffs..

6M

6 MY
6 MZ H. H. MOULD Hilbre, Richmond Road, Wolver-

hampton.

6N
6 NA
6 NB
6 NC
6 ND
6,.NE
6 NF ALFRED D. GAY ...

6 NG J. W. CROPPER

6 NH J. W. DAVIES

6 NI
6 NJ C. W. WATSON ... 33, Rainhall Road, Barnoldswick.
6 Nr(
6 NL Tue Barrtsn RADIO u?AC- 9, South Castle Street, Liverpool.

TURING Co,
6 NM
6 NN
6 NO
6 NP WILLIAM GILL 7, Church View, Heck:nondwike,

Yorks.
6 NQ B. PARKES 102, Lichfield Street, Walsall,

Staffs.
6 NR NORMAN RUSHTON ... so, Ashlay Street, Manchester

Road, Bradford.
6 NE
6 NT H. PLUMER 20a, Tradeseant Road, South

Lambeth Road, S.W.&. -6 NU

49, Thornlaw Road, W, Norwood,
S.E.27.

to, Manor Street, Audenshaw,
near Manchester..

Doddington, Caterham Valley,
Surrey.

6 NV
6 NW
6 NX
6 NY
6 NZ W. B. CIIIVERS 15; Arden Road, Birchfield,

Birmingham. -.

6 OA
6 OB

OC LT. -COL. E. C. JENNINGS
6 OD
6 OE
6
60G
6 011
6 OI
6 0 J
6 OX W. Jones

6.0E
6 OM IAN AUCHTERLONIE
6.0.4 W. H. FELTON ...

6 00
6 OP
6 OQ
6 OR
6 OS
6 OT
6 OU
6 OV
6 .OW JAMES P. BROWN.

6 0X
6 OY PATRICK L,F. Jones

6 PA
6 P8
6 PC
6 PD A. J. DIXON...

6 PE
6, PF F. NI. COOPER

6 PG C. H. TARGEIT
6 PH
6 PI
6 PJ F. IsoN

6 PK
6 PL J. F. BROCKB ARK

6 PM
6 PS
6 PO
6 PP
6 PQ FRED W EDWARDS

6. PR

6 PS
6 PT LEONARD LOTT, " GaIltS Muir," Berrow Road,

Burnham -on -Sea.6 PU
6 PV
6 PW
6 PX
6 PY
6 PZ

60
" Gelfi-deg," Kidwelly, S. Wales.

Tegwel, Penybryn, Upper Colwyn
Bay, N. Wales. -

... The Gables, Ileswall, Cheshire.
47, Sompting Road, Broadwater,

Worthing.

. 18, May Street, Hamilton, Lanark-
shire: .

... 181, Hampstead Way, Goldets
Green, N.W.1r.

6P

White House,.74, Hertford Road.
Enfield Wash, Middlesex. '

22, Guest Road, Endcliffe, Shef-
field.

21, High Street, Dartford, Kent.

... 47, Orford Road, VValtharnstow,
E.17.

... 51, Palatine Road, Withington,
Manchester.

6 QA ARTHUR R. ARNOLL

6 QB L. H. THOMAS

6 Q0 H. J. STAMPER

6 QD
6 ,QE
6 QF
6 QG C. G. CARLTON
6 Q11
6 QI
6 QJ
6 QK
6 QI.
6 QM
6 QN
6 QO
6 QP
6 QQ
6 Q R
6 QS
6 QT
6 QU ARTHUR EATON

CYRIL J. DEAL

6 QV A. I. Ric:i

6 QW
6 QX
6 QY
6 QZ W. R. EMERY

6 RN.
6 RB
6 RC
6 RD
6 RE

...

6 Q

"Fair Haven," Castle Gresley,
near Burton -on -Trent.

Coombehurst, Coombe Hill Road,
E. Grinstead, Sussex.

4o, Springwell Avenue, Harlesden,
N:W.to.

33, Harpenden Road, West
Norwood, S.E.27.

The Grammar School, Lough-
borough.

" Horn park House," Lee, S.E.12.

... The Limes, Kelvedon, Essex.

:.. 21, Dashwood Road, Prestwich,
Manchester.

... 13, Nevf Road, Ponder's End,
Middlesex.

... 39, Kilmorey Gardens, Twicken-
ham.

6R
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for a
complete

and
effective
campaign

IN

RADIO

ADVERTISING

WIRELESS

MODERN
WIRELESS

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

WIRELESS
WEEKLY

THE WIRELESS
DEALER

Enquiries for space
should be addressed to

The Advertisement Manager

Barclays Advertising Ltd.,

Strand,

W.C. 2.

Bush House,

London

Telephone: CiPv 991r (Six lines).

/9 EACH.

This new shock absorbing
socket prevents the trans-
mission of outside noises
and vibrations to the lila-
ments. The effects of street
traffic, indoor footsteps and
resonance (often inau-
dible to the human ear
and yet constantly causing
distortion), are completely
dissipated because the valve

et purer tone

eiustug this
shock absorbing,

iifilve holder

is securely floated on deli-
cately adjusted springs. So.
strongly constructed are
these springs that the tight-
est valve can be inserted or
removed without fear of
damaging them. EACH
SPRING HAS ONE TURN
ONLY. Bakelite construc-
tion ensures high insulation,
low capacity and sturdiness.

There arc terminal connections for the experimenter and soldering, tags for the perma-
nent set. The Benjamin Clearer Tone Valve Holder is easily cleaned-little or no dust
cam collect in the sockets.

The springs themselves tom
the valve pin sockets. No
soldered joints-all one solid
metal piece from 'tag to valve
leg. No flexible wire connec-
tions. The spring supports
are not affected by stiff bus- .
bar wiring. FOR GOOD
RECEPTION WITH DELL
EMITTER VALVES
BENINMIN CLEARER
TONE ANTI -MICROPHONE
VALVE HOLDERS ARE

ESSENTIAL.

CLEARE11347EVALVE HOLDER
(ANTI-MICROPHONIC)

Pals. Pending,

FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT FROM

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LIMITED
Brantwood Works, Tariff Rd., TOTTENHAM, N.17

The Benjamin Battery Switch gives perfect battery current control, 2/- each.

I

Ai

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 919
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New Apparatusfor the
Autumn Season

-ate
A11-44

GIVING DETAILS OF OUR
NEW APPARATUS.

LOOK OUT FOR OUR
LOUD S PEAKER

7k KON E
9:4e SpeatforatchicaLitvitivception

revolutionise

Western electric C3NNAUGHT HOUSE, ALDWYZ,H, W.C.2.
Telephone: Central 734t (9 line-.).

BRA i\TGDES r Glasgow, Leeds, 'Vouches! er,
Are:ocrtslie, BiGni07hant, Cardiff, Solana:101)n,
Liverpool, D u5I in.

Advt. of Western Electric CO. Ltd Connaughi H. tee Aldwych London, W.t

vPIAAA.A.A.A.AkelAe,v1AfevIA.
It's contact that counts !

"CLIXIE"
At Home

The Albert Hall
Sept.12- 23.

Retail Prices :
CLIX with

Locknut 3d.
CLIX Adapter

with Locknut 2d.
CLIX Insulators

(8 colours)
id. each.

CLIX Bushes
(8 colours)
ld. pair.

says CLIXIE
" A radio circuit is as efficient as its
weakest connection," says CLIXIE.
" So wh'3n you suspect faults in your
wiring look to your connections first.

`" Two -point contact-and touch-
ing contact at that-is perhaps the
'commonest form of weakness. It's the
outstanding attribute of those inge-
nious silly little wiring gadgets to
which the sanest of us occasionally
falls victim. And it simply won't do.
" Nothing will do short of full
surface contact, constantly main-
tained. And that's why nothing
will do but the plugsocket CLIX.
" The ingenious design of CLIX
provides a large area of contact
surface with the minimum of
capacitive metal in both plug
and socket. Hence the CLIX
supremacy over every other form
of plug, switch or terminal."
Are you well connected ? Try

CL IX
The Ele2tro-Link with 159 Uses.

AUTOVEYORS, LTD., 84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.
leifloVAegtaleAVIVAAAAAVVIAAA,ABAAAAAAABAAitte"

N o 1 W.
Standard Pocket
Lamp Size -
4 -k volt with
patent spiral
wire terminals
and plug sockets

. to take Wander
Plugs.
Note :-r CIOZ. = 5/

volts.

Used units replaced
easily.-

ConnecTasillustratcd

PRICE CARRIAGE

WIRELESS
ORY B. B. CBATTERIESETA

PAID

To connect in
Series insert
straight Ter-
minal in Spiral
of next battery.
Bend spiral and
thus ensure per-
manent electrical
connection with-
out solde-ring..

Guaranteed
BRITISH MADE

at our
Watford Worlcs.

Patent No. 202763.

7/- PER DOZ., WITH PLUG

WIRELESS 27
.070.5 BATTERIES s..;

No. 2W, 16,1 volts, 3 volt tappings. Price 3/ -
No. 4W, 6)8
No. 5W, to 12/-
No. 6W, D volts, Grid, II volts tapping 2/3

Prices in-
clude Wan-
der Plug.
Carriage

paid.

BRITISH BATTERY CO., Ltd.
CLARENDON ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS. (Telephone. Watford 617.)1'

Barclays 1029

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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6 RG
6 RH
6 RI
6 RJ
6 RK
6 RL It. GaEcsoN 2, Laurel Avenue, Blackpool.
6 RM A. E. MACPARLAgE 30, Vincent Road, Addiseombe,

E. Croydon.
6 RN
6 RO
6 RP
6 RQ B. C. TuogAs ... 93, Brynccerau Terrace, Llanelly.
6 RR
6 RS F. C. SNIART "The Retreat,'4 Fields Park Road,

Newport, Mon.
6 RT
6 RU
6 RV
6 R W EDWARD T. SALMON

6 RX
6 RY H. LESLIE BOWER ...
6 RZ

6 SA

6 SB
6 SC
6 SD
6 SE
6 SF

35, Delamain ROad, West Derby,
Liverpool.

... 13, Daniel Street, Bath, Somerset.

6S
PROFESSOR A. M. Low The Nt.,,v.4, Woodstock Road,

Bedford Park, W.

6 SG L. W. MAN:... ... 35, jessil Road, South,..ea.
6 SH SYDNEY HEALD ... 2, Market Street, Chorley, Lancs.
6 SI
6 SJ
6 SK A. E. Vol.:. ... 57, Lyttelton Road, Leyton, E.Io.
6 St..*
6 SIVI
ti SN"
6 SO
6 SP
6 SQ.
6 SR 12. T. HA1:0N EVANS 6, Court-y-vil Road, Penartb.

Forest Hill,. 'Park RoUnd-
bay, Leeds:

6 SU
, 6 SV E. S. STANLEY

6 SW
6 S X
6 SY
6 SZ KENNETH B.Sc, Park Avenue, Burnley, Lancs.

-6 TA
6 TB
6 TC
6 TD
6 TE
6 TF
6 TG
6 TH C. W. LILES ...

6 TI LESLIE BALDWIN

6 TJ
6 TK
6 TL J. H. SMITE,

6 TM W. A. S. EUTEMENT
6. TN
6 TO
6 TP
6 TQ
6 TR
6 TS
6 'TT
6. TH
6 TV
6 TW

Marlborough House, Park,:ide
Road, Reading.

6T

... "Helena," 52, York Place, New-
- port.

... 244, Dudley Hill Road, Under -
elide; Bradford.

... Duke Street, Dartmouth, S.

.... :27, West End Lane, N.W. 6.

J. K. BYERS ... 33, ..Richmond Avenue, Margate.

Josneu NODEN " Fern Villa," Coppee Road,
VvIllaston; Nr. Nintwich.

6 TX J. E. FYNN "Maxwell," to, M)nkhams
Avenue.,  Woodford Green,
Essex. ,

6 TY W. Lakefield Road, Llanelly.
6 TZ

::6 U:
6 UA
6 UB
6 UC A. C. C,. TWIN 162, Hagley- Road, Eclgbaston,

Birmingham.
6 UD
6 UR
6 OF
6 UG
6 UH
6 UI
6 UJ
6 UK
6' UL -
6 UM
6 UN
6 HO

MODERN WIRELESS
6 UP
6 UQ
6 UR
6 US Ntsawr E. READ

S UT T. A. Sr. JOHNSON ...

6 UU
6 UV G. L. MORROW
6 UW
6 UX
6 UY HARRY NORMAN CiR, Y
6 HZ W. H. HAKEWELL ..

6 V.
6 VB
6 VC
6 VT)
6 VE
6 VF
6 VG
6 VH
6 VI H. 1:31EscuLEY

6 VJ
6 VK JAmEs H. BEAN
6 VL R. W. LEADER
6 VIVI
6 VN F. W. WELLBELOYE
6 VO
6 VP ALAN Sorry
6 VQ
6 V R
6 1, S
6 VT
6 VU
6 VV
6 VW
6 VX T. Sc. G. LEIGH 'CLAM

6\'Y
6 VZ

6 WA
6 WB
6 WC -
6 MT)
6 WE
6
6 WU ROKERI CARLISLE ...
6 WE E. W. & H. J. REEK :..
6 WI
6 W j
6 Wlm
6 '.Vi.. J. T. DICKINSON

6 ',V -M
6 WN
6 WO
6 MT,
6 WQ
6 WL
6 WS L. I. NEAVER3011

6 \VT
6 WU
6 \VN; V. IV. Caom.

6 WW
6 WX
6WV
6 WZ

6 XA.
6 X
6 XC -

6 XD
6 XE.
6 XC
6 XG DONALD B. KNOCK...

6 XII
6 XI -

6 XJ
6 X ft -

6 XL
6 XM
6 XN
6 XO
6 XF
6 XQ
6 X F.
6 XS
6 XT S. G. W. FARMERY

6 XIS
6. XV
6 XW
6 XX
6 XV FRANK CAOPPER

6 XZ M. MARSHALL

Ty -Rhos, Llandrinio,  Llanymr
nech, Montgomery.

243, Douglas Road, Ching -ford,
Essex.

Penolver, Berkhamsted,

78, High Street, Barry.
Yeovil House, R Street,

Stoke-on-Treut.

6V

96, Springfield Road, Moseley,
Birmingham.

Moerview, Toiler Lane, Pradford.
... Forth, St. Columb Minor,Cornwall.

.. .37, St. John's Road, Erith, Kent.

... 43, High Street, Yiewsley, Mddlx.

E 132, Grove Green Road, Layton -
stone, E.

6 W

40, Walton Street, Glasg3w.
2, Riddings Street, Derby.

1, St. Austell Road; LeWlsham

Northants'. Wireless Co., 40,,
Cowgate, Peterborough.

... 26, Fenwyn Road, West Wim-
bledon, S.W.

6X

34, Claremont Road,- Birkdale,
Lancs.

... The Moorlands, Winnfield, Adel,
Nr. Leeds.

42, Acres Lane, Stalybridge,
Cheshire.

Beach View, Island Road, New-
, quay, Cornwall,
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o RAYMOND
ALL GOODS POST FREE U.K. except where stated:
Foreign orders over £10 post free, otherwise please manzi=izz=0=7)`
send ample for post, etc. Trade orders U.K. less SEE OUR ADDRESS

20 % . Post extra. Open all day Saturday.
ACCUMULATORS EDISON BELL. - IGRANIC.

(New). Series Parallel Vaiionleter 18:6 Ultrynin Golf 9 -

2 volt, 40 amps. .. 9 6.. 10 /6
60 ,, ..11 6.. 12/6_

4 40 ..15/11. 18/6
4 CO -19/6.. 21
4 ,, 80 ..24.6 25
6 60 .. 29 /6

80 ,, 35'9.
Best makes. Rotas, Radioed',

Kay Ray."

(B.B.C. 4 Sax.) tinitune Minor, 80/180 .. 7'6
OA Model 11.11.c. . .,. 10 /-- linitune Major, 300;600 .. 9. -
pixid Citidensers, .001 .. 1 /3 Rheostat Standard .. 4A
.0001 up to .0005 . , .. 1,I3 Rheostat 315 ohms .. 7 /-
.002 up to .006 .. .. 2/- Vernier Rheostat .. .. 7 /- I

Grid 'Leak and Clips .. 1/3 fransformos, L.P., shrouded, 1

.0003 and Grid Leak .. 2'8 1st Stage
Dulcevnx Lend Speaker .. 42 /- lnd Stage .. .. 19 '6
Edison Bell . .. 42i- Faro ter. (Skeleton) .. 12,6

01,1 Model Type IL .. 10.-
GOSWELL. Variable Grid Leak .. 8;6

(Dim] iiv Radio.) Potentiometer, 300 °Inns.. 7' -
Cells (Mounted). 1 i ictiou Pew il .. .. 2,-

H.R. Potentiometer, 30,000

ATHOL.
Valve Holder .. 1 /3
Coil Plug 1/3

BOW YER-LOWE,
Low boss Coil Framer .. 5!-
H.I. ransformei . each 7y- 100 . 2.9 150 .. (One hole fixing.) MAGNUM.

(Burns, Jones, Ltd.)
H.F. Transformers.. et 7

All sizes stocked.
Coil Holders,

ON OPPOSITE PACE

McMICHAEL "M.H."-, 014 4 I SUCCESS.
1 ixe1 Condensers and , lil a. I , F. Super (All Black)

.0001 to .001 .. ca. 1 9 standard, 1st Stage.,

.002 up to .01 .. er4 2 3 5 node Tuner.. .,
condenser 0003, Grid Leak Anode Capacity .Re -

and Aluuntel on Base .. 4 .:tance .. _
Grid Leak and Clips, 2 rue2. 2 \ rattier Coil Holders,
Anode Res. 70, 80, 100,000

L.P. Transformer ..
Bright Emitter Rheostat..
Dull Emitter Rheostat .

Dual Rheostat ..
Triple Rheostat .

Potentiometer ..
01.10. Damper

21 -
5 6
6;6
7/8

22 6
7:6

80/150, 150/300, 300:600,. 550 173 .. 3 6 200 .. Vat iable ( 'ond misers. Sq. Law,
2,200, 1,100/3,000, 2,000 up. 250 .. 5 3 300 ..0003 .. 21'- .0005 '.. 29,'-

' .Neutrodyne stocked; Low Loss Coil Fenno: ... 001 .... 27/6
Variable Condensers and Vernier. Legless Valve Holder .. New prices.

.0003 . 151-. 0005.. 18:- 2 -way Panel Stand ..
Square 'Law 4:- each estra. 3 -way Panel Stand .. 5 - 50 .. 4 6 - 75 .. 4 10

Anti Pang Valve Holder .. 3 /- 0 -way Cam Operated .. 100 .. 6 /3 150 . 7 -
:3 -way Cam Operate( .. 200 . 81.- 250 .. 8 6
Sub -Panel Valve Holler 300 .. 9,'- 400 .. 10 /BURNDEPT.

Rheostat 4-7 ohms 5/ -
Dual Rheostat, .. 7/ -
Crystal Detector .. 4/-
L.F. Transformers 24/ -

(High or low ratio.)
Antiphonie Valve Holder 5.' -
Geared Coil Stands.

2 -way, 15:- 3 -way .. 20/ -
Potentiometer .. 716
Aerial Safety Switch .. 12 13

Culls at list prices. -
CONDENSERS NEUTRODYNE.

Colvern 6
Success .. 3'6
Miebrom .. 2'6
llowyer-I.owe .. 5 -
Gambrell . .. 7/9
Do., Stabilising .. 5/6
Comm? 2/

Lissen . .. 4,6
COLVERN SELECTOR.

Low Loss, Variable, with Gears.
.0005.. .. 21 /4
.0003.. .. . 20 -
Colvern Vernier ..
Neutrodyne .. 3.'8

CRYSTALS.
The best only.

Shaw's Genuine Hettsite, in
Sealed Box .. .. 1' -

Neutron .. .. 1 6
tiralium 1'3
Listron . , 1 /6
Zincile and Bornite .. 1/3

COILS-AIR SPACED.
Ledion New Type.

Yellow Boxes, Patent Niclobei
206233. Not genuine otherwise.

in. Airspaced 5xx .. 2 '-
f in. do. Set of 5 for B.B4'. '-

DUBILIER.
Fixed Condensers.

.0001, 2, 3, 4, 5 .. no. 2'6
.001, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1. 5, 2, 3 meg. Grit' Leaks.ea. '2/6
.0001 to .0005. Type 610 ea. 3 '-
.001 to .009, Type 610 ea. 316

.015, Type 610 .. ea. 4/8
Anode Resistances.

10, 60, 70, 80 106000thms,
on Stand with Clips ea. 5 '6
Vanionn Vadaliles." list price:..

Mansbridge Variometer.
300 to 1,800 metres . 12'6

DORWOOD.
Precision Fixed.

.0003, with DIM Leak Clip 2'6

.00,1 to .006, without 3 /-

DIALS.
Accrutitne Geared, 00-1 .. 17 /6
Pico, highly recounnended

EUREKA.
Concert Grand L.F'. .. 30
2nd Stage .. .. 22 6
Gravity Detector .. 6 6

ENERGO.
H.F. Transformers.

(1) 150,150
12) 250, 700
(3) 430/1.200 ., 43
(9) 900 /2,000 .. ... 4/6
(5) 1,6002,000 .. 4,9
L.F. Transformers .. 15.1--

Legless Valve Holder
Ins. Valve Sockets. set ..
Electric Soldering Set ..

All parts stocked.

1'9
2,'3
3/-
3.9
81-
379
1 /6

9;-
12/6

1 /3
1;3
1

GAMBREI,L.
Neutrodyne Crardenser .. 7, 9
L.P. Transformers, 1st or

2nd stage each 27,6
Anti capSwitches,

502 .. 3 800.. 11,'
750750 .. 12 6 1230 15.8
1500 17 , 6

"KAY RAY."
Permanent Detector and

(lips
Ditto, One Hole 'Fixing ..

Hundreds of to

LOTUS. tGeared.)
Dual Rheostat .. .. 5'6 2 -way Stared .. 7
V1 emeter .. 90 - [3 -way Stand .. 10 6

Cools. all sires
H. 14 C. LOUD SPEAKERS.

5,[1,e now., .. A o 30150

Dtt
Baseboard

o, " ti" : 11 g
[Golf

I -local 55-_155
_

Amplion Junior .. 27,6
Amon.. A.R. 111.. 50.-
Aruplion A.R. 114.. .. 65 '-60 volt 13.1344 .. 8 6

-to Aim lion A.P. 10 .. ..105'-Ditto extra large 10.13.11.
06 It Eveready 10 0 Brown's H.2" _

108 It EN creadv 20 "Ultra' .. 27.6
11 It Everett/1y t Ll bias. 2 3 Prue Music Mlhof
30 ,ult " Adieu " . 8 11 Dsdeevox .. 42!-
66 volt " B. t l 8 II Edison Bell

CAV Tom 'fit .. .. 30 1-Griii bias 9 dr, , . 2 -
Plash lamp. 1. .. 6'4 CAC Js.41/2*

Exhibition Models on .le as soon14vereadv, 0.,o Doe- 7/6
as on the market.

HEADPHONES.
British, 4,000 ohms.

Sterling . 22'6
13.1.H. .. 20
Ericsson 22,6
Br "I TY1,1, .. 20 -

Biandes Match,. i . . 20
Bowerman's Super Power 'Phones,

4,000 ohms.
Uniquely light in weight first
quality mailer it. is, era ft sn itinship
rrerfeet, true tone, comfortable, 5 pomt, _
4,000 ohms. Stallory diaphragm. Switch
highly tinisheil, Dinaliat head -007 2'9bands, Each 'phone ,r teed Series ....2 9
Best British Make. 2 /A Variable Grid Leak .. 2 '6Reduced to "' Anode Resistance .. 2 6

"BRUNET. ,ssert .. 3,6
Our Old Friends. Lisseristat Major 7,6

4,000 ollins 14,, [Universal Major .. 106
Potent ion.eter 4 /6

SILare ' Pr' - Vic:, Variable (Mark II) .. 17 6
HEADPHONES (N. & K.1. inner .. 226

Genuine (slaw) ul on back of each Wire Rheostat .. .. 4 -
case). vy line value. Comfort- Nentrodyne Condenser .. 410
41.1e leaerther licgdbands. 1,000

ohms.
Limited number at .. 14 11

H.T. BATTERIES.
30 volt B.B.C. .. 6 3

Eanaps.
£50 reward if above are not exactly
as represented. BEWARE of cheap
imitations, got up to look like the

genuine article.

DR. NESPER.
Adlustable sliait r agro detachable
eceiverg, double leather I ovens]

Leal long Ilextble cords 7 .. 6'5 230 .. 9,9
nicLei -plate-1 parts. Very con,
fortable fitting to We head. NIARCONIPHONE.
Per pair .. 12, /11 Potentiometer .. .. 11,6

- Ideal L.F. .. ea. 35,-
HEADPHONES-contd. (4 to 1, 6-1, 2.7-1.1

Ericsson Et' (Continental) Crystal Detector .. 8r-
4,000 'l -,s .. 12 '-

Your favourite 'phone. Exquisite DIcalICHAEL "ME."
tone, beautifully finished Ebonite 11.14. Transformers ca. 10/-

80 /1.50, 150/:300, 300/600,
550 /1.200, 11.00'3,000,
2,500 /7,000. Set of 6 in

LISSEN,

T.2
T.3

Variable Grid Leak .. 2/6
Anode Resistaime .. 2:6
L.P. Choke
ELF. Choke

Lissen Switches.

Lissen
.. 4/10 35, 40 .. 4 10

30 .. 5'- 60 . 5 475. 5,4 100 .. 6 9.
150 .. 200 8!5

Lissen X Coils.

3 -way - ..12.6
Vibro Valve Holder. , . 5 -
Neutrodyne Condenser .. 4[6
Anticap Valve Holder .. 2,6
Tapped Coil T.A.T." Cir-

cuit .. 8 ,
AU parts stocked.

"MICHROM "
Vernier is a vonderftil little
article, 24 terms of tuning adjust -
merit. Single it n. hole fixing
Masinano cap mitt/ .000015 rofd
min pacimoot caty Negligible, 2.8

POLAR. -

(Radio Comm. Co.)
t 'am Vernier 2 -way ..

..
New Type, 2 -way
Atto, S -way 17,1 -

Variable Condensers,
.0002, .0005, .001, all 10'6 each.

R.C.C., Enit
Nies P. 60 4 -

Micrometer Condenser .. 5 /6
Nentrodyne Condenser .. 5/6

"R.I."
New Vs.riable Air Condensers,

.0005.. ..
0003.. .. 22 6

Anode Choke .. .. 10 '-
L.?. Transfer 251-
Permanent Detector

R I."
L.F. Transformer, New Model.
To avoid clever imitations are yon
buy in a SEALED B0 NT. None
,tenuine without. 25 ,oat fire

RE-ECHO.
Crystal Receiver.

(One n it 1, a nal ne behind it.)
All usual a velen,06 covered
by inserting suitable coils. Fitted
Shatv's genuine Ilei.tsite. A truly
wonderful set. Handsome design
in well finished sloping cabinet.

Price, 17 6. Post 6d.
REFLEX COILS.

Made under licence Burndept
Patent No. 108249."

No. 35 150 /1200 .. 8d.
No. 50 200 /500 .. Sd.
No. 75 31)0.750 .. 1
No. 100 400:1,000
No 150 600:1,500
No. 500 800/2,000 .. 2/9
No. 250 900 /2,500

Put 2i. each.
STERLING.

Triple Coil Holder .. 20, -
Ditto, on Standaids .. 22/6
Square Law Condensers, with
Vernier,
.00025 23 ; .0004 25!6
Square Law Double 27,6
Square Law Triple .. 3
Non Peng Valve Holder
Potentiometer, 250 ohms
Headplumes, 4,000
ohms .. 2
" Dinkie " Loud

Speaker
".Baby " Sterling .. 5
Gold Floral " Baby " 5
Exhibition models as soon

on market.

5/-
4/3
6,6

2,'6

76
-

Supra1' (Wates)
Portland (good value)
Ormond Standard ..
Ericsson 2-1 or 4-1..
Cosmos 4-1
Royal Shrouded
fgranig. 1st Stage ...
fgranic, 2nd Stage ..

5 ,._ lissen T.1 ..
as Lissen, 1.2

Lissen, T.3 ..
Enteka, Concert Grand
Eureka, 2nd Stage ..
Po quip Standard ..

310 Success Super (Black)
A.7 Supersonic Unit .. 12 /6 2.5 3,- Suircesi, Silver

Edison ,

. on Bell, _ for .. 2i-Ed
P.2.

invan
Cossor P.I

" A.R.," HT. andSpade Terminals, etc. L.F. " A.R."Bronx Screwed doz. 11- B.T.H. 1 R."
tett or 131trels.. doz. 1 8 14,'- each.Sinitic Tags .. 3 dos. 1,- Mallard D.3, White Ring.Flex, etc. Red and Black ,D.3 L.F., 143 H.?.Teein, per dos. yds. 2 -r W.1, 00 2.Maroon Twin Erdman " ARDE gap.,6 feet 'Phone Cords .. 1 119

m
Red, L.P. Green.Loud Speaker Cords 1,11 B.T.IL B3.

Terminals, Complete. Marconi DER.
Brass W.0. doz.

_ s.P l
3rass Pillar .. 'Ion.

Large W.O. or Pillar
(Ormond) thrg.
Large.. doz.

Brass, 'Phone.. doz.
nke , Phone . dos..

Plilsli Panel Socket s
and Nuts, Brass doz.

Ditto, Nickel.. doz.
Plug aml Socket (Red

Success Tuner
Audio choke

L.F.TRANSFORMERS contd.
21 Dambiell,
16 - 1st or dud Stage ea, .27,6

50 -I UTILITY.
51 Variable Condensers.

51 ,iinare La1V. and \ gmier,
108 ono].) and Dial.

0005 13,- : 0003 11,'3
SIDTTON. Anti -can Switches.
Rheostats.

I

Gaol. Let er.
7, :30, 60 ohms ... 3, -2 -way .. 4 -
600 ohms Putentio- i 1-0 ay .. 6 - 7 6

meter .. .. 4,' -6 -way .. 8:- 10,-
3 -way Cam Vernier .. 4/- Nickel, tttl. extra.
3 -way Pain Verdier .. 756 Colt Changing loot 7.6

SUNDRIES. . " UNIDYNE "
Coil Stands. , THORPE R4 VALVES.

2 -way Long Handle 2 949naranteed G ermine. Owing
3 -way Long. Handle 4'0 e,, great demand please place
2 -way Cam Vernier

. 3 61 Yoor oorders45111,
Do., Geared (Nickel) .. 4 6 13 mope 1,45 -pin .. 14 --
3-way Geared (Nickel) 6 11'. I. Valve Holders.. 1 3
Polar, Shipton, Burnilept . Mnplete Set of Parts fexclud-
Lgtanic, Lotus, Goswell, ing Box and Panel', but
under respective including Valves.

Coil Plugs, Ebonite. ,1 Vahve. Set .. 46 6
Plain, 2 for .. 1,3'2 Valve Set .. 66 6
Panel Motuning, 1;- ; I All high quality arth.les.

2 for
Fitted Fibre, 104. ; 2 for

Wedge shape.
Nickel Sides, 2 for
Brass :Sides, 2 for

Nickel Panel Ss itches,
DPDT, 1,3 ; SPOT

Loud Speaker Cords,
20 feet.

Ditto, 12 feet
Phone Cords, 6 feet..

DetectoM.
Micrometer Detector

(Et1closed), New De-
. ogn, trigger move-

ment
:Nickel (Enclosed); High
I class article
ITumbler Switch

and L.T. Battery
Cords, Four Colour
Leads.

VALVES. 8,- each.
Mallard " Ora - H.P. Red

Ring.
1 / L.F. Green Ring.

4

16'6 each.
1 10 Mallard DO .08, DI' 11.F., D3
1 3 L.F.

Cossor RI, 11112.
Ediswan Alt 06 g p

2 .06 ti.F.. .06

1 5 Marconi DE3.
1S'6 each.

1' Cossor Wuncell 013.
1 3 Marconi Dl,.

20 - each.
1 - Marconi " 5 2 I." " DX."

22 6
,M,illard D PAO, 14.91.4.1.
Edowan PV I, 2, 5, 8.

s B.T.H. B4, RI).
.Marconi D1:4, DE5, DE5B.

24,6 each.
IB.T.11. 117.
?dullard 1)1.413.

40;- emb.
Marconi 1,115 and 1,s719.

2,

2/-

T. C. B.
Fillment Resistances

6, 17, 30 ohms ea.
600 0111115 Potentio-

meter

P.C.C. MANSBRIDGE
.

Case ,. 35,- I 51 P D.

4,1-

51,

"COSMOS."
MET. VICKERS.

0.11.11 Valve 1216
Die with 2 -volt Aceuitmlator

or 2 Dry Batteries.
Bright, Emitter A.45.. 7.6

F.V. 4.0. PA. 0.65.
VALVE HOLDERS.

Solid Rod St hoed.. 1;3
Banrie's Anti- 5 ibrate

1, M.
Aelnionic .. 1;6

L.F. TRANSFORMERS. Burnt ]t, Sterling, Bowyer-
15erranti 1J,7.6 Lowe, Gosw ell, under respec.

Pye (650), Lt Stage.. 22'0 tit e headings.
Pye (6521, 2nd Sta go.. 22.6 WATMEL.Burndept, 1st and 2ni1 mr able Grid Leak..Stage .. ea. 24, - Anode Resistance .

12/6 Fixed Condensers as
2 6 and 3;6.

Grid Leak and Con,
denser

Super Selective 10,006 j500,050. 
V700DHALL.

Vernier Rheostat,
60 010 n 2'8 ; 30 ohms
L.F. Transformer, 1st
Ditto, 2nd Stage ..

10 6
14
114
21,
21
19 6

251-
16;6
30.
22 6
1216
21/-
17,6 Frame. 100 feet, 3/3

28
3;6

lists,

3 /-

3 '6

3;6
27,6
1846

" WOIRAR " AERIAL.
multi 49 &ands, Phosphor
Biome, InAbor, Outdoor

Delivery given at the earliest
possible moment, but no respon-
sibility accepted for manufac-
turers' delays, lock -outs, ebikes
or any cause over which 1 have
no control. All orders accepted
on condition place of payment
7, Grape Street, W.C.2.

-

HALESHALES AERIAL CONTROL.
Keeps Wire Taut ... 2 for 2/-

WATES MICROSTAT 2/9

WEST-ENDI LEADING STOCKIST FOR
Edison Bel, Jackson's (TB.), Polar, Igranic, Peerless'
Eureka., Magnum, Barndept, Lotus, Dubiker, Marconi,
Dorwood, Sterling, Success, E.T. H., McMichael, Lissen,
Woedhall, Utility, R.I., Bowyer -Lowe, Amplion, Formes,
Brunet, Ormond, parts, etc.

SEND YOUR LISTS AND SWILL QUOTE YOU
LOWEST PRICES. MANY GOODS PRAC-
TICALLY UNOBTAINABLE ELSEWHERE
CAN BE SUPPLIED AT SHORT NOTICE TO

RETAIL CUSTOMERS.

HOURS OF BUSINESS
Daily 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sundays, 11 to I.
Open all day Saturday
Two shops, one al.

ways open.
Telephone (private line)

282/..

922 In replying to advertisers, -use Order Form enclosed.
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-HULLO

DIE'S LIBRARY
OXFORD STREET

K. RAYIVIOND
PLEASE NOTE

le EVERYBODY

This is the NEW OXFORD STREET END of Shaftesbury Avenue,
Grape St. is between Mudie's Library and New Princes Theatre.
It is ONE minute's walk from TOTTENHAM COURT RD. TUBE.
3 minutes' walk from HOLBORN TUBE.
2 minutes' walk from PALACE THEATRE, Cambridge Circus.

HOURS OF BUSINESS
Daily 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sundays, 11 to 1.
Open all day Saturday
Two shops, one al-

ways o.en.
Telephone (private
line.) Gerrard 2.S21.

SECOND-HAND GOODS.
Patronise the live firm
I will accept in part pay-
ment for new goods (or
purchase if so desired) any
articles you have no use
for.
This is a stunning offer, so
don't forget to take ad-
vantage of it.
Make out your list of what
you have to sell, and I will
offer you best prices. This
applies to post or callers.

Very Important - Space
costs MONEY. To avail
yourself of our very
special offers which mean
POUNDS to you, just
sent us a postcard with
your name and address
(Postcard- only please) ,
an 3 our lists follow imme-
diately.

VERY IMPORTANT.
This list is a fairly com-
prehensive one, but if you
will make out your re-
quirements, giving goods
actually wanted, makers'
names, etc.,
I will Quote You Lowest
possible inclusive Prices.

VALVES.
To encourage you
to use British
Valves I annulling
to !ameba. One
burnt -out valve
for each -valve

'you Imra.,
Prices given

range from 1 /3
to 4/- according
to valve your buy.

EBONITE - 316
St.0Ck SiZeS.

8 x f> .. 2/6
9 x 6 .. 2/8
10 x 8 .. 3/6

x 9 .. 5 /-
12 x 12 .. 8/8
14 x 10 .. 8/8
Cut to size VI

per sq. inch.
Regret increased
price owing to

rubber advance.

RAYMOND'S VARIABLE CONDENSERS
SQUARE LAW LOW LOSS.

ONE HOLE FIXING.
EBONITE ENDS.
With Vernier

.001 ... 8/6

.0005 ... 7/6

.0003 ... ... 7/ -
Without Vernier

.001 7/6
.0005 5/9
.0003 ... ... 5/3
Including knob and dial.

Post 3d. set.

ORMOND " AMERICAN "
Square Law Low Loss.
Skeleton Ends, Knob and
Dial.
.001, 9/- : .0005, 8/-
.0003, 7/6 : .00025, 6/6
With Vernier, 1/6 each

extra.

JACKSONBROS, ("J.B.")
Square

.001
.0005
.0003
.0002

.001 ...
.0003

Knob

Law
9/6
8/-
6/9
6/9

Square Law
with Vernier

.001 ... .. 13/6
.0005 ... ... 12/6
.0003 ... 11/6
.0002 11/3

STANDARD
... 8/6 .0005 ... 7/-
... 5/9 .0002 ... 5/ -
and dial free. Post 3d. set.

ORMOND "No. 3. "
Ebonite Ends

Square lair and vernier.

... 10/6
.0005 ._ -. 9/6
.0003 _. 9/-

1/6 each less without vernier.
Knob and dial free. Post 3d.set.

This is the House
foa. Highest Quality

Components.

Try us..

1

K. RAYMOND
' 7, GRAPE STREET, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.

(Full Address above.)

These two Columns CALLERS ONLY
ALL POST ORDERS FROM OTHER COLUMNS

Terminals, Nut and Washer W.O., Panel Switches.
'Phone, Pillar ld. Nickel DPDT, 1 /- SPDT 101d.

Extra Large nitto for 45. Telefunken. Adjustable 'phones, 4,000
Nickel, Id. each .. dos. 1/6 ohms, guaranteed genuine, 14,111 pr.
Valve Sockets .. 2 for ild.
Valve Pins and Nuts .. 2 a ld.
2, 4. 6, BA Nuts .. 6 a 1d.
2 or 4 BA Washers .. 12 a 15.
2 BA Rod, best .. foot 2A d.
4 BA Rod, best foot 24.
Spada Tags 6 a ld.
Soldering " Nickel " .1 a Id.
Screwed Spades .. 2 for lid.
Screwed Pins 2 for lid.
Battery Clips .. 5 for 2d.
Copper Foil, 6 in. foot 3a.
Large Sleeving 'yard lid.
Screw Wander Plugs 21a.
Extra Quality Plugs pr. 4(a
Contact Studs, complete 2 a ad.
'Phone Connectors .. .. 15.
Spade Terminals (red or Mack) lid.
Plug and Socket (red or blank).. 3d.
Flush Panel Sockets, with 2 nuts le.
Twin Flex, 12 yards .. 1 /5
Red and Black ditto, 12 pants.. 1 /6
'Phone Cords, 6 it., rubber Me... 1 /6
Loud Speaker Cords, 20 it. ..
Ditto, 12 ft. .. .. 1 11
Valve Templates .. Rd.
Ribbon Aerial, 100 ft. .. 110
7122 Hard Drawn, 100 it. .. 1'10
Adhesive Tape Roll .. 3d.
Empire Tape, doz. yds... 135.

Breast Drills, with double pinion
cut Ream 4143

Valve Windows .. 64.
Ormond Machine Screws
Enclosed Detector .. 91d.
Ditto, Large Brass .. 1 /-
Ditto, Terminal Fitting 1 /3
Ditto, Halt Opal
Ditto, Half Opal, Nickel ... 1 /6
Ditto, Micrometer .. 1/6
Micrometer, trigger movement 2/ -
Climax Earth Tubes .. .. /-
" Opera " Earth Tubes .. 2
Twin Silk Flex Miniature, 6 yds. 6d.
'Phone Connector Boards .. 1/11
Brownie ditto .. .. 3 /6
Ebonite Coil Plugs, plain 4(d. ed.
Ditto, wedge .. 64.
Fitted Fibre 7L 9d.
Edison Bell 11d.
Basket Holders .. Sid. 10d. 1/3
Spike and Plug 9d

Bus Bar Square.
jI6 in., 12 ft., 6d. 18 gauge 5d.

Ins. Hooks 2 for 110
Ditto, Staples 6 a la.
Variometer, 210450 118
Lead-in, 10 yds. /-
Extra Ileavy ..  ya. 2d. ad.
Coil Formers, 46 spokes .. 1 j -r

Crystal Set, Sloping Cabinet, fitted for
5XX, Leatherette Case, guaranteed a
perfect instrument /6
Twin Bell Wire .. .. yd. 2d.
DCC, ARC Bell Wire .. JO yds, 5d.
DPDT, China Base, 1/3 SPOT lei. 

ERICSSON EV (Continental), 4,000 ohms,
per pair, 1016.

N. & K. GENUINE, 4,000 ohms 12/11
Daventry, 1600, Coils 1 1 /3 1 /6
Ledion New Model 21-
Airspacea I in., set of 5 11110 1,9
Ledion New Model .. 3 /6
2 -way Coil Stands 1:11
3 -way Coil Stands ... .. 3/9
2 -way Cam Vernier ... .. 3/3
2 -way Geared .. 4/- 4/6
3 -way Geared .. .. 5 /11
Shaw's Genuine Hertaite .. 8d.
Wonder Aerial, 49 strands.
100 ft. best quality 3/- 2nd gual. 1/6
DCC Wire, 5th.reels.
19 .. 9d. 20 ..

.. 11d.

.. 1/1
L.F. Transformer, 5-1 ..

EBONITE, 3;16.
6 x 6 or 7x5 .. 1/8
Safi or 91E6 .. 1i11
10 x 8 or 12x6 .. 3/3
12 x 12 or 14 x 10 .. 6/ -

ACCUMULATORS.
Two Digh.elass Makes.

2 v 40 amps. .. .. 7 /6 8/6
2 v 60 amps. 10/6 11/9
2 v 80 amps. .. 1416 14/-
2 v 100 amps .. 15./- 1616
4 v 40 amps. .. 13,11 15/11

.4 v 60 amps. .. .. 17 ill 19/6
4 v 80 amps. .. 22/6 23/6

v 85 amps. .. 26 /6 27/6
6 v so amps. 33 /- 85h

kkide by Rotax, RaDocell, etc.

ORMOND Rheostat .. 111
Fixed Condensers, Ebonite Base.
.001 to .0001 .. each 10d.
.002 to .006 .. each

" INANSBRIDGE."

Cut to
size 3/16
or lin.

4/-

25 . .. 2/8
VALVE HOLDERS.

Solid Rod 1 /-
9 d.

Various - 9d., 1 /- 1 /3
All makes stocked.

High -Class H.T. BATTERIES.
All best possible quality.

60 volt .. 5/11 6/11
60 volt BBC .. .. 8 /6
36 volt BBC ..
9 volt BBC
Famous 66 " B "
Eveready, 66 volts
Ditto, 108 volts ..
Flash Lamp, 4.5.
Extra "
Eveready " Red "

Above two Columns for Callers.

. 2/-

.. /6

.. 12/6

.. 20/ -

dos. 4 /6
716

In replying to advertisers, use Order _Form enclosed. 923
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THE "ALL WAVELENGTHS"
NEAT AND COMPACT

CRYSTAL SET

The

THIS IS TkIE SELECTIVE
CRYSTAL

SET

The illustration shows the
" Cosmos " Crystal Set fitted
withthe" Cosmos-Permtector "

CRYSTAL SET
ANEW. type of Crystal Set specially designed for use in connection

with the new Daventry High Power Station but also suitable
for ordinary B.B.C. reception. It embodies many DISTINC-

TIVE FEATURES. The circuit is arranged for three tappings which
can be made at will, to either of the Plug-in C3itS used, by the simple
movement of a three-way plug, which connects the Crystal and 'phones
across the requisite 'Portion of the Inductance, thus giving a high degree

of selectivity. One of these coils is for the ordinary B.B.C. Wave -Band
(3ock-.65o:metres), and the other for the High -Power Station (1200-3000
metres). The coils are concealed in the base of the set and are easily
-plugged-in and changed in a second. Tuning is effected by a variable

condenser ; and two Aerial terminals,. with a small fixed condenser,- - - - - - - - -1 accomodate aerials of widely varying capacities. The Detector is
, PRICES- either a. covered Cat's Whisker Type or the " Cosmos-Permtector '5 arid

"Cosmos Crystal Set only, I can be fixed or detached in a moment. The set can be used on a Table
I wide aYR'i°sal CrYslaid8lec'" or on the Wall. In the latter case the Headphones can be hung on thean,' one Plug-tinCcol (either

B.B.C. Band or arventry). I condenser knob, thus making a neat and compact arrangement. The
" Cosmos " Crystal Set is manufactured by the Metropolitan -Vickers25/" Electrical Co., Ltd., and distributed by :

As above, but with.the
" Coos-Pernitector" (and I

one spare " Permtector")., METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, Ltd.28/
(Proprietors : - - Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Company, Limited,,Plug-in Coil (either B.B.C. I

Band or Daventry).
1 4, Central Buildings : Westminster, S.W.1.4/6 Obtainable from most Wireless Dealers.
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The cp?ning.of the new high -power station at Daventry, which took place on July 27,
marks another step forward in the improvement of the existing system. This station
has bean erected in furtherance of the policy of the B.B.C. in aiming at programmes
for crystal users throughout the greater part of the country, and alternative pro-
grammes for those in possession o; more powerful receiving apparatus. A genera'
view of the ramn is seen above.. On the right of the photograph is the

main control panel.
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SILVER MARSHALL
210 and 211 trans-

formers are known as the
finest intermediate trans-
formers ever produced.
They were an important
feature of the receiver
built entirely of S -M
Parts that won the
grand sweepstake prize
at the recent American
Radio Show. They are
also used by experts
in the new Super -Auto -
dyne, Laboratory and
All -Wave Super -Hetero-
dyne Receivers.
S -M. Kit, consisting of
two 210 and one 211,
together with cne 101
Oscillator Coupler, List

Price, £6 18s. 9d.
Send for reprints of
articles and our 36pp.
Radio Catalogue, en-
closing 6d. in stamps
to cover cost of postage.
R. A. ROTHERMEL,

LTD.,
24-26, Maddox Stre2t,
London, W.1.
Telephone : Mayfair 5 TS.
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PICKETTS-are used for Finest Sets.
ESTIMATES PER RETURN.

PICKETTS CABINET MONO WORKS,
Send for Cabinet List, Free.
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BEXLEV HEATH, S.E.

PATENTS, DESIGNS AND TRADE MARKS

J. S. Withers & Spooner,
Charl'erecl Patent Agents

Staple IlooNe,
51 4,1;2 Chancery Lane,

LoAdon.

Tel. "Improvably,"
Kolb. London,
Tel. 480 llolbord

0...trekt,

REPAIRS
TO HEADPHONES
TO LOUD SPEAKERS

)1 TO COILS
Rewound to any Resistance and
made equal to new. Price
quoted on receipt of instruments,

Prompt Delivery.
THE VARLEY MAGNET CO.
(Dept. M), WOOLWICH, S.E.18

Established 26 years.
'Phone : Woolwich 888.

(Continued from page 824.)
It is not my desire to indicate in

advance the nature of the extremely
valuable information which Mr.
Percy W. Harris has brought from
America. The data which he
possesses are of extraordinary value,
and undoubtedly indicate that,
as regards selectivity, British
designs are, in the main, a long way
behind Anrican models.

Public Desire
This, however, is not due to the

fault of British designers, but is
very largely due to the fact that the
wireless public desires a set which
will receive 5XX and also the
shorter wave stations. In the
United States the wavelength band
does not include a long -wave
station, and as a result sets can be
designed much more efficiently and
in such a manner that greater
selectivity can be obtained. This
selectivity, as a matter of fact, has
been such a vital problem, in view
of the very large number of broad-
casting stations in the United
States, that technical development
has been absolutely compulsory.

Future Tendencies
The B.B.C. station 5XX is in-

tended to be chiefly a crystal user's
station, and there is going to be a
distinct tendency on the part of
radio designers in this country to ig-
nore this station altogether in order
to get very much better results on the
shorter wavelengths and so increase
the range and selectivity for the
benefit of the listener who wishes
a wide range of programmes in
almost every modern language.
Such an achievement is only pos-
sible, in my opinion, by altering
our general standards of design.

A Tribute
It is only fair to mention here

that one or two designers in this
country have realised this fact, the
principal Radio Press designer in
this field being Mr. A. D. Cowper,
M.Sc., who has evolved many
ingenious circuits and designs
giving the results desired. Much
of Mr. Cowper's work has received
far less attention on the large scale
than it has deserved ; his circuits
and designs have been followed
with the greatest interest by the
mare serious experimenter, but the
time has ccme for a wider use of
the principles involved, and new
sets will be designed which incor-
porate many of the principles
which have already been enunci-
ated in this country.

British Designers not behind
American

From my own knowledge, I
regard British designers as in no

way behind those of America, and
the greatest handicap to British
designers has been the existence of
5XX. We propose, however, to
give special attention to the 200
to 600 metres waveband (1499
to 5oo kc.), and to design a
number of sets for this wave- -
band, ignoring the high -power
station. Obviously, these changes
cannot be carried out at once, nor
will the set of medium efficiency
which will receive -stations of all
wavelengths disappear. Neverthe-
less, as the merits of the specially
designed sets are appreciated,
greater popularity of their useful-
ness will show itself.

Manufacturers, needless to
say, will have to adjust their
ideas somewhat to the new
line of development, but this will
be entirely to their own benefit, as
it will involve the production of
new types of components, especially
designed for this purpose, while
not rendering obsolete existing
types. Our Elstree laboratories
will give any assistance in this
direction required, although my
experience of British manufacturers
is that their ingenuity of design and
soundness of construction will
ensure the required article when
they 'see that there is to be a
demand for it.

Foreign Stations
I have referred above to a wave-

length of zoo -to 600 metres, instead
of 30o to 500 metres, because many
foreign stations are working out-
side the ordinary waveband of the
British stations, and sets will have
to be designed which will covet
this particular waveband.

Effect on Receiver Designs,
The extension of the waveband

to cover zoo to 600 metres will still
enable a suitably designed single
coil to tune over the whole of this
wavelength range with a single
variable condenser: Such con-
densers will require to have a low
minimum capacity, and low -loss
condensers will undoubtedly be-
come more and more popular, as
the conditions on zoo metres are
considerably different from those
experienced when we are working at
the other end of the waveband.
Stray fields and stray capacities
and hand -capacity effects will all
beccrne more pronounced as the
waveband is extended, and as de-
signs are altered this will have to be
borne in mind. Vernier arrange-
ments will, I venture to say, be-
come a matter of course, and both
earth and aerials will probably
require some alteration in their
design.
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Fixed Coils or Plug-in Coils
If we are to cover a waveband

of 200 metres to 60o metres, we
can do this readily with a single
high efficiency coil which will
replace the plug-in variety. I
do not for a moment suggest
that the plug-in coil will disappear.
I think, however, that its efficiency
will be materially increased by
various means which, while not gene-
rally carried out, are appreciated by
those who have carried out accurate
measurements of the efficiencies of
coils. The plug-in coil is the
solution of the multiple wavelength
range set, but even here improve-
ments are possible in the design of
the coils and their holders. In
the case of the zoo metres to boo
metres set, however, a special
coil will be built into the receiver
and the plug-in coil will not be
used. In the case of aerial tuning,
varying sizes of plug-in coils are
usually recommended on account of
the variations in aerial capacity.
In the case, however, of the fixed
waveband receiver, this trouble
will probably not be overcome by
the use of tapped coils but by
means of "aperiodic" aerial coup-
ling or devices of a similar character.

The Oscillation Nuisance
The oscillation nuisance must

be considered in relation to future
radio developments. The oscilla-
tion trouble in this country is due,
of course, to the extensive use of
reaction and the violent endeavours
on the part of single valve users
to get distant stations. While the
desire to receive distance is very
commendable, yet the average
listener makes his set oscillate in
order to pick up the distant carrier
wave. Those who oscillate when
receiving their local station are the
worst offenders, but this trouble
can be partially overcome by
educating those whose experience
in these matters is small.

H.F. Stages
The use of two stages of high -

frequency amplification and the
extended use of neutrodyne circuits
will result in a very great decrease
in the oscillation trouble. Even
the single valve user will, by
altering the technical design of
his receiver, cause far less trouble
than formerly. " Floppy " reaction
is the cause of much oscillation.
As the reaction is tightened the
valve suddenly goes into self -
oscillation, and' if the reaction coil
is removed the self -oscillation con-
tinues while the coil is being moved
away, whereas, of course, suitable
design can ensure that the moment
the reaction coil is moved slightly

further away, self -oscillation im-
mediately stops. Even by this
simple procedure, the amount of
time during which oscillation is
going on can be reduced to one -
tenth of the normal period. These
points in design will receive atten-
tion at our laboratories, and
already a satisfactory solution of
this problem is available.

Increasing Selectivity
Already I have indicated that

new methods of obtaining selec-
tivity and general improvement in
design will be obtained by con-
fining the wavelength range of a
set, instead of making all sets
suitable for any wavelength up to,
say, 3,000 metres (zoo kc.).

Selectivity, however, does riot
merely depend upon circuital
arrangement or on the more ob-
vious methods of building a circuit
with components. Selectivity may
either be obtained at the very
beginning of the set or it may be
obtained in the inteimediate stages
of high -frequency amplification,
for example. Sometimes selectivity
is obtained in both cases.

" Pick-up " Effects
The lack of selectivity in many

sets has been due to the lack of
appreciation of some of the more
subtle reasons for the absence of
sharp tuning. The unscientific use
of reaction and the unscientific
designing of circuits, as regards the
elimination of losses, is responsible
to a certain extent. There is also
the important factor due to certain
parts of the receiver picking up
signals direct instead of via the
aerial. A sensitive receiver will
pick up a local station up to to or
20 miles without any aerial or
earth at all. In such a case
selective aerial arrangements are
only a partial solution of the
selectivity problem. Intermediate
stages will readily pick up the
signals, and any selectivity obtained
at the input side of the circuit
will be largely masked by inter-
ference occurring at later stages of
the circuit.

Stray fields of various kinds
are also responsible for a good
deal of interference, and all these
factors will be taken into con-
sideration in the immediate future.

Improving Signal Strength
The question of improving

strength is, of course, broadly
covered in this article, but there are
certain lines of development which
will undoubtedly give increased
strength. Hitherto signal strength
has in general been lost in the
arrangement of selective circuits,
but we are now on the threshold

COMPONENTS.
Profusely illustrated thitry-page
CATALOGUE just out. If your
dealer cannot give you' one,. send
us a card with his name and
address to receive it direct FREE

and POST FREE.

STANDARD
COIL -HOLDERS
Reduced Prices.

s -way, 3/9, postage 3d.
3 -way, 5/6, 4d

With Angular Handle,
way, 4/-, postage 3d.

4d.

wait
RADIO

CAM -VERNIER

COIL HOLDER

Price 9 /-, on base 1 /- extra. With
Reaction Reverse and Shorting Switch
incorporated, 12/6. Postage 4d.

GOSWELL
ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
95, 96, 97, & 98, White Lion St.,

LONDON, N.1.
Liberal Trade Terms.
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of a selective era where loss in
signal strength is negligible. In
fact, in nearly all cases, the methods
adopted to gain: greater selectivity
also give greater signal strength,
e.g., elimination of the various
losses in the circuit.

Valve Design

The question of valve design is
one which is rathcr outside the
scope of the Radio Press labora-
ties. Uniformity of valves in
certain classes is, however, desir-
able, and there is no doubt that the
Ordinary gem rAl purpose valve will
tend to give place to valves designed
specially for carrying out certain
functions. Even the general .pur-
pose valve itself is capable of im-
provement and ,development.
Apart from the V.24 and the Myers
valves, there has been little effort
made to reduce the inter -electrode
capacity effects, and in all pro-
bability valves will be produced in
which all unnecessary capacity
is reduced to a minimum.

. H.F. Transformers
In my belief, the ordinary -high-

frequency transformer 'of modern
design will undergo a radical change
in construction. Those- who have
carried out extensive private ex
perimental work on transformer
design and compared their results
with those obtainable with - the
standard small transformer now
made by a considerable number of
firms, will have realised that here
is a great field for development:
There has been a tendency for
commercial concerns to rest on their
laurels, with the result that inter -
valve  higly-frequency transformers
are no better to -day than they
were three years ago. Hero again,
the reason is prob-
ably not merely a
question of apathy
on the part of
manufacturers, but
in part the tenden cy
in radio design. The
small compact H.F.
transformer now
commonly used has
almost invariably
been placed in
valve
mounted on the
front of a -paucl
in full view of the

tener. Conse-
quently, the trans-
formers had to be
of attractive shape
and of small size.
This necessitates
the windings being
in slots, the coils

being surrounded by a mass of solid .

dielectric, and wound in such a
manner that there is a large amount
of self -capacity. The trend in.wire-
less design is -now to have every-
thing but the controls, and perhaps

Fig. 6.-The circuit of a quartz
crystal wavemeter. The two
black dots will normally be
shorted. The arrangement of

the crystal is also shown.

the terininals, behind the panel,
mounted usually on a baseboard at
right angles to the front panel.
The aesthetic appearance of the
transforthers is now no longer a
consideration,- and they can be
made much -larger and designed on
more, efficient lines. With the
greatest confidence I predict that
a new class of high -frequency trans-
former will be almost immediately.
evolved. Such transformers may,
also be arranged so as to avoid inter-
action. This may be ac.complished
either by the method of mounting

A low -loss condenser of recent introduction.
Note the large dial.

Or by the construction of the
transformer unit itself. One- firm
already is Marketing a high -fre-
quency transformer -which possesses
distinct merits, but which could be
Still further improved and made
less bulky.

L.R. Transformers
As regards low -frequency, trans-

formers, there is room for all-round
improvement in these. A certain
iron -core transformer has  been
placed on the market which, as
regards the cutting down of distor-
tion, is undoubtedly in the front
rank. All these advantages, how-
ever, have been outweighed by the
fact that there have been a very
large number of breakdowns within
a short period after purchase, and
this is a fault which will have to he
overcome.

It is'not unlikely that the highest
grade of iron -core transformer -Will
be a considerable expense. There is,
however, no _doubt that many
transformers of excellent design
Will be placed on. the market at
cheaper prices, and there are, in
fact, a number already in existence,
which, while giving excellent signal
strength also give a very fair degree
of purity of reproduction of speech
and music.

. The Single Valve User
As regards the single valve user,

he will benefit by modern improve-
ments just as much as those who
use anumber of valves. Not only

'is there still agreatfield for 'super -
regenerative work using a single
valve, but the proper use of ordinary
reaction has  by no means reached
a stage of finality. I have in-
dicated elsewhere in the article that
" getting close ' to the -reaction
point " is almoSt impossible in a
large number of single valve re-
ceivers, owing -to the valve oscil-
lating long before the full useful
reaction effect is obtained. In
other words, the set bursts into
oscillation before a fine adjustment
of reaction has been. made possible.
Sensitivity of LOud-peakers and

Telephone Receivers.
Although it is not generally

realised, the telephone receiver of
to -clay is by no means a standard
article. Different makers' products
vary a great deal as regards their
sensitiveness. The sensitiveness of
the modern telephone receiver is
not merely a matter of price but
also of design, and some striking
figures could be given which would
show the difference' between differ-
ent manufacturers' products. A
genbral increasing of the standard
of efficiency is probable, while a
loss of purity of reproduction must
on no account be allowed - to take

-rt
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place. It is possible, for example,
to get telephone receivers which
will give a general improvement in
signal strength at the expense of
purity of reproduction. In many
cases it is better to have telephone
receivers which give really pure
reproduction, even if they are not
quite so sensitive, but of course
both qualities should be aimed at,
and at our new laboratories elabor-
ate arrangements are being made
for testing the purity of repro-
duction of telephones, loudspeakers,
transformers, etc., etc.

Loudness of Output
Loudspeakers are more impor-

tant than telephones, and it is sur-
prising the variation between
different loudspeakers as regards the
loudness of the output. If the
reader had half -a -dozen of different
makes he would be astonished at
the difference in loudness of the
speech and music received on his
set. . Some loudspeakers
give double the volume of
others of similar price.
Here, again, it must be
borne in mind that it is
a fairly simple matter to
design a loudspeaker
which will give loud signals
at the expense of purity.
A loudspeaker could be
designed to receive a
certain note, and its out-
put, as regards sound,
would be very high. For
other notes, however, the
" loudness " of the loud-
speaker would be poor.
By making the loudspeaker
respond equally to all
notes so as to give a
natural reproduction effect,
it is often necessary to
sacrifice the loudness of
signals.

Loudspeakers and the Number
of ValveS Used

. Obviously, however, preference
should be given to the loudspeaker
which gives signals of good.strength
with weak currents, provided dis-
tortion is absent ; in this case
fewer valves, obviously, are neces-
sary, and in my opinion one stage
of low frequency amplification
should be enough to work a loud-
speaker for use in a room of normal
Size. The reduction in the
number of stages of low frequency
amplification, moreover, decreases
the tendency towards distortion in
the receiving circuit.
Reducing the Number of Valves

Reduction in the number of valves
can be obtained by the more
efficient use of principles already
known. nr by evolving new princi-

ples of reception. Super -regenera-
tive circuits will, in my opinion,
return again, although I am fully
aware that experimenters' generally
regard them as obsolete. I have,
however, data in my hands which
will entirely dispel this idea.

Reflex Circuits
Reflex circuits will, in my view,

continue to be popular, although
until certain difficulties have been
overcome it is not likely that they
will become strikingly popular ex-
ceptin the case of one- and two-,
and perhaps, three -valve sets. In
these latter cases further develop-
ments are to be expected and an im-
proved two -valve reflex set has been
evolved by the Radio Press labora-
tories on lines indicated by Mr.
John Scott - Taggart, F.Inst,13.,
A.M.I.E.E. This reflex set is a
modern form of the ST.roo re-
ceiver which has probably achieved
greater popularity than any

MODERN WIRELESS
increase range and develop lourlei
signals. For example, telephone
receivers were designed to respond
to a frequency of about r,000, and
the signal strength fell off when
other frequencies than this were
received. In the case of broad-
casting, however, the notes received
vary over a very wide scale and
unless telephones and loudspeakers
are specially designed, distortion
will be apparent.

Natural Effect
There has been considerable im-

provement during the last year as
regards purity of reception,  and
home constructors and experi-
menters generally are adopting
methods to overcome distortion,
while designers of wireless sets are
even more concerned with this
problem.

Manufacturers of loud -speakers
are, however, some distance off the
ideal. There is still room for loud-

speakers which will - give
a truly natural effect,

A good example of modern practice is
the common use of low -loss coils wound
upon formers of the type shown here.

single set yet designed. Such dis-
advantages 'as the ST.roo has
have been overcome and a set
giving greater signal strength,
greater selectivity and greater range
has been evolved.

This new receiver is to be de-
scribed in the first issue of Wireless,
which will be published on Sep-
tember r5th.

Purity of Reception
As regards parity of reception,

I have not the slightest doubt that
more and More attention will be
given to this aspect of broadcasting
which is essential if a wilder popu-
larity is- to be ensured. ln the old
days of spark and C.W. reception
the question of distortion was never
considered. As a matter of fact,
in order to get greater signal
strength, note tuning and other
devices were employed in order to

although, of course, a per -
feet loudspeaker is no use
unless the receiver is also
near perfection.
Possible' Developments in

Components
Components are at pre-

sent undergoing radical
changes, and not only will
new components be intro-
duced, but existing ones
will be developed.

Low -Loss
The forthcoming year will

see big strides in the de-
velopment of low -loss com-
ponents. The words " low
loss " will be the slogan
of many firms, and in
some cases quite falla-
cious claims will probably

be made because the low -loss prob-
lem is not nearly as obvious as it
would appear to be. The losses
in certain parts of a receiver are so
low with regard to other parts that
a complete alteration in the con-
struction may make no appreciable
difference to the final results.
Losses should therefore be looked
for at the right points in the circuit.

Variable condensers, of course,
have already undergone considerable
change, -and this change will be-
come more important in view of my
remarks regarding the tendency
to use fixed coils and to work on a
waveband, the lower . limit of
which will be in the neighbourhood
of 20o metres, formerly considered
an ultra -short wavelength, now
commonly used for ordinary broad-
casting by some stations outside
this country.
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Condensers
There is room, in certain direc-

tions, for mechanical improvements
in condensers, which; in some cases,'
are distinctly faulty. I refer par-
ticularly to the movement of the
spindle in its bearings, or speaking
generally, 'the smooth movement
of the dial.  Many condensers on
the market . to -day move jerkily,
which makes accurate tuning very
difficult, especially on the shorter
wavelengths. Manufacturers have
already got down to this problem,
and som have produced excellen t
models using ball -bearing arrange-
ments, although I do. not wish to
imply that the use of ball bearings
is the only solution. Vernier effects
will become more and more im-
portant, and several solutions have
been offered, many of which are
exceedingly ingenious and effective.
Scales of 360 degrees are already
in use, and different forms of
gearing are being employed although
great mechanical care is required to
avoid back -lash effects. Vernier
dials applied to ordinary condensers
are also likely to be popular, but a
vernier dial applied 'to a badly
rotating spindle is not a satis-
factory combination.

Moving Plates
I think it important that there

should be uniformity in condenser
rotation. Some condensers in-
crease their capacity, while others
decrease in capacity as the knob
is turned -to the right. Some con-
vention should be arrived at.

Bigger dials are desirable, and
although a scale of zoo degrees is
suitable for, say, a 3 -in. dial, yet
18o degrees could be used on 4 -in.
d ials, , since a mark could be made
for every degree on the larger
dials, whereas on smaller dials
18o degrees is note suitable because
much confusion arises owing to the
fact that a mark is made at every
two degrees.

Shock -absorbing Valve Holders
The increasing use of dull emitter

valves necessitates the use of some
schema for lessening vibration
effects, and there are one or two 
makes of . anti -vibration valve
holders. Scme of these are by
no means mechanically perfect.
One fault which is sometimes ex
perienced is that softening of the
insulating material occurs when-
ever a soldering iron is, brought near
one of the essential points.

A Note to the Trade
There are a large number of

criticisms and suggestions which
might be made which do not
concern. at this stage, the reader of a

journal such as MODERN WIRELESS,
but which are more appropriately
made in a trade paper, and I
propose to go 'into details in the
new Radio Press trade  journal,
the Wireless Dealer and Manu-
facturer, which will enable manu-
facturers to keep in touch with the
views held by the Radio Press.

Use of Quartz Crystal in
Waverneters.

One of the most interesting de-
velopments in wireless in recent
years has been that quartz or rock
crystal has very definite effects at
one frequency depending on the size '
of the crystal. A small plate of
quartz loOks just like a small piece
or glass, and naturally so, for quartz
or silica is the main constituent of
glass, though in another form. Some
forms of ordinary sea sand are
almost pure quartz, and the type of
sand used in the manufacture of
glass is called silver sand. This
small plate of quartz, prepared in a
special way and used M a way to be
described, responds to one frequency
in a most remarkable manner. Sup-
pose the quartz is about half an
inch long, and about one -twelfth
inch thick, it will respond to a fre-
quency- of about 30o kc. (wave-
length of x 000 m.). The remarkable
feature is that it responds to 3ookc.,
and to a very narrow band near this
frequency, not more than about 3o
cycles on either side. So here we
have the most simple and yet most
selective device that has ever been
discovered. One 'other remarkable
feature is that this frequency is
scarcely affected by ordinary con-
ditions at all. Temperature varia-.
bons of an ordinary room do not
vary the frequency by more than
3 or 4 cycles.

Methods of Using
With a crystal correctly prepared

-and the method of preparation will
be described shortly-the following
effect -is observed. Connect a simple
oscillating valve circuit in the ordi-
nary Way: Arrange a small conden-
ser of two parallel faces with the
plates standing vertically, the dis-
tance apart being just greater than
the thickness of the quartz. Place
the -quartz plate loosely in this con-
denser holder and join the conden-
ser in parallel with the grid tuning
condenser of the oscillating valve
circuit. A pair of telephones is in-
cluded in the anode circuit. Vary
the grid tuning Condenser -and
it will be obsenied that at' a
certain point there is a click in
the telephones.. This occurs at
the frequency which is the fre-
quency of the crystal. If the con-
denser has a wide scale, it will be

found that on a rising frequency a
slightly different position of the
click is obtained from that on a
falling frequency. Midway between
these, two readings gives, the actual
frequency of the crystal. The dis-
tance apart of these two points
depends on the violence of the oscil-
lation in the valve circuit, and this
distance can be cut down by using
less power (see Fig. 6.).

Accurate Calibration
Supposing that the oscillating

circuit is used as a wavemeter, the
crystal gives one point of calibra-
tion which is very accurate indeed. \
By having a series of crystals of
different lengths it is possible to
obtain a number of very accurately
calibrated points on the wavemeter.

It is possible to purchase crystals
from Messrs. Adam Hilger with
frequencies marked -on them and
if necessary -having an N.P.L.
check.

The Piezo-Electric Effect
The reason for this remarkable

effect is because of a property of
crystals known as the PiezoLElectric
effect. With certain crystals, if
a pressure is applied to one pair of
faces, or along one axis, an electric
charge is obtained on one face
perpendicular to. another axis. Vice
versa, if a difference of potential is
applied to one pair of faces, the
crystal extends or contracts along
an axis at right angles.

Now, a' plate of crystal, or of any
.rigid material, ha's a definite fre-
quency of vibration mechanically.
This is well known from the musical
instrument called a Dulcimer, where
different notes are produced by
having plates of different lengths,
the shorter the plate, the higher the
note ; a hammer being employed to
strike the different plates.

Explanatory Remarks
The quartz crystal plate we are

considering, of about half an inch in
length, has a- frequency of about
300,000 cycles, which is much higher
than the ear can appreciate. Thus;
if we apply an alternating potential
across the thickness of the, plate at a
frequency bf 300,00o the plate is
made to vibrate along its length.
The vibration of this plate cannot
be kept going with no expense of
energy, and thus there is absorption
of electrical energy from the circuit
to supply the mechanical energy.
It is this absorption of energy from
the oscillating circuit which accounts
for the clicks in the telephones.

Here we have a new form of trans-
formation of energy from electrical
to mechanical, at a very definite
frequency, and there will be many
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more applications of this in the near
future. The chief application at
przs3nt is for standardisation of
frequenCy; but other phenomena
will be described at an early date.

These quartz crystals will be a
terror to the B.B.C. engineers, but
we should have sympathy with -
these engineers as they cannot
possibly adjust their instruments to
the precision that the quartz is
capable of.

Concluding Remarks

This article has covered a very
wide ground, and it has not, of
course-, been possible to indicate
in detail the means whereby many
of the improvemen ts will be accom-
plished. Work, however, is now
proceeding in - the Radio Press
laboratories, and a Staff is working
exclusively on designs and re-
search' work which will be available
only to readers of Radio Press
journals

In addition to experimental
work, a great deal of time will be
spen on carry in g out measurements
regarding losses in circuits and the
relative efficiency of different
pieces of apparatus. All Radio
Press designs will go through a
very thorough and systematic test
and all necessary measurements be
taken, A large sum of money is
being spent on measuring instru-
ments for calibrating and testing
the efficiency of receivers, and
this will place Radio Press set
designs in a position by themselves.

Radio Press Laboratories
The great resources at the new

laboratories will be available,. not
only to the special staff, but also to
the other Radio Press designers,
and it is hoped to produce im-
portant developments in the whole
technique of wireless reception,
although, of course, the process,
necessarily, will have to be accom-
panied by the co-operation of
readers of this and the other Radio
Press journals.

An important step, of course,
in obtaining the co-operation of
readers will be the increasing of
facilities for the testing and re-
pairing of amateur sets. Further-
more, the existing guarantee of
the efficacy of Radio Press designs
will become of even inure import-
ance to readers, because there will
be greater facilities for demonstrat-
ing to the public any new designs
which an individual might challenge
merely because he himself has not
obtained success.

Radio Press Service pepartment
This, as is well known, is already

an important feature of the Radio
Press Service Departm,ent, and
now that this has been incor-
porated in the Radio Labotatoties
at Elstree, the whole scheme
is more extensive and will be
more far-reaching in its effect of
gaining the confidonce of the whole

ireless public in the production of
the Radio Press.

(.7

a
Appreciation

zr-r c2z. ,,CQ. 7

A Sharp -Tuning Single -Valve
Receiver

SIR,-I am very pleased with the
" Sharp -Tuning Single -Valve Set,"
by Mr. Stanley G. Rattee,
M.I:R.E., published in the March
issue of the Wireless Constructor.
Chelmsford was very loud, and it
gave fair loud -speaker results.
Daventry its just as good ; London,
Bournemouth, Radio -Paris and
Hamburg came in very well up till
recently, but 6BM is very faint
now. . Cardiff, Glasgow and Not-
tingham were not so good. I am
72 miles from 2L0 and Ito from
5XX.-Yours faithfully,

- C. WESTON.
Walton -on -Naze, Essex.

A Nine -Valve Super -heterodyne
Receiver

SIR,-You may be interested to
hear my results with the " Nine -
Valve Super -heterodyne " Receiver
(described by John Scott -Taggart,
F.Inst.P. A.M.I.E.E., in the May
issue of Modern Wireless). My
pocket came largely into considera-
tion, so, as far as I could, I used
the components I already had. I '
kept to the lay out more or less.
I altered the switching arrangement
as I wished to use some old switches
I had, and have wired it so that I
can use seven, eight or nine valves.
I was troubled at.first with a very
noisy background. I shunted a
.005p,F. condenser across the pr:m Iry
of the first transformer and took out"
the second transformer and replaced
it by a choke coupling made out of
an old telephone transformer.

Using a frame of 54 turns, I get
all the B.B.C. main stations at full
loud -speaker strength, so that I can
hear loudly all over the house. L

have had several relays, but have
not had time to log them yet. I
find a slight improvement by using a
50 loading coil. It is a delightful set
to handle. From the time I have
taken adapting it from unsuitable
components I can well appreciate
the time and care that the original
design must have taken.-Yours
faithfully,

PETER C. GORDON.
Helsington, nr. Kendal.

The aerial leading -in tube on the top of the power -house
at Daventry, showing the earth system radiating

wards from a common ring.
out -
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AFORTNIGHT after publica-
tion of this issue of MODERN
WIRELESS there will appear

the first number of The Wireless
Dealer, a new monthly journal
published by Radio Press, Ltd., and
designed to circulate exclusively
to the trade. In this magazine
the unrivalled technical facilities --
both in the way of staff con-
tributors and laboratory facilities
-will be placed at the disposal
of the trade in solution of their
problems. This alone would en-
sure the success of the new journal,
but in addition a remarkable list
of contributions from leading
members of the trade will figure
in each number.

The Exhibition
The first issue

will, of course,
devote a con-
siderable section
to the Wireless
Exhibition at
the Albert Hall,
and, naturally,
The Wireless
Dealer will con-
tain all of those
regular features
which have come
to be associated
with a trade
journal. It is,
however, in the
many new fea-
tures that The
IViceless Dealer
will prove so
distinctive, and,
being a perfectly
free and indepen-
dent journal, it
will not lack
frankness in
dealing with all
aspects of the
trade.

Test Reports
The opening

of the Radio
Press testing la-
boratories under
Major fames

"The Wireless Dealer
The

99

adio Trade Paper o
Distinction,

Rcbinson, Ph.D., F.Inst.P.,
at Elstree, will enable The Wireless
Dealer to publish test reports on
apparatus of a kind that have not
hitherto been available either in
this country or America. The
wireless dealers throughout the
country will thus be assured that
by following the guidance of The
Wireless Dealer they will be
purchasing for re -sale to their
customers components of the best
quality on which they can rely
implicitly. The manufacturer,
on the other hand, will be
able to refer to the test reports
not only for his own guidance,
but so as to be able to prove
to the trade that his apparatus
is sound both mechanically and
electrically.

ACK A WO

Trade Readers
A certain proportion of our

readers are engaged in the trade
and will thus be greatly interested
in the new journal. They should
lose no time in arranging through
their employers a subscription to
be taken out. Would-be sub-
scribers should communicate at
once with Radio Press, Ltd., Sales
Department, Bush House, London,
W.C.

Where to Order
The 'Wireless Dealer will not be

sold to the general public, and is
only obtainable by direct sub-
scription to the publishers at Bush
House, and not from bookstalls
or newsagents.

JLO

Readers will be interested to know that Mr. Harris
has returned from his visit' to America, and is now pre-
paring an interesting series of articles describing his im-
pressions. An important article on American conditions

appears in this issue.

ENVELOPE
No. 4.

SIR, --If Mr.
Harris could only
see the crowd of
several- hundred
people that listen
when I put the
loud -speaker out
cf the window, I
am sure he would
be highly gratified
with the design of
his "All -Concert
de Luxe."

I' manage to
get most of the
s ..ations, all the
B.B.C. and some
of the relay ones.
America, toO, on
the loud -speaker
from ri till 2
O'clock during the
winter without
X's or fading.-
Yours faithfully,

G. S. COUSINS.

Bury
J St. Edmund's
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" THE HALL MARK OF

A.J.S. PEDESTAL CABINET
RECEIVER

Represents the highest standard
achieved in the design of wireless
receiving sets. Each cabinet is a
complete tout containing 4 -valve
Receiver, H.T. (Double Capacity)
and L.T. Batteries, Special A.J.S.
Loud Speaker to match cabinet, acid
all accessories. in Mahogany or
Oak, £51 18 0.

A.J.S. LOUD SPEAKER
Accurate propor dons and.non4esonant
horn, giving correct acoustic pro-
perties and ensuring true repro-
duction. If truest volume with
complete absence of distortion.
Price, with Metal Horn, beauti-
fully grained in a variety of woods,
and Electro-plated fittings, £4 15s.
With Oak or Mahogany Horn and'
Electro plated fittings, as illustrated,
,25

RA-DiO PERFECTION "

For those who require a Receiver of highest efficiency

in a handsome and beautifully finished Cabinet, there

are no finer instruments than A.J.S.

Possessing all the qualities that distinguish really

good reception, A.J.S. Receivers are particularly notable
for long-distance work and simplicity of control.

The models illustrated can be obtained in Oak or
Mahogany, and 2, 3, and 4 -valve "Desk Type" models
in polished Walnut. All Models are supplied with a
complete set of finest accessories ready for instant use

A postcard 22).ill bring jou Illustrated catalogue and
full particulars of the wide range of A.J.S. Com-
ponents and instruments, including the 2- and 3 -

valve sets.

A. J.S. " UNITOP " CABINET RECEIVER
A handsome and portable cabinet containing A.I.S. 4 -valve Receiver and repre-
senting the maximum of compact edicizacy. Finest British workmanship ant
thorough finish throughout. Cabinets are obtainable in Oak, or MahOgany.
Complete, ready for instant use, S3.) 18 0 (Without accessories, 224 10 0).

Every .1-v,d,e Receiver is famished with the folioirVag accessories, ready
.for instant .itse---

- Staitd No. E37
at the N,A.R.M.A.T
Exhibi :ion, Royal

Albert Ralf.
;Phone: Kensington 6S33

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LTD.

Tre4e eaPacily, :super 'giant 1-1.T. Battery, Lucas
atmtvled case, Ac,ionulatir of 6 x rcq amp.

capa-ity; 3 nlhi. ltd 4:j:S.-s-pitz113, designed Valves
titre Power Calve, r pair A.J.S. 'Firings. Fall

Aerial Equ,Oate 0, Aerial and Earth Coil

Holder dui ba.eatry 'Coi.s Zoo F300,

.........

RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMP TON
Wireless Call Sign: 5 RI. Telephone Wolverhampton 1743-17'52- Telegrams : " Reception, Wolverhampton."

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 933
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imPortantdinnouncement
("NNE of the most decisive and beneficial
N-J'steps ever 'taken in. the history of British
Wireless has. been accomplished by a
collaboration between the world-renowned
manufacturers of Mullard Valves and Philips
Glowlampworks Ltd., the famous lamp and
valve makers in Holland.
This outstanding collaboration secures for
the British Wireless Industry-

(I) The stoppage of all imported foreign
valves into Great Britain, Northern
Ireland or the Irish Free State by Messr,
Philips, the largest exporters of Radio
valves to this country.

This will mean an immediate call for
INCREASED BRITISH PRODUCTION
to meet- the demands of the home market,
thus producing
MORE WORK FOR BRITISH LABOUR!

(2) The exclusive use in Great Britain by
the Mullard Radio Valve Co. Ltd. of all
Philips Patents and improved manu-
facturing processes relating to the
specialised manufacture of Radio
Valves.

This means that all Mullard Valves will
be produced under the combined valuable
Philips and Mullard Patents and will be
manufactured in Great Britain, thereby
providing an enormous increase in the em-
ployment of skilled and unskilled British
tabour.

(3) The use of all machinery designs of
Messrs. Philips by the Mullard Co. in
connection with the manufacture of
Radio Valves. These designs are ex-
tremely valuable and are exclusive for
use in. England to the Mullard Co.

The advantage of the very latest designs
in machinery cannot be overrated. The
delicate and highly -skilled work of valve
manufacture will be improved and increased
by the use of this modern plant, and there
will be

AMPLE SUPPLIES OF
MASTER VALVES FOR EVERYBODY.

(4) The combined efforts of both the
Mullard and Philips technical experts
to obtain from experiments sand re.
search in their extensive laboratories
all radio valve developments from
time to time.

This means that Mullard Valves will carry
the superior advantages of thorough research
and contain the most advanced designs for

PERFECT RADIO RECEPTION.
This gift of service to the British Wireless
Industry will consolidate and preserve the
high standard in the productions of Great
Britain and further the endeavour for the
improved

EXCELLENCE' OF
BRITISH BROADCASTING.

The Radio Public of this country will be
the first to recognise the wonderful advan.
tages of this Master Collaboration particu-
larly when it means
MORE WORK FOR BRITISH LABOUR

AND
BETTER RADIO VALVES

Support British Endeavour and
BUY BRITISH GOODS

Mullard
THEMASTER.- VALVE

934
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4ISTENERS to Continental
broadcasting will no doubt
have noticed -a" considerable

increase in the number of stations
now regularly transmitting pro-
grammes, and they will have
observed that in the majority of
cases a wavelength of something
between 200 (1499 kc.) and 600
metres (499.7 kc.) is being used, with
the result that some stations are
working on wavelengths so near
together that good reception of either,
in some districts, is impossible.

Jamming
This problem of jamming has be-

come such a serious matter of late
that it has been suggested that the
wavelengths below 2oo metres (1490
kc.) should be utilised, and itisquite
possible that this suggestion will be
carried out in the near future. When
this time comes, those listeners who
desire to receive the Continental
transmission on the shorter waves
will certainly need to re -design or at
least modify their existing receivers
in order that reception may be as
efficient as on the normal wave -band.

It must be realised that loSses in a
wireless receiver increase as the
wavelength in use is reduced.

In this connection, G. P. Kendall,
B.Sc., writing in' Wireless Weekly,

1.3

Rn Reducing
RA

RAa

RA Wavelength
R11

1301117,31EIEMEMMIErf,1121111.740 MOUE

dated July 22nd, gave some valuable
information regarding the amount of
energy absorbed by a variable con-
denser in an oscillatory circuit ; and
in the August ,5th issue of the same
journal, under the title -of " Induc-
tance Design and Losses," A. D.
Cowper, M.Sc., described the results
of his experiments in the direction
indicated.

The Superheterodyne
An essential part of the super-

heterodynetype of receiver is a local
source of oscillations, and just how
important a part is played by these
oscillations was thoroughly explained
in the July 22nd issue of Wireless
Weekly, by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc.,
A.C.G.I., D.I.C., under the title-
" The Importance of the Het. in.
the Superheterodyne."

Selectivity
In the minds of a great number

of people, selectivity in a wireless

receiver is associated with intricate
and mil -herons controls, only success-
fully -adjusted by an experienced
operator. This is a wrong idea. In
the current issue of . the TVireless
Constructor, a three -valve set is de-
scribed by A. V. D. Hort, B. A , which,
whilst giving a marked degree of
selectivity, retains a simplicity of
control which will allow those who
are not skilled in such matters to
operate it successfully.

Research in America
PercyW. Harris, M.I.R.E., assist-

ant editor of MODERN Wiar_LEss,
returned a short while ago from
an extended tour of the various
wireless stations and research
laboratories throughout the United
States of America. He was enabled
to visit many well-known places and
to 'obtain a thorough insight into
American progress and the methods
used to overcome the many difficul-
ties with which the wireless experi-
menter is faced.

In a series of articles entitled
" What I saw in American Research
Laboratories," Mr. Harris is giving
much valuable information which
every reader of Wireless Weekly
will find fascinating reading from
both the technical and non -technical
standpoints.

A Keystone Super -Het. is not expensive
-you can easily convert your present Set.

EVERYONE knows tint the Super -
Heterodyne is the last word in Re-
ceivers. Users are frankly amazed

at its wonderful selectivity-and its ability
to pick up stations a thousand miles away
on a small frame aerial is pOsitiVely uncanny.

Many people think that the Super -Het.
is beyond their reach, but that is because
they have not studied the list of components
required. We shOw here the full list of parts

required to build the Keystone Super -Het.
illustrated above. For simplicity and economy
this fine Set has no equal. Cheek it over
carefully and see how many, parts you can
already use from your existing Receiver.
You'll he pleasantly surprised to find how little
stands between you and one of the finest Sets
on the market. Full particulars of the Key-
stone Super -Het. what it is and what it will do,
will be sent post free on receipt of a postcard.

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.
77, CITY ROAD, E.C.1 (For all Mail Orders).
Branches:-LONDON: 62, High Holborn, W.C.1 ;
& 230, Wood St., Walth amstow. LIVERPOOL:
4, Man ehester St. PLYMO 0TH :Nr Derry's Clock -

P -S. 3312 1.

These are the parts

5 0
2 9

- - - - - - - -

you need :-
1,111 1111'11,', 11

I flume L sF ;ter, arltd.r .6 0
1 lasollator Gists'. lerand base .10
1 nu, L. F. Traraaforiner 19

Pato-Scott Sep:rine law Con-
dense.rs with. Vernier. Each
.000511ifils 1 64 illanient rheostats

1 Potentiometer' ' 400 ohms 63 Erwin 'opt Valve Polders 15
(Note that funs are already
incorporate) in the Key-
stone Transformer hit).

3 T.(',('. condensers volt I mid
2 Entailer Grid l'oruleaser

with leaks
3 llubilier hoed 'imilensers

each '001
1 ilficnalleter Condenser ..
1 Fiasco Pushoiall snitch

Jacks and two plugs ..
Large Terminals

Wire, valve pia theta and
soldering tags

1 ViiPmeter
N1 ickel, plate). rotary }witch
for e

1 Polishe I Mahogany (
with Iauntiearl .. 2

1 Be I Triangle Elionits Panel
I in. x6 10. a n.

rind err:Travel
11eri! 111:111111i11 flOO errs?, ved
1 TS e 811111C 1 '01181, 1,11,,,,,j

chart MO itch set of I hie
prints and all necessary
Particulars s .

11

11

9
5
4
8
2

1
10

2

4

6

0
0
9
0

6

0

6
9

6
6

0

((caviar NOTE A li1,111Ce (Mal the
Western Electric Go., Ltd., is require 1
to build this Receiver. This can lie
obtained from there trisect or we will
obtain 'it for enstoniers on recent of
the fee of 20s. Shou11 the above carte..
be ordered at one time a ith the panel

VON, Ity of IS, 6 per sulse holder is
aya rile to the klareiird Ltd_ rani

should lie remitted in II Er the order.

936 In rep( ;,T' to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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flegularprogrammes
continental BroadcastcStations
Edited by CAPTAIN L, F. PLUGGE,

B.Sc., F.R.Ae.S., F.R.Met.S.

(Strictly Copyright.)
All Hours of Transmissions reduced to British Summer Time.

R ef.
No.

B.
S.
T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
and

Wavelength.
Situation. Nature of Transmission.

Closing Time
or Approx.
Duration.

PPPower used.

WEEK DAYS.

5.45 Hamburg . . Germany395 m.
FL 265o m...2 7.40 Eiffel Tower .. Paris ..

9 7.55 Vas Diaz .. PCFF 1950 m Amsterdam
4 8.05 Lausanne .. HB2 85o in.

m.
Switzerland

211 9.0 Radio -Wien .. Austria ..53o
PCFF 1950 m238 9;55 Vaz Diaz , . Amsterdam

8 10.23 Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o in. Paris
10 II.0 Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o in... Paris

,8o II .15 Breslau - Silesia ..428 in.
NSF 1050 m.260 11.40 Hilversum .. Holland ..

13 11.44 Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o m. Paris ..
14 11.55 Eiffel Tower FL 265o M... Paris ..

15 11.55 Frankfurt .. In. Frankfurt ..- 470
Noon.

282 12.9 Leipzig In. Germany ..454
In.184 12:0 Zurich Switzerland515
in.262 12.0 Helsingfors Finland, ..370

p.m.
20 12..15 Voxhaus -- 505 in. Berlin
30 12.30 Stockholm SASA 427 m. Sweden ..

249 12.30 Breslau  . m. Silesia ..428
SFR 1750 in.32 12.30 Radio -Paris .. Clichy

239 12.3c Royal Dutch Utrecht (De
Meteorological Bilt)1100 M.
ThIst.

31 22.45 Vas Diaz PCFF1950 M. Amsterdaiii
251 12.45 Lyons ..  France ..280 in.

POZ 3000 M.23 22.57 Nauen Berlin ..

157 .0 Zurich .. m. Switzerland515
BAV I loo m.33 I.0 Haeren Brussels ..

202 2.15 Munster -- 410 m. Westphalia
27 1.30 Lausanne HB2 85o m. Switzerland

34 2.0 Munich Bavaria -485 In.
37 2.15 Voxhaus Berlin ..505 M.
35 2.30 Komarow Czecho-2800 m

Slovakia
39 2.45 Eiffel Tower FL 265o in. Paris .

282 3 . o Breslau Silesia..418 m.
4° 3 . o Munster Westphalia410 in.

FL 265o m.47 3.30 Eiffel Tower Paris ..
250 4.0 Munich Bavaria ..485 m.
159 4.10 Radio -Wien Vienna ..530 m
42 4.30 Frankfurt Germany ..470 In.
46 . 30 Leipzig Germany ..- 454 m.

Time Signal, Weather Report
Weather Forecast
Stocks, Shares and News
Weather Report..
Market Prices ..
Time Signal ..
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) ..
Time Signal in Greenwich Side-

real Time (Spark)
Weather Report -Exchange ..
Political News ..
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) ..
Fish Market Quotations, Cotton

Exchange (Monday excepted)
Time Signal in C.E.T. (Spoken),

followed by News

Concert ..
Weather Report
Weather. Report

EXchange Opening Prices ..
Weather Forecast, followed by

Exch. And Time Sig. from
Nan en

Morning Concert..
Concert, followed by News
Night Frost Reports ..

Stocks and Shares ..
Concert ..
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark).

This Signal is relayed by
Zurich and all German stations,
except Munich and Stuttgart

Weather Forecast, Shares&News
Weather Forecast in French and

English.
Concert or Lecture ..
Weather Report, Time Signal in

C.E.T. and News
News and Weather Report ..
Stock Exchange News ..
Stock Exchange and Late News

Exchange Opening Prices (Sat-
urday excepted).

News and Exchange Quotations
Stocks, Shares and News ..
Exch. Quotations (Sat. excepted)
Concert
News, folow-ed by Concert ..
Light Ordicstra
Concert ,..

5 mins.
5 mins.

co mins.
5 mins.

10 mins.
3 mins.
3 mins.
5

ro mins.
2o mins.
3 mins.

20 mins.

5 mins.

22.50 p.m.
5 mins.
5 mins.

5 mins.

1.25 p.m.
z p.m.

Io mins.

xo mins.
1.36 p.M.
8 mins.

5 mins.
8 mins.

2.30 p.m.
15 mins,

2o mins.
5 mins.

IO mins.

8 mins.

I0 mins.
10 mins.

5 mins.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.

1.5 Kw.
5 Kw.
2- ,Kw.
300 Watts.
2.5 Kw.
2 Kw.
6o Kw.
6o Kw.

1.5 Kw.
5 Kw.
6o Kw.
5 Kw.

r.5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
500 Watts.

Kw.

4.5 Kw.
Kw.

1.5 Kw.
8 Kw.

... 2

2 Kw.
300 Watts.
5o Kw.

500 Watts
15o Watts.

I.5 Kw.
300 Watts.

1.5 KW.
4.5 Kw.
1 Kw.

5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
2.5 Kw.
5 KW.
1.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
I. Kw.
4.5 Kw.
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Ref.
No.

B.
S.
T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
and

Wave -length
Situation. Nature of Transmission.

Closing Time
or Approx.
Duration.

App
Powerrox.used.

52
240
226

44
43

p.m.
4.30
4.30
4.30
5.o
5.0

Eiffel Tower ..
Vaz Diaz ..
Stuttgart
Voxhaus
Konigsberg ..

FL 265o In.
PCFF 195o m
-- 443 m
-- 505 M.

463 M.

158 5.0 Zurich - 515 M.
i6o 5 . 0 Breslau 418 m.

SBR 265 m.54 5.0 Radio -Beige
263 5.10 Hilversum .. NSF 1050 m.

186 6.o Frankfurt - 470 in.
187 6.o Hamburg .. 395 m.

PTR 385 m.241 6.o Warsaw
162 6.15 Eiffel Tower .. FL 2650 m.

,161 6.30 Munich 485 m.
EAJ 325 in.298 7.o Barcelona

299 7.0 Komarov --r800 .m.
264 7.15 Oslo -- 382111.
234 7.30 Strassnice -- 550 m.
228 7.5° Hilversum NSF 1050 m.

63 8.o Stuttgart .. 443 m
58 8 . o Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o in.

188 8 . o Frankfurt .. 47o m.
61 8.o Konigsberg. .. 463 in.
62 8.o Hamburg . . - 395 m.

300 8.o Radio Catalana EAJ 46o m.
301 8.0 Bilbao . . EAJ9 415 in.

66 8.o Lausanne .. HB2 85o M.
73 8.o Munich -- 485 m.
6o 8.0 Radio -Wien -- 530 m.

302 85 Graz .. 404 m.
SBR 265 m.74 8.15 Radio -Beige

64 8.15 Zurich 515 M.
65 8.15 Leipzig 454 m.

76 8.15 Radio -Paris .. SFR I750 m.
242 8.25 Royal Dutch KNML

Meteorological I too in.
Inst.

164 8.30 Radiofonica IRO 425 M.
Italiana

254 8.3o Radio Toulouse 275 M.
07 8 . 3o Frankfurt .. 470 m.
59
72

8.3o
8.3o

Munster
Voxhaus

00.M.
. .

505 m.

69 8.3o Breslau 418 111.
253, 8.3o Agen 318. M.

77 8.45 Radio -Paris .. SFR 1750 in.
177 9.0 Radio -Barcelona FAD 325 m.

75 9.0 Ecolc Sup. des FPTT 458 m.
Poster

164 9.0 Un. Radiofonia 425 In.
Italiana

245 9.0 Lyngby 2-400 M.-
-- 280 in.252 9.0 Lyons

78 I0.0 Radio-Iberica.. RI 392 m...
79 11.0 Eiffel Tower .. FL 2650 61...

8o II .I0 Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o m...
81 11.44 Eiffel Tower . FL 265o in...
8z 12..57 Nauen POZ 3000 m.

83 8.o Frankfurt  I - 470 m
- 454 M.85 8.3o Leipzig

WEEK DAYS (Contd.)

Paris
Amsterdam
Wurtcmburg
Berlin ..
East Prussia

Switzerland

Exch.Closing Prices (exceptSat.)
Time Signal, Stocks and Shares
Concert ..
Concert, followed by News ..
Light Orchestra (Wed.and Sat.,

Children's Hour)
Concert by Hotel Baur-au-Lac ..

relayed

8 mins.
3 mins.
6 p.m.

6.30 p.m.
6 p.m.

6 p.m.

5 Kw.
2 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
I Kw.

Kw.

500 Watts.

Silesia Light Orchestra .. 6 p.m. 1.5 Kw.
Brussels Concert, followed by News .. 6 p.m. 2.5 KW.
Holland Concert, followed by News (Mon.

excepted)
7.15 P.T11- I.5 Kw.

Germany Lectures .. 7 .39 p.m. 1.5 Kw.
Germany
Poland

Music or Lecture
Concert .. 7 P.m.

7 p.m.
.5 Kw,

5 Kw.Paris Concert, followed by News 7. xo p.m.
Bulletin

Bavaria Lecture .. 8 p.m. 1.5 Kw.
Spain , Concert .. 8 mins. 65o Watts.
.Brunn Concert .. 8 p.m. I Kw.
NorWay Time Signal and Concert .. 9 Pm I Kw.
Prague Concert To p.m. 500 Watts.
Holland Concert on Monday, 6.40-8.4o

p.in.
9. ro p.m. 5 Kw.

Wurtemburg Lecture, followed by Evening II p.m. x .5 Kw.
Programme.

Paris .. General Weather Forecast .. 8 mins. 5 Kw.
Germany .. Lecture .. 8.3o p.m. .5 Kw.
East Prussia Concert and Late News .. ro.p.m. Kw.
Germany .. Concert, Late News and Dance II p.m. 1.5 Kw.

Music. -

Barcelona Concert .. to p.m. Kw.
Spain .. Concert to ja.rd. Kw.
Switzerland Concert (Wednesdays excepted) 9.30 p.m. 300 Watts.
Bavaria Concert and News .. II p.m. x .5 Kw.
Vienna Evening Programme .. To p.m. 1.5 Kw.
Austria Concert .. 10 p.m. 1.5 KW.
Brussels Concert, preceded and followed

by News.
lo.xo p.m. 2.5 Kw.

Switzerland Concert, followed by Late News so p.m. Soo Watts.
Germany .. Concert and News (3 days

week Until r r.3o p.m.)
so p.m. 1.5 Kw.

Clichy Detailed News Bulletin.: 8.45 p.m. 8 Kw.
Utrecht Night Frost Report .. 5 mins 2 Kw..

Rome Concert, followed by News and II p.m. 3 Kw.
Dance Music

France Concert Tests .. to p.m. 2 Kw.
Germany .. Concert and News .. II p.m. . I.5 .Kw.
Westphalia Concert, followed by News .. 10 .45 p.m. 1.5 Kw.
Berlin Concert, follu-Wed by News and

Weather Report
,10 .3o. p.m., 4.5 Kw

Silesia .. Concert .. TO p.m. 1.5 Kw.
France .. Exchange Quotations and News 9 PIn 25o Watts.

Bulletin (Concert once a week)
Clichy Time signal fol'owed by Concert TO p.m. 6 Kw.
Barcelona .. Concert .. II p.m. 65o Watts.
Paris Concert, sometimes preceded by ro p.m. 500 Watts.

Lecture.
Italy Concert, followed by News and 1.30 p.m. 4 Kw.

Denmark ..
Dance Music

Press News . 9.15 P.m.
300 Watts.France .. Concert 10 p.m.

Madrid .. Concert and Advertisements .. I a.m. 3 Kw.
Paris Time Signal in Greenwich Side-

real Time (Spark)
5 mins. 6o Kw.

Paris Weather Forecast 5 mins. 5 Kw.
Paris Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) 3 mins. 6o Kw.
Berlin Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) .. 8 mins. 5o Kw

SUNDAYS.

Germany ..1 Morning Prayer ..
Germany Morning Prayer ..

hour
I

1.5
Kw...I to a.m. .5 Kw.
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Ref.
No.

B.
S.
T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
and

Wave -length.
Situation. Nature of Transmission.

Closing Time
or Approx.

Duration.
Approx.

Power used.

SUNDAYS (Contd.)
a.m.

165 9.o Konigsberg .. E. Prussia Morning Prayer . 9.45 a.m. Kw.- 463 m.
m.212 9.o Voxhaus . Berlin .. Morning Prayer io a.m. 4.5 Kw.505

265 Helsingfors . Finland .. Divine Service . 9.3o a.m. I Kw.370 m.
214 9.0 Munster Westphalia Morning Prayer 10.0 1.5 Kw.- 410 m.
213 9.40 Bloemendaal .. Holland .. Divine Service hour35o m.

I Kw.86 10.0 Komarow Czecho- Sacred Concert . hourI800 m.
Slovakia

10.0 R yvang Sweden Divine Service 11.0 a.m. 800 Watts.1150 In.
256 10.0 Copenhagen .. Denmark Divine Service .. 11.15 a.m. 1.5 Kw.775 m.

FL 265o m.87 10,23 Eiffel Tower .. Paris Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) .. 3 mins. 6o Kw.
89 22 .o Eiffel Tower .. FL 2650 m. Paris Time Signal in Greenwich Side-

real Time (Spark)
5 mins. 6o Kw.

207 II.0 Oslo ' Norway .. Divine Service ... Noon. I KW.382 m.
90 11.0 Strasnice Prague .. Classical Music .. hour I KW.550 m.
92 11.5 Radio -Wien -.. Vienna .. Concert 12.50 p.m. I.5 Kw.53o m.
94

192 11.30-
Stuttgart
Munich

Wurtemberg
Bavaria ..

Classical Concert.. ..
Sacred Concert .

hour
.0 p.m.

I.5 Kw.
I 5 Kw.

443 m.
485 m.

LP 2300 m.96 11.30 K on i gswus-
terhausen

Berlin .. Concert . 12.5o p.m. 10 Kw.

95
97

11  44
II .55

Eiffel, Tower
Eiffel Tower

FL 265o *m.
FL 265o rn.

Paris
Paris

Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)
Fish Market Quotations

3 mins,
4 mins.

6o Kw.
5 Kw.

Noon
98 12.0 Stockholm S ASA 440 M. Sweden Divine Service .. '1.15 p.m. Kw.

273 12.0 Breslau Silesia Sacred Concert .. 12.55 p.m. 1.5 Kw.- 418 M.
p.m.

102
10I
268

12.4.5
12.57
L .10

Radio -Paris
Nauen
Hilversum

SFR 1950 m.
POZ 3000 m.
NSF io5o m

Clichy
Berlin ..
Holland ..

Concert, followed by News ..
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)
Concert ..

I.45 P -m.
3 mins.
4.40 p.m.

8 Kw.
50 Kw.
2.5 Kw.

215 2.0 Munster Westphalia Concert .. 4.0 p.m. 2.5 Kw.410. m.
216 3.0 Denmark .. News 10 mins. 500 Watts.2400
108
107

4.30
4.0

Munich
Frankfurt

Bavaria ..
Germany ..

Concert ..
Children's Corner

5.o p.m.
5.0 p.m.

I .5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.

485 M.
47° In

1o6 ,4.0 Radio -Wien Vienna .. Afternoon Concert 6.o p.m. I.5 Kw. .

530 m.
-- 505. m.

M.
169
170
105

4.30
4.30
4.30

Voxhaus.
Leipzig
Stultgart

Berlin .

Germany ..
Wurtemberg

Light Orchestra ..
Light Orchestra ..
Light Orchestra ..

6.o p.m.
6.o p.m.
6 p.m.

4.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
I.5 Kw.

454
-- 443.-m.

217
167

4.40
5.0

Bloemendaal
Zurich ..

Holland ..
Switzerland

Divine Service ..
Hotel Baur-au-lac, Concert re-

layed

5.40 p.m.
6.o p.m.

35o m.
500 Watts,515 m.

171 5.0 Frankfurt Germany .. Light Orchestra 6..o p.m. 1.5 Kw.470 In.
168 5.0 Konigsberg East Prussia Light Orchestra .. 6.o p.m. I Kw.463 111.

SBR 265 m.III 5.o Radio-Belge Brussels Concert hour 2.5 Kw.
257
219

6.o
6.o

Hamburg
Malmo

m. Germany
Sweden

Concert
Concert

7.0 p.m.
8.o

1.5 Kw.
Kw.

395
SASC 270 m.

112 6.15 Eiffel Tower .. --FL 265o m. Paris . Conceit, followed 15y News hour 5 Kw.
18o 7.0 Barcelona " EMI 325 m. Spain Concert .. 10.30 p.m. 65o Watts.
269 7.25 Oslo Norway Lecture and Concert .. 9.0 p.m. Kw.475 m.

NSF 1050 m.
m.

270
237

7.4o
8.o

Hilversum
Strassnice

Holland
Czecho-

Concert
Concert ..

9.10 p.m.
9.o p.m.

2.5 Kw.
Kw.550

Slovakia
176 8.o Copenhagen Denmark .. Concert, followed by News . 9.3o p.m. 2.5 Kw. -- 775 m.
II4 S . o Radio -Wien Vienna .. Concert .. io.o p.m. I .5 Kw.53o m.
118 8.o Konigsberg E. Prussia Concert .. 10.0 p.m. Kw.463 m
173 8.o Frankfurt Germany .. Lecture, followed by evening

prOgramme
Io.o p.m. I .5 Kw.470 m.

U9 8.o Hamburg Germany .. Concert, followed by News .. ILO p.m. 1..5 Kw.395 m.
FL265o m.120 8.o Eiffel Tower Paris .. General Weather Forecast .. 8 mins. 5 Kw.

125 8.o Stuttgart Wurtemberg Concert, Dance Music from io.o
p.m.

II p.m. I Kw.443 111.

174
224

8.o
8.o

Munich
Breslau

m. Bavaria
Silesia

Concert ..
Light Orchestra, Dance Music

at ro.o p.m.

II .3o p.m.
10.30 p.m.

I Kw.
1.5 Kw..

485
418 m.

121 8.o Lausanne T-1132 850 Switzerland Concert or Talk .. .. . 9.3o p.m. 300 Watts
128 8.15 Radio -Paris SFR 1750 m. Clichy Detailed News Bulletin.. 9.o p.m. 8 Kw.
122 8.15- Zurich .. m. Switzerland Concert .. .. .. 10 .0 p.m. 500 Watts.515
123 8.15 Leipzig Germany .. Symphony Concert . . ro . 0 p.m. I.5 KW.454 m-

SBR. 265 m.127 8.30 Radio -Beige Brussels .. Concert, followed by News . 10.10 p.m. 2.5 Kw.
116 8.3o Munster Westphalia Classical Concert-.. .. .. so.o p.m, I.5 KW.- 410 m.
220 8.3o Voxhaus Berlin .. Evening Programme . . . . 11 .o p.m. I.5 Kw.505 m.

FPTT 458 m.229 8.30 Ecole Superieure Paris Concert or Lecture (May begin 20.30 p.m. 500 Watts
15 mins earlier or later)
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Tune in More

Stations
(those hard to get
ones that you are
always missing)

by replacing
qlk your Old

Dials
with

Iliapellicarti: II. At your 6/:
Dealer

UNIVERNIER
Pell, Cahill & Co.. Ltd., 64 Newman St.. W.1

Your soldering iron can't burn or melt

A.,
REGD. VAIlas

THE NEW COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
BY using "Glazite " you have none of the old insulating

sleeving to manipulate or burn. -

" Glazite " Connecting Wire is already insulated and is flame-
proof. " Glazite " consists, of tinned copper wire, first covered
with cotton and then with a film of heavy insulating material.
" Glazite " will not deteriorate.

Made in four colours-red, blue, yellow and black.
Obtainable from all radio dealers packed as follows :

10-ft coils (1 /18 s.w.g.) pr:ce 1 /2d. Per coil.
2 -ft. lengths (1 /16 s.w.g.;, 4 lengths in an en-
velope, assorted colours, pr:ce 1 /- per packet.

Write for Glazite leaflet and name of 'nearest sto:leist.

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS LTD.

PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, LONDON, E.C.1
re:egram3: Electric, London, Teypizone.: ClerkenTall 1393, 2339, 739o, 1391

beilliWoleis0401%0%0101010.10

MODERN WIRELESS

The Loud Speaker Season.
Autumn-the season of falling leaves

and longer evenings. When tennis
after 7 o'clock is impracticable and
ofie must needs look indoors for amuse-
ment-that is the time the " Sparta "

is appreciated. There's nothing harsh
or discordant about its reproduction.
It's just a natural voice bringing to
your home all the good things of

wireless-exactly as they are. given

before the microphone. Nothing added
-nothing lost. Just re-creation.

Be prepared for Autumn. Ask your
Dealer for a demonstration and le1
your own ear prove how extraordinarily
good its reproduction is.

rype "A," 120 ohms,
Type 2,000 ohms
Type "H.H.A.,"

4,000 ohms.
£4 15s.

The "Little" Sparta,
55/ -

Every component used
in the "Sparta" is the
outcome of equally care 
ful thought-it is, xn

fact, the co-ordination
into one instrument of all
the worth -while features
in Loud Speaker con-
struction.

Type "B," hair,
$51..

Type " H. Bs,
ohms, £6.

Type " H.H.Bit! 4,030
ohms, £6.

All Type " B " Speakems
are characterised by th3
patent 6 position tca3
selector. This consists cf
an ingenious arrang,erm n t
of blocking condensers,
ehich smooths assay
all trace of harshness,
resulting in a remarkably
ore distinctness of tone

LOUD SPEAKER
Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.
Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

J (IDA s insitemsr,

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 9-1I
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Ref.B
No. S.

T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
and

Wavelength.
Situation. Nature of Transmission.

Closing Time
or Approx.
Duration

Approx.
Power used.

SUNDAYS (Contd.)

175

130'

131.

132
133

134

135

p.m.
8.3o

8.45

9.15

10.0
II.0

11.44

12.57

Radiofonica-
Italiana

Radio Paris ..

Petit-Parisien

Radio-Iberica..
Eiffel Tower ..

Eiffel Tower ..

Nauen

Rothe

Clichy

Paris

Spain
Paris

Paris

Berlin

Concert, followed by Late News

" Radio Ball " Programme of
Dance Music

Concert (items announced in
English as well as French)

Concert . .

Time Signal in Greenwich Side-
real Time (Spark)

Time Signal in Greenwich Mean
Time (Spark)

Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) ..

II .o p.m.

10.30 p.m.

th .0 p.m.

I a m .
3 mins.

3 mins,

8 mins.

3 Kw.

8 Kw.

500 Watts.

3 Kw.
Co Kw.

6o Kw.

5o Kw.

425

SFR 1780 m.

345 m.

RI 392 m.
FL 2650 m.

FL 265o m.

POZ 3000 m.

SPECIAL DAYS.
a.m.

156 .o .Radio -Wien . Austria .. Tues., Thurs., Sat., Concert 12.50 p.m. 1.5 Kw.- 53o
p.m.

224 4.45 Munich Bavaria .. Wed., Children's Corner hour 1.5 Kw.435 m.
SFR1780 m..4.45 Radio Paris .. Clichy Tues., Dance Music .. 5.45 Pm 6 Kw.

142 5.40 Ned. Sein toes- NSF 1050 m. Hilversum Mon., Children's Hour .. 6.40 p.m. 3 Kw.
Fabriek

203 6.0 Gotenborg SMZX .16o m. Sweden .. Tues., Concert .. 8 p.m. 300 Watts.
137 6.15 Lausanne 1113a 350 na. Switzerland Wed., Children's Corner.. hour 300 Watts.
I8o 6.3o Belgrade HFF 165o m. Serbia .. Tues., Thurs. and Sat., Concert .. hour 500 Watts.
271 7.0 Helsingfors Finland ..  Tues., Thurs. and Sat., Concert 9.o p.m. I Kw.37o m.

-- 440 m.147 7.0 Stockholm Sweden .. Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., Concert 8 p.m.
1.5 Kw.221 8.0 Copenhagen Denmark .. Thurs. and Sat., Concert 9.3o p.m.775 m.

258 8.30 Ryvang Denmark Tues., Wed. and Sat., Concert 9.30 p.m. 800 Watts.1150 in.
PXg 1050 m.151 8,40 Amsterdam . Holland Mondays, Concert 10.40 p.m. 600 Watts.

225 8.45 Le Matin SFR 1750 TrL Paris Sat., Special Gala Concert .. II p.m. 6 Kw.
223 9.0 Malmo SASC 270 m. Sweden Thurs. and Sat., Dance Music II p.m. 5oo Watts.
154 9.15 Petit-Parisien Paris Tues. and Thurs., Concert II.o p.m. 500 Watts.345 m.

(items announced in English as
well as French)

210 10.0 Radio -Wien .. Vienna Wed. and Sat., Dance Music .. I I . 3o p.m. 5.5 Kw.530 I11.
SFR 1750 m.155 10.0 Radio -Paris .. Clichy Two evenings per week, Dance 10.45 p.m. 8 Kw.

Music
232 10.0 Voxhaus Berlin .. Thurs. and Sat., Dance Music.. Midnight 4.5 Kw.- 505 m.
272 I I 0 Munich Bavaria .. Wed. and Sat., Dance Music .. Midnight to 1.5 Kw.485 m.

,o a.m.

The following are Relay Stations :-

Kassel, 288 m., r kw. ; relays Frankfurt.
Dresden, 292 m. ; mostly relays Leipzig.
Marring Radiofonistation, 1250 m.; relays R

Lyons La Doua, 48o m., Marseill s, 350
Bremen, 279 kw. ; and

Nuremberg, 34o m., r kw. ; relays Munich.
Graz, 404 na. ; relays Radio -Wien.

yvang. Odense Rad iotelefonistation, 95o m.; relays Ryvang.
m., and Toulouse, 310 m. ; relays Ecole Superieure, Paris.
Hanover 296 m., I kw. ; . relay Hamburg.

SIR, -Having just completed the
Distinctive Two Valve Receiver
described by Mr. Rattee in the
August, 1924, number of MODERN
WIRELESS, I thought you might be
interested in the results obtained.
I have built the set with parts
as specified, the only difference is
I am using a Sterling Square Law
Condenser with Vernier instead of
the Bowyer Lowe. I have a twin
aerial, 4oft. long and e6 ft. high,
with a 4 ft. down lead. I am
delighted with the results. Within
five minutes of making the last
soldered joint I was listening to
Bournemouth, good and strong.
I have picked up all the B.B.C.
stations, including all the relays,
also Madrid and two French

ElElEllElflElElEMEILIEMIE'lElENIEMEDENEl

El

El
El

A Distinctive
Two= Valve

ea

na

Receiver.

stations. I have also picked up
KDKA direct. These stations
all come through perfectly, and
the volume is tremendous from:
Bournemouth, Manchester, London
and Madrid. KDKA, of course,
was not -so strong, but I could
hear comfortably what the an -

L

111

ka

ea
RA

nouncer said. I think it is a
wonderful little set. I am very.
pleased with it, and must con-
gratulate Mr. Rattee. I can get
all stations, using tuned anode
coupling, up to Newcastle with
a No. 35 coil, and the remainder
with a No. 5o. I have a two -
valve Marconiphone on which I
have picked up my experience;
and I am a regular reader of all
your publications. -Yours .truly,

FRED W. JOI4NSEN.
Tullamore, Ireland.

P.S.-I forgot to say that the
set is very selective, easy to control,
and there is no difficulty in picking
up stations.

942
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MICA CONDEN5E6
TYPE 610 -

EATENT
154517 197555

OU8RIER
MICA CONDENSER

"TYPE 620

'''"7 ;;f5561545171

1+

csr

33211M111

-.1:

urte rSolal aftersA
THE components illustrated above are small but important.

They are the highly specialised products of a notable firm-
one which, among other things, was responsible for the

introduction of Mica Condensers. Further, these components
are characterised by the now well-known Dubilier standards of
neatness and finish in construction and reliability in operation.
There is the Type 600 Dubilier Mica Condenser, for example :-
a fixed condenser whose capacity is guaranteed by us to be accurate
within close limits that are not often met with elsewhere.

A new Dubilier Grid -Leak Attachment is sold for use with it, and
is illustrated above. It enables a Grid Leak to be inserted direct
between the Grid and L.T. leads simply by clipping in, :making use
of one of the condenser clips and the clip on the attachment.
The Dubilier Anode Resistance, again, designed for extreme
stability in operation, is tested during manufacture to 200 volts,
and is absolutely reliable.
The new Dubilier Type 610 Mica Condenser is also shown. It
was dealt with in a previous advertisement of this series-
" Little Things that Matter." It is suitable for use everywhere
in receiving circuits, and is provided with screw terminals and
detachable Grid Leak Clips.
f or specialised products such as these, it is always easier and
better to specify-

Mica Condenser. Type 600
(Also Type 600A for vertical

panel mounting,
o.000r-o.000) rof .. 26
o.00l -o.o06 mf d....a'-
Mica Condenser. Type 610

(with Grid Leak clips)
(Also Type 620 for panel .

mounting).
0.,00x-o.000) mfd....31-
o.00t -0.009 mfd....3i6
o.or mfd. ...4/-
o.oxi-o.or5 mfd, ...4 6

Grid Leak Attachment, 6d.
(for use with Type 000).

Anode Resistance
complete with holder

20,000-100,000 ohms 5/6
Grid Leak

1).5, I, 0, 3, 4 s 5
megohms. 216

TRADE MARK

DIM LI ER
CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD

ADVERTISEMENT OF THZ DUMMER CONDENSER CO, (1925), LTD. DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA LOAD, NORTH ACTON, LO. ON, W.3. TELEPHONE : CHISWICK 2241-2-3.
L.P.S. xo3

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 943
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,zt of Portable Utilities Co. Ltd., IOaher St., IP.C.1

Eureka introduces 1.
three new models :

FOR the past two years Eureka has been
-1- accepted as the finest Transformer that
money can buy. It has always been selected

, by those to whom quality of reproduction is
the first essential. Owing to its unique
principles of construction and the immense
amount of fine copper wire involved, it is of
necessity high-priced. As a result, although
coveted by every discriminating amateur,
everyone can afford to buy it.
Six months' work in our extensive laboratories
has now enabled us to reproduce for the first
time in the new Eureka Baby Grand a
worthy competitor of the famous Concert
Grand. The same quality of workmanship-
the same freedom from breakdown-the same
high-grade materials-the same purity of tone
-still the same Eureka but in a smaller size.
No longer is it necessary for you to accept an
inferior substitute because the Concert Grand
is beyond your means-choose the Eureka
Baby Grand and you are guaranteed the same
Eureka standard of quality .

Everyone can now
afford the Eureka

Eureka Baby Grand. No. 1 '
A new and inexpensive first stage
Transformer embodying all the well -
proved Eureka principles. Uncon-
ditionally guaranteed. Price 15/.
Eureka Baby Grand. No. 2
Specially designed to follow the
Baby GrandNo. 1 when two stages of
IS. amplification are wanted Us-
conditionally -guaranteed. Price 15/.
Eureka Reflex Transformer
The first Transformer ever to be
placed on the market as being
specially designed for reflex work.
'I his fine quality instrument will
give considerably more volume in a

reflex circuit than any standard
tr a ns f or m er . Unconditionally
guaranteed. Price IS/ -
Eureka Concert Grand
The well-known Eureka Trans-
former selected by experienced
radio engineers for its wonderful
amplication with a complete absence
of distortion. Unconditionally
guaranteed. Price 254
Eureka No. 2
Specially designed for use as a
second stage transformer with the
Concert Grand. Unconditionally
guaranteed. Price 21/ -

Don't experiment - specify Eureka

September, 1925

AGAR
for

Distinctive Radio Cabinets
Hand made in selected well -seasoned wood
in Polished Mahogany, Oak, or Waxed Teak
by highly skilled craftsmen to your own
particular design or requirements.
For better Loud Speaker Reproduction.
Fi;ter Tone Control Unit

by C. P. Allinson.
Hand made, Hand Polished Mahogany or

Oak Cabinet .. 17/6
Ebonite Panel, Radion or Siemens .. 5/-
Engraving
Drilling
Complete set of Componhnts as 9riginal

article- £2 15 6.

Self Contained Three Valve
Receiver

By Mr. J. Underdown.
Cabinet as original, Mahogany or Oak .. 27/6
Ebonite Panel .. . . 101-w. H. AGAR
Manufacturer of Telephone &Radio Apparatus
19, Whitecross Pl., Wilson St., E.C.2
Tel.: London Wall 3305. Est. 1912.

Keep yourboys
at HOME
with

ci Riley Bil-
By sending 141- you may have a 6 -ft. "Rome" Hard
Tatle(Cash Price £11 15T.) delivered can. paid to
your door, and pay the balance pay -Table
meets while you play. 7 days' free trial given 76e7r,
See list for Bi.re and designs.

E. J. Riley Ltd.ileatZtr

MOUNTS IN MORE WAYS
than any other

WIRELESS

EXHIBITION

Albert Hall,
SEPT.
12 to 23.

Atir \
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L & P
PAT NO. 1737b 1;

THE. L. & P. UNIVERSAL
VERNIER COIL HOLDER

gives the finest control of coupline
ever achieved.

Designed for "one -hole" panel
mounting. Easily fitted back or
front of panel: The action of the
moving coil -holder is on the worst
and Pinion principle, together with
a special patented spring which
balances the weight of the moving
coil. This con,bination gives a
smoothness and delicacy of control
not to be experienced with any
other device whatsoever. Every
part of the workmanship is superb.
All metal heavily plated. Only
PURE ebonite used-no

Nown oul.lings. This des Ice
Reducedwill make all the dif

to
-

ference between 'getting'
a distant station and 8/6
just missing it
Do not bay a coil holder of any

kind until yon have bad our list.
Sent tree on request. Mention
neme of dealer when writing. .

LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO
CO., LTD., 28, Colne Lane, Colne,

Lancs.
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enclosed,944 In
Gi!I ert d.

replying to advertisers, use Order Form
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©! limportkat 1P2adio Press WeeMy.
Gut aerptember A5th.

Some preliminary details regarding " WIRELESS," the one -word weekly.

ALLLESS will, no doubt, be inter -
readers of MODERN WIRE-

ested to hear that the Radio
Press Limited are bringing out
on Tuesday, September i5th, an
entirely new periodical, which will
be entitled " Wireless," the. price
of which paper will be 2d. (two-
pence).

The effect of the production of
a 2d. weekly paper by the Radio
Press will be to create the greatest
interest throughout the world
of wireless. Hitherto, the Radio
Press have not catered for the
wide public interested in wireless
by means of a weekly paper.
Although they possess Wireless

eekly, a 6d.
periodical having
a high-class cir-
culation and ap-
pealing to the
more technical
section of the
public, they have
never attempted,
as yet, to com-
pete with the
cheaper weekly
wireless papers,
or to cater for
the large public
which buys no
technical wireless
paper at all.

Practically all

The organisation of the Radio
Press- has been strengthened
enormously by the great Elstree
enterprise and by the acquisition
of new engineers who will write
for the Radio Press journals.

The contributors to " Wireless"
will include the most able writers
in the country; including, apart
from the laboratory staff, all the
well-known Radio Press authors,
and also outside contributors of
outstanding ability.

Mr. Percy W. Harris paid a
special visit to the United States
in order to obtain the very latest
information regarding Amercan
radio designs. We have heard so
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING

The New Radio Press Paper entitled

IRFLESS
THE. ONE -WORD WEEKLY.

Edited by PERCY W. HARRIS,
Editor -in -Chief JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, M.C., F.Inst.P., A M.I.E.E.

Research Editor : MAJOR J AM ROBINSON, D.Sc., Fh.D., F.Inst.P.

No. 1 OuT SEPT 15TH.
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and made very careful comparisons
and investigations.

He frankly admits -that American
sets are, generally speaking, -far in
advance of. British designs, and he
is going to tell his story, week by
-Week, commencing with No. of
" Wireless."

These articles, if they appeared
in MODERN WIRELES:S, would take
months to complete, but by pub-
lishing -them weekly, the whole
extremely valuable information he
has gained will be completely
available to the wireless public in
time to derive the fullest benefit
during the winter.

Mr. John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E., will
be contributing,
at intervals, to
"Wireless," and
in No. I will
appear an article
by him of intense
interest to all
who have built,
or read, of the
ST .roo receiver.
Since this was f.Fst
designed, =in  the
summer of 1923,

22 great strides have
been ma de assa

'regards general
11

design and.
circuital improve-
ment. The new
ST.roo has- been
built in the Radio
Press laboratories,
under the direc-
tion of Mr. Scott -

.2

ua
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much about the superiority of
American radio apparatus, its
greater range and its greater selec-
tivity,. that we felt it essential
to investigate the position at first
hand, and Mr. Harris has returned
with data and information of
extraordinary value and import-
ance. Many articles have appeared,
dealing with American methods,
written by semi -technical and non-
technical authors. 1\i r. Harris,
ho'wever, has enjoyed, for several
years, a very high reputation in
this country as a designer of
wireless sets, and he has returned
with information which will un-
doubtedly change, in large measure,
the whole trend of apparatus design.
He knew exactly what to look for

have said to us, ie4222.222.2....2.

" Why cannot Radio Press, with
all their resources, experience and
staff, produce a weekly paper on
broad popular lines at a cheap
price ? "

They are now going to, and on
Tuesday, September r5th, you
will find on every bookstall and in
every newsagent's shop a copy of
" TVireless"-meant for you to buy.

For 2d. weekly you will receive
remarkable value - value which
you could never get unless a great
wireless publishing organisation
were behind the paper. The new
Radio Press laboratories are now
in operation ; two of the buildings
are up and several new brilliant
engineers have been engaged, as
announced elsewhere in this issue.

945

Taggart, and 'hill
details will be given in the first
issue of " Wireles3."

A striking article of universal
interest will appear under the
name of Major James Robinson,
D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P., Council
P.S.L. There will be innumerable
other features of extreme interest
to our readers, but it will be obvious
to our friends that it is not desirable
to disclose in advance features
which might be copied.

Suffice it to say that the best that
money can buy, or brains can
produce, will find its place in No. I
of_ Wireless " and in subsequent
issues.

The price, 2d., is so small for the
value which will be given that only
the fullest support by readers and
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trade alike would justify it. .If it
were produced by any other or-
ganisation than the Radio Press,
the surprise exhibited would not
be so great, but the great welcome
which the preliminary announce-
ments .of this paper have received,
indicate that there will be a huge
demand on Tr.esday, September
T 5th.

Mr. Percy W. Harris will be the
Editor of " Wireless," and Mr. John
cott-Taggart will be Editor -in -

Chief. It will be whole heartedly
a Radio Press production, and the
entire organisation of the company
is going to make it the greatest
and most successful enterprise they
have yet undertaken.

Wireless" will be in a class by
itself ; although eminently read-
able and interesting, and of lighter
character than some of the other
Radio Press periodicals, the same
soundness as regards technical facts
and policy will be there. The stamp
of the Radio Press will appear on
every page, and this is what will
make the new weekly different
from any existinc,b. weekly wireless
paper on the market.

September i5th will be a red-
letter day, not merely for the
Radio Press, but for those masses
of expectant readers who have had
to buy some other weekly simply

because the Radio Press. have had
nothing suitable to offer them.

We are out for an entirely new
public, but we are confident that

THE

the readers of our monthly periodi-
cals will, to their own advantage,
become supporters of " Wireless "-
the new Radio Press weekly.

ONGAR STATION

The Marconi 50 kw. continuous wave transmitting station
at Ongar, Essex, which, maintains a high-speed automatic

service with 'Canada.

MORRIS

(STANDARD CABINET

7, .>
SOLID OAK tal'ale..34

with Locks.
To lock up any set and batteries with
panel up to 36 x 18.
Sent on approval. Trade supp7ied.
Price, carriage paid and packing free :
2 2 in. wide inside £4 :15 :0
24 in. ,, 15 : 0 : 0
36 in. £8 : 0 : 0

MAKER IMPORT CO., (Dept. 2),
50a, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL. .1001

EACH A KING IN ITS CLASS
-and Guaranteed British Made.
Radian CP. ,A 4 -volt bright valve that ).

only consumes 48 amp.
Radion D.E. '06 A wonderfully efficient

10/63 -volt " very dull"
Olarnent valve.

Radion D.E. '34 It? doll 10/6
Radion Pyramid (1) Valve, 22/6
THE POWER VALVE DE LUXE. Can be used
with large t loud -speaker without valve distortion. Filamentrobust : works at a lose temperature, ensuring long life.
SPEC' kr, CONSTRUCTION GIVES HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
AND 111ECHANICAL STRENGTH. Fil. Volts, ; FR.Amps., '34; Anode Volts, 50-100; Neg. Grid Bias, 3-9.

Prom untied Dealers or direct, Post Free,
RADIONS LTD., BOLLINGTON, or. Macclesfield, Cheshire
Interes'i, g lite-ature concerning Radian Valves snd
our unique valve repai se vi- e gladly sent free onrequest.

MI11111111
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In replying to advertisers,

The Wood.hall Vernier
Coil -Holder has one-hole fixing,
360' Dial reading and positive terminal,

Price 1016
connectiors. It operates on an
entirely new pyinciple, giving fine
adjustments at the 'close -coupled" portion of

the scale, with positive connections
through springs
from sockets to
terminals. Nickel,
plated throughout.

IWOODS-TALL
GUARANTEED COMPONENTS

Obtainable front all Dealers. -

Woodhull Wireless Manfg. Co., Ltd.
21, Garrick, Street, London, W.C.2

(,,ne minute. from Leicester S -mare Tube Station.)

use Order Form enclosed.
0 ISMINNIS
cw.13
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SIR,-As an en-

thusiastic amateur
during the past
three years I have
had many sets at
one tine and
another, but the
two which held
my interest most
were (I) the Family
Four -valve Receiver (Radio Press
Envelope No. 2, by Percy W.
Harris, M.L R.E.) and (2) Mr.
Harris' modification of the Grebe
C.R.I3 Circuit. (Described in
MODERN WIRELEss,February, 1924.)
In consequence, .last- September
I built a set which I considered
embodied all the best features
of these two sets.

One stage of H.F. only is used
and no magnetic reaction is- em=
plowed ; using ordinary generah
purpose valves in the H.F. position
the tunino-b is moderately sharp
but I found that by substituting a
B.6 valve for a B.5 valve in the
L.F. the strength of signals was
much enhanced.

No potentiometer is used or
needed on this set, whilst the set
can only be made to oscillate by
over -running the high -frequency
valve filathent. I consider the
tonal quality of the set to be
equal to the Four -valve Family
Receiver, which, as most people
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A Reader's esuilts with Two
Radio Press Circuits

The modified Family 4 -valve
receiver built by T.F.S.

Now introduce a better Grid Leak
Every genuine The:la Grid leak beats the personal guaranteed Faraday House -

5 per cent plus or minus.

THE Therla Grid Leak is a definite best obtainable. Third : A moisture -
improvement oh other products proof mounting ensures that resistance
of its kind. There are good is permanently maintained. The

reasons to support this claim. resistance element contains no india
First : Therla Grid Leaks are made by ink or pencil markings, thereby insur-

ing a col_ stunt and noiseless leak.
Try out the Therla Grid Leak in your
set -the improved results will surprise
you.

.1 special, protected 'process. Second :
They are guaranteed to be accurate.
Each is individually tested by Faraday
House, and the material is the very

Size 250,000 ohms
500,000

;000;000
megohms

2

3

Price
179

each.

G CIrldf.PS`.1 and leLk 3 - .

Sole
Pa s'rile

The Therla Fixed Con-
denser also bears the per-
sonl gcarantee of Faraday

House,

Grid Gandenzer wab clips 1,3

Price
:000r to
oors

mfd. 1 ;3
.each.
.002 mid.
to 'coot,

2-
ea/ch

Telcphone:
Regent 114o

SEL-EZI WIRELESS SUPPLY CO., LTD.,
6, GREEK STREET, LONDON, W.1, and
20, OLD HAYMARKET, LIVERPOOL

rainesisminsiseasmenniammamir

Barthlvs Ad.

know, employs
magnetic reaction
and potentiometer
control (this with
identical compo-
nents in each case).

Results obtained
are as follows :
My aerial is
about 26 ft. high at

one end and 16 ft. high at the
lead-in end ; this is not high, but
I am admittedly in a good, un-
screened position. I get what
most people claim to get with a
good 4 -valve set employing one
stage of H.F., i.e., all main B.B.C.
stations and quite a number of
Continental ones at good L.S.
strength during winter. I cannot
always separate Birmingham and
Aberdeen, but with a direct coupled
aerial tuning circuit I would hardly
expect to do so, especially when
one considers how Rugby is placed
in relationship to these two stations.
I have not -received America on
this set, which I designed to bring
in good -quality speech and music,
and not as a stunt set. I have a
little single -valve KDKA set on

,which I can hear U.S.A. any time
I care to wait till 11.15 p.m.

I am sending you a photograph
which I recently took of -my set.-
Yours faithfully, T.F.S.

Rugby.

FOR

THAT

REFLEX

A

H.T.C. Parts will give you better results.
For such Circuits as the
S.1'.100, In fact for all reflex
circuits using crystal rectifica-
tion, the, H.T.C. Fixed De-
tector is ideal. We find
the " hot -spot " and test it
on actual broadcast. - You
Amply mount it under the
panel if you wish-and it will
do the work as no other can
do. The H.T.C. Fixed De-
tector employe a proved
mineral' crystal combination.
Remember, it is a permanent
detector.
H.T.C. Fined Detector .. 3 /8
Detector with Clips 8/9
Ctmplete with Ebonite

Base, Clips and Ter-
minals 4/6

13/4: .
9/1

4

It Is wise to select ,.adio components that have
been proved by popular use to be of the highest
radio efficiency. Such components are the H.T.C.
products. Experienced experimenters and con-
structors have, by comparison with components of
other makes, proved H.T.C. products to be all
that we claim, and have thereby been eminently
satisfied.

H.T.C. L.F. Transformer of proved merit 15/ -
Glue your set range by fitting H.T.C. Low Capacity
Valve Holders. For mounting the four -pin valve
and the popular plug-in H.F. Transformer you
can only expect the beat results if you use the
H.T.C. Low Capacity Valve Holders. Covered
by our patent No. 222595. '

Type A (above panel)
Type B (Board mounting)
Type a (below panel)

.

Type B (Bracket)
Type F (Board with base and top)
Type CI (Board with base and terminals) ..

1/9
1 /9
1/6,
2/0
2/8
2/6

Insist upon H.T.C. Products at your dealers

H.T.C. Electrical Co., Ltd.
Telephone : Battersea 374.

2.2a, Bandana Rd., Balhain, London, S.W.12

1:12nleo.s Ad.

In reblying to advertisers use Order Form enclosed. 947
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Radio Press )seceivers. 5:
a E.1

A Single7Valve Reflex Receiver
SIR,-I have built the single -

valve reflex receiver as described
in Volume III., No. 3, by Mr.
Simps-in. I find it gives ex-
cellent results, although the atmos-
pheric conditions are difficult. in
South Africa, and also there is a
tendency towards fading, which is
not due to the set, hut I think to
the type of atmosphere. I find this
set very sensitive and it gives
good'results on our local 500 -watt
transmitting station.-Yours truly,

P. KING.
Johalnesburg,

South Afriac.
An Efficient Single -Valve Receiver

SIR,-Some time ago I wired
up the one -valve set described by
Mr. Simpson in your June, 1924,
issue. It is only a hook-up on an
experimental panel. Not having
a .0005 ti.F condenser handy, I
used a .0003. Tt certainly is a
marvel. I can get all the B.B.C.
main 'stations and many of the

relay stations. Radio Belgique
comes in splendidly-in fact
better than many of the B.B.C.
stations. I have also comfortably
heard Petit-Parisien, Frankfurt,
Konigsberg, Berlin and Madrid.
To cap it all, a few nights ago
I and a friend (two pairs of 'phones)
heard KDKA. Perhaps you will
be surprised to hear that shy aerial
is single wire (7/22's), only 4o ft.
long and 17 ft. high. I have an
excellent earth.

This is not a freak reception,
because I have done it twice since.

was using an A.R.D.E. valve
(Ediswan), about 1.5 volt fil. and
only 18 on plate, Watmel vari-
able grid -leak, Ormond condenser,
and home-made basket coils
(double basket per Mr. Kendal's
very useful hook " Tuning Coils
and How to Wind Them ").

I congratulate you on publishing
such a remarkably good circuit.-
Yours truly, K. C. P.

Oldham.

A Three -Valve Dual

SIR,-Haying bu It the 3 -valve
dual receiver desig.,ed by John
Scott -Taggart, and cescribed in

MODERN WIRELESS, April, 1924,
I have given it constant use, and
am writing tp let you know
of its performance here. I am 
using two Marconi R.5v valves
and one Cossor P.1, Bowyer -
Lowe H.F, transformers, and
home -wound coils. I can get all
the English stations on L.S.,
except Aberdeen, without the use
of telephones. Aberdeen is very
good on 'phones. Postes et Tele-
graphs, Brussels, Radio -Paris, Le
Petit Parisien, Eiffel Tower, etc.,
are very good on L.S.

2L0, 5XX, and Radio -Paris
are too loud to he comfortable
in a fair-sized room. The set
itself is made exactly to the
instructions in MODERN WIRE-
LESS, with the exception that I
have a fixed resistance instead of
a variable one.

Wishing MODERN WIRELESS, The
Wireless Constructor, and Wireless
Weekly (of which I am a regular
reader) every success.-Yours
truly, P. A. Btdom.

Letchworth.
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INCORPORATE the Colvern
Selector into your receiver-

then you can separate stations 3
metres apart-a wonderful ex-
perience after the unsatisfactory
juggling with the direct drive
condenser.

One hole fixing and entire
freedom from hand capacity.

Imagine an analytical
chemist without his
scientific balances or
an engineer without
his micrometer I

Similarly, you will
never tune a receiver
with a direct drive con-
denser once having ex-
perienced the accurate
tuning of the Colvern
Selector Mechanically
Controlled Precision

Condenser.

The Colvem Selector Low L.' ss-.-
Readi to 2/3,6onth ca aeity

Capacity '0203 mid. .. LI 1 0
'0003 mfd 21 0 0

Type F, without gear attachment-
Capacity '0005 mfd. 15 0

'0003 mf.3. , . 14 0

0.1e hole fixing. Other capaciti2s
it required.

D scriptive Folder upon request.
0:1v3rn Independent Vernitr-

Pric: 2/s
ASK YOUR DEALER ALSO 'FOR THE COLVERN LOW LOS'S COIL FORMER Price 6/_

COLLINSON PRECISION SCREW CO., LTD., Provost Works, Macdonald Rd.,
Walthamstow, London, 5.17. Telephone : Waithamstow 532

Ea, clays Ad.

THE PANE L

THE advantage that a Radion Panel confers oa
a Receiving Set is much more than merely

adding a gold case to a watch. Rather, is it
comparable to the addition of that delicate com-
pensating balance wheel mechanism which ensures
split-second accuracy. IF you aim at oo per cent.
efficiency for your Set you'll naturally start with a
Radion Panel. With dials to match.

Radian is available in 21 different sizes ix
black and mahoganite. Radion can also be
supplied in any special size. Black yd. per
square inch ,mahoganile rld.persquareinch.

American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Lta.
Head OA? 13a Fore Street,

London, E.C.z
Depots: 120 Wellington Street, Glasgow.

ri6 Snow Hill, Birmingham.
Irish Agents: 8 Corporation Street, Belfast.

Gilbert Ad. 3311

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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 The GENERAL PURPOSE THREE. o
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Sra,-Just a line to let you know
of the excellent results obtained
with the " General Purpose " Three,
described by A. Johnson -Randall _
in MODERN WIRELESS, dated April,
1925.

With the disadvantage of a short
aerial (inside), twin, i8 ft. high,
4c ft. long, stranded wire, and a
very long earth wire from front
garden up to the attic, I have had
excellent results from most of the
B.B.G. stations, and also from
Paris, Germany, Madrid and Rome..
I. have made several valve sets, but
I must say that this one beat; them
all, and for strength and sweet
tone it cannot be beaten. I am
only one mile from the Newcastle
station, and one night I was able
to tune it out all together when the
Savoy Bands were on, and listen -in
to Radio -Toulouse.

I enclose a log of stations received
in July.

Needless to say two or three of my
friends are now busy making this
set.

Wishing the Radio Press every
success.-Yours truly,

W. D. GREEN.
Newcastle -on -Tyne.

STATION. RECEPTION. DATE. TIME.

Aberdeen ..
London
Foreign, unidentified
Foreign, unidentified
Petit Parisien
Radio-Iberica

Radio-Iberica

Very good
Poor ..
Very good
Very good
Very good
Excellent

Dance music. " Pasa-
dena " sung by a
gentleman.

July I
July 2
July 4
July 5
July 5
July 5

7 p.m.
I 20 p.m.
8.35 p.m.

I 2.2o p.m.
ro.3o p.m., concert.
11.5 p.m. until

I2 o'clock.

Aberdeen .. Excellent .. July 6 10 ,45 p.m.
London Loud enough for loud

speaker.
July 6 11. 10 till I I .3o p.m.

Radio -Toulouse Fair .. July 7 10.25 p.m.
Aberdaen . Excellent (children's

hour) .. July 8 6 p.m.
Radio-TOulouse Excellent (children's

hour) July 9 10.45 p.m.
Foreign, unidentified Poor .. July 12 2 noon.
Foreign, unidentified Excellent (band) July 12 11.45 p.m.
Hamburg .. Very good .. July 13 1 2. 1 5 a.m.
Glasgow .. Very good .. July 13 11.20 p.m.
Radio -Toulouse . Excel lent (dancernusic) July 13 11.35 p.m.
Bournemouth . Very good, testing .. July 23 11.40 p.m.
Berlin .. Fair. Dance music till

midnight .. July 23 21.45 p.m.
Cardiff .. Fair .. , . July 24 tr.o p.m.
Foreign, unidentified Fair dance music July 24-25 11.45 p.m. till 12.20

a.m.
Munich Very good. Chess talk July 27 r.o p.m. till 1-1.30

p.m.
-Amateur trans-

mission, 2 XX Fair .. Aug. 2 I 2,30 a.m.
Radio-Catalana and

Rome .. Fair .. Aug. 2 II o'clock and
11.45 p.m.

ETHERPL

RADIO ACCESSORIES
,"` {PERFECT

1"1""1 RECEPTION

SAFETY FIRST !
g 1 o

FREE
INSURANCE

tightnZstgainDarnage

The ETHERPLUS " Patent Lightning -Shunt
combines Aerial -earth as well as Lead-in Tube
and Switch, and is unique in that it is always a
Lightning Conductor whether the set be switched on or
off ; in fact a building fitted with it is safer than one
without, apart from any question of wireless

From all dealers, or direct (post free) from

M.AND.AW.,
9-15, Whitecross Street London, E.C.1.
Fun illustrated Catalogue of " Etherplus" Components

FREE oft application.

11
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Folks, meet a really good condenser!
That's me ! The Efficient Watme!,, radio men call
me. Efficient-it's my middle name, and you'll
say it is when you hear the improvement I make
in the results from your radio. Read my test report.
Something to be proud of, isn't it? I possess all
the good points you look for in a Fixed Condenser and
a few more besides. If you're interested in better
condenser efficiency-visit your dealer and ask for me.
Closer acquaintance will prove to you my sterling
qualities.

Watmel Test Repo
1. Mica Insulation up

to 2,000 volts.
2. Complete Condenser

up to 1,000 volts.
3. Capacity checked.
4. Insulation un to 500 volts

after Final Assenthly.
5. Final Capacity Tess.

PASSED OUT 100 per
cent. EFFICIENT.

Prices.
Capacities for Standard Grid

Condensers.
.00005 to .0005 - 2'6 each.
Standard Fired Condensers.

.002, .001 - 2/6 each.

.0025, .001 - /6 each.
Combined Grid Leak and
Condenser is - 31- each

The Watme Wireless Co., Ltd.
332a, GO.SWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

liepresentative for Lancashire turd Chesh,re-
I,EPEE, 23, Hartley Street, Lavenshalme, MANCHESTER,

Barclays Art.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed: 949
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1" CLASS
GAMBRELL COILS will ensure you perfect first-class accommodation on the Radio

Line. They get you to your destination, whether it be your local station or
America, in record time, and give results that no others can parallel.

First-class travel always costs a little more. With Gambrel! soils that " little more "
allows greater care to be taken in their manufacture which is imperative if perfect reception
is sought.

GA MIIRELL
Coim

Nearest '

Size in
Ordinary
Coils.

, AERIAL C RCITIT.
.Condenser .0005 ATM. max.

Series. Parallel.

Size. Price. Metres. Metres.

a/S 5'9 18 54 131 150 195
a- 5'9- 25 76 155 180 260
A 5/9 30 95 198 - 230 360
B 8/- 40 142 272 315 515
1-3 8/- 50 194 368 410 710
C 6/9 75 265 492 560 980
D 8/- 100 375 700 780 1370
E 8/9 150 504 940 1100 1900
El 9/6 200 750 1350 1550 2700
F 10/3 300 2180 3800
G 12/- 500 3260 5600
II 14'- 750 4600 7800
I 16/- 1000 7700 12500
J 19'- 1500 12400 21500

ALL Gambrel! Productions are of that first-class design
anti manufacture which it is now realised by all is essen-
tial for results above the ordinary. Write for particu:ars.

GAMBRELL BROS., LTD.
76, Queen Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

'Phone : Victoria 9938.

950 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
Lar lays Ad.
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A Safety H. T. Battery
A4ESSRS. E. NE-EDHAM and

Brc s., Ltd., have submitted
a sample of their " Signitx

safety Radio B Battery," a 6o -

volt H.T. unit incorporating a
permanent high resistance in circuit
at, the negative end, with a by-
pass condenser. The unit measures
approximately g in. by 3 in. square,
and has II tappings for wander -
plugs, i.e., at 6 -volt intervals. This
resistance, which proved to be of
the order of zpoo ohms, limits the
maximum current, even with a
dead short circuit, to an
amount insufficient to
damage the filament even
of a .o6 type of valve ;
whilst at the same time it
is insufficient to produce
any significant voltage drop
in normal use, the con-
denser across it providing
an H.F. by-pass of low
impedance. On practical
trial with a two -valve set,
this was confirmed, and
silent operation resulted.
When used with a larger
set, particularly with
several stages of L.F.
amplification, it would be
advisable, as the makers
wisely suggest, to put an
additional 2 /LE fixed con-
denser across the battery,
in case a tendency to
howl (through the resist-
ance in the battery) were
observed. The resistance will, of
course, cause the battery to show a
fictitious low value of voltage when
tested with a voltmeter not of the
high -resistance type, unless the
special " minus " tapping -point be
used for this purpose. Using this
special tapping, the battery under
test registered a full 6o volts.
Three -Coil Holder for Enclosed

Cabinet Sets
A large type of three coil

holder, particularly adapted dor
mounting at the rear of an'
American type of cabinet re-
ceiver with vertical panel, has been

The

submitted by Messrs. A. G. Parker
and Co., Ltd. - The two control
handles have long spindles, and are
intended to project out through the
front panel, the actual mechanism
and the coils themselves being well
away at the back of the cabinet,
thus both economising space and ob-
viating hand capacity effects, since
these spindles are insulated. The
two moving coils have a sliding
motion on long guide bars ; and in
addition have a movement of
rotation determined by an in-
genious ccmbinaticn of the rack -

three -coil holder made
A. G. Parker and Co.,

by Messrs.
Ltd.

and -pinion device which advances
and withdraws them, the effect
being that the coils are moved
round at a position of minimum
coupling to the fixed coil quite
rapidly towards the end of their
movement. Accordingly, a good
control is obtained over coupling
throughout their course. The whole

' apparatus is Very substantially
built, and was fo-und to work
smoothly and with a minimum of
back -lash. Large terminals are
provided, in an accessible position,
and with stout flex connections
to the moving coils. Insulation

resistance was excellent; and the
largest sizes of coils could be
handled with ease. Whilst the
device is suitable only for cabinet
receivers of fairly large dimensions,
it gives one the impression of
being built for long service and
hard wear. The workmanship and
finish are of a high class.

" Felix " Crystal -
The " Felix " Crystal, which we

are instructed by the makers
" keeps on talking," did not belie
its reputation- when put to practical

trial. This brightly granu-
lar crystal supplied by
Messrs. Lawler Electrics
was found to operate well
in an automatic detector
in which hand -setting was
quite ruled out, giving a
large proportion of excel-
lent sensitive settings of
maximum -rectification
effect when compared with -

the general average of
galena crystals, and proved
very stable under an ex-
treme test of loud recep-
tion on a large aerial close
to a powerful station.
Under favourable con-
ditions distant stations
could be distinguished.
The crystal behaved in
general just as a good
galena crystal should
behave, and can be re-
commended with confi-

dence, judging from the sample,
submitted to us.

.

New Pattern P.M. CrYstal
Detector

A sample of the latest pattern of
their " Permanent " crystal -detec-
tor has been submitted by Messrs.
Radio Instruments, Ltd. This is
of the familiar two -crystal type,
with the Combination of a mineral
resembling bornite with the yellow
transparent substitute for the older
zincite which appears in many of
the semi -permanent detectors, and
which gives, in practice, such
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BEFORE YOU BUILD!
It well repays !before you build) to get
Pickett's Cabinet Estimate. Send to -

PICKETT 'SCikBINET WORKS (W.M.),Bexley

S-JPER-HETERODYNE COMPONEN
Tha new adjustable condensers Frame
Aerials, Lint Lose Coils and whole

anao of accessories, large and
swan, catalogued.

ENCLOSE 34. STAMPS.
State if list of Neeeivie Sets -
con lidetel and for constructors
-is also require].

RADIAX LTD.,
-Ea lio House, 4o.
Percy St, Tottenham
Cts Rd., 'London, RADIAX

W.1. PtiKAla

N T
FORGET.

that on Sept 15
the great new
Radio Press

Weekly

WIRELESS
THE ONE -WORD

WEEKLY

will be on sale
at all Bookstalls

Price 2d.
ORDER IN ADVANCE

RADIO PRESS Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand,

London, W.C.2,

uniform and satisfactory results if
properly set and carefully treated.
The makers point out the necessity
for avoiding unnecessary interfer-
ence with the adjustment of the
crystals, when a good setting has
been found. ' The writer noted in a
personal test of a recent pattern
that very little rough treatment was
needed to displace the crystals alto-
gether. Such adjustment as is
necessary should be made by gently
lifting the  adjusting knob which,
projects at the outer end of the
fitting, turning it a short distance,
and letting it drop back lightly ; the
crystals should on no account be
ground together. In this latest
pattern further protection has been
given the crystals by the provision
of a cap, with bayonet joint, to
cover the small adjusting knob and
spindle entirely. Another detail in
improvement is also introduced in
the single -hole fixing device ; the
nut securing the detector to the
panel can be removed without
affecting the adjusting handle. On
trial, it was found very easy to fix
as indicated, and the cap gave a
neat finish as well as improved

The " Ideal " ball -bearing con-
denser, a report upon the
performance of which is given

below.

security for the crystals. On quan-
titative test in comparison with a
standard galena type of crystal -
detector, hand set, this detector
gave an average on six fairly
uniform consecutive settings of 2r
microamperes, with the local sta-
tion's carrier wave, as against 28
microamperes for the standard ; a
satisfactory figure for ordinary daily
broadcast reception, where the
hand -set galena rapidly deteriorates
and is frequently worked at a low
level of efficiency.

" Ideal " Ball -bearing Condenser
An example of a variable con-

denser in which a special effort had
been made to obtain smooth
operation by the provision of
adjustable ball -bearings for the
rotor, has been sent for our criticism
by Messrs. R. McKellen and Co.
The instrument submitted was of
the square law, nominal .0005
OF capacity type, with separate
three -plate fine adjustment con-
denser co -axial with the main
portion, and controlled by a small
knob above the principal control
knob. The ball -bearing between
the two rotors renders them mutu-
ally independent ; there was no

noticeable tendency on the part of
the single fine -adjustment plate
to creep round w -hen the main bank
was being adjusted, as sometimes
happens. A tension spring at the
lower end provides for adjustment
of the bearings ; the absence of any '
shake and the smoothness of
rotation were noticeable features.
The usual one -hole -fixing device
is incorporated ; metal end -plates
are fitted with, very small and
narrow insulating bushes, scarcely
consistent with modern low -loss
practice. However, provided that
the insulation was quite dry, the
insulation -resistance proved, on
measurement, to be adequate ; on
breathing near the condenser this
diminished noticeably, but slowly

recovered on standing. No difficulty
was cc.perienced in obtaining oscil-
lation on the ordinary short waves.
The minimum capacity was rather
on the high side, over 33 - ;

maximum capacity, .000535 iLF ;
capacityrange of the three -plate fine -
adjustment, 36 µILE'. Large con-
venient terminals are provided,
and the instrument is strongly
constructed and well finished. Solid
stops are arranged at each end of
the rotor travel, and a good quality
knob and bevel scale are provided.
Care must be taken in adjusting
the bearings not to cause the
plates to touch, as the clearance
is small.

New Dubilier Condensers
Two new patterns of their well-

known small fixed condensers (for
reception) haVe been issued recently
by Messrs. The Dubilier Condenser
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Co., Ltd., and samples have been
submitted for test of the 000z
size in Type 6ro and of .00r µ.17

in the Type 62o. The first is con-
tained in a small fiat moulded case
with rounded ends and with the
usual wax filling below ; we were
very glad to see the convenient
screw terminals fitted to these,
so essential for experimental work
and for many home -constructors'
use. Spring clips, which are
detachable, are provided for grid -
leaks, and the latter can thus be
used in the series connection as well
as in parallel with the condenser.
The other type is in a narrow
vertical moulded container suitable
for mounting in a confined
space behind the panel,
drilled lugs being provided
for No. 5 B.A. screws. Sub-
stantial terminal screws are
provided in this case. Whilst
these condensers were sub-
mitted to the usual routine
tests, it is scarcely necessary
to say here that, they con-
formed to the usual high
standard of Messrs. Dubilier's
productions. We must con-
gratulate Messrs. Dubilier on
their foresight- in providing
thus for the needs of the
inveterate experimenter and
home -constructor, as well
es for the professional radio
set -builder.

"Ravald" Mica Variable
Condenser

Messrs. John Moores and
Co., have submitted for
test a very light and com-
pact type of 2 -plate variable
condenser, with partly mica
and partly air dielectric.
In this, a small panel,
about 3k1 in. by 22in., is
mounted behind the main
panel by the customary one-
hole-fixingdevice, and carries
two small terminals provided- with
soldering tags, together with the
fixed and moving plates. The latter
is of thin springy copper, and has a
movement similar to that of the
leaf of a book, being pulled shut
against its own spring by a screw
actuated by the control -knob pro-
jecting as usual in front. A thin
sheet of mica is interposed, and
becomes an important factor in
determining the capacity when the
plates are close together. On
measurement of the minimum capa-
city it came out at about 9.5 ptiF
(and not zero as stated on the
containing box) ; whilst the maxi-
mum available with the plates
screwed reasonably tight up was
)00054 µF-materially less than
that claimed by the makers. The

increase of capacity was very rapid
towards the end of the adjustment,
as is usual with mica -and -air two -
plate condensers, the upper range
being rather too abrupt for easy
tuning. The insulation -resistance
was satisfactory on test, and there
were no signs of undue H.F.
losses. For light portable sets,
with a limited range of wavelength,
this simple type of variable con-
denser offers obvious advantages.

"L. & P. Filament "Vernier"
Rheostat

An interesting type of filament
resistance which gives a really fine
adjustment of filament temperature,

a right angle metal bracket carries
a small insulating- strip, on the
further end of which is mounted
a split contact -ring. Through the
fixing -bush slides a shaft carrying
the resistance solenoid, wound on
a small insulating cylinder. A
spring brush makes contact with
the sliding shaft;;whilst the con tac
ring mentioned completes the cir-
cuit via the resistance spiral. The
knob is pulled out to decrease
the resistance, and vice versa, a
definite " off " position being pro-
vided when fully " in." As the
number of turns of wire is large,
and the contact elements make
contact with more than one turn

The Dubilier Type 620 fixed
condenser

The "L. and P." Filament
Vernier Rheostat

The "Ravald " Mica Variable
Condenser

The Dubilier Type 610
fixed condenser

together with silent operation, and
which at the same time occupies
a minimum space on the panel
is the " L. & P. " Vernier
Rheostat. This instrument is
made in both D.E. (40 ohms
maximum in the case of the sample
submitted for test) and the bright -
emitter types (6.5 ohms measured
resistance) ; both have the same
type of frame and mounting, and
differ only in the resistance solenoid.
A space of about r sq. in. is occupied
on the panel ; the exceedingly
neat type of one -hole fixing device
will accommodate panels up to a
little over 4 in. in thickness. A
thoughtful provision is that of a
small key for tightening this fixing
device, included with the unit.
The design is simple but effective ;

of the wire at a time, the operation
is both refined and noiseless. The
D.E. type is found to carry up to
0.35 amperes without undue heat-
ing, so that it is also suitable for
controlling the modern small power -
valve for L.S. operation ; the
bright -emitter type carried e.6
amperes with ease, but got rather
hot with i ampere; it is suitable
for the R type of bright -emitter
valve or the .4 ampere type of
2 -volt small power valve.

Whilst a clearance of about 41 in.
is required behind the panel, so
small a space is actually occupied
by these rheostats that the writer
found it possible to replace an
older type of carbon -compression
resistance, in a compleX and crowded
experimental receiver, by two of
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Tested by Ourselves-(Contd.)

these .rheostats, the bright -and
dull -emitter types respectively in
parallel, so as to provide the two
available ranges with the complete
silence characteristic of a good
wire -wound resistance, and without
any serious modification of the
wiring, giving a most luxurious
and convenient control for varied
experimental work. The substantial
and accessible terminals provided
were appreciated when installing
these instruments in a narrow
space.

The rheostats appeared to be
well -made (if a little on the light
side) and neatly finished ; they
can be most heartily recommended
for the broadcast listener and
genuine experimenter alike. The
makers, Messrs. London and Pro-
vincial Radio Co., Ltd., are to be
congratulated on producing an
effective and most useful com-
ponent. We would like to see a
really high - resistance potentio-
meter along the same lines.

An Unsatis factory " Permanent
Detector."

Samples of a new "permanent:
detector " have been received
for test from E. Gwyther.
These are mounted in an ebonite
tube 2 in. long, with a substantial
terminal at each end. On closer
examination the sample dissected
proved to be of a familiar type ; a
fragment of galena crystal and a
cat's -whisker fixed in a (presum-
ably) favourable setting by means
of wax, and the whole sealed in the
tube with plaster -of -Paris, or some
similar material. The efficiency of
this device depends evidently on
the choice of the single setting and
the certainty with which this can
lie maintained whilst assembling
the unit ; the permanence of the
setting is measured by the life of a
single setting of the whisker on a
galena crystal, i.e., in hours at the
most for efficient service under
practical broadcasting 'conditions.
On actual trial, three out of the.six
samples submitted showed no
rectifying powers at all, though in
the case of the one dismounted the
small fragment of crystal when
removed showed normal behaviour
on hand -setting of a whisker into
proper contact with it; of the
three which showed some activity
two were distinctly poor ; the
other showed the same rectifying

efficiency as .a standard hand -set
galena.

We understand that this detector
is to be marketed under the mark of

H.C.B. Permanent Detector."
We regard this instrument as not
merely of inefficient design but
five out of the six samples were
thoroughly bad, and on this test
we can only advise readers to have
nothing to do with it.

Loading Coil for 5XX
Messrs. Henry Josephs & Co.,

Ltd., have submitted a compact
loading -coil, together with the
necessary plug and socket for the
panel. On trial it successfully loaded
up an ordinary tapped inductance
type of crystal -receiver so that 5XX
could be received. The tuningwas
far from sharp, and the measured
signal -strength was rather less than
with a much larger coil and critical
tuning. As a 'practical compromise
in conj unction with an existing set in
which extensive alterations, in order
to provide the alternative range, are
not desired, this compact loading -
coil will have its uses.

AIRCRAFT WI 1" ELESS

The Marconi 150 Watt aircraft set for telegraphy and
telephony, fitted in an Imperial Airway passenger
machine. This is the standard wireless installation for

British commercial craft.
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Some eaders'

4

A "Double -Circuit Neutrodyne"
Receiver

SIR,-In reference to the "Double
Circuit Neutrodyne " Receiver by
Mr. John Underdown, described in
the November, 1924, MODERN
WIRELESS, I wish to let you know
how pleased I am with the results.

I have been using this receiver
for a;- considerable _time, and _have
received all the B.B.C. main stations
and Edinburgh _Relay, at comfort-
able strength. I live about three
miles- frorn -213E,. which. comes in
well at loud -speaker strength.

When 2BE is - working, I can
eliminate it and get 2LO, 6BM and
2ZY.- The receiver is excellent for
long distance telephony, having
picked -up on riunierous occasions
FPTT, Hamburg, Leipzig, Breslau,
Munich, Munster, Rome, Voxhaus
and Madrid, the latter being at
good volume.

Some time ago I picked Up a station
transmitting orchestral items, and
vocal selections by ,a, soprana ,on a
wavelength of abOut 38o metres, but
owing to atmospherics I could not
catch the call -sign.

My aerial -is rro ft. long su.p-
portsd at the free -end by a
45 ft. mast, ground connection
being, a buried zinc plate with a-
5 -ft. lead. I consider the results ob-
tained excellent, and congratulate
Mr. John UracIerdown on his design.
-Yours truly; -

NoRNAN A. MAcLEoa.
Belfast. - -

The Transatlantic Receiver
in India- -

SIR,-I have- much pleasure in
informing you that some time ago
I constructed the " Transatlantic
Receiver" described in the Novem-
ber, 1923, issue of. MODERN WIRE-
LESS, by Percy W. Harris; which is
giving me excellent results.

BesideS the two brdadcasting
stations we have at present in
India (5AF-Calcutta, 16o miles
and 2FV Bombay, about 900
miles from here), I have received
three B.B.C. and one French
station.

I\ exults with Radio Press
Receivers

Mr. S. P. Roycnowdhury's
Apparatus.

- One night I was able to _tune in
as many as seven European broad-
casting stations.

I should like to mention before
concluding that in India, the
popularity of radio. is only passing
its infant stage of development,
and the Radio Club of Bengal,
Calcutta, which yvas the first to pick
up B.B.C. stations, is the pioneer of
its type in India. I enclose herewith
a photograph of some of my wire-
less apparatus. A Modified

Flewelling-Super " and Mr.. A. D.
CoWper's " Really Loud Crystal
Set "'can be seen below the Trans-
atlantic receiver..

Wishing your three excellent
magazines the success they 'deserve.
-Yours_ truly;

S. P. ROYCI-IOWDHURY;
' Indian 2EX.

Tera sri, Dacca Dist., Bengal,

The Transatlantic V. in Egypt
Ssu,.-Some time ago I built the

above receiver as described by
Mr. Percy W. Harris in MODERN
WIRELESS for June, x924; now,
write with a 'view to tell"ng
you of the results obtained.
'Since completion 1. have -changed
the variable condensers from cheap
unknown makes to " Square Laws
and the difference made has to be

1111111!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111In

experienced to be realised. Signal
strength is at least 5o per cent.
better, and the various wave-
lengths are widely spaced on the
scale, although I find the A.T.C.
setting is not critical. Fitting these
condensers gave me a very good
example of the worth of your re-
commendation of fitting good
quality parts only. Stations that
have been definitely identified by
their calls signs are as follows, but
I have had music and speech_ from
many others : Rome, Newcastle,
Bournemouth, Breslau, Munster
and London. I have had Chelms-
ford, but have not heard him .give
his call sign. Time signals from
Eiffel Tower also come in well. A
week or so ago I borrowed a loud-
speaker and was agreeably surprised
to find that Newcastle and Bourne-
mouth could be clearly heard three
rooms away, while speech and the
announcer giving out the items of
the programme and the news
bulletin were clear and distinct in
the room where the loud -speaker was
situated. It was from one of these
stations (I was too engrossed to
remember which) that I received
Luigini's " Ballet Egyptien " as
clearly as if I was in England. This
was without the help of any special
H.T. or power valves, with only the
normal H.T. on the plate of the
2 H.F. and detector with 6o volts
on the 2 L.F. valves and with the
reaction coil socket shorted. I find
that the set is very critical on the
filament adjustment and could
almost do with vernier rheostats on
the first three valves. Taking the
atmospheric conditions out here
and the distance into consideration
I think Mr. Harris is to be con-
gratulated on evolving this set. In
any case I extend to him my best
thanks for many pleasant evenings
(or should it be mornings !) enter-
tainment. Cairo will soon have a
representative display of Radio
Press sets, as two friends of mine
are about to construct the Anglo-
American Six and the S even -Valve
T.A.T.-Yours truly,

F. A. SHEPHERD.
Cairo, Egypt.
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A pseful Single -Valve Receiver

SIR,With reference to MODERN
WIRELESS, February, 1925, re the
single -valve receiver described
by John Underdown. You will be
interested to hear that, being an
experimenter in wireless myself.
I have built up this remarkable
little set. I found it' to answer
to all you state in the issue and
am delighted with the results
obtained. I have received most of
the B.B.C. stations on it, also
several German, and also 5XX,
all at really good strength. Further,
a single -valve set was brought to
me to put in order, but I was' so
disgusted with it that I advised
my friend to let me rebuild it for
him, and to try this receiver, and
the result is, he is satisfied. I think
this speaks well for the design, and I
must wish MODERN WIRELESS
every success.-Yours truly,

S. SMELT.
Scarborough.

The All -Concert Receiver
SIR,-I must thank you for the

splendid " All Concert Receiver "
described by Mr. Percy W. Harris
in MODERN WIRELESS, September,
1923. I am more than satisfied.

,*

0:*

Some Further

ceders' Letters
oe

O.*

0:44:44....4.+.+.0+.00:..04:0+::4:::04:::(4,

I regularly receive all the B.B.C.
stations, Newcastle, Aberdeen and
London, on a " Baby " Sterling
loudspeaker, and the other stations
on 'phones at good strength, es-
pecially Bournemouth, Cardiff, Bir-
mingham, Glasgow and Manchester.
I also receive concerts regularly
from Eiffel Tower, Radio -Paris,
L'Ecole Superieure des Postes et
Telegraphes, and Brussels. Many
amateurs have been logged from
London, Birmingham, Manches-
ter, Sheffield, etc., etc. One local
Tyneside amateur comes through
on the loudspeaker at a strength
nearly equalling 5NO. WCY and
WJZ have, been heard on three
occasions.-Yours faithfully,

JAS. GRANT.
Felling -on -Tyne.

An interesting Valve - Crystal
Receiver

SIR,-I feel that I must write a

few words in praise of the
"Interesting Valve -Crystal Re-
ceiver "as described in " the May,
1925, issue of MODERN WIRELESS,
by Harold H. Warwick. I have
constructed a set on a base -board,
using this circuit, and not in a
cabinet. It is only wired up
roughly, and yet it gives splendid
results. I did not expect such a
number of stations. I have so far
received and identified the follow-
ing :-Birmingham (loo miles), Car-
diff (15o miles), London (100 miles),
Nottingham (loo miles), Sheffield
(8o miles), Leeds (90 miles), also
Manchester and Newcastle, and, of
course, Daventry (about go miles) ;
the latter comes in on the loud.
speaker (" Dragonfly "). I have also
heard several foreign stations at
good strength, among them Petit-
Parisien. and Radio Paris (300
miles). You will notice that I am a,
long way from the nearest station,
and it was with some doubt that I
wired up the set.

My aerial is about 70 ft. long
and 25 ft.- high, unscreened.

Hoping this will be useful and of
interest to other readers,-Yours
faithfully,

KENNETH H. ROBINSON.
Friskney, Lines.
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Amateurs
For over twenty years the most beautiful work
has been accomplished by experimenters, model
engineers-enthusiasts all-possessing Drummond
Lathes. These handy tools cover such a wide
range of work, from wireless parts to car repairs,
model making to full scale engines. Why not

develop your own skill ?
For the homeworlter the handiest of all lathes

in every respect is the DRUMMOND

4 -inch Universal Lathe
Illustrated lists giving full details, post free

DRUMMOND BROS., LTD.,
Reid Hill, Guildford swim=

Peerless in name and

Size, a in. dia., flin. high
6, 15, or 30 ohms.

- 2/6

in performance
As soon as you use the " Peerless Junior "

Rheostat you will find it gives the full degree
of faultless service that the name implies.
The resistance element is immune from
damage and will safely- carry the current of
two valves. An off position is provided and
definite stops are so arranged that it is im-
possible for a short circuit to occur. Com-
plete, with handsome engraved nickel dial
and one -hole fixing. Made in three types.

From your dealer, or
THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO., LTD.,

22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

956

CABINETS

WRITE AT ONCE

CABINETS

for our illustrated list of coo varieties of
cabinets for radio sets, including many

described in "MODERN WIRELESS," "WIRELESS WEEKLY," and
"WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR," etc., or 'phone Clerkenwell 6903.

NAME

ADDRESS

Write

Please.Letter;

Block
in

Cut along here and post in unsealed envelcipe bearing id. stamp.
TRADE ENQUIRIES ESPECIALLY INVITED.

CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
1$/20, Norrnane Buildings, Mitchell SC, Central St., E.0.1

In rePlying, to advertisers use Order Form enclosed.
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" This Super Crystal

"Your advert. in . .

on the 14th of March, cer-
tainly proves the value of
the contents of one of those
small boxes NEUTRON."

" I thank sellers of this
super crystal-having tried
every crystal I have seen, I
claim Neutron to be the
Crystal."

Testimonial No.776.

Ask your Dealer for it or send P.O.
for 1/6 together with your Dealer's
address, and one of these wonderful
crystals will be mailed you by return.

NEUTRON DISTRIBUTORS,
Sentinel House,

Southampton Row, London, W.C. 1.
Phone: MUSEUM 7560.

A product of NEUTRON LTD.,
Sentinel Ho., Southampton Row, W.C.1.

MODERN WIRELESS

0 #

The Silvertown " Silvervox " Loud Speaker will
reproduce both speech and music without the
loss of its original tone and quality. Coils wound
to either 120 or 2,000 ohms. The tone arm is a
heavy aluminium casting. Total height, 20 inches.
Size of trumpet I2 inches' diameter.

PRICE £3 10 0 each.

TELEPHONE
HEADPIECES
The " Stalloy " dia-
phragms are matched
so as to secure a bal-
ance of tone and
quality. Resistance
from 120 to 12,000
ohms. Price (1,000
ohms) '20,1- each.

CRYSTAL HOLDERS
Mounted- on ebonite: base
(3 ins. by a ins:). with glass
tube to protect crystal from
dust: The- cat's Whisker is
of silver wire.:' A feature of
this crystal holdet, is that
it can be easily taken to
pieces- and set up again.

PRICE 4/- each.

MAKERS

THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY
106, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Works SILVERTOWN. LONDON, E.16.

BELFAST: 75, Ann Street.
BIRMINGHAM: 15, Martineau

Street.
BRISTOL: 4, Victoria Street.
CARDIFF: Pier .Head Cham-

bers, Bute Docks.
DUBLIN; 7o, Middle. Abbey

Street.
GLASGOW : 15, Royal Ex-

change S -mare.
LEEDS: a, NewYoik Road.

LIVERPOOL : 54, Castle Street.
LONDON : ion and nos, Cannon

Street.
MANCHESTER' : 16, John

Daltoa Street.
NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE:

59, Westgate Road.-
PORISMOL:TH z 49, High

Streit.
SHEFFIELD: 8S -9o, Queen

Street.

IsRio4,

D kW'
"1 OF

4/40010,*

In replying to advertisers, use Order Forme enclosed 957
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The Arc Light
a comparison with the Grid Leak.

yOU
of course are familiar with the arc

light. You've heard the hissing sound
peculiar to it when in action. Have

you noticed a similar noise when operating
your radio receiver -the Grid leak is the

leaks made of 'carbon, graphite
or impregnated paper are totally unsuitable
for the pure reception of broadcast, for
this reason. If examined under the micros. -
cope, such grid leaks look like so much
coarse sand paper, and when current passes
through them a minute arcing effect occurs.
This is too small to be seen, of course, but
it makes itself felt by setting up a hissing,
rushing noise, that completely spoils the
reception of signals.
This noisy backgraund can be entirely
e'iminated, if the " Bret wood " Variable
Grid Leak is used. It is constructed of
such material that current flow is perfectly
smooth and uninterrupted although it pro-
vides a high steady resistance.

Bretwood Grid Lealm
are obtainable from all'

Wireless _Dealers. _

PRICE 3/-, Post free 3/2 -

With Condenser
(as illustrated),

4/6, Post, free 4/9.

Write for details of the
Bretwood Valve Holder
-Switch-and the new
Bretwood Filament Re.
sistance for Bright or
Dull Emitter Valves.

BRETWOOD LTD.
12-18, London Mews,
Maple St., London, W.

1110010111111111)

Barclays Sit.

OF
OUTSTANDING MERITS

The new GECOPHONE
Super capacity H.'1'.
Radio Batteries have been
specially designed to meet
the needs of users of valve
sets who desire to improve
reception and to eliminate
the annoyance of frequent
renewals and the siz-
zling " hitherto experi-
enced.

LONG LIFE -4 to 5 times
as long as others.
LARGE CAPACITY.
SILENCE IN USE.
These merits are worth
your consideration. Ask
your dealer about them.

BRITISH MADE.

GEC0PHONE
Super Capacity High Tension RADIO BATTERIES

Prices from 7/6 to 21/6
Sold by Wireless and Electrical Dealers everywhere.
Manufacturers-The General Electric Co.; LPL, Maple' Fir use, Kings;ray, 11'.0.

FROM ALL WIRELESS DEALERS.
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS, United Kingdon:

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS CO.,
103, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.

ColonicesAaxndroDoN minionDominions:
HOUSE,

A; VANDAM, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.

95$ In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Why not
wind your
own coils?

"TUNING COILS
AND

HOW TOWIND THEM"
BY

G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

This useful Radio Press book pro-
vides the radio enthusiast with a

wealth of information on Tuning
Coil Winding. With its assistance
you will find coil winding an en-
trancing hobby and a fine way of
constructing really efficient coils.
The instructions given in the book
are clear and simple. Simple tables
show hoW many turns of wire should
be wound for all the important Wave-
lengths, thus enabling the enthusiast
to produce coils of accurate dimen-
sions for the stations he wishes to
receive, obviating waste of wire and
resource,to mathematical calculations.

Obtainable from all. Bookstalls, News-
agents, your 'local wireless dealer or

direct from Dept. it, ,

RADIO PRESS, LTD.,
BUSH HOUSE,

STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

For economy's sake
you'll choose this Oldham

gill

ACHEAP accumulator is about the most expensive thing you
can buy. Not only will it have a short life, but it will require

much more frequent recharging. And should it stand idle for any
length of time much of its charge will disappear.
Oldham accumulators are built to give long service. Not only
does this mean long life-it means also the ability to hold a
charge for a much greater period. Their secret of success lies in
their plates. All Oldham plates are made under the exclusive
Special Activation Process-a method of plate making which
automatically guarantees an exceptionally tough plate, capable of
readily withstanding sulphation and buckling.
Examine an Oldham at your Dealer's. Note its strong case made
from the best celluloid it is possible to obtain. If you have had
experience with the leaky, flimsy cases of cheap accumulators you'll
be glad to handle an Oldham and to see its immense strength.
You will also observe that its large filler cap screws into the top and
that no acid can leak out. Its terminals, too, are of generous
diameter, one being red and the other black to indicate polarity.
Altogether this Oldham Accumulator is splendidly made and well
worth the mode:ate price asked for it. Available in a wide range
of capacities in -volt units at all first-class Wireless Dealers.

OLDHAM & SONS LTD., DENTON, MANCHESTER
London: Haslitt HoUse, Southampton Buildings, W.C.a

Glasgow: 120 Wellington Street

Special Activation Process

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
Gilbert A . 3354
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"UTILITY" COMPONENTS
`UTILITY"CONDENSERS

Scientifically Designed, with Close
Spacing, Large Adjustable Bearings

and Perfect Insulation.
PRICES :

SQUARE LAW OR ORDINARY
PATTERN.

Each
No. WM 123 .001 ... 12/6
No. WM 144 .00075... 11/9
No. WM 124 .0005 ... 10/6
No. WM 125 .0003 8/9
No.WM 145 .0002 7/9
No. WM 146 .0001 7/6
Vernier 2/6 extra. Fitted with

Radion Dials.
WM 124

By means of the "Utility"
Coil Changing [nit, instant
switching 'from one station
to another can be effected.
It is attached to the inside
of the panel by our usual
method of one -hole fixing.
As the illustration shows, it
is only necessary to plug in
coils in the crdivary way,
No. W 155. Price 7/6 each

1,VM 153

A NO -CAPACITY
LEVER SWITCH

Contacts that clean themselves
are incorporated in the Utility
NO CAPACITY Switch. Designed
for use in radio -frequency circuits,
it is the only switch which can be
used with safety.
Obtainable with lever or knob and

pointer.

M 155

The Utility" Crystal Detector
is the outcome of exhaustive -

experiments with the object of
producing a detector to obtain 
perfect results. By slowly turn-
irig the knob the catswhisker is
advanced and withdrawn in
turn and the crystal revolved,
in such a_ way, that the., whole
of its workable surface is
explored.
Black bronzed, and with the
usual " Utility" one -hole fixing

PRICES :
No. W7sx
No. W r53

PRICES :
With Lever. With Knob.

each each1 pole c/o, 4 6 1 pole c/o, 3 j3
2 5i- 2 4/-
3 ,, 6/-- 3
4 Pl 7.'6 4 o G '-
5 10'- 5 7/-
6 . 10/- 6 ,N.P. .6d, extra. N.P. 3d., ea. extra,

"Utility" for Efficiency

Manufactured by

TS each.
a.-

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LTD.
UTILITY WORKS, KENYON ST-, BIRMINGHAM.

AGENTS :-AUSTRALIA : A. E. ACTCLAND, 2IG, ROYAL ARCADE, SYDNEY.
MALTA: MUSCAT'S GENERAL SPORES.
BELGIUM: WARNES & LEVOS, 72, RUE -DE -LA -SOURCE, BRUXELLES.
HOLLAND: VAN SANTEN & CO., DEN TEXSTRAAT 22, AMSTERDAM

Wireless Handbook
for the

EXPERIMENTER, ENGINEER,
AND RESEARCH WORKER.

"RADIO
ENGINEERING

By

J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I.,
D.I.0 , S,aff Editor of "Wireless Weekly,"
" Modern Wireless " and " The Wireless

Constructor."

A Complete Library of Technical In-
formation, Valuable Scientific, Data and
Reference Tables in one Handy Volume,

NOW ON SALE.
YOU CAN OBTAIN RADIO
ENGINEERING" ON 5 DAYS

APPROVAL,
Fill and post this form to -day.

.............. , ..... .......... , ...... , , ....... , , ,

5 DAYS APPROVAL ORDER FORM.

To Radio Press Ltd.,
Bush House, St) and, London, W.C.a

Please supply me/us with copies of the new handbook " RADIO
ENGINEERING" on 5 days approval, after which period, I/we either
return same, undamaged, or remit purchase price.

Name

Radio Engineering
Published Price15/-

(Post Free 15/9 )

Address.

969 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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"Goltone" Double
Range Centre Zero, Panel Mounting

Voltmeter.
British made. Patent applied. Diameter
of Flange 21 ins. Is your Accumulator
fully charged ? Is your H. T. Battery
run down ? The " Goltone " centre zero
panel mounting instrument answers these
important questions. The meter indi-
cates by pressing a push-button connected.
in the circuit the state of voltage of your
high and  low-tension batteries.

Price 12/9
2 -panel mounting push -buttons for use
with above s /6 pair. To ensure the
genuine instrument insist.on our initials
or Trade Mark on Dial.

HIGH TENSION
WANDER PLUGS

EASIFIX
NIGH AND LOW TENSION

ASSEMBLY.
Length overall 64 ins. Eliminate
all ugly loose wiring and minimises
the risk of burning cut valuers Each
conductor is distinctively coloured
and enclosed within an outer braiding.
Complete withWander Phigs.Price3/-.
With Extra High Tension Lead.

Price 41-.

641N
LONG
OVERALL

FYI

HIGH & LOW
TENSION
PANEL
TERMINALS.

Supplied also with extra High Tension
and Grid Bias leads.

Purity of Tone,
Volume without

Distortion.
These are the characteristics of the
" Goltone " Low Frequency Trans-
former which make it the choice of all
experienced Constructors. Recom-
mended in any circuit with any type
of Valve. No make of Transformer
gives better results. Ratio a to
and 5 to I.

Price 17/6
THE " TRIPARTE"

TERMINAL.
Will securely clamp
Telephone Cord Pins and
Spade Terminals. It is
also drilled down centre
to take standard Wander
Plug, and can be used
with advantage for all
Wireless connections.
Price 3d. each 2/9 dez.

" GOLTONE" SPRING
PLUG.

Ensures a perfect con-
nection elhnirating all
noises due to imperfect
contacts. Fits into the
standard High. Tension
Battery and the " Tri-
parte " Terminal listed
above. Supplied with
Black and Red tops.
Price 21d. each 2/3 doz.

" GOLTONE"
HIGH FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMERS
High-grade Pn.c;sion Instruments
wound on sol:d Ebonite Formers,

No. Metres.
R12/6o 80-150
1212/6t 150-300.. 7R, 300-600
RI2 /63, 6 ° ° - I ' " 0 Each
RI2 /64. I 200-3 000

Specially wound Neutrodyne
Storied by ths Leading Radio Stores. Mlle direc Model covering 350-550 Metres.

if unobtainable. Price 7/-.ce---
ei-rdc aoldir 1:.;61ragiiielluisslor.atgi236

^
postr de:dein

ones :request. Enclose Business Card
:for Trade Terms.

PENDLETON. It IILMANTTIESTE2 0

/-

A

43,

oZ1
GO

Advertisement of Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Kew, Surrey.

In, replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

The new improved
T.C.C. Mansbridge
IN Radio -theyoungest and most virile of our industries-

progress is- essential. While it has not been found
possible to improve the accepted principles of the Mansbridge
Condenser-recognised as the standard large capacity
condenser throughout the world-we have found it prac-
ticable to improve the famous gr:-.en T.C.C. Mansbridge in
certain important constructional details.

The new Duplex terminals (patent applied for) can be
used as soldering tags or, to hold connections by means
of their knurled heads. The top of the Condenser is now
all -metal which is, of course, quite impervious to the heat
of the soldering iron or the action of the atmosphere.
T.C.C. Mansbridge Condensers are made in the largest
factory in this country solely devoted to the manufacture
of condensers. They are backed by a twenty -year -old
reputation for accuracy and dependability. They are
fully guaranteed and British made throughout. Every
Wireless Dealer stocks them in a wide range of capacities.

In labour, design and material-British throughout

Gilbert Ad, 3323

961
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Good LoudoSpe

"Radio Press
Envelopes -make set
building easy"

Building a Radio
Radio Press specifications
is an absolutely foolproof
operation and will afford
you great pleasure.
You cannot go wrong, and. .

the finished set will work
and look as if it had been
made by an expert.
Radio Press Envelope No.
10 contains all details for
constructing the " Twin -
Valve " Loud -Speaker
Receiver. It includes, as
well as the fullest in-
structions, two full-sized
blue -prints, three sheets
of reproductions of photo-
graphs on art paper and
three sheets of working
drawings.

Cdi ker isesults with
Two Valves !

-RADIO PRESS ENVELOPE NO. 10.

- How to Make-
The " Twin -Valve " Loud -Speaker

Receiver
By

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M LE.E.
Editor of "Wireless Weekly '! and " Modern Wireless."

The " Twin -Valve " Loud -Speaker Re-
ceiver is undoubtedly the set for the
man who desires good loud -speaker
results from the local stations with the
minimum of valves.
It will operate a loud -speaker at dis-
tances up to 25 mires from the local
station with an aerial system of average
efficiency. Two valves only are em-
ployed, the first valve functioning as a
dual high and low frequency amplifier
and the second as rectifier. The use
of a crystal is thereby avoided, en-
suring all the advantages of a reflex
circuit with perfect stability of ad-
justment. The " Twin -Valve " has an
ease of control characteristic of good re-
flex circuits and a handsome appear-
ance which should please the most
fastidious of set builders.
Dull Emitter or Bright Emitter valves
can be used. For those who live in re-
mote places the Dull Emitter type are
recommended, as they save frequent
excursions to the nearest accumulator
charging plant.

ASK FOR RADIO 'PRESS ENVELOPE-
NO- io.

Obtainable- from all Bookstalls,
Newsagents, your local Wireless
Dealer or direct from Dept. M.

`Rabic) 1Prers, /Ltb,
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

Bantu s A.
In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed,
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"They thought
it was sheer luck"
that my set always worked
according to plan" when4 6

I was demonstrating its
qualities to a party of
friends.

It isn't. The truth is, I always keep my set up to
the mark, never allow it to get " run down " ; and
wireless sets, like us humans, are prone to slight and
serious ailments.

When any symptoms of disorder manifest them-
selves in my set, I immediately look up that useful
Radio Press book, " Wireless Faults and How to Find
Them."

It shows you how, to get at the root of the trouble
quickly and rectify it. Every - enthusiast should
possess a copy ; --it's a ready medium of trouble tracing.

10.

1/6
POST FREE

1/8

You can obtain "Wirelcss
Faults and How to Find Them "
from all Bookstalls, Newsagents
and Wireless Dealers, or
post free, i/8, from Dept. M.

Traces Trouble.

lRabio Press, idtb.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
B.:rJays Ad.
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UNPA ALLELED THROUGHOUT I HE WORLD
R

THERE is no better way of obtaining that
knowledge, essential to Success in set
construction, and set manipulation,

than by Radio Press Books and Publica-
tions.
Here, indeed, are radio books of an entirely
different character. The average enthusiast
will appreciate the concise and simple way
difficult things are explained. No technicalities
to puzzle one's head over, just as if the author
was personally directing you.

114

The exceptional radio talent possessed by the
Radio Press Editorial Staff ensures that all
Radio Press publications are technically
accurate.
The Radio Press system of Envelopes is a
method that eliminates all possibility of error,
that ensures a receiver perfectly built, and
siniple `to operate.
They contain all the instructions necessary,
with many illustrations and diagrams Just
as if you had the actual -set in front of you.

Radio Press Books
Post.

No. Price Pies
x Wireless for All .. 96. 11d.

By John Scott - Taggart,
F.Inst.P.; A.M.I.E.E.

2 Simplified Wireless .. 1 1- 1 /2
. By John Scott - Taggart,

F.Inst.P., A.M
3 How to Make Your OwnBroad-

cast Receive!
'

. 116 1/8
liy John Scott - Taggart ,

F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
4 How to Erect your Wireless

Aerial . 11- 112
By B. Mittelk

5 The Constructionct Wireless
Receiving Apparatus .. 116

By 1', D. Tyers.
6 The Construction of Crystal

Receivers
.

. 1 /6 118
By Alan L. M. Douglas

7 How to It a " Unit"
Wireless Receiver .. 2/6

By E. Redpath
8 Pictorial Wireless Circuits .. 1/6 1/8

By Oswald J. Rankin
9 Wireless Valves Simply Ex-

plained . . 2/6 2/8
By John Scott - 'Itaggart,

F.Inst.P., A . M. T .E. E.

so Practical Wireless Valve Cir-
cuits . 2/6 2/8

By John S.colt - Taggart,
F.lnst.P., A.M.I.E,11, .

Is Radio Valves and Howto Use
Them .. 2/6

By John Scott - Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A M.I.E.E.

Post
No, Price Free.
13 560 Wireless Questions An-

swered 2/6 218
G 1'. Kendall, B.Sc., and

E. Redpath.

14 12 Tested Wireless Sets . 2/6 2./8
By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.

15 More Practical Valve Circuits 3/6 3;10
By John Scott- Tagart,

F.Inst.P., AMIE 11.

Tfi Home -Built Wireless Com-
ponents 26 2/8

It Wireless Sets tor Home Con -
/8 structors .. 2/6 218

By E. Redpath

18 Tuning evils and How to
Wind TitiE,19 /6 18

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

2/8 21 Six Singe Sets .-. .. 1./S 1 /8
By Stanley G. Rattee,

22 Switches in Wireless Circuits 1 /6 1/3
By Oswald. J. Rankin

24 'Wireless Faults and How to
Find Them 1 '8

By R. W. Hallows, M.A.

Elementary Text Book on
2 Wireless Vacuum Tubes 10 '-10 r6

By John Scott - Taggart,
F.Inst.P.,

N

1

Radio Press Envelopes
Post

o. Price Free.ost
How to Build an ST100 Re-

ceiver
By John Scott- Taggart,

F.Inst.P. A.M.I.E.E.
2 How to Build the " Family"

4 -Valve Receiver .
By Percy WA-Tanis:MLR:IL

3 How to Build the "Simpli-
city " 3 -Valve Set

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
4 How to Build the All -Concert

de Luxe Receiver
ByPercyW. Hams, M I.R.E.

5 How to Build the Omni Re-

B:. Johneiver Scott- Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E,

6 How to Build the ABC Wave
Trap

By G. P. Kendall, 13.Se.
7 How to Build a 2 -Valve Am-

plifier de Luxe ..
By Herbert K. Simpson.

8 How to Make a 1 -Valve Re -
Fl '2!! Receiver

- By Holbert K. Simpson.

9 'How to Build an Efficient
Single -Valve Set

Sly Herbert K. Simpson.

TO The Twin - Valve Loud -
speaker Receiver .,.

By John Scott - Taggart,
F. lnst .P., A .M. I, 14. E.

An Adaptable Crystal Set .. 1 /6 1 /9
By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.

116 1/9

216 2/9

2/6 2/9

2,6 2/9

2/6 2/9

Radio Press Panel Cards
Post

No. Price. Free,
How to Make the W1 Re-

ceiver .. .. 1 /- 1/3
By Herbert K. Simpson.

radio Press Panel Transfers
Post

Price Free
Large Packet of So i..abels 64. 8d.

1/6 1/9 "Modern Wireless " Ccil Table
Post

1 !6 1 /9 Pr ice Free
For Aerial, Anode -and Reaction

Coils .. .. 6d. 8d

1/6 1/9

116 1/9

2/6 2/9

Simplex Wiring Charts

No.
Pos

Price Free,
For 2 -Valve Set .. 1 1/3

2 For 3 -Valve Set .. 1 /- 1 /3

For 4 -Valve Set .. 1 /- 1 /3

All the above can be obtained from Wireless dealers,
booksellers, bookstalls, or direct from Dept. M.

- 40014 g*,. ,s iko it,efli4414grie..14,17C2.

RADIO PRESS, LTD.,

Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.
ram.  W GI. 0.140_,:,,i9

964 In refilving to advertisers. use Order Form enclosed.
13arclays Ad
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Get %sly Tuning for -

CO 'I- RATION

STATION
REQUIRED

WAVELENGTH

Clean cut signals are the direct results
of accurate tuning. 50% to 100" im-
provement in the volume of reception
can be obtained with improved tuning
apparatus.
With YESLY TUNING each individual
station can be isolated so as to obtain
the full strength of its signals without
interruption.
The accuracy recuired for this concen-
trated tuning is THE feature of the

Yesly S ,uare Law Variable Cunha er.

NOTE
(1) The first-class GENERAL FINISH
(2) The pure EBONITE highly

polished plates
(3) The coiled SPRING MOVING

contracts
(4) The ONE HOLE FIXING with

embedded nut to eliminate all
backlash and spindle play

(5) The special panel pin to prevent
bodily rotation

(6) The ROBUST CONSTRUCT ION
(7) The MODERATE PRICES

,
z -z/

/Perfect
Control,-

BETTER
TUNING

GREATER
VOLUME

Plain ,oier
tool ..11/6 .15/-
,000 5 10/6 . 14E/ -

o003 10/- .13/-
%0023. 9/6..12/6
.0002 -9/- ..12/-

A touch of the throttle, the clutch or
the steering wheel, and wha,t a world of
difference it can make in the running
of a car. The whole of the power
obedient. to the slightest change in con-
trol. Radio Valves throb to the pulse
of power. They obey the commands
of your Rheostats with startling exact-
ness.
THE " YESLY " VELVET TOUCH
Rheostat embodies a smooth running'
contact shoe which results in wonderful
flexibility of control. The, moulded
bakelite and polished nick el case gives
great mechanical strength and a sure
protection .from the loss of efficiency
due to dust: The shaft is in. in diame-
ter and tiums in a bearing one full inch
in length. This is only ONE feature to
ensure strength and safety in control.
Obtai noble. from your local dealer. If
you have any di fficulty write direct to-

ENGINEERING SUPPLIES LTD.,
235, Blackfriars Road, London, S.E., En/land.

All ge nine Yely" Co oponent3 are pas' ea
in blue loxes. _

6 ohms resistance
cash.

30 ohms resistance
each

YESLY PotcnLo-
meters 400 ohms
resistance each

66
7, -

8/ -

The highest possibly
standard in Aerial tuning

demands YESLY
COMPONENTS.

LOOK FOR
THE NAME

REGISTERED

MARK - -

I am still here
after 25 years of hard work AND SUCCESS. Why?
Pecatise I have helped thousands of people to better
their positions socially and financially. I am assisted
by a large and expert staff and the advice we give is
sound.- If we cannot help you we -will say so ; if we
can we Will tell you how.

We have booklets setting out the possibilities in
connection with each of the subjects shown in the lists ;
send for the one in which you are interested, or ask
for MY PRIVATE ADVICE, which is free. Yeti incur
no obligation. Have You ANAMbitiOn ?

The Bennett College specialises in all
Exams, in the following subjects, and
guarantees tuition until successful.
No extra fe -.5,

WE TEACH
BY POST

COMMERCIAL.
Accountancy
Advert Writing
Salesmanship
Auditing
Banking
Book -keening
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law
Costing
HoonomicS
English and French
Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
Modern Business Methods
Secretaryship
Workshop Organisation

ENGINEERING
DICTIONARY,
PART ONE FREE.

To extend the name of
the Bennett College see
are publishing an Illus-
trated Eneyclopiedic Dic-
tionary of Engineering,
Civil, Y otor,Elect.,Itech
etc. You may have Part
1 FREE. Send for Part
1 to -day,. ccu arc innier
no nhlie,,li'n,.

4111111111101WERIGIS

EXPERT TUTORS
FOR EVERY

DEPARTMENT.
TECHNICAL.

Architectural Drawing
Betiding Construction
Clerk of Works' Duties
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electricity
Engineering
Foundry Work
Internal Combustion

Engines
Marine Engineeting

Most Moderate
Charges, Psysble
Monthly. All Text

Books Free.
TECHNICAL-Cont.

Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallergy
Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Navel Architecture
Pattern Making
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling
Telegraphy & Telephony
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Managers' Course

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
to The Bennett College, Dept. 134. Sheffield, naming the subject
you are interested in. Parents should seek our advice for their
sons. Please state your. age. Conn es specially combined to meet
all requirements. Why stay in the rut ?

Dept. 184.

IMMO If 111

AMATEUR CI NSTRUCTORS
WE SUPPLY COMPLETE SETS OF COMPONENTS AND
CABINETS FOR ALL CIRCUITS IN MODERN WIRELESS,

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR, ETC.
BELOW. --A LIST OF PARTS FOR CONSTRUCTING

THE HARMONY FOUR
As described by Mr. PERCY W. HARRIS in this issue.

C s. d.
1 Ebonite Panel, 21 in. x 7 in.,Eadion 12 3

I '000:-, Sq. law condenser Igra.nic 1 4 0

2'.'0003 .1, . 2 2 0

4 Dual rheostats, Polar.. .. 1 2 0

/ Micrometer condenser, Polar .. 5 6

6 Anti -capacity valve -holders, Vibro 1 10 0

I Single coil -holder . , .. 1 6

1 On -off switch . i ... 2 0

. z L.F. Transformer, McMichael 1 1 0

I 'ones condenser, fixed .. 1 9

I '0001 11 , . 1 9

2 Dorwood Precision condenser, with iIi i 5 5 0

2 Dubilier resistances, I & 2 meg. .. 5 0

15 Terminals nickelled, complete ,. 2 6

I Set R.P. Transfers .. .. 6

2 Angle Brackets .. .. .. 1 6

1 Ebonite Strip, 7 in. xi 2 in. x t in. 1 0

Sn. sec. tinned copper wire No. 16 .. .. 2 0

1 Mahogany cabinet with base board as described 1 12 0

Send stamp for lists and let us
quote you for Parts far the
set your contemplate building.

10 13 3

Carriage and Fackitg
Free on Orders
Value £2 and over.

Book to Cross St.
'Buses Nos. 40, 30'., r9, 19,', 43A, 1441, 1gan, T43F.
Trains Nos. 33, 791; Ip, 13, 39, 33 Pass the Door.

NORMAN RADIO LTD -.FL-L,-.(

133a, UPPER STREET, ISLINGTON, N 1.
Telephone : Cierkenwell 3080.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 965
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WIO PRESS
WirelessPanel

Transfers
Drv, ,ost 12

fr

uurkoottliall

Simple to Apply!
Cut out the required transfer
and place it in the desired posi-
tion, placing over it a piece of
cloth. Heat an ordinary table
knife to a moderate tempera-
ture and apply to the cloth for 
a few seconds. The cloth and
film can then be pulled away,
leaving the panel clearly and
neatly marked.

PER PACKET

8d, Post Free

511141MIESS49M,Sni9112C

Confusion of H.T. with L.T. terminals
almost invariably results in the loss of
one or more valves. Many enthusiasts
have experienced this disaster and then
thoroUghly marked these important ter-
minals with Radio Press Panel Transfers.
They look as good as engraving, give that
final touch to your set, and show the
warning hand whenever your memory
deserts you.

Prevention is better than cure ; buy a
packet of Radio Press -Panel Transfers
to -day ! Each packet contains 8o
assorted labels, one for every terminal,
valve holder, and control on your panel.

Radio Press Paiel Transfers are ob-
tainable from ail Bookstalls, News-
agents, your local Wireless Dealer,
or direct from Dept, M., Radio
Press, Lid.

Radio Press, Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

966 In. replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed 13aranys
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PrirmEtcrs

Speech very very loud and very very clear,
while the

Transmission of Music enchants the critical.
No strain-you listen with pleasure.

All on Two Valves with a Loud Speaker.

TRY IT ON DAVENTRYL-EVEN 100 MILES AWAY

THE "TANGENT
TYPE " D"

RADIOMATIC
2 -VALVE

Price
£7 0
All gadgets completely enclosed. Not an eyesore-an orna-

ment to your room.
So simple it is-a child can use it.

If not in stock, all good dealers can obtain by return-

INSIST ON "TANGENT."

GENT & CO., . 1872.
LTD. "Farad

Estay
Works," LEICESTER.

LONDON: 25, Victoria St., S.W.r.
Newca tie /Tyne : Tangent House, Blackett St. 0

sualefil1111R1

`COMPONENTS
AND

ACCESSORIES
THAT WILL

INTEREST
YOU"!!

r-- aqr
I Fig. 910.
I " E ASIT U NE."

Price 2/- each.
Length of handle, 5iin.

I An extremely useful com-
I ponent for tuning conden-

sers where hand capacity
' must be avoided.

The illustration shows the
I " EASITUNE " attached

to an ordinary con -
I denser knob.

. . . -
Postage extra on above.

Manufactured by

i Heat's
FaentI

Safety
I Wandcr

P:ug and
Valve

I Protcckr.
I . Codeword-
I " SAVE1T."

Price 2/- each,
complete as illus-

1

trated. Replaces
the Standard
Wander Plug.

Fig. 82£ 

r- A. H. HUNT, LTD. (Dept. S), CROYDON
IC

1 p.

In replying to advertisers,

Everyone needs a
Wavemeter-build
one yourself for 31/6

AWAVEMETER will enable yon
to identify many unknown

stations-it will also save you much
time in tuning. We can supply an
excellent set of parts to build up the
one designed by Mr. Percy Harris
and described by him in a recent
issue of " Modem Wireless." Why

De luxe Condenser
Square law without vernier

.0001 wide...

.0003 mfds...
.001 mfds.

.. 10/8

.. 14/8

.. 22/8

not build up this efficient instrument
now before the season reallybegins-
p'efll enjoy wireless very much more
when you use a wavemeter. Full set
of parts, including buzzer and battery
and full instructions, for 31/6, polished
oak cabinet 12/6 extra.

.0002 mfds... .. 12 j6

.0005 mfds...

H. F. Transformers
A high-grade transicinaer. Very selective.
300 to 600 metres
500-200 metres ..
900-1,500 metres
1,200-2,300 metres
2,200-7,000 metres

10/-
.. lel-
.. 101-
.. 10/-
.. 101 -

The new friction -

geared Condenser
This new Peto-Scott de luxe
Square -law Condenser has been
designed by a practical wirel
less engineer. It is the idea-
condenser-built by a man
who knows how imperative it is to
use a slow motion for all the
plates and not to use a separate
vernier plate. Its slow move-
ment is obtained by means of
a smooth 8 to e rubber friction
gearing. Only solid -ebonite is
used-no cheap substitutes. All
metal parts are well plated.

.0003, 18:6 .0005, 21/ -

MAX -AMP Neutron
Transformers formers.

In three different ratios :
Red Band for reflex use.
Blue Band for 1st stage.
Black -Baud for Sod stage.
1916 each, fully guaranteed.

Plug-in Interchangeable
Condensers

All interchangeable and to plug 2/6 each ; Dorn .001 to .004
r.ne into the Otber for increasing mfds., 81- each.
capacity. Soekets Ed. yer lair.
I rom .0001 mists. to .0009 mfds.,

PETO - SCOTT
CO., LTD.

Head Office: 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Branches :-LONDON -62, High Holborn, W.C. 1. WALTHAM.
STOW -230, Woos/ Street. PLYMOUTH -4, Bank of England Place.
LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester Street.

use Order Form enclosed.

250-500 metres.
500-900 metres.
000-1,500 metres.
3,200-2,300 metres.
2,200-4,800 metres.

All 10 /- each, matched when
required at no extra cost.

Send for the following I

Books:-
Pilot Chert--showing
Illustrations of more
than 30 Sete for Home I

Construction. 8d. post
I free.
I Component Catalogue I

-3d, poet free.

9E1
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The NEW
RADIO PRESS
TRADE MONTHLY

PUBLISHED
SEPTEMBER 12

EXHIBITION
NUMBER

The first number
of this new Radio
Press Trade
Monthly appears
at a lime when
sales interest is

intense, and will
prove of except-
ional value to re-
tailer and manu-
facturer alike.

Send.your subscription immediately for
The Test Reports issued from the Radio PressResearch and Test Laboratories, under the supervision of MajorJames Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst. P., and a fully qualified staff, will furnish the wireless dealer with a mass
of valuable information, enabling him to cope with fresh demands.
These Test Reports will appear in The Wireless Dealer."
Copies can be obtained only by entering a subscription. It will not be available to the public and will thereforenot be on sale at bookstalls. The Subscription List is now open. Kindly complete the form below and post,
together with remittance of 7s. 6d. (10s. abroad) and ensure the receipt of copies for twelve months from No. 1.

NO. I.

RADIO PRESS LTD.,
SALES DEPARTMENT, BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, \V .C,o.

Please enter my/out' name for a twelve -month's Subscription to " THE WIRELES DEALER,commencing with
No. 1, September 1.21h, 1925. Enclosed is remittance of 7/6 (ro/- abroad).

NAME. . ............ADDRESS............................................................................. ......................................

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM.

In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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IIIA complete and coin- 'Ill,'
pact Moving Coil

p

Testing Set, beauti-
fully finished and
perfectly accurate.

very high resis-
lance of 40,000 ohms
makes the Voltmeter
almost Electro-static,
which is essential for
measurement of H.T.
Battery voltage.
Measures the resis-
tance of all your
accessories.
Demonstrates the
principle of Ohm's
Law.
Enables you to ob-
tain perfect reception
and to know exactly
by what ramps you
obtained it.
Will last a lifetime
with ordinary care.

NLilli, HEAYBERD'S
Radio Precision Testing Sets,

144IP

RENOWNED
in all corners of the

Electrical World.

Send postcard to -day for
illustrated catalogue of
this and numerous other
types of panel and labora-

tory ins Yamcats.

10:

PRICES
Moving coil Instru-
ment, 120y, 6v. 3ma,
3oomv 35; -
Triple range shunt
box, rams, x2orna,
6 amperes ...

or
Double range shunt
box, roma and 3
amperes ... 12;6
Portable walnut case
if required ... 10,6
Wlfat our customers
say :

"Testing against a
standard instranient
we find that the error
in most cases is less
.than 5%." (D.7).)

1110,

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
-(Instrument h.a c1st

ill

8,'9, Talbot Court, Eastebeap, E.C.3
Telephone - = - - Royal 4i>82

INSIST UPON I
SH IPTON
PRODUCTS
AT YOUR

DEALERS.
7 ohm Rheostat

with fuse 3:-
3'-

60 3/-
P.Hentio meter

600 ohm 4,6
Variable

gridleak 3; -
Patent c o

bleed aerial &
earth switch 3 6

PRODUCTS
Don't choose radio components indis-
criminately. Buy wisely---Shipton's.
Using Shipton Components in your
radio receiver, you make certain of
best possible results at all times.

Other Shipton Products in preparation.

37, TOTHILL ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W. 1.
E. SHIPION & CO., LTD.'Phone Victor. 3171. Also at 'Gram: Rentfonee, Part.

14, KING ST., COVENT GARDEN, W.6.2.

Baradys Ad.

011(/, EFFICIENCY H.T. BATTERY.
CONSITDRELIACJ. ORS'

ice Apparatus Tested, April, x924. Why buy inefficient tiny
-ealed-in batteries? I offer Tenninalled Giant Unit Dry
Cells, e volts of 30o per cent. more capacity. see Photo.
Cells, 4/- doz., plus carriage. 6o volt type is polished Oak
Case as reported, 19/6, carriage 1/9. In card box 14/6.
Every cell replaceable. Lists free. Sample Cell, 6d. 9 Volt
Grid Battery, 2/6. Money back guarantee. Prompt delivery
guaranteed. Direct only from Sole Maker :

C. A. FINCHETI Old Armoury, Oswestry.

4inmilioniniiiillimiummininumiiiiiiiimilimliiiiiimiumilmiollirinitilm:
t---..

E-- COUPON. =
7-...-- QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
g In future this coupon must be accompanied with P-.,
..-,1 2s. 6d. P.O. E-

=`` MODERN WIRELESS September,192.5.
.-15111111111111J111illiiniii11111111111111ilillillii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Illiiii
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LIONEL ROBINSON & CO

CTH Rotor and Stator of the " Ella-Varic " Vatio-
meter' are self-supporting, and the DI -ELECTRIC
Losses due to the usual former are therefore

avoided.
The Rotor is mounted between two Spring Bearings

which, by maintaining a constant pressure on the shaft,
ensure at all times a good, clean connection. Tunes from
25o to 65o metres on a Standard PMG Aerial.

Complete with Knob and Dial .. Price 10/-

A Beautifully Made Coil Holder with
a Positive Vernier Action and no

Back -Lash.
2 -Way

I 5/9
2-Way

5/9
3 -Way 3 -Way

8/6 8/6
The " Ella-Varic " Holderis an entirely new

departure from the usual design.
Coarse adjustment of the coils is obtained by raising =-

or lowering the lever and the vernier movement is imme- =
diately brought into action by rotating the knob.

=
=

_-=

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
A.C. MODEL

Output 6 amps. 9 volts. Comr lets
with Pole indicating Ammeter and
all connecting leads and adapter. To
standard voltages 100/110, 200/220,
and frequencies, 50/60.£6:6:0
Other voltages and frequencies 81 extra.

"ELLA"
BATTERY CHARGERS

_-_- WORK FROM A LAMPHOLDER
IN YOUR OWN HOME

a_--_

Output 5 amps. 9 volts. Machine only
£5 12s. 6d. With Switchboard and Pole

= Indicating Ammeter and Regulating Resistance
= as Illustrated . £6 15s. Od.

D.C. MODEL

Longer life and better service.
" ELLA " Batterymay

times -over.
their cost

=== Write to Dept. " A " for descriptive leaflet.
_-= Trade supplied.

For further particulars write to-
LIONEL ROBINSON & CO.,

3a; STAPLE INN, LONDON, W.C.I.
Telephone: Holborn 6323 (2 lines).

T1711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111e:

=_-

Form enclosed 969
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THE ONE -WO

No. 1. OUT
Editor : Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E (Editorial Manager of Radio Press Ltd.).
Technical Director : John Scott -Taggart, M.C., F. I nst.P., A.M. I . E. E.
Research Editor : Major James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.

400,000 copies of No. 1 are being printed to meet a phenomenal demand.
The Advertising Campaign will include whole pages in different
publications, including the " Daily Mail."

Make certain you get No. 1
on Tuesday, September 15th

D.

WEEKLY PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.
(Editorial Manager of Radio Press, Ltd.)

970 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed,
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LESS"
RD WEEKLY

SEPTEMBER 15'h
ARTICLES IN No. 1. BY

Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E. (On American & British Receiver designs compared).
John Scott -Taggart, M .C. , F. I nst.P., A. M.!. E. E. (A New ST.100 Receiver).
Major, James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P. Capt. H. L. Crowther, M.Sc.
J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G. D.I.C. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
A. D. Cowper, M.Sc. Stanley G. Rattee, M.I.R.E.
R. W. Hallows, M.A. E. H. Chapman, M.A.,D.Sc.
A. Johnson -Randall. D. J. S. Hartz, B.Sc.

John W. Barber.
C. P. Allinson.

and certain eminent authors whose names
we do not at this stage desire to disclose.

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, M.C.,
F.1nst.P., A.M.1.E.E.

(Editor -in -Chief of all Radio Press
Publications.)

D.

WEEKLY
In replying to advertisers, use Order F Olin enclosed. 97I
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THE "KEN MAC BOOK "
CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET.

',PAT. PENDING_)

THE LATEST
NOVELTY IN

CRYSTAL
- SETS.:

EFFICIENT,
COMPACT,
GUARANTEED
TO GIVE
EVERY SATIS-
FACTION,
PROVISION
MADE FOR
5 XX LOADING
COIL.

Actual Size; "h, ' C1.05E1 ).

PRICES:
Leather covered

(Red, Green,
Blue)

: 1 : 0
Tortoiseshell

(Tmt.)

(Non-inflam.)

12:2:10.

(OPEN)

THE KENMAC RADIO LTD. (Dept. M),
Dalling Road, Hammersmith, London, W.6.

somariiimaizinum
HONEYCOMB
DUOLATERAL
COLS

1:Itctl
No. 11

Coil
No.

12ADIO\

Approx. wave -length
range in metres in
shunt with ordinary
.00r mid. variable

Air Condenser.

25

30
35
40
50
6o
75

too
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
750

moo
1250
15,0

336
411
477
500
693
8,4
895

1445
2110
2820
3480
4280
6430
7240
89oo

20640
14470
19500
22400

Neiv
Price.

s. d.

4 3
4 3
4 3
4 5
4 6
4 10
4 10
6 3
7 0
8 0

9 0
10 0
10 3
11 0
12 6
13 9
15 6
17 6

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

149, Queen Victoria St., Loudon.
Works : BEDFORD.

11111111111111112111MINIMIll

NEW
PRICES

Effective from
August 10th,

1925.

972 In replying to advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.


